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INTRODUCTION 

Since February 28,1947 six members ofthe Phys
ical Studies Group oftheGeneralElectric Research 
Laboratory have been participating in a research 
project related to basic problems in cloud physics. 
This project has had the joint sponsorship of the 
Army Signal Corps, the Office of Naval Research, 
and the Air Forces , the Signal Corps having assumed 
the active contract negotiations which resulted in the 
establishment of Contract W-36-039-sc-32427. 

For more than four years previous to the above 
date, a considerable amount of research was con
ducted by some of this group in the field of the pro
duction of artificial fogs , precipitation static , and 
the icing of aircraft. This was done partly under 
government sponsorship t h r 0 ugh NDRC, Army 
Chemical Corps, and Air Forces and partly as a 
Research Laboratory activity. Various reports and 
papers were published during the course of these 
studies (1).. 

In order to assure a reasonable amount of freedom 
.from delays and other complications in carrying out 
the research activities under the project, especially 
with reference to the flight operations , a Technical 
Steering Committee was created shortly after the 
formal contract signing to co-ordinate the partici 
.pation of the three services in the project. This 
originally included a representative and his alter
nate from the Signal Corps, the Office of Naval Re
search, and the General Electric Company. This 
membership arrangement was subsequently revised 
to give the Air Forces equal representation on the 
Committee while the General Electric representa
tives were removed from formal membership but 
retained as active consultants. 

Shortly after formal sponsorship of the present 
project was arranged, it was decided by the Steering 
Committee that work under the project should be 
divided into two basic activities. These would con
sist of (1) flight operations and (2) research activi
ties. It was proposedthat the flight oper ations should 
be under the direction of an Operations Group made 
up of representatives ofthe Army, Navy, Air Forces, 
andthe General Electric Group. Subsequently, this 
group membership was revised to include only the 
representatives ofthe three military services. The 

General Electric representative was retained in a 
liaison capacity to maintain a close r~lationship be
tween the Operations and Research Groups. 

Experiments in the laboratory and field, exclud
ing flight operations, were considered to be part of 
the activities of the Research Group. In addition, 
all results of flight experiments were turned over' 
to the Research Group for analysis as quickly as 
possible after the completion of flights for assem
blage and reduction of the flight re!lults. 

Close liaison between the Flight Operations Group 
and the Research Group is maintained by frequent 
meetings and by having a laboratory representative 
included in all Operations planning and activities. 

The early flight operations 'were made using 
Olmsted Field at Middletown, Pennsylvania as base 
of operations . It was soon discovered, however, that 
many delays in carrying out flights could be traced 
to this geographic separation ofthe Operations and 
Research Groups. Accordingly, in the summer of 
1947 all of the flight operations were transferred 
to the Schenectady Airport and facilities established 
at the General Electric Flight Test Hangar. 

These facilities have been steadily expanded until 
at the present time all requests by the Operations 
Group for space and operarmg faCilities have been 
met by General Electric. These consist of the fol
lowing: 

A total of 1830 square feet of office, opera
tions , and storage space is supplied. Within 
this area are a flight tower , weather office , 
administration office, dark room, navy cage, 
Recordak room , operations office, analysis 
room, and a parachute and stock room. 

In addition to this, about 640 square feet of 
conference room is available whenever re
quired. In the same category is a room in the 
hangar for aircraft when a heated area is 
needed for installation work, repairs , or other 
reasons 
On call are two aircraft mechanics, two shop 
men, two transcribers , and an instrument 
man. 

(1)  Schaefer, V. J. Final Report on Icing Research, JUly 1, 1945 to July 1, 1946. ATSC Contract W-33-038
AC-9151. 

Schaefer , V. J. The Production of Ice Crystals in a Cloud of Supercooled Water Droplets. Science, 104, 
2707 , PP. 457-459, (November 15 , 1946). -

Schaefer , V. J. Heat Requirements for Instruments and Airfoils during Icing Storms on Mt. Washington. 
Transactions of the A. S. M. E. , pp. 843-846, (November , 1947). 

Schaefer, V. J. The Natural and Artificial Formation of Snow in the Atmosphere. Transactions, American 
Geophysical Union, 29, No.4, pp. 492-498 , (August, 1948). 
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A full-time secretary handles reports, cor
respondence, telephones, etc. 

To facilitate flight operations, the A and C 
teletype circuits were installed, as well as a 
Teletalk system connecting all offices. This 
can also operate a Public Address system in 
the hangar and the ramp. 

At the G. E . hangar, a class A repair station 
is available . In addition, extra guards have 
been assigned for the protection of aircraft 
and equipment, and standard aircraft fire 
fighting equipment with trained personnel is 
on hand for emergencies. 

In carrying out effective flight operations, the 
Research Group has emphasized, from the beginning, 
that there are two things of basic importance for 
achieving the type of results anticipated. 

As in aU basic research, it is of prime importance 
that after each flight the experimental results be 
carefully analyzed so that mistakes in planning are 
detected and each successive experiment used to 
uncover new aspects of the general problem under 
study. If this is not done, mistakes may pass un
noticed during a number of experiments and result 
in the amassing of data that may be of little value. 

As the result of many different attempts to in
crease the efficiency of flight operations and analy
sis of the experimental results, the following pro
cedure is now under trial. 

Immediately after a flight, all data is gathered 
.and scheduled for delivery to the Research Group. 
Within an hour following a flight, the following in
·formation is supplied to the Research Group: 

Date 
Flight Number 
Take Off Time 
Area Over Which Flight Was Made 
Objective of Flight 
Type of Clouds Worked On 
Base of Clouds 
Top of Clouds 
Measured or Estimated 
Temperatures as far as known 
Type of Seeding 
Quantity of Agent Used 
Number of Photographs Taken 
Cameras Used 
Number and Type of Aircraft Used 
Altimeter Setting 
Remarks 

Subsequently, and as soon as possible , the photo
panel data is transcribed from the developed film, 
the flight photos developed and printed as contact 

prints, and other instrument readings supplied ll,S 

raw uncorrected data. This and all other informa
tion related to a specific flight is delivered to the 
Research Group as a packet within a week. Although 
this goal has never been achieved up to the formal 
termination of this contract*, there is no apparent 
reason why it cannot be done , and it is believed that 
such results will be obtained in the near future. 

During the period February 28, 1947 to July 1, 
1948, many exploratory laboratory and field studies 
were instituted by the Research Group to gain a 
better knowledge ofthe physical processes govern
ing the genesis, growth, maturity, and dissipation 
of various types of cloud systems. These were, in 
general, directed toward achieving a better under
standing of the precipitation cycle, especially as 
related to the growth of cloud particles , supercool
ing, sublimation 'and condensation nuclei, and the 
formation of rain and snow. One of the major pur
poses of this program was an effort to establish in 
definitive terms the various physical parameters of 
such meteorological phenomena. 

Eight of these studies had developed sufficiently 
by July 1,1948 to warrant the preparation of Occa
sional Reports . In order to save time and effort, it 
was agreed by the Steering Committee that these 
reports should be considered as the major part of 
the Final Report. 

In addition to these eight reports and because it 
contains a fairly good summary ofthe developments 
which led to the present activities of Project Cffi
RUS, the First Report is also included as part of 
the Final Report. 

The follOwing includes a listing by title and a 
brief summary of the contents of the Occasional 
Reports: 

Occasional Report No.1 

"The Production of Rain by a Chain Reaction in 
Cumulus Clouds at Temperatures Above Freezing" 
by Dr. Irving Langmuir. 

This report, which has since been published in 
the Journal of Meteorology, October, 1948, sum
marizes the result of theoretical work initiated 
early in 1942 for the design of the artificial fog 
smoke generator. The equations developed at that 
time were fO]Jnd later to be applicable to the growth 
of droplets in orographic clouds on Mt. Washington 
and to suggest a mechanism for the growth and de
velopment of clouds in the free atmosphere by 
·evaporation-condensation pro c e sse s. The main 
part of this paper consists ofthe equations developed 
by Langmuir for application to conditions in the 
free atmosphere. Thirteen tables are presented 

*  It should be mentioned that under a subsequent contract which will continue until July, 1949, this goal was 
achieved during the latter part of November. 
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which delineate the critical conditions obtained for 
known conditions in natural clouds. Using this in
formation, it is possible to determine the limiting 
conditions required to institute a chain reaction in 
a cumulus cloud system by " :seeding" with water 
droplets. It also affords an explanation of the de
velopment of the precipitation cycle following the 
formation of snow by dry ice seeding of cumulus 
clouds . . 

Occasional Report No.2 

"A New Plane Model Cloud Meter" by R. E. 
Falconer and Dr. V. J. Schaefer. 

This report described a modification of the G. E. 
Cloud Meter which was used successfully ·in study
ing 39 summer storms on Mt. WaShington in 1945(2). 
The recording device of the new model produces a 
continuous trace while the instrument trav·erses a 
cloud, and the variation in width of the trace repre
sents an· instantaneous and continuous record of the 
liquid water content ofthe cloud. The present model, 
as described, still requires development for use at 
air velocities in excess of 150 mph. 

Occasional Report No.3 

"Some Experiments in the Freezing of Water" 
by Robert Smith-Johannsen. 

This report summarizes preliminary studies on 
the freezing temperature of bulk water. It was so 
conducted that no air -solid interface below DoC was 
in contact with the water, although the surface was 
exposed to air. 

By thus guarding against the" seeding" of the 
supercooled water by the development of frost at 
or near the solid-water contact point, it was found 
that the common freezing pOint of water is about 
-200C. A sample of water which had been exposed 
to ultrasonic radiation was cooled to -38.5 0 C before 
it froze. 

Various powders were added to the water as con
taminants. A fine dispersion of graphite was found 
to be the most effective in raising the freezing tem
perature to a value of -S.9OC. No conditions were 
found to cause water to freeze at DoC except seeding 
with a piece of dry ice held above the water surface. 
The shower of minute ice crystals generated by the 
dry ice always caused freezing as thetempe=-ature 
indicator passed DoC. 

Although graphite was found to be the most ef
fective freezing nucleus, it did not serve as a sub
limation nucleus when dispersed as a suspension 
in a cold chamber supersaturated with respect to 
ice. 

Occasional Report No.4 

"Smoke from Smelter Operations As a Possible 
Source of Silver Iodide Nuclei," by R. E. Falconer 
and Dr. B. V onne gut. 

This report briefly summarizes a Climatological 
study conducted to determine whether or not any 
additional precipitation 0 c c Ii r s in the general 
vicinity of silver smelters due to the reaction of 
silver in the flue gases reacting with iodine in the 
air to form silver iodide sublimation nuclei. 

The study was conducted to determine the validity 
of statements purporting to show unusual belts of 
precipitation in the vicinity of large smelters. 

The study brought out the interesting fact that 
approximately one pound of silver is lost to the at 
mosphere per hour in the United States. If this 
silver were efficiently converted to silver iodide, 
enough nuclei might be formed to seed as much as 
ten to one hundred thousand cubic miles of air per 
hour with a concentration of one particle per cubic 
inch. 

After making a study of the general climatolOgical 
data of utah and the western United States, no signi
ficant precipitation trends could be discovered which 
might be assigned to the variations in silver output. 

Occasional Report No.5 · 

I "Production of Ice Crystals by the Adiabatic 
Expansion of Gas." 

IT "Nucleation of Supercooled Water Clouds by 
SHver Iodide Smokes." 

ill "Influence of Butyl Alcohol on Shape of Snow 
Crystals Formed in the Laboratory" by Dr. B. Von
negut. 

This report describes three separate studies 
conducted by the author as laboratory and field ac
tivities. 

Part I describes a simple but very effective way 
of producing large numbers of ice crystals in the 
laboratory by adiabatic expansion of the gas which 
momentarily cools the air below the critical tem
perature of -38.9CC. It infers a similar mechanism 

.as the source of ice crystal vapor trails produced 
due to adiabatic expansion of moist air by the pro
pellers and wings of airplanes. 

The experiments show that about 1.6 x 1010 ice 
crystals are generated per cc of expanded air. An
other important experiment showed that a loud ex
plosion per se had no effect in producing ice crystals 
in a supercooled cloud. 

(2)  Schaefer, V. J. The Liquid Water Content of Summer Clouds on the Summit of Mt. Washington. ATSC 
Contract W-33-038-AC-9151, (April, 1946) 
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The second part of the report describes the major 
wor k ofthe author in his study of the physical chem
istry of silver iodide and the efficient production of 
large concentrations of such sublimation nuclei by 
smoke generators. 

A study using the electron microscope to de
termine the size of particles produced with the as
pirating hydrogen flame , the most effective genera
tor so far developed, shows the particle size to lie 
in the range of 30 Rto 1400 R in diameter. Yields 
of silver iodide particles as high as 1016 per gram 
of silver iodide were observed. A high temperature 
coefficient wat3 observed. Thus a smoke which pro
duced an average value of 1016 particles per gram 
of silver iodide at -20OC only produced about 1013 
particles at -100C . 

A very interesting fact discovered is that silver 
iodide particles do not reactimmediately as subli
mation nuclei when introduced into a supercooled 
cloud of water droplets. Even fifty minutes after 
introducing a smoke sample in the cold chamber, 
ice crystals could be seen to form at a measurable 
rate. The general conclusion reached as a result 
of this study is that the rate of reaction at -130C is 
30 to 40 times faster than at -IOoC. 

The third part of the report describes a modifica
tion of snow crystal forms from hexagonal plates to 
hexagonal columns which was observed when butyl 
alcohol vapor was accidentally introduced into the 
cold chamber. A subsequent study of this phenome
non showed that with a partial pressure of butyl 
alcohol vapor of the order of 10 -6 atmospheres or 
less , no modification was observed. However, at a 
partial pressure of about 10-5 -atmospheres, long 
hexagonal prisms were found to form instead of the 
normal thin hexagonal plates. As the vapor pressure 
of the alcohol was increased, however, the crystal 
habit reverted to the normal platelet form. 

Dr. Vonnegut likens the effect of butyl alcohol on 
the crystal form of ice to a similar effect in solu· 
tion of sodium chloride which normally crystallizes 
in a cubicform, but with the addition of urea, shifts 
its crystal habit to that of an octahedra. ThiS effect 
is thought to be a blocking action produced by the 
preferential absorption of the impurity on certain 
faces of the crystals slowing down the rate of growth 
in certain directions and permitting the development 
in others. 

Isobutyl and allyl alcohol showed a similar effect, 
but the shorter chain ethyl alcohol failed to exert 
any effect. 

Occasional Report No.7 

"Observations on the Behavior of Water Drops 
at Terminal Velocity in Air" by Duncan C. Blan
chard. 

This report deals with observations and experi
ments on the behavior of water drops falling at 
terminal velocity through air. The study included 
observations on the breakup of drops in turbulent 
and non-turbulent air and the mechanism of breakup 
under various conditions. 

The report includes a description of the apparatus 
used for making the study, which consisted of a 
vertical wind tunnel so designed that the drop re
mained essentially in a fixed pOSition in space. This 
was accomplishedby producing a vertical air stream 
having a velocity of 8.2 cm sec- 1 with a region in 
the core of the stream having a slightly lower 
velocity. In this central region, the drop floated in 
a nearly stationary position, thus permitting ob
servations on breakup, oscillations, etc., to be 
carried on with ease. 

One of the interesting features of the report is 
the series of ten stroboscopic photographs selected 
from more than seventy pictures showing the oscil
lations, gyrations, and pulsations that go on as water 
drops fall at their terminal velocity. 

This study was planned to shed more light on the 
mechanism of growth and breakup of rain drops in 
cloud systems and is the first stage of an investiga
tion which is continuing wider the new contract. 

Occasional Report No.8 

"A Method for Obtaining a Continuous Record of 
the Type of Clouds in the Sky during the Day" by 
R. E. Falconer. 

The report describes and illustrates a simple 
method of obtaining continuous records of cloud 
types during daylight hours. The method not only 
makes it possible to have a detailed record of cloud 
cover but seems to provide graphical information 
which may be "read" by an experienced observer 
so that the cloud types for a specific day or period 
in the day maybe determinedby scanning the record. 

It is believed that the method may be useful for a 
number of practical applications beyond the funda
mental studillS for which it is being used by the Re
search Group. A few of these possibilities are 
mentioned. One of them - the use with an automatic 
weather station - may have considerable practical 
importance. 

Occasional Report No.9 

"Methods for Detecting Sublimation Nuclei in the 
Free Atmosphere" by Dr. Vincent J. S~haefer. 

This report describE:>s several methods for de
tecting sublimation nuclei in clear air. It is believed 
that one or more of the suggested methods may be 
useful in reaching a better understanding of some_ 
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of the erratic variations in the occurrance of sllch 
particles in the free atmosphere which so often per 
mit the development and persistance of super cooled 
clouds. 

The variations which have been observed are 
tabulated to illustrate the extremes that have been 
noted in the preliminary studies. 

Three detection methods are described. Two of 
these employ supercooled water films - one in the 
'form of a free floating bubble or a film mounted on 
a ring, the other as a water soluble plastic coating 
placed on a thin plastic membrane. Either of these, 
after reaching a supercooled state, permits the 
formation of ice crystals when an active nucleus 
contacts the. film surface. The third method em
ploys a cold chamber in which a supercooled cloud 
is formed after introducing the air sample to be 
tested. Any active sublimation nucleus immediately 
becomes visible in a light beam directed into the 
chamber and may be counted. A table of early re
sults obtained with such a unit on Mt. Washington, 
New Hampshire, is presented. A continuing study 
under the new contract is in progress and will be 
subsequently described in detail. 

Occasional Report No. 10 

"Studies of the Effects Produced by Dry Ice 
Seeding of Stratus Clouds" by Dr . Irving Langmuir 

This report is the first full scale analysis of a 
two plane flight operation carried out by the Opera
tions Groupof Project CffiRUS and submitted to the 
Research Group for study. 

More· details are includedJn this report than will 
normally be given by the Research Group. It is 
presented in detailed analysis· to serve as an example 
of the methods and techniques which may be used 
in evaluating the results of a particular flight opera
tion. 

Flight 23 , which is analyzed, was a two plane . 
mission in co-operation with the M. 1. T. Weather 
Radar Group and was conducted in the general 
vicinity of Cape Cod, Massachusetts. An L-shaped 
seeding and six spot arol'~ were made in two phases 
of the flight operation. The rate at which these re
gions grew as the dry ice seeding modified the super.
cooled clouds is shown and quantitative information 
is supplied to illustrate the effects produced. 

In addition to this information, the general con
clusions that may be drawn from such activities are 
given by the author so that intelligent planning for 
future research experiments is possible. 

Vincent J. Schaefer 
General Electric Research Laboratory 
Schenectady, N. Y. 

15 December 1948 



First Quarterly Progress Report  

METEOROLOGICAL RESEARCH  

1 March - 1 June 1947 

Work on both laboratory and outdoor experiments 
whlch were actively underway before the official 
signing of the present contract has contLnued and 
Ls now goLng ahead as a considerably augmented 
program. 

DetaUed reports on various phases of the work 
planned, accomplished, and contemplated are in
cluded as sections of this report as shown in the 
Table of Contents. 

GENERAL ELECTRIC PERSONNEL ON THE 
PROJECT 

Those actlvely engaged In the work at General 
Electric at present are: 

. Dr. Irving Langmuir who is engaged in analyzing 
fllght results, setting up procedures for routine 
·analysis of such results, and planning methods and 
techniques for future programs. He is also develop
Lng the mathematical theory of the growth of clour! 
partlcles, water droplets, and ice crystals as af
fected by the air movements within clouds. 

Vincent J. Schaefer, who works with Dr. Langmulr 
in the planning ofthe project, is carrying out labora
tory experiments on some of the fundamental proc
esses involved inchanges in clouds; he is following 
the development of the general program and plane 
instrumentation and keeps in touch ·with the develop
ment of cloud studies in this and other countries. 

Dr. Bernard Vonnegut who is actively worklng 
on various methods for produclng sUver lodlde 
generators producing foreign-particle lce nuclel 
for both plane and ground installatlons, and is plan
ning a study of meteorological conditions favorable 
to the effective operation of ground generators. 
This wlll be done by using such a generator in con
junction with a Navy fog generator; subsequent 
plans call for sampllng the air at varlous altltudes. 
A number of generators have been made and tested 
onboth the B-25 and the B-17, and their performance 
under flight conditions is being used in the design 
·of a newer generator. 

Raymond E. Falconer who is worklng on various 
phases of instrumentatlon of the flight plane, labor
atorystudiesand other related problems. A cloud
meter, decelerator, accelerometer, icing indica
tors, and an exposure gun for sampling cloud 
partlcles have been constructed or obtained by him, 
and installations of these and other equipment in 
the B-17 are nearly completed. 

Klah Maynard who Ls assigned to participate as 
the· Research Laboratory representative on all 
flight tests. He ls famlllar with the mechanism of 
the various cloud measuring instruments and wlll 
be responslble for their operation in flight opera
llons. He is also responsible for gatherlng the 
data from the other observers during a flight and 
assembling the results into as complete a record 
as possible for each operation. 

Robert Smith-Johannsen who is actlvely working 
on certain phases of the aircraft icing problem on 
another contract, but wUl be avaU;tble and wlll 
probably participate in the cloud studies project 
whenever addltlonal help is needed. 

LABORATORY srUDlES 

An active laboratory program is underway in
volving studies of supercooled clouds under various 
condltions of temperature and liquld water content. 
The type of crystals produced by different seeding 
techniques, the rate of growth of crystals under 
controlled conditions and the various ways of pro
duclng them are among the projects under study 
in the laboratory. The possibillty of having a field 
kit for detectlng ice nuclel in the natural atmosphere 
is under consideration and several units have been 
constructed for experlmental use. The properties 
of clouds under high electr1c Helds are also being 
studied to see what changes occur under different 
types and degrees of electrlfication. 

PHOTOGRAPHIC sr UDIES OF CLOUDS 

Lapse -tlme photographs In color and In black 
and white are being made to determlne the varlous 
factors involved in the development of the several 
types of clouds. Nearly 500 feet of such movies 
have now been obtained. Most of them are made by 
taking a plcture every 2.5 seconds with a special 
shutter attachment used with 16 mm movie cameras. 
The movle 1s then projected at normal speeds to 
show the development and growth or diSSipation of 
the clouds. 

Stereoscoplc pictures are also being obtained 
to show the three dlmensional structure of different 
types of clouds. BeSides using this technique to 
study ordlnary cloud systems, one of the purposes 
of the project is to have the equipment ready and 
operating in a satisfactory manner for recordlng 
modiHcation operatlons and the types of clouds under 
study in the above freezing part of the project. 

DETECTION OF SUPERSATURATION IN THE 
NATURAL ATMOSPHERE 

Aregular daUy observation program has recently 
been started to explore the poss1billty of inducing 
the development of cirrus type clouds under clear 
sky condittons. It is believed that supersaturation 
with respect t<>lce probably occurs falrly frequently 
at temperatures warmer than -35°C in air devoid 
of foreign-particie nuclei. Lacking such nuclei, a. 
considerable degree of supersaturation can develop 
as is often shown by the development of so -called 
vapor trails behind hlgh flying aircraft. To explore 
these posslbllltles, 50 and 100 gram balloons carry
ing chunks of dry ice in anopen mesh bag are being 
released on a dally schedule from the top of the 
laboratory and followed by theodollte. If sublimation 
trails are observed, we hope that the program can 
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be expanded to use hlgh flylng aircraft to explore 
the possibllltles of producing lee-crystal clouds on 
a large scale for studylng turbulence, lateral diffu
slon rates, radar echoes, and other similar mete
orological phenomena. 

CO-OPERATION WITH PLANE FLIGHTS 

Up to June 1st, a plane from the Weather Squadron 
,assigned to the Signal Corps has been at Schenectady 
a total of six times. Durlng such visits a total of 
five seeding fHghts have been made. Of these flights, 
all have produced vlsual results; three have pro
duced photographs although on only one flight were 
the results reasonably complete enough for analysis., 

It is expected that, if the present crew is per
mltted to stay wlth the project, subsequent results 
wUl be much more satisfactory. 

During all fllghts, two or more of the Research 
Laboratory Group have been In attendance at the 
radio lnthe G. E. Fllght Test Dlvlsioncontroltower 
and have obtalned a record of everythlng communL
cated by radlo to the tower. All of this lnformatlon, 
whlch was recorded on wire, has been transcrlbed 
and records dellvered to all concerned with the 

analysis of the fllghts. On all seedlng fllghts from 
50 - 150 pounds of granulated dry ice have been 
prepared and dellvered by the Research Laboratory 
to the plane for use In the operatlons. 

The data obtalned on AprU 7 have been worked 
up quantitatively and are lncluded as an appendix 
to thls report. The method of analyzing th1s data 
wUI be descrlbed so that others wUl be able to follow 
the same method if desirable. Conslderable time 
has been spent with representatives of the Army, 
Navy and other governmental agencies discussing 
the general program golng over 1n detall the flight 
plans of the project. 

CONCLUSIONS 

AB plans for the summer and winter season pro
gress,lt becomes evident that the present arrange
ment for supplying fllght facUlties needs to have 
considerable revision. 

It Ls hoped tbat a satisfactory method can be 
deVised which wUl lead to a more efflclent use of 
the crew and the plane whenever proper condltlons 
for cloud studies occur. 

II.  SUMMARY OF RESULTS THUS FAR OBTAINED 
IN ARTIFICIAL NUCLEATION OF CLOUDS 

Irvlng Langmuir 

HISTORY OF OUR EARLY WORK 

Beginning In February 1942, Mr. V. J. Schaefer 
and I worked on thede'Velopment of a generator for 
screenlng smokes for the Army. We were guided 
by what I call the evaporation-condensation theory 
of the growth of small droplets In fogs or clouds. 
When a small droplet, of dlmenslons greater than 
the mean free path of the air molecules (10-5 em), 
ls surrounded by air whlch has a parHal pressure 
of the volatUe materlal of the drop wh1ch dUfers 
from the equlllbrium pressure of the drop by a 
small amount Ap, then the rate of galn or loss {)f 
welght of the droplet ls glven by: 

Q = 411~;AP (1) 

where M is the molecular weight of the volatLle 
substance, D Is the dlffus Ion coefflc lent of the vapor 
through the air, r Is the droplet rad1us, R Is the 
gas constant, 8.3 x 107, and T ls the absolute tem
perature. 

~ 

Because of the surface tension, the inter lor of 
a small droplet Is under a hydrostatlc pressure. 
~ a result, the droplet has a higher vapor pressure 
than that of the liquid In ~ulk. The lncrease in 
vapor pressure produced by this surface tension 
effect is Pr - Po which is given by: 

P -p -~ (2)r 0 -~RTr 

where 11ls the surface tension of the llquld and (' is 
the density of the llquld. This equation Is known 

as Thompson's equat1on. On the basis of thls theory, 
a small droplet surrOunded by airwhlch is In equl
librium with an extended nat surface of the Uqu1d 
wUl have only a deflnite lifer. The value of1'is 
given by: 

_ ~(~RT)2 (3)r - 6I{ypo M 

This theory can be applled to calculate the rate 
of growth of partlcles In a fog or smoke. The small 
particles, in accord with Eq. (2), tend to evaporate, 
slnce they have a higher vapor pressure and give 
vapor which condenses upon the larger droplets. 
This rate of transfer naturally depends upon the 
distribution of the sizes among the droplets. In 
1943 I did not know how to calculate thls dlstrlbutlon 
of Sizes, but I made the very Simple assumption 
that during the growth of particles within the cloud 
or smoke the type of distribution remains constant 
Qr "invar1ant." This I could not prove, but it 
seemed a reasonable assumptlon. On the basis of 
this assumption, Lt was easy to show that the num
ber of particles In the fog would, In general, de
crease according to the equation: 

dIn n 1 (4)
~=j9r 

where-Z;-Ls given by Eq. (3). 

This theory was now applled to the calculatlon 
of the rate of growth of smoke partLcles In a jet 
of vapor escaping through a nozzle from a boUer 
Ln whLch hydrocarbonoll was boiling to give a pres
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sure of 5 to 15 pounds per square Inch on a gage. 
The jet, by Lts momentum, dragged In very large 
quantities ohlr so that the vapor was chllled within 
a few mllliseconds to a temperature so low that the 
oU had no appreciable vapor pressure. By an In
tegration process, knowing the vapor pressure of 
the oll, the rate of dilution with the air and thus 
the raie of fall of the temperature, It Is possible 
to calculate the size to which the droplets would 
grow by the time they had cooled to such a low tem
perature that further growth became negligible . 
This theory gave quantitative results which were 
In excellent agreement with all our experiments 
made during the development of the smoke genera
tor. In fact, by this theory It was possible to cal
culate the size of nozzle that should be used and 
the proper pressure of oU vapor In order to get 
smoke particles of the desired slze, 0.60 microns 
diameter. The smoke generator flnally used by 
the AImy contained nozzles 3/ 16In. diameter, which 
was exactly the size that I had calculated by this 
theory before we had made any experiments to de 
termine the proper size. 

In the years 1943 to 1945 Schaefer and I, for an  
AImy project, studied the theory of the formation  
of rime or Ice on aircraft. Experiments were  
undertaken onthe summit of Mt. Washington during  
the winters of 1943-44 and 1944-45. In the courSe  
of this work, we found it possible to develop a  
method for determlnlng the diameters of the drop 
lets constltutlng clouds. This was done by a mathe 
matlcal analysis of data on the rate of depOSition  
of Ice on slowly rotating cylLnders of various sizes  
exposed to wind of known velocUles.  

Since the air that enters the base of a cloud that 
envelops the top of Mt. Washington usually blows 
up along the mountain slope until It reaches the 
summit, the Hfe of the cloud partlcles should be In
versely proportional to the wind velocity and propor
tlonal to the vertlcal height of the summit above the 
base of the cloud. Since the llquid water content 
In the cloud under given temperature conditions 
would generally be proportional to the height of the 
summit above the cloud base, we can see that the 
age of the cloud particles which pass the summit 
should vary In proportlon to wi V, where w Is the 
llquld water content of the cloud In grams per cubic 
meter and V Is the wind velocity. Thus, there 
should be a relatlon between droplet size and the 
ratio w/ V. The experiments on Mt. Washington 
show very clearly that this Is the case. In fact, 
an analysis of several hundred sets of observations 
enabled us to compare the calculated and observed 
droplet radiI. According to the theory, the diameter 
of the droplets should be given by the following 
equation: 

d=2.46(59;OTc) (1O~Ow)0.40 (5) 

In this equation, the coefficient 2.46 Is empirically 
determined from the Mt. Washington data, but the 
form of the equatlon and the other numerical con
stants In It were obtained directly from the evapora
tlo~condensatlon theory. The units In this equatlon 
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are as follows: The diameter d Is expressed in 
microns, Tc Is the temperature In oC, w is ex

5pressed in gIm , and V is the vertlcal component 
of the velocity expressed In meters/ second. 

Several hundred sets of data, which give values. 
of T c, w, and V, and the experimentally determined 
values of d have been analyzed and the observed 
values of d have been compared with values calcu
lated from Eq. (5 ). It has been found that the cor
relation coefficients between the observed and 
calculated values of d range from 0.92 to 0.94 In 
different sets of observations. An analysis of the 
observational data was also made by the method of 
partial cor reI a t Ion coefflclents. A regression 
equation was thus derived, and this showed that the 
regression equation does not agree any better with 
the observed data than the equation empirically 
determined, Eq. (5). 

I believe that Eq. (5) should be applicable to the 
growth of water droplets in the clouds of the free 
atmosphere. During this coming summer, we plan 
to make experiments in airplanes to test this evap
oratio~condensatlon theory . Recently, I have been 
able to develop the theory much more completely 
and have been able to calculate the numer lcal value 
of ;.;'whlch occurs in Eq. (4); I have been able to 
determine just what the condltlons in the atmos
phere must be in order that the distribution Elf 
droplets shall remain Invariant as the ai'r rises In 
the cloud. 

In the evaporation-condensation theory, It was 
assumed from the very beginning that there are 
always In the atmosphere large surpluses cif avail 
able nuclei suitable for the growth of water droplets. 
The number of droplets that exist In any cloud Is, 
thus, determined by the rate by which the air ris es 
Into the base of the cloud, and does not depend upon 
the number of nuclei originally present" in this air. 

ICE CRYSTALS WITHIN CLOUDS 

In the course of the work on Mt. Washington and 
from observatlons of clouds In the Adirondacks and 
In Schenectady, Schaefer and I became aware of the 
fact that ice nuclei are frequently extremely rare
In the atmosphere. We became convinced of the 
fact that, in clouds below the cirrus level and even 
,at temperatures as low as -2cfc', there are nor
mally no Ice crystals at all, or at least the concen
tratlon of Ice crystals in such cloudS Is not more 
than about 10-9 particles per cm3, whereas the 
number of water droplets in clouds usually ranges 
from 100 to 1000 per cm3. , Only In clouds from 
which there Is visible snowfall from the bottom 
should It be assumed' that there are any snow 
crystals. 

It is obvious, however, from the fact that snow 
does sometimes form in clouds, that occasionally 
there are enormously more nuclei than normally 
occur. If, for example, we have a cloud containing 
1 g/ m3 of llquid water, which is a fairly high value 
for winter clouds, and we consider that all the water 
In this cloud should be changed to Ice crystals or 
snowflakes each weighing 10-5 g, we see that there 
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would then be 105 snowflakes per cubIc meter. The 
snowflakes axe, thus, about 2.2 centimeters apaxt 
and, on the average, there is only 0.1 snowflake 
per cm3 . Thus, even in a heavy snowstorm, the 
nuclei axe many thousands of times less abundant 
than axe the water droplets normally present in 
such clouds. 

There are many cases where snowstorms axe 
observed ln low clouds no psrt of whlch are at a 
temperature of less than -5 C. It is, therefore, 
cleax that in the atmosphere there sometimes exist 
nuclei which are responsible for the formation of 
snow crystals. There axe other tlmes when such 
nuclei axe absent. It is cleaxly not a matter of 
temperature alone. 

During the winter of 1945 -46 Mr . Schaefer and 
I planned to Investigate very thoroughly these ques
tions. First, what axe the lce nuclei In the atmos
phere which lead to snow formation? Second, how 
can we introduce into clouds nuclei that wul lead 
to the formation of snow? During the development 
of our Interest In this subject, we learned to recog
nize the chaxacterlstic features of clouds which 
contain snow and to distinguish them from those 
which do not. 

Clouds that contain snow show the following chax
acterlstlcs. Looking up through such a cloud, one 
often seeS a halo around the sun at an angle of 22 
degrees around the sun. This can be caused only 
by a refractlon with snow crystals when the light 
enters and leaves the crystal from faces that form 
a dlehedral angle of 60 degrees. These halos are 
usually caused by small hexagonal prisms of Ice 
which axe oriented at random. If the prlsms are 
falHng downward In the dlrectlon of their long axes, 
there wUl be a reinforcement of the intensity of the 
halo at a height above the horizon equal to that of 
the sun. This gives the so-called "sun dogs. " If 
the snow crystals conslst of small hexagonal plate
lets, and If these are not too small, they tend to fall 
with the plane of the crystal neaxly horlzontal. Under 
these condltlons, If one looks down from a plane or 
a mountain top on the top of a cloud of such crystals, 
one sees a bright spot In the cloud at a distance 
below the horizon equal tothehelghtof the sun above 
the horizon. Because of the sllght tilting of the 
crystals from the horizontal, and because of multiple 
reflections Involving two or more crystals, this 
spot of light reflected from the cloud Is often drawn 
out Into a vertical column which may extend both 
above and below the spot and may even extend above 
and below the horizon and abovethe sun Itself. Such 
effects are never produced by water droplets. 

When flying through a cloud lO:ontalnlng super
cooled water droplets, many paxts of the plane 
acquire a deposit of rime or Ice due to the Inter
ception of llquld water droplets which then freeze In 
contact with the surface. In clouds contalniJlg only 
Ice crystals, no Ice or rime forms. 

Sunllght that falls on a cloud layer from above Is 
scattered but Is not absorbed. Thus, the total light 
that is Intercepted is re-emltted. If the cloud Is 
sufflclently thick so that no appreciable amount of 

light diffuses through the cloud and so reaches the 
ground, then one can see from the distribution _of 
light from the top surface whether the liquid water 
cloud has been changed to ice. For example, from a 
cloud of liquid water droplets one sees that the light 
reflected from the cloud at angles not fax from the 
sun is very intense; that is, the cloud is very bright 
at angles 20 degrees or 30 degrees from the sun. 
At increas Ing angles, the light intens Ity decreases 
but rises again conSiderably at a pOint of about 138 
degrees from the sun which is about the location 
where a rainbow would be seen if the drops were 
much larger. Then the Intensity again becomes 
much larger -at a point nearly OPPOSite to the sun. 
There one sees a small bright-colored circle of a 
radius of about two degrees or three degrees, wh lch 
Is called a~. If the plane Is low enough, one 
usually SeeS the shadow of the plane in this circle. 
These color effects are due to diffraction and they 
Indicate that the particles axe of very small diam 
eter compaxed to the wave length of light. 

Similarly, if one looks at the sun's di:;k through 
a very thin layer of clouds of liquid water, one sees 
a colored corona that ls also due to diffraction from 
the small droplets. When the sun's disk Is seen 
through clouds of lIqu id water, the edge of the sun's 
disk Is always sharp no matter how small the par
ticles may be. In our work with the 'smoke genera
tor, where we produced smoke paxtlcles ranging 
from 0.5 to 2 microns In diameter, we found, when 
looking up at the sun through a layer of smoke of 
such density that one could look at the sun without 
hurting one's eyes, that the sun's dlsk was brilli
antly colored and that the edge of the sun was per
fectly sharp and distinct. In other words, one finds 
no sharp maximum In the Intensity of light scattered 
by diffractlon through small angles. 

On the other hand, if one looks at the sun through 
a cloud of Ice crystals of sufficient thickness to 
cut down the light of the sun sothat it can be toler
ated by the eyes, the edge of the sun's disk looks 
fuzzy. - I have worked out the theory of this effect. 
It Is produced by the great increase In Intensity of 
light reflected from small surfaces when the angle 
of InCidence approaches 90 degrees. The Intensity 
coefficient of reflectlonalways approaches 100 per 
cent at grazing mcldence, bllt It falls to about half 
of that at an angle only about one degree from graz
1ng incidence. When the sun's brightness is cut 
down to 1/1000Oth (which Is necessary In order to 
be able to look at the sun's disk with unaided eyes), 
there must be a great deal of multiple reflection. 
It is for this reason that the edge of the sun's disk 
becomes very fuzzy. This can only happen when 
the surfaces from which reflections take place axe 
very large compared to the wave length of light. 
Laxge raindrops or snow crystals can produce this 
effect, but fog paxtlcles never do. We have found 
this a very useful criterium to distlngulsh betWeen 
liquid water and lce crystals. 

SCHAEFER'S EXPERIMENTS ON THE ARTIFI 
CIAL PRODUCTION OF ICE NUCLEI 

During the spring of 1946, Mr. Schaefer obtained 
a commercial home freezing unit which had arec
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tangular cold box of about four cubic feet which 
could be cooled to -2rfC. With the cover off, the 
temperature at the bottom was about -23°C and the 
temperature rose to about -lOoC a few Inches below 
the top. The volume of the part below -1 cPC was 
about 70 liters. 

Schaefer found that by breathing Into this box a 
few times the box became filled with a cloud con
sisting of liquid water droplets with sizes very much 
like those in natural clouds, but that no ice crystals 
occurred at -2:f>C. He lined the cold box with black 
velvet and used an Intense beam of light from above 
to illuminate the cloud. Later experience showed 
that all ic;e crystals larger than a few microns can 
be seen immediately with the unaided eye when \llu
mlnated In this way. 

Mr. Schaefer tr ied very great numbers of pow
dered materials dusted Into the box and ordinarily 
found no trace of ice crystals forming. Sometimes 
at the lowest temperatures just a few crystals could 
be seen. This proved that ice crystals, when pres
ent, could be seen but ordinarily they were absent. 

Early In July, 1946, Schaefer Introduced into the 
cold box containing supercooled clouds, a needle 
(suspended by a thread) which had been cooled in 
liquid air. This needle was swung onCe across the 
top of the cloud. Immediately the path of air through 
which the needle had moved was seen to contain 
an Intense blue haze consist Ing of particles too small 
to resolve. They gave the characteristic Rayleigh 
scattering, Indicating that the particles were small 
compared to the wave length of light. Within a few 
,seconds myriads of Ice crystals, hundreds of mil
lions of them, could be seen glistening along this 
seeded path. Within usually 10 to 20 seconds, the 
seeding of these crystals spread throughout the box, 
In spite of the fact that there was a very strong 
temperature gradient which tended to stabilize the 
cloud In the box and to prevent convectlon currents. 
It was seen Immediately that the seeded path always 
surrounded Itself with a clear layer of air from 
which all the particles had been removed by dIffu
s�on. The fact that the vapor pressure of Lce Ls 
less than that of supercooled water, thus, causes 
the droplets to evaporate and the vapor then con
denses on the Ice nucleI. The water droplets In the 
chamber rarely change to Lce crystals by contact 
with Ice nuclei. 

Experiments showed that to get this effect with 
a piece of.cooled metal it wa3 only necessary to 
have a temperature below -35 C. With the metal 
at _340C no ice crystals appeared. The transition 
between these two cases appeared to be perfectly 
sharp. 

Schaefer then dropped small fragments of dry 
Ice (solid carbon dioxide) through the fog In the 
cold box and found that a single minute fragment 
would leave behind It a track of nuclei. By stirring 
the air In the box after dropping the fragment of 
dry Ice, one could see that the Ice crystals that had 
formed were less than one mlllimeter apart so that 
there must have been at least 108 Ice nuclei pro
duced. 

In August, 1946, I made a theoretical study of 
the rate of growth of the nuclei that are produced 
by dropping pellets of solld carbon dioxide through 
clouds of supercooled water. I was able to show, 
for example, that a spherical pellet of 0.4 cm diam
eter would fall with an Initial velocity of 14 meters 
per ' second, decreasing as the particle becomes 
smaller by evaporation. It would take about 130 
seconds for the particle to disappear and In that 
time It would fall 1100 meters (in air at _200 C). 
During this fall, a total of about 60 milligrams of 
water vapor would be condensed to ice in the cold 
air film near the surface of the pellet. The air 
remains cool by contact with the pellets only for 
a few microseconds and, during this short time, the 
particles grow In accord with the evaporatlon
condensation theory which I had already developed. 

I thus reached the conclusion that the Ice nuclei 
that are formed can only have a diameter of about 
10-6 cm and that the number of such -nuclei pro
duced during the fall of a single pellet would be 
about 1016. If each such nucleus could be made to 
grow into a small snowflake weighing 10-5 grams, 
the total weight of the snow produced would be 
100,000 tons, which is the amount of liquid water 
present In roughly 100 cubic kllometers of cloud. 
Actually, of course, the nuclei from one pellet could 
not be distributed through such a large volume . 

The conclusion Is obvious, however, that with a 
reasonable number of pellets dropped along a fl ight 
path Into the top of a cloud, the limiting factor wlll 
not be the number of nuclei, but the rate at which 
the nuclei can be distributed throughout the cloud. 

When supercooled llquid water droplets are made 
to evaporate and condense on ice nucle i, the amount 
of ice formed Is considerably greater than the 
amount of water which evaporates because the vapor 
pressure - is lower than the water so that there Is 
a lowering of the water vapor content in the cloud. 
There are, thus, two sources of heat which tend to 
raise the temperature of the cloud, viz., the heat 
of fusion and the heat of sublimation of the extra 
amount of water which Is converted from vapor into 
Lce. 

In general, with clouds at _200e the heating effect 
amounts to O.~C to O-ffc. This heat wlll cause 
roughly a change of density of the air of about 0.2 
per cent so that the air receives an upward accel
eration wIth a value ofg equal to about 2.0 crn! sec2. 
This wlll be the rate at which the air begins to In
crease its upward velocity because of the seeding. 
These vertlcal velOCities, however, wLll lead to 
turbulence and the energy of the graVitational ac
celeration wlll soon be diSSipated in turbulence. 
When this occurs, however, larger and I a r g e r 
masseS of air will be brought into circulation and, 
'as the nuclei are thus carried out from the original 
plane of seeding, the upward velocities wlll gradu
ally increase. Calculations show that in about one 
minute velocities of the order of one meter per 
second wUl be produced and the effect of the seed
Ing should have spread laterally to a width of about 
50 meters, After the seeded volume has spread 
.laterally to a distance comparable to the thickness 
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of the cloud, the spreading should then continue at 
a unlform rate with vertlcal currents of the order 
of flve to ten meters per second. The nucleI are 
thus carried aloft and spread out laterally over the 
top of a stratus cloud leavlng lce crystals which 
settle down through the cloud and so cause a con
Unued rapid spreading. 1 thus anticipated In Nov
ember 1946 that it wUl only be necessary to seed 
a stratus cloud along llnes one or two mUes apart 
in order to give complete nucleation of the cloud 
within a period of 30 minutes or so. 

FIR5"I' SEEDING OF CLOUDS 

On November 13,1946, Mr . Schaefer and Mr. 
Talbot went aloft In a FalrchUd plane on a day in 
which the temperature at ground level was OOC. In 
the morning there had been some high stratus clouds 
but by the afternoon these were disappearlng and 
the day was becoming almost cloudless. Finally a 
cloud was found about 30 mUes east of Schenectady 
at an altitude of 14,000 feet and a temperature of 
-200C. Three pounds of dry Ice were scattered 
from the cockpit of the plane along a llne about 
three mUes long over the top of one of these clouds. 
Observing through field glasses from the Schenec
tady Airport 30 mUes away, I saw a sheet of snow 
appear rather suddenly about 600 feet below the 
clouds; within three minutes there developed, along 
the top of the prevlously lenticular shaped cloud, 
some hemispherical cumulus-Ilke bulges. These 
extended to a height of about 500 feet above the 
cloud but, in a few minutes more, disappeared Into 
a veLl of snow. Within about flve minutes, the 
whole cloud had been turned Into snow and this fell 
about 2000 feet before It gradually evaporated into 
the dry air. It was realized that the vell of snow 
that appeared immediately below the snow could 
not have been produced by snow falllng from the 
cloud but was produced directly by the action of 
the dry ice pellets whtch feU Lntoa layer of air be
low the cloud In whlch the vapor pressure of water 
was less than that of the water but greater than 

. that of Ice. Subsequent experiments proved. that 
it was always possible to seed a clOUd by flyLng just 
below the cloud; the thickness of thls layer In whlch 
such seeding Is possible is about 10 meters for 
each oc below the freezing point. The ·lce crystals 
that are thus formed are carried up into the cloud. 

Seeding experiments with clouds have been made 
on the following dates: November 13,1946, Novem
ber 23, November 29, December 20, March 6, 1947, 
March 7, March 12, and AprU 7. All of these ex
periments have been completely successful In that 
they converted large areas of c lou d s Into Ice 
crystals. The tests of November 23 and 29 were 
made with Isolated cumulu~type clouds; Thewhole 
of each cloud was changed Into Ice wlthlnflve min
utes and so began falllng from the base of the cloud. 
However, photographs taken every 10 seconds and 
projected as movies show that, with such clouds, 
the air Is moving Into one part of the cloud and leav
Lng another part so that, In a matter of five minutes 
or so, an entirely new mass of air Is withinthe 
cloud. Thus, It was found that experiments wlth 
small cumulus clouds are of little Interest, for the 

effects only last a few minutes. A vell of snow, 
however, could be seen to persist for 10 or 15 min
utes after It had left the cLoud, usually evaporating 
slowly in the dryer air beLOW the cloud. 

FLIGHT TEST OF DECEMBER 20, 1946 

Although on the evening of December 19, the 
weather forecast had been for "fair and warmer" 
weather for the 20th, clouds developed at 11 P.M. 
on the 19th, and In the early morning of the 20th 
the sky was completely overcast and small single 
snowflakes could be seen occasionally at distances 
of 10 meters or so apart. These were graupel type 
of snowflakes; that Is, they had been formed by 
crystals which had fallen through supercooled clouds 
and so had acquired a coatLng of rime. By 9 o'clock 
In the morning the Weather Bureau In Albany re
ported that they expected snow by 7 P.M. that day. 
They said that the storm had moved 1200 mUes Ln 
18 hours from theGulf of Mexico as a "wave" wlth
out high-wind velocities. Between 11:20 A.M. and 
12 :20 P.M. at altitudes ranging from 7000 to 8500 
feet, Mr. Schaefer dropped about 25 pounds of granu
lated dry ice along a line rUMlng from southeast to 
northwest,about 15 mUeswestof Schenectady. The 
wind at this height was about 20 mUesper hour. At 
this time, the ground level temperature was -~; 
the temperature reached a mlnlmumof -!PC at 3500 
Ieet and then Increased to a maximum of -5.5Oc at 
6000 feet and then decreased steadily to -HOC at 
8500 feet. Radiosonde data at Albany at 10 A.M. 
showed that between 2500 and 4000 feet the airwas 
dry, the relative humidity being only 30 per cent. 
Schaefer found the air to be very clear at this height. 
but about 4000 feet there was a light drlzzllng rain 
that collected on the windshield but not on the leading 
edges of the wings. This means that the rain or 
drizzle was evaporating as It fell and water or Ice 
was evaporated off the leading edges of the wing but 
not off the windshield. There was no definite level 
of ceUlng; no cloud layer .could be seen above. The 
ground could still be seen at 9000 feet, but the llght 
drizzle was somewhat more Intense at this level. 
There appeared to be no fog clouds and the poor 
vlsibUlty was due to the drizzle. Since the plane 
could not fly higher wlthout losing contact with the 
ground, It was decided to drop the dry Ice from the 
height of 8500 feet. 

Flying back along thellne of seeding, It was found 
that the drlzzllng rain had stopped, and there was 
snow in the air which was found to drift Into the 
cockpit through a partly opened Window. Upon reach
ing the end of the seeded llne, however, the same 
drizzle conditions were encountered. After three 
seeding runs along the same line, the plane returned 
to Schenectady without noting any marked change In 
the general cloud conditions. The plane then de
scended to 4000 feet where the vislbHltywas better 
and flew east to the Hudson River and up along It to 
Mechanicville, a distance of about 25 tp.Uesfrom 
Schenectady. From MechanlcvUle a large cloud of 
snow was seenwhich extended from the Green Moun
talns of Vermont to the Sacandaga Reservoir, a diS
tance of about 35 mUes. The plane then new along 
the southwest edge of this cloud and found that quite 
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dense snow, conslsttngof small crystals, wasfal1ing 
and was nearly reaching the ground. This was at 
about 1:15 P.M. No snow could be seen Inany other 
direction. Over the airways radiO, we heard that at 
1 :45 P .M.light snow began falllng at Glens Falls. 
This had stopped at2:15 P.M., but Itwasthen snow
Ing at TLconderoga. Later it started snowing at 
BurHngton, wh lch Is about 150 miles from Schenec
tady. 

At 2:15 P.M. it.started snowing In Schenectady 
and at many other places within 100 miles. It 
snowed at the rate of about one Inch per hour for 
eight hours bringing the heaviest snowfall of the 
winter. We do not believe that this snowstorm was 
caused by our seeding experiments, but we do be
lieve that with weather conditions as they were, we 
could have started a general snowstorm two to four 
hours before it actually occurred, if we had been 
able to seed above the clouds during the early morn
lng. 

FLIGHT TEST OF MARCH 6, 1947 

A B-25 Army plane flew on a north and south 
Hne above 15 mUes long approximately 10 miles 
west from Schenectady dropping about 15 pounds 
of dry ice. They flew just over the tops of the clouds 
which vere at about 6000 feet. The clouds were 
above 2000 feet thick and covered the entire sky. 
Soon it was seen that a great deep groove had been 
produced along the top of the cloud of ~e seeded 
area, but the plane did not cllmb more than a few 
hundred feet above the clouds and was no~ able to 
take good photographs. On the ground, however, 
we saw great sheets of snow falllng along a line 
which seemed to be about 20 mUes long. We could 
gradually see this snow descend until in another 
20 minutes it reached the ground in Schenectady 
and on hUls 20 mUes north of Schenectady. During 
thIs time, the sky cleared up In a spectacular fashion 
so that there was soon a cloudless area 20 mlles 
long and five mUes wide and there were no other 
breaks in the overcast in any direction. Around the 
edges of th is clear area one could stUl see the snow 
falllng for more than an hour until the area drifted 
far to the east. 

FLIGHT TEST OF MARCH 7, 1947 

On this day also) the sky was completelyover
cast but the clouds were only about 1000 feet thick 
at a height of about 5000 feet. This time the plane, 
after seeding a Hne about eight mUes in a north
south direction, Circled to a height of 2500 feet above 
the cloud and took a few photographs. Measurements 
from these photographs show that, after about 20 
minutes, the seeded area showed up as a definite 
dark band about eight mlles long andone mlle wide. 
Two photographs were taken which showed that snow 
was falling to the grou!'d and, in a few places, the 
ground could be seen through these openings. Un
fortunately, the plane did not remain long enough to 
photograph what we clearly saw from the ground 
the cleared area developing where the seeding had 
taken place. 

FLIGHT TEST OF MARCH 12, 1947 

On this day there were only broken cumulus clouds 
at 5000 feet and, although many of these were changed 
to snow, the results are of comparatively little In
terest. 

FLIGHT TEST OF APRIL 7, 1947 

Our technique for conducting these flights and 
making observations of the results had greatly Im
proved by this time, and the results are recorded 
in a set of 27 photographs which show, in a very 
striking way, the kind of results obtained by seed
Ing stratus clouds. 

On the ground the temperature was +5oC; over
head was a nearly continuous coverage of cumulus 
type Clouds with bases at about 2500 feet where the 
wind velocltywas 48 mUes per hour from the west
northwest. There. were a few breaks (about £lve 
per cent) between the cumulus clouds and up through 
these we could see that there was a thin overlying 
layer of stratus clouds through which the sun could 
sometlmes be dimly seen. The disk of the sun was 
sharp lndlcatlng that the cloud consisted of water 
droplets. During the flight, the following tempera
tures were· observed; at the cloud base, _4°C; at 
the top of the upper layer at 6700 feet, -~C; and 
at 15,000 feet, where most of the photographs were 
taken, -17't. 

In flying up through these clouds, it was found 
that the plane came out through the cumulus clouds 
Into the open at about 5000 feet but the tops of the 
cumulus clouds were very Irregular. At 6000 feet 
the plane entered the second layer which was of 
the stratus type about 700 feet thick and thts layer 
was very free from turbulence and the top was very 
flat. 

A seeding run was made at 4 :40 P.M. just over 
the top of the upper stratus layer. This seeding 
was done In a lLne forming a letter Lj the plane 
flew for one minute toward the west (magnetic) and 
during the next minute It turned gradually through 
a 90-deg angle to the south and then flew for one 
minute toward the south. Since the plane was flying 
at an Indicated air speed of 205 mUes per hour, the 
total length of the seeded line was about 11 miles. 
A total of 25 pounds of dry ice was dropped, about 
half of this being in the form of pellets 1/ 4 inch tn 
diameter and the other half broken fragments run
ning from 1/2 inch to 3/4 inch tn dtameter; these 
larger pieces were used to make sure that the seed
tng would extend through both layers of cloud. 

Immediately after the seeding run, the plaile 
turned in a Circle to the left and cllmbed to 9000 
feet. The first photographs, taken slx minutes after 
seeding, showed that the end of the Hne which was 
last seeded was 0.3 mUe wide, whereas, at a point 
half way back along the seeded Hne, the width was 
0.6 mUes wide. For a total of about one hour, the 
plane circled the seeded area, first at an altitude 
of 11 ,000 feet and then at 15,200 feet. At the higher 
elevation, the plane flew so that the nearest part 
of the seeded area was about six mlles away so that 
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the whole of the seeded area could be Included In 
photographs which also showed the horizon. 

Knowing the height of the plane above the clouds 
(8500 feet, or 1.61 mUes), a measurement of the 
vertlcal angles made It Possible to calculate the 
dlstances of selected points on the perimeter of the 
area. By plotting these distances, together with 
the horlzontal angles , or azimuths, on polar co
ordinate paper , it was possible to construct maps 
showing the development of the seeded area with 
time. 

The L-shaped form of this area was always very 
distlnct. Depending upon the relative pOSition of 
the sun and the area in questlon, the seeded area 
sometlmes appeared brUllanUy whlte on the dark 
background of the cloud, whUe at other times it 
appeared as a dark area on a brUllantly white cloud. 
When the area was between the plane and the sun, 
the reflectlon from the Ice crystals In the seeded 
area could be seen clearly, but no such effect was 
ever observed on the unseeded areas . 

The photographs show that, within 30 minutes 
after seeding, the seeded area had grownto a length 
of about 15 mlles and an average width of abOut 
three mUes, giving a total area of about 45 square 
mlles . The edges were still extremely sharp, show
1ng that there was no horizontal turbulence wlthln 
the original stratus cloud. Within the first 10 min
utes after seeding, there was some Indication of 
heat evolution which showed that some of the snow 
formed was carried up above the level of the un 
disturbed stratus cloud. Gradually the top of the 
seeded area subsided and, 35 minutes after seeding, 
the t.op of the snow was about 1000 feet below the 
level of the top of the stratus clouds. The photo
graphs showed that the area then looked almost like 
a canyon cut Into the top' of the cloud. Probably be
cause of the lower cumulus laye~ which, was pre
sumably moving at a different velocity, the ground 
could not be seen through the seeded area, as had 
been observed in several previous fllghts. 

After about 45 minutes, although the edge of the 
seeded area remained very sharp, It could be seen 
that abOve the snow, which had subSided, new stratus · 
clouds began slowly to be formed. ThiS, however , 
never covered more than half of the seeded area 
and there.new clouds were very thin. 

About 40 minutes after the end of the seeding, 
a new phenomena was observed. Clouds of cumulus 
type began forming In long ridges in a general north
south direction. These formed, however, only to 
the southeast of the seeded area and did not extend 
to the north, south, or west. They · seemed to be 
first visible In the east and gradually reached the 
seeded area Itself. These cumulus clouds reached 
heights of abOut 1500 feet above the stratus level. 

Directly above this disturbed area, at an altitude 
of 18,000 feet, a group of alto-stratus clouds of 
lenticular form were generated. These were prob
ably produced by the uplift of the lower layers from 
these ridges of cumulus-stratus extending through 
the stratus. 

I think It Is probable that this disturbed area 
was due to a combination of two effects. With a 
strong westerly wind, the plane and the seeded area 
had been drifting toward the Berkshire Mountains 
In Massachusetts and this caused the underlying 
cumulus clouds to grow to greater height. However, 
the Green Mountains, together with the Berkshlres, 
form a continuous wall which gradually Increases 
In height toward the north, but there was no sign 
of this type of cloud over the Green Mountains. In 
fact, the cumulus clouds did not extend at all north 
of the seeded area. I belleve, therefore, that the 
underlying cumulus layer which was seeded had 
been moving toward the southeast at a velocity 
somewhat higher than the upper stratus layer, and 
that the heat evolved by the development of snow 
·clouds In the lower layer contributed to a marked 
degree to the development of these cumulus ridges. 
The area thus disturbed seems to be about 150 mUes 
within an hour after seeding. 

Unfortunately, we have no observations of the 
area from which snow was falling from these clouds. 
Probably little or none reached the ground except 
In the Berkshire Mountains. In the future, It Is 
planned to use two or three planes rn such tests. 
One plane wUl be used at abQut 25,000 feet to take 
photographs of the seeded area, one plane wlll dO 
the seeding at the cloud level and wlll then take 
photographs about 3000 feet above this level, and 
the third plane wlll take photographs below the 
clouds so as to show the area from which the snow 
falls. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The results of these tests show that the nuclea- . 
Hon of clouds spreads at a very high rate for at 
least an hour after the clouds are seeded from a 
plane flying over the tops of the clouds. The rate 
of lateral spreading Is approximately three miles 
per hour on each side of the seeded line, sothat 
one can expect a llne within one hour to growto a 
width of at least flve mUes. Thus, a plane flying 
at 200 mUes per hour should be able to nucleate 
completely about 15 square mUes per minute 01 
fllght, or roughly 1000 square miles per hour. Our 
experLence has shown that, In general, a single layer 
of clouds in the seeded area wlthln less than a half 
hour becomes clear blue sky as seen from the 
ground. Thus, within 15 minutes, It should be possi
ble for a plane to clear ahole for itself down through 
which it could fly without encountering Iclng. 

Furthermore, it appears In many cases that a 
plane after leaving the ground should be able to 11y 
up to the base of a stratus layer in whlch there Is 
dangerous icing and, by dropping dry Ice, would be 
able to clear for Itself a path up through whLch Lt 
can fly without encountering icing. 

The results would also Indicate that It should be 
possible to seed clouds that are being lifted on the 
windward side of a mountain range if the tops of 
these clouds are below freezing. By seeding in 
these areas, snow should be produced, whLch should 
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fall down through the cloud and produce rain in the 
lower layers. In this way, It may be possible to in
crease greatly the rainfall In mountainous areas 
during winter months and so produce reserves of 
rain or snow which can be used for .ir:rigatlon pur
poses for the summer months. Since, however, the 
air moves through such clouds while they remain 
fixed, it will be necessary to seed them contlnu
ously, as long as the rainfall lasts. 

We have reports from Australia on seeding ex
periments which will soon be published in Nature. 
(A note has already been publlshed in Weather 
BureauTopics and Personnel, April 1947 , Page 106.) 
Eight experiments have thus far been made in clouds 
whose tops average 22,000 feet and with a freezing 
level at 18,000 feet over a 4000-foot mountain range 
150 mUes from Sydney. Rain fell within the area 
within 15 minutes after dropping the dry Ice pellets. 
"On one occasion, the cloud top boUed up to an 
estimated 36,000 feet with a typical "anvU" forma
tion and one Inch of rainfall was reported. " 

It seems probable that, if dry ice is dropped over 
InCipient thunderstorns as soon as the tops reach 
the freezing level, the deveLopment of the storm 
may be profoundly modified. The storms should be 
less severe, but wlll last longer and haU should be 
avoided. I have been told by a representative of 
an insurance company .that In three western states 
the annuaL damage to crops by hail amounts to 
$15,000,000. It would seem that much of this 
damage could be avoided by seeding the tops of the 
clouds. 

USE OF SILVER IODIDE AND OTHER SUB
ST ANCES AS ICE NUCLEI 

Dr. Vonnegut found In November, 1946 that very 
flne particles of sUver 10dLde at temperatures below 
-r.fJc serve as effective Ice nucleI. Particles that 
are effective are about 10-6 LndLameter. By Lntro
duclng sUver Iodide Into a flame so as to vaporize 
it and by blowing a jet of alr across the top of the 
flame to quench it quickly, it should be possible to 
produce 1017 Ice nuclei per second from one gen
erator without having any Increase in partlcLe size 
because of coagulation. In the smoke generators 
which we produced during the war, the number of 
smoke partlcles produced per second Ls also 1017 
per second and It was shown that the s e particles 
did not grow by coagulatlon. SLnce the law whLch 
governs the coagulation of smoke particles Indicates 
that the coagulation depends only on the number of 
partlcles per cubiC centimeter and not on the dLam
eter, we may conclude that we should be able to 

generate the same number of nucleL per second as 
we dLd with the smoke generator. 

An advantage in the use of sHver iodide Is that 
the nuclei that are formed do not evaporate nor 
melt, and, therefore, they can remain for long peri 
ods In the air until they come Into the presence of 
supercooled water droplets and so produce the ir 
effects. The nuclei produced by dry Ice are, of 
course, minute Ice crystals which will evaporate 
and melt when the air Is dry or the temperature 
rises above 10C. 

With the silver iodide it should be possible to 
do the seeding of the cloud over great areas by 
means of silver iodide generators placed on the 
ground. This wUl be particularly useful where It 
is de Sired to seed thunderstorms or clouds onthe 
windward sides ofthe mountain peaks. In both cases, 
the nucle I could eas l1y be drawn up Into the clouds. 

The cost of nucleation of this kind would be very 
low in comparison to that which requires that planes 
fly above the clouds. Experiments wUl soon be 
underway to try the silver Iodide nucleation by flight 
within supercooled clouds. 

WIDESPREAD EFFECTS 

The. amount of sUver requlred for nucleatlon by 
sUver iodide is entirely negligible, so the cost of 
the silver iodide would not be appreciable. Un
doubtedly ·many other substances will be found which 
will be effective nucleatlng agents. 

If It thus becomes possible to use generators on 
the ground to introduce Ice nuclei into huge masses 
of air, It might be poss Ible to alter the nature of 
the general cloud formations over the northern part 
of the United States during the wlntertlme. I would 
antiCipate that It would decrease the cloudiness. It 
would prevent all lce storms, all storms of freezing 
rain, and ·Ic ing conditions in clouds. By changing the 
cloudiness, It would change the albedo and thus 
change the amount of heat absorbed from sunllght. 
It sho).lld be posslble to change the average tem
peratures of some regions during the winter months. 
Obviously experiments produclng widespread effects 
should be made in relatively unpopulated regions 
such as Alaska or Northern Ca.nada. 

The nucleation of clouds by dry ice pellets or 
sUver iodide provides an easy way of marking and 
studying the turbulence within clouds. If we can 
understand the effects that can be observed after 
seeding, we should know much more about the in
ternal structure of clouds. This would prove of 
great value to meteorologists. 

III. TECHNIQUES FOR SEEDING CLOUDS WITH ICE NUCLEI  

Vincent J. Schaefer  

Since July, 1946when theflrst experiments were have been developed for seeding natural clouds In 
made in our laboratory convertlng a supercooled the atmosphere. Some of thesewUl be summarized 
cloud to snow, a number of experimental techniques In this report. It has been shown(1 >that supercooled 
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lLquld water droplet clouds can be forced to form 
snow crystals by localized coollng below _350 C 
(-3!OF). One of the easlest ways to accomplish thls 
ls to use dry Ice which has a temperature of -78.5OC 
( -llcf>F'). 

The lnltlal cloud modlficatlon experiments were 
made us ing granulated dry ice and all subsequent 
experlments to date have employed thls material. 
From the economic standpoint, it is unlikely that 
the use of dry lce wlll · be superseded by forelgn
particle nuclei except In special cases. Foremost 
among such special cases wUl be those condltlons 
where it is deslrable or necessary to lntroduce 
active ice nuclel in regions of the atmosphere hav
ing temperatures above freezlng. For such condl
tlons, foreign partlcle nuclei such as sUver Iodide,  
zinc oxide or other active subllmatlon nuclei wlll  

. be lndlspensible sLnce the ice crystals produced by  
the use of dry lce evaporate unless they are formed  
In air cooler than rPc (3t>F) supersaturated wlth 
respect to lce. . 

Another lnstance where forelgn particle nuclei 
assume importance ls In situations where dry Ice 
or cylinders of C02 are not avallable. A llmltatlon 
to the use of forelgn partlcle nuclells the fact that 
such particles do not serve as actlve ice nuclel 
until the air cQntalnlng them ls colder than _5 0 C 
(23Dr) and ·In some Instances, depending on the par
ticle slze, _100C (14"F). It ls, of course, also nec
essary, as wlth dry ice, that the aLr be supersatu
rated wlth res p e c t to lce before water vapor 
crystallzes to form vlslble ice crystals. 

TYPES OF DRY ICE 

Commercial dry Ice Is normally obtainable In 
10"-lnch cubes, such a block having a weight of 50 to 
55 pound.5. If allowed to stand unprotected in a 
room at 2OCC, a block wUl sublime to the gaseous 
state in about elght hours. 

Ther.e seems to be, in general, two types of dry 
ice commerclally available. One of these is the 
by-product of certaln chemlcalprocesses and con
tains some lmpuritles. The other ls a direct product 
(contalnlng llttle impurlty) whlch is formed from 
coke or other direct sources of C02' 

1.  The Production of Ice Crystals in a Cloud of 
Supercooled Water Droplets. V. J. Schaefer. 
SCIENCE, 104, pp. 457-459, (Nov. 15, 1946). 

For reduclng blocks of dry lce to pieces larger 
than a graln of sugar and not greater than 3/ 8 lnch 
In effectlve dlameter, the by-product type of dry 
lce has proven to yield the greater quantity of use
able partLcles when lce chlpplng machines are used. 
Thls might be related primarily to the method of 
compression employed In the preparatlon of the 
blocks. 

It has been found that the highest yield ls always 
obtalned with the denser grades of dry lce. 

PRESENT METHOD OF PREPARI~G GRANU
LATED DRY ICE 

The present method used In thls laboratory to 
prepare granulated dry ice ls a simple but s()me
what tedlous procedure. A IO-inch cube of diy ice 
ls broken lnto elght or ten chunks wlth a mallet 
and chisel. These chunks are then passed through 
a motor or hand-drIven lce-chipping machine. By 
sievlng the fragments wlth 1/2 -lnch and 1/16-lncI. 
mesh sltters, the larger fragments and flnepowder 
are easUy segregated from the granular portlon 
suitable for seedlng experiments. The fragments 
whlch are too large to pass through the 1/2-lnch 
mesh are agaln put through the chipping machlne 
or are reduced to proper s lze with polnted or edged 
tools. About 100 pounds of dry ice can be granu 
1ated by two workers In less than an hour • 

Powdered dry lce lsremovedprimarilyto ellmi
nate caklngwhlch occurs if the granulated materIal 
is stored for more than an hour or so. It should be 
mentIoned, however, that the "pOWder" may be 
used very effectlvely In certaln types of seeding. 
Caklng develops to only a mlnor degree If moist 
aLr is kept away from the powder fragments. 

I OTHER METHODS OF GRANULATING DRY ICE 

Fifty-pound cubes of dry lce may be cut lnto 
slabs 3/8 lnch wlde by using a band saw. Cuttlng 
with a coarse toothed saw proceeds along a lO-inch 
face at a speed of one cm/sec. 

Experiments have been tried to reduce slabs 
of dry lce to small pellets by cracking them by 
manual methods. The "horny" property of the 
"ice" makes thls dlfflcult to accompllsh. It is 
belleved that a mechanIcal method can be devised 
whl-ch would produce suItable fragmentatlon. The 
easlest way would probably employ a pall' of rolls 
havlng corrugations or spikes spaced so that the 
thin slabs passlng through would be fractured so 
the resultlng fragments would be In the desLred 
size rang". 

STORAGE OF GRANULATED DRY ICE 

After slevlngthe fragments, the useable resldue 
ls stored lncorrugated cardboard boxes. We have 
found that a box 8 by 8 by 6 lnches surrounded by 
a I-inch layer of pack felt and placed within another 
box lO by 10 by 8 Inches wlll hold about 13 pounds 
of granulated dry ice. More than 50 per cent of 
loose granulated partlcles remaln when stored for 
24 hours ln such a container. Fortunately, the 
granulated partlcles do not tend to cake when stored 
In thIs manner. A slow subllmatlon occurs whlch 
leads gradually to the formation of rounded pellets. 
A conslderable decrease In loss can be achieved by 
packing the boxes in close contact with each other, 
partlcularly If a conslderable batch ls prepared 
at one tlme. It ls deSirable, If posslble, to store 
them In a cold chamber, or outdoors If the alr ls 
cold. 

When the boxed granulated partlcles are placed 
In the seedlng plane, the inner boxes are removed 
from the lnsulated storage contalners to reduce the 
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bulk. Since the dry ice is generally used within a 
short time, there is little advantage In retaining the 
insulation. 

PARTICLE SIZES NEEDED FOR VARIOUS 
TYPES OF SEEDING 

On August 16,1946 Ina short report(2) Langmuir 
included a table show ing the distances dry ice pel
lets of different slzes would fall and the length of 
tlme required. These values were based on theo
retical calculations which have subsequently been 
roughly checked by experimental observation. The 
table is copied directly from Langmuir's report. 

TABLE I 

The Fall of C02 Pellets through the Air at · -200C 
and at Height 2000 M 

Pellet Time to Distance to 
Diameter Velocity End of Fall End of Fall 

Cm Cm/sec Sec Meters 

2. 2850 760 14,000 
1. 2120 350 4,300 
0.4 1420 127 1,130 
0.2 950 59 330 
0.10 564 26 82 
0.04 233 8 10 
0.02 105 3 . 1.6 
0.01 41 1 0.3 

Experimental observations have indicated that 
the values In the th Ird and fourth column of Table I 
tend to be somewhat greater than found by actual 
observation. Since these values are based on qUiet 
air and many actual condltlons suitable for seeding 
Involve convective clouds, we have in general used 
partlcles as large as one cm In average cross sec
tion. Speclal cases require even larger particles. 
Very thick clouds or the presence of two cloud 
layers separated by a thousand feet or more of 
clear space between them require particles up to 
two cm In cross section If both cloud systems are 
to be seeded by one fllght over them. 

2. Memorandum on Introduction of Ice Nuclei Into 
Clouds. Irving Langmuir, General Electric Re
search Laboratory (August 16, 1946). 

SEEDING TECHNIQUES WITH GRANULATED 
DRY ICE 

Our seeding experiments In November, 1946 
showed that considerable effect can be obtained by 
introducing dry ice in the cloudless region lmme
dlately below a supercooled cloud. Langmuir sub
sequi!ntly pointed out that the region under a super
cooled cloud is supersaturated with respect to Ice 
and, therefore, If seeded, would produce ice crystals. 
The vertical distance in whlch this may be done 
amounts to about 10 meters per degree c~ntlgrade 
of supercooling. Thus we observed in our November 
13 experiment that, when the base of the cloud had 
a temperature of -1ff'C, vlslble draperies of snow 
formed immediately to a distance of nearly 600 
feet below the visible cloud base. 

A later flight was made to study this effect. A 
flight was made at the base of a supercooled cloud. 
A snow region formed Instantly along the seeded 
region which looked like a trail of smoke. This 
spread outward and upward Into the base of the 
visible supercooled cloud subsequently seeding It. 

In an experiment which produced a snow area 
more than 35 mnes long, all of the seeding was 
done In the base of a solld overcast. For such 
experiments, it is wasteful of material If dry ice 
particles greater than 0.2 cm diameter are used, 
since the available region rarely exceeds 330 meters 
below the base of the supercooled cloud. 

The method recommended for any large scale 
seeding wlth dry lce Is to fly In contact or a few 
'feet above the top of the supercooled cloud system. 
Granulated dry lce, the pellets having diameters 
between 0.2 - 1.5 cm or larger, (dependlng on the 
thlckness of the supercooled reglon) should be re
leased at the rate of at least a pound per mile. If 
the vertical thickness of supercooled clouds exceeds 
3000 feet, the quantity of dry lce released should 
be doubled. Flight paths at right angles to the wind 
should be made so that adjoining seededreglons are 
about three miles apart If the supercooled region 
Is 2000 feet thick. Thls distance may be increased 
to five miles if the supercooling extends to a depth 
of 5000 feet. 

SEEDING OF POT ENTIAL THUNDERSTORM 
CLOUDS 

For cumulus congestus systems of the type whlch 
lead to thunderstorms, the amount used should be 
further increased. Spectacular results have been 
achleved recently(3) In Australia USing a hundred 
pounds of granulated dry ice in a localized reglon. 
Quantitatlve experiments should be made this sum
mer with such systems to establish the optimum 
quantities needed for modlfylng these highly con
vective clouds. It is deslrable, If possible, to seed 
such clouds from above although seeding fllghts 
through the cloucl would also be effective. It should 
be remembered, however, that dry ice is effective 
only in the supercooled reglons of clouds. Any par
ticles placed in clouds warmer tban 320F(00C) are 
totally wasted. See Part VII of this report for further 
details. 

3.  Experlments on the stimulation of C lou d s to 
Produce Rain. E. B. Kraus and P. Squlres. 
NATURE, ~, p. 489 (April 12, 1947): 

USE OF COMPRESSED C02 TO PRODUCE ICE 
NUCLEI 

Another convenient and inexpensIve source of 
lce nuclei is avallable in cylinders of llquid C02' 
When the valve on a cylinder is opened a dense 
spray of dry ice forms from the sudden coollng of 
the expanding gas. Slnce much of the entraIned air 
is brought into an envlronment below -35Dc, vast 
numbers of spontaneous lce nuclei are formed even 
If dry ice snow Is not produced. 
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Although cyllnders of C02 gas are often available 
when ordinary dry Ice Is not, the latter Is to be 
preferred from the standpoint of both econcmy and 
effectiveness. 

In general, the release of compressed C02 from 
a plane or other movlng.source seeds a line rather 
than the plane or sheet produced when pellets are 
dropped Into the cloud. The compressed C02 Is 
very effective for seeding the region under a cloud, 
however, and would probably be nearly as effective 
as crushed dry Ice. It Is best to release It In the 
region of greatest turbulence and air velocity on the 
plane so that the nuclei are effectively scattered. 
It Is also desirable to Invert the cylLnder so that 
the escape Is at the bottom; this leads to the great
est production of dry Ice snow. 

DEVELOPMENT OF CONVECTION WHEN A 
SUPERCOOLED CLOUD IS SEEDED 

It has been observed, both In our experiments 
and others(3), that when a supercooled cloud Is 
seeded a considerable amount of convective move
ment develops. Calculations by Langmuir, the re
sults of which are Included In this report, show 
that this convection Is due to the heat of fusion as 
Ice crystals form. The rise In air temperature 
occurs at the boundary between the Ice crystals 
and the supercooled cloud droplets and can amount 
to as much as O.S'1: . This amount of heat might 
lead to a considerable convective movement, eS
pecially In strat Ifor m systems. However, the 
Australlanexperlments Indicate that, under proper 
conditions, the convection, even In cumulus, clouds 
can be accelerated by the sudden Introduction of 
sufficient quantities of subllmaUon nucleI. 

SEEDING METHODS USING SILVER IODIDE 

In another part of this report, Dr. B. Vonnegut 
describes a method by which silver iodide can be 
produced to serve as ice-crystal nuclei. This 
method, typified by the "string burner generator" 
which used a cotton thread impregnated with silver 
iodide, if used in a plane, would seed a line through 
the air. 

Silver Iodide bas a considerable advantage over 
dry Ice In the sense that Its vapor pressure Is so 
low that It will exist In the air as a finite partlcle 
and potential subllmatlon nuclei for a long time. 
Thus, even though It I.s formed or Is carried Into 
air at above freezing temperature or low humldUy, 
It serves as an active subllmation nucle I as soon as 
It enters a suitable environment. Therefore, one 
of the most effective seeding procedures would ap
pear to be, to do the seeding within or even below 
the base of a convectlve type cloud, the partlcles 
being carried up and Into the cloud. As pointed 
out previously, evgn though the base of such a cloud 
Is warmer than 0 C (32DF), the subllmatlon nuclei 
formed In that region wUl become effective as soon 
as the rlght temperature Is reached and the air ls 
supersaturated with respect to Ice. 

TEMPERATURE NEEDED FOR SILVER IODIDE 
TO ACT AS SUBLIMATION NUCLEI 

Experiments In the laboratory Indicate that, If 
a particle of silver Iodide Is to serve as an effective 
subllmatlon nuclei, the temperature of the air must 
be lower than AOC. Such a temperature Seems to 
be suffldent when the silver lodlde particles are 
larger than 0.01 micron In diameter. When smaller 
than this Size, temperatures as low as -SoC seem 
to be required for effective activity . 

USE OF GENERATORS AT GROUND LEVEL 

In considering seeding 9peratlons on a very 
large scale, an attractive posslblllty exists In the 
use of generators at ground level. Under atmos
pheric conditions having a dryadlabatlc lapse rate, 
sublLmation nuclei of the foreign-particle type gen
erated at ground level wlll be carried up and Into 
the clouds. Even better posslbUlties exist where 
orographic supercooled clouds form where moun
tain ranges Interfere with the flow of cold moist 
air, thus forcing It to develop dense cloud systems. 
Partlcularly good condltlons for seeding clouds by 
this method exist in the states of Washlngton and 
Oregon. Contact has been establlshed with people 
In that region who are lnterested and anxious to 
conduct such experiments. Much lnformat-lon could 
be gained by establLshlng one or more generators 
In that part of the country. U successful, consid
erable amounts of, water, In addltlon to that already 
preCipitated, could probably be stored as snow on 
the . mountain slopes for later USe In irrigation 
projects. 

Prellmlnary studies along such lLnes could be 
made at the Mt. Washington Observatory. By plac
ing a generator at Fabyans or Pinkham Notch (de
pending on prevalllng winds) at the Co -operative 
Stations of the U. S. Weather Bureau at both places, 
actlvltLes could be synchronized with the Observa
tory by either radio or telephone. By running a 
generator off and on during deflnlte time periods, 
any changes In the properties of the summit cloud 
and the development of snow on the leeward slde 
could be observed. 

SPECIAL SEEDING METHODS 

Two additional methods are under cons Ideratlon 
for seeding supercooled clouds. 

In the case of a slow moving object, such as a 
K -type airship, which encounters a serlous ICing 
hazard whenever It enters a supercooled cloud, It 
is proposed that an Ice -nucle I generator be placed 
Immediately In front of the nose of the ship . The 
nucleI generated at this location Should be In such 
quantities that all of the supercooled clouds Inter
cepted In flight wLll be Immediately converted to 
lce crystals. Varlous methods are avaUable In
cludlng (1) use of solld C02,(2)use of gaseousC~, 
and (3) sudden expansion of air so that its tempera
ture drops below minus 3~C. This latter procedure 
might be done by a series of high-pressure pop 
valves, although a "heat centrifuge" powered by 



an air compressor would probably be much simpler 
to construct and Install. 

The second posslblllty Involves the use of pro
jectlies which might conceivably be used to clear 
a path In front of a fast er moving object such as 
an airplane. Bullets or similar projectlles dIspens
1ng compressed C02 or sllver iodide might be shot 
from the nose of the ship . If they had a range of 
two miles,a period of thirty seconds or more would 
be avallable for the ice crystlils to use up the super
cooled cloud droplets before the arrival of the plane. 

THE GENERAL APPEARANCE OF WATER DROP
LET AND ICE CRYSI' AL CLOUDS 

It Is sometimes Important, In making cloud
modlflcatlon experiments, to be able to determine 
whether a cloud cons Ists of Ice crystals or super
cooled water droplets . This Is of parUcular Im
portance just before and Immediately aftera seeding 
experiment. . 

The most Important Item to check Is the tem
perature of the cloud. If It ls below oct: (32Op), then 
there are several ways of telllng whether the cloud 
ls supercooled or contains ice crystals. 

If supercooled, a small black rod 1/ 8 Inch In 
diameter exposed to the cloud will develop alayer 
of rime that is easlly visible. Upon enterlngthe 
cloud from the top; If the sun is observed as it dIs
appears from Sight as a sharp edged disk, It ls a 
good Indication of water droplets. The sun IS often, 
also, surrounded by a lumlnous, colored corona. 

When !lying above a cloud, U the shadow of the 
plane Is surrounded by a luminous, colored rlng 
known as a "glory, " the cloud contains water drop
lets. At Umes a whlte cloud bow can be seen having 
the same 42-deg angular displacement of the colored 
rainbow. Another general feature of a water droplet 
cloud Is its well-deflned edges. 

Thus, the observable features which denote the 
presence of a supercooled cloud are: 

(1) Temperature below !A:: (32~); 
(2) Ice formation on l i S-In. collector; 

(3) Sharp -edged disk of sun when seen through 
thick cloud often surrounded with colored corona; 

(4) Presence of a "glory" around plane 's shadow 
and occaslonally the appearance of a cloud bow . 

EFFECTS OBSERVED WHEN CLOUDS CONTAIN 
ICE CRYSTALS 

The optlcal effects observable when a cloud con
slsts of lce crystals are also qulte easily observed. 
As before, the cloud must be colder than cPC (32Cf'). 
When In the cloud, llttle or no Icing wUl be observed, 
although white spots will form on the leading edge 
of the wings if the snow particles are of apprecl
able size. The deposit wlll not grow In thickness, 
however, unless there ls also supercooled water 
present. The edge of the sun's disk wUl appear 
fuzzy without a colored corona when Ice crystals 
are present. Looking toward the sun, brUllant 22
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deg and 46-deg halos are often observable some
tlmesaccompanled by sundogs, Le. , bright spots 
on a horizontal plane with the sun and just beyond 
the 22-deg halo. When above the cloud, U the ob
server looks down at the cloud top In the direction 
of the sun, a bright spot or streak wlll be seen at 
the same angle at which the sun is above the hori
zon. This resembles somewhat the luminous re
flect�ng path of the sun or moon Seen on a lake 
slightly rippled by the wind. This effect Is due to 
the specular reflection of the sun from the flat sur
faces of snow crystals and is related to the sun 
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pillar. Snow parttcles in a cloud are also easily 
seen when flying through them as either white or 
bright streaks depending on the illumination. This 
is not easily seen unless the plane is close to the 
crystals. 

When a cloud consists mostly of ice crystals, 
it has a satin-like appearance when viewed In the 
general direction of the sun and its edges are gen
erally quite diffuse. The reflectance from such a 
region is much different fromthatof a water-drop
let cloud, more sunlight being reflected and scat
tered in a forward direction than to the rear. Thus, 
the cloud often appears whiter than an adjoining 
supercooled region when viewed toward the sun 
and is often darker when viewed with the sun behind 
the observer. Such effects are well Ulustrated by 
the photographs in Fig. 1. 

Thus the features denoting pres e n c e of lee 
crystals are: 

(1) Temperature below oct (32~); 
(2) No Ice on a 1/8-ln. collector; 

(3) Fuzzy edge to the sun's disk; 

(4) Presence of halos, arcs, and sundogs around 
sun; 

(5) Presence of sun streak or pLUar In reflectance 
of sun from cloud; 

(6) Visible white or shiny streaks as snow Is 
passed by plane; 

(7) General diffuse edges to cloud; 

(8) Change In llght reflectance as the relatlve 
pOSitions of the sun and the cloud change. 

IV. INSTRUMENTATION DEVELOPMENTS FOR  
THE CLOUD STUDY PROJECT  

Raymond E. Falconer 

In addition to the standard aircraft Instruments, 
Including an aerograph, It has been our responslbll 
lty to supply the following Instruments to be used 
In carrying out the Cloud Study Project. · 

AUTOMATIC DRY ICE DISPENSER 

This apparatus (see Fig. 2) consists of a wooden 
hopper mounted over one end of a coarse, motor
driven screw. The hopper Is 14 Lnches high, meas
ur Ing 8 by 10 Inches at the top and 7 by 4 Inches 
at the bottom. The screw Is 2 1/2 Inches indlam
eter by about 16 Inches long with a 200 to 1 reductlon 
gear box mounted on the driven end. A 1/4-hp, 
24 -volt d-c, 3600-rpm, aircraft motor operates the 
worm gear by means of a belt drive from a 2 -Inch 
pulley on the motor shaft to a 3 -Inch pulley on the 
gear box. This arrangement allows about three 
pounds of dry Ice pellets to be dropped each minute. 
It was found at first that the dry Ice tended to cake 
In the hopper and would not continuously feed the 
screw unless the dry Ice was kept continuously 
mixed up with some Implement. This difficulty 
was mostly ell min ate d by slftlng out from the 
crushed dry Ice all the fine "snow" which unavoid
ably accumulates In the crushing process. A more 
rugged gear box Is on order to replace the one now 
In use. The new gear box wUl also allow the dry 
Ice pellets to be dropped at a faster rate. 

The pellets of C02 are dropped out of the plane 
through afunnel which was made toflt a 3-lnch hole 
already exlstlng In the floor near the tall of the 
B-25. The funnel tapers from 8 by 10 Inches at the 
top down to a 3··inch dtameter cylinder In a distance 
of 6 1/ 2 lnches The 3 -Inch cylinder sectlon ex
tends below the plane about 12 Inches. 

SILVER IODIDE GENERATOR 

This wUl be described elsewhere In the report. 

ICING RATE EXPOSURE RODS 

Lack Ing a suItable Instrument for accurate deter
mlnatton of liquid water content of clouds In below 
freezing temperatures, we can get some Idea. of 
whether there Is light or heavy Icing Ln a simple 
manner. This Is done by expoSing, through a hole In 
the side of the plane, a length of pipe having two 
sizes of cyllnders mounted on the end. The large 
cylinder Is one Inch In diameter by 6 Inches long · and 
Is made of brass. Threads are tapped in one end 
so that it wlll screw onto one end of an IS-Inch length 
of 3/4-lnch pipe. The small cyllnder Is 1/8 inch 
In diameter by about 2 1/2 Inches long and Is 
threaded to screw Lnto the endo! the I-Inch cylinder. 
The rods are exposed with their lengthwise axis at 
right angles to the aLrflow. The cyllnders were 
gLven a coat of black paLnt to aLd 1Ii observing the 
Ice for maHan. Four sets of this type of collector 
were made. 

Another type of collector Is a cone turned out 
of hard wood with a l/S-Inch rod set lnto the small 
endand the larger end tapped tofltan 1S-lnch length 
of 3/4 -Inch pipe. The cone Itself Is 7 inches long 
tapering from a 11/2-lnch diameter down to 1/4 
Inch. ThiS was also given a coat of black paint and, 
in addition, a scale marked off In centimeters was 
painted on In white starting from the small end. 

When exposed, the rods arekept slowly rotating. 
The ratio between the amounts of Ice collected (by 
weight and by increase Ln dlameter)on the two cyl
Lnders gives the added Information necessary to 
determLne coll ecqon efflclencY,dropslze, and 
llqu Id water content(l). The dLstance along the cone 
that Ice accumulates Is also Lndlcatlve of drop size, 
etc. A set of numbered glass jars has been pro
Vided so that after ice has been collected, the col
lector and ice can be put Into a jar and later the 
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FIG.2. DRY- ICE 

amount of ice collected can be determined by weigh 
Lng the melted ice.  

The advantage of having the smalll/8-Lnch rod 
exposed is that occasionally the pllot wUl fly thl\ough 
a cloud and report no Lctng. He may report this 
malnly onhis observation that there is no -lce build
ing out on the leading edge of the wing. Af3 far as 
he is concerned, there is no icing to worry about 
and in that sense, his report is justUied. However , 
lfhe is in a cloud there wlll be icing and if the drops 
are very small, there will be little or no depositon 
an object as large as the leadLng edge of an airplane 
wing but there wlll be. a deposit on an object as 
small as the l / B-lnch rod. 

CLINOMETER ATTACHMENT FOR CAMERA 

It became evident in our early fUghts that it 
would be necessary, whep. taking photographs of the 
seeded areas, to know the vertical angle at which 
the camerawas pointed. Consequently we made a 

VIEW 

DISPENSER 

very simple device to attach to the camera w hie h 
would indlcate Its angle of inclination at the time 
the picture is taken. The device ls slmp~y a freely 
moving pointer-arm which ls the radius of a clrcu
lar scale of degrees. The scale is stamped onthe 
outside vertical face of a rightangle made by bend
Lng a sheet of 6 by 4 by I / IS-lnch brass. The hori
zontal arm of the brass angle is clamped to the top 
surface of the camera. Before taking a picture, 
the pointer arm can swing freely , always remaining 
in a vertlcal position regardless of what angle the 
camera is tUted from the vertlcal. At the moment 
a plcture is taken, a small finger-operated plunger 
is pushed which causes a wedge to come against 
the small shaft on which the pointer arm moves. 
The friction thus caused will hold the polnter arm 
in whatever position it is in at the time the plunger 
is pushed and, therefore, the angle of inclination 
is lndicated directly on the scale. 

l.a.  A Mathematical Investigation of Water Drop 
let Trajectories. Irvlng Langmuir andKather
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ine B. Blodgett. Contract W-33-038-AC-9151. 
(December, 1944 to July, 1945.) 

b.  The MulticyUnder Method. Mount Washlngton 
Observ3.tory Monthly Research Bulletin. No.6, 
Vol. II (June, 1946). 

G -E WIRE RECORDER 

This instrument is borrowed from the G. E.Re
search Laboratory and is used to record radw 
conversatlon between the airplane J:D.3.king the test 
flight and the observers in the tower at the Schenec
tady Fllght Test Airport. Notes on ground observa
tions are spoken into the mlcrophone of the recorder 
and later taken down in writing by playing back the 
voice record. 

CLOUD METER 

In preparatlon for the summer program of cloud 
studies, other Instruments are being developed. 
One instrument, for the measurement of Uquld water 
content of clouds, is a modification of Schaefer's 
cloud meter using a porous plug collector(2). 

The principle of the cloud meter is to allow 
water, which seeps through the porous plug, to col
lect into a small drop on the end of a tiny copper 
tube. Another Similar tube, through which there Is 
a constant suction applied, is mounted so that its 
openend iswlthln1/ 32 inch to 1/16 inch of the other 
tube on which the drop Is formed. The two small 
tubes act as electrodes and are connected in series 
with a d-c battery source (6 to 22 1/ 2 volts) anda 
G-E Photoelectric Recorder. Whenever a droP. Is 
formed on the end of one tube, it wUl momentarUy 
be In contact with both tubes just before being drawn 
away by the constantly applied suction. The con
ductivity of the water drop during this brief contact 
causes a small current to flow through the P. E. 
recorder and is registered by a deflectlon of the 
needle. ThUS, every drop that passes between the 
electrodes is registered as a deflection on the re
corder. By knowing the wei g h t of a drop thus 
formed and counting the number of deflections, an 
indication of the amount of liquid water content may 
be obtained. 

The modlfled version of the cloud meter subSti
tutes a constant suction from an external vacuum 
source for the original suction obtained fromacon
stant 20 cm head of water maintained in the "drop
ping" tube. The exposed part of the new cloud 
meter has a blunt-nosed, bullet shape being about 
1 1/ 2 inch long by 7/ 16 inch diameter through most 
of its length. It tapers at the porous plug end to an 
opening of 5/ 32 inch. This unit is mounted inthe 
end of a 25 1/ 2 inch by 3/ 4 inch bakelite tube which 
in turn slldes through a sleeve mounted in the nose 
of the plane. This allows the porous plug to be taken 
out at wLll and primed, if necessary, and also allows 
an adjustment of the length the unit protrudes into 
the airstream. Wires from the recorder to the elec
trodes and the suction line tubing from the vacuum 
source (through a water trap) lead from inside the 
plane through the bakelite tubIng to the porous plug. 

2.a. Report on G. E. Cloud Meter (Plane Model). 
V. J. Schaefer. · Contract W-33-038-AC-9151. 
(August 16, 1945.) 

b.  Report on Icing Studies Underway on Mt. Wash
ington, N. H. and at Schenectady, N. Y. up to 
January 20,1945. V. J. Schaefer. 

If this cloud meter works satlsfactorliy, asec
ond one wUl be bu lit to be mounted at the stagnatlon 
point of a 1 1/ 2-inch sphere. In this way we wLll 
have, In effect, a large and small collector so that 
the ratio in collection efficiencies between the two 
can be used to indicate droplet size. The two col
lectorswUl indicate onthe same recorder by us1ng 
one common lead from the recorder to each col
lector . The battery In the other lead to one collector 
wUl be connected so that deflection in that circuit 
wUl swing the recorder p1n 1n a positive direction 
while the connectlons in the other collector circuit 
wLll show negative deflection. 

GLASS ROD EXPOSURE GUN AND AIR DECEL
ERATOR 

Another Instrument being made for the purpose 
of getting a rough checkon droplet size is a sooted 
glass rod exposure gun and air decelerator. The 
air decelerator(3) Is merely a series of four con
centric ·cones spaced about one inch apart on three 
supporting rods. It is mounted horizontally so that 
the small end of the leading cone points into the 
airstream. Air of much lower veloc ity is available 
at the center of the large end of the rear cone since 
a good bit of the incoming air 1s "spllled out" be
tween the preceding cones. The decelerator is at 
tached to the plane by means of a funnel-shaped tube 
of aluminum whose large end is bolted to the large 
end of the rear cone whUethe other end of the fun
nel, which is a straight 2-inch tube, slides through 
aspecial collar built Into the nose of the ship. From 
Inside the plane, the exposure gun can be inserted 
into the 2-inch aluminum tube so that the small 
sooted glass rod set in ·the end of the gun can be 
quickly exposed to the "slowed-down" air avallable 
at a point just inside the small end of the rear cone 
of the decelerator. The exposure is accompHshed 
by a trigger and lever arrangement that moves a 
cap which normally is set over the end of the glass 
rod to prevent moisture from touching It. When the 
trigger Is pulled, the cap, of course, lifts upex
posing the end of the rod directly to the a1rstream. 

The ends of the l / 8-inch diameter by 1/ 2-inch 
long pyrex glass rods are treated with G-E Dri
FUm No. 9987 and coated with soot in the ,same way 
glass slides have previously been used(4). It is 
felt the glass rods may be better to use since they 
can be handled much easier and they very neatly 
nt the gelatin capsules used for preserving them. 
The exposure gun has storage space in it for 15 
capsules. 

3.  An Air Decelerator for Use on De-ICing PreCipi
tation Static and Weather Reconnaissance Planes. 
V. J. Schaefer. (January, 1945.) . i 
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4.  The Preparation and Use of Water Sensitive 
Coatlngs for SampHng Cloud Particles. V. J. 
Schaefer. Contract W -33 -038 -AC -9151. (AprU, 
1946.) 

ACCELEROMETER, ALTIMETER AND ELE VA
TOR POSITION RECORDER 

An Instrument whlch we wlll also need is a re
cording accelerometer and altimeter. This Instru
ment wlll aid In determining vertical velocities 
within the clouds as the plane fIles through them. 
Such an Instrument Is available for our use here 
In the General Electric Co. with some modification. 
For Instance, the chart speed of the instrument 
normally Is one foot per hour while we need a speed 
nearer one foot per minute. We are, therefore, 
makIng the necessary changes In the chart carriage 
to obtain the faster speed. The accelerometer now 
used Is rated -5 to +12 g and we have ordered one 
of +5 sensltlvlty. The record is obtained from a 
standard altimeter and accelerometer through a 
servo-mechanism consisting of a small Selsyn 
transmitter mounted onthe face of each instrument 
while the respecUve receivers are arranged to 
move a stylus across the pressure sensitive record 
paper. 

It Is hoped that another stylus can be made to 
operate simultaneously on this recorder so thatthe 
movement of the elevator control sUck of the plane 
may be Indicated. One way this can be done is by 
merely connecting a fish line or similar strong cor d 

from the stylus to the elevator control cables so 
that, .wlth the cord taut, the cable movement wlll 
be transmitted through the cord to the stylus. The 
stylus Is connected so that the normal position of 
the control stick keeps the stylus in the center of 
the recorder paper and any variations from normal 
are indicated on the paper by movements of the 
stylus to right or left. 

We are also Installing a visual indicator of ele
vator control pOSition so that the pilot can see in 
front of him any changes he may make. This wlll 
be done by coupllng a 50-ohm potentiometer to the 
elevator actuating arm and mounting a 10-0-10 d-c 
milliammeter Type 00-40 In the panel In front of 
the pilot. The mllliammeter is connected In series 
with the potentiometer through a 30-ohm resistor 
and a 1 1/ 2 -volt battery. 

Thus, on occasion, we may ask the pilot to fly 
through a cloud holding his elevator control in a 
fixed zero pos ltlon as indicated by the mllliammeter. 
This would be regardless of what changes In atti 
tude the plane may be forced to make due toturbu
lence, updrafts, etc. If the pilot Is unable to hold 
hls control stick at zero, the recorder wlll show 
how much he had to move it so that, with the com
blnationof records on the same sheet, l.e., accelera
tion, altimeter change, and control stick poSltLon, 
we should be able to figure out the vertical veloc lties 
encountered In the cloud. This Information will be 
compared with changes In droplet size recor.ded 
simultaneously as a further check in developing 
Langmuir's "time -of -rise theory." 

V. NUCLEATION OF ICE FORMATION BY  
SIL VER IODIDE PARTICLES  

Bernard Vonnegut  

SUMMARY 

A smoke made of large numbers of very small 
silver Iodide particles serves as nuclei for the 
transformation of supercooled water clouds to Ice. 
Depending on the size of thesUver lodldepartlcles, 
the transformation from water to Ice is brought 
about at -4Dc to _8°C or lower. In contrast to the 
nuclei made of ice produced by low temperatures, 
sUver Iodide nuclei are unaffected by warm or dry 
condit Ions. 

Experlmentatton Is underwayon methods for the 
large scale production of sUver Iodide smoke for 
the purpose of nucleating natural supercooled clouds. 
Generators capable of produc Ing 1013 partlcles per 
second have been made. 

Tests on the effects of silver Iodide smokes on 
natural supercooled cloud formations wlll be car
r�ed out. 

DISCUSSION 

Experiments made by V.J. Schaefer Irtthls lab
oratory and by B. M. Cwllong(l) In England showed 
that a wide variety of powdered solids and smokes 

was without appreciable effect in nucleating ice 
formation in supercooled clouds at temperatures 
above -20Dc. Thlsexperlmentationonforeignnuclei 
was continued to see whether particles of substances 
very slml1ar to ice in crystal structure mlght not 
serve as nuclei for Ice formation at temperatures 
closer to the freezlng point. 

A search was made through X-ray crystallo
graphlc data for substa~ces resembling ice as 
closely as possible in crystal system, space group, 
and dlmenslons of unlt cell. Two substances were 
chosen which are lLsted in Table II along wlth Ice 
for comparlson. 

These crystalllne substances were tested to see 
If they would :-..ct as nuclei for the formation of Ice 
by dusting them as a powder into a supercooled 
water cloud in Schaefer's apparatus at a tempera
ture of -2o't. 

Silver iodide was without apparent effect; how
ever, the introduction of lead lodide powder caused 
the formation of a number of ice crystals in the 
supercooled cloud. It appeared that far fewer lce 
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TABLE II 

Space Lattice 
Substance System Group Const. 

Ice hex. 4 
D6h 4.535 7.41 (2) 

AgI hex . ZnO C
4 
6v 

4.5856 7.490 (3) 

PbI2 hex. 
3 

D3d 4.54 8.86 

1.  B. M. CwUong. NATURE, 155, pp. 361-362. 
(March, 1945). 

2.  Wllliam H. Barnes. Proc. Roy. Soc. (London), 
A125, pp. 670-693, (1929). 

3.  N. H. Kolkmeijer, W. J. D. von Dobbenl:?urgh, 
H. A. Boekehoogen. Provo Amsterdam, 31, pp. 
1014-1027, (1928). 

crystals formed than would have been expected 
from the number of particles of lead Lodlde Intro
duced. 

The supposition that the lead iodide particles 
acted as nuclei because one of the dimensions of 
its unit cell was almost the same as that for Ice 
was discarded when V. J. Schaefer dLscovered that 
iodoform crystals and Lodlne vapor behave In a 
simUar way. The orthorhombic structure of iodine 
bears little relation to the structure of Ice. 

Later, investigations were made on the nucleat
1ng effect of smokes produced by electric sparks 
between electrodes of various metals. It was dis
covered that a single spark between slIver elec
trodes in the presence of Iodine vapor produced 
many thousands of times as many Lce nuclei as lead 
iodide .partlcles or iodine vapor alone. It was then 
found that slIver iodide smoke produced by heating 
silver iodide on a hot filament or by dispersing it 
In a flame produced enormous numbers of nuclel. 
The fallure of the initlal experiment using sUver 
Iodide powder Is aUr ibuted to the fact that the sample 
used was badly contaminated with soluble salts, a 
fact not known at the time. Powdered sUver Iodide 
without this impurity has since been found to serve 
as nuclei for Ice formation. 

It is believed that silver Iodide acts as a very 
effective nucleus for the formation of ice crystals 
because it very closely resembles ice in crystal 
structure. It can be seen that both dimensions of 
the unit cell of Lce and slIver Iodide are the same 
to within about one per cent. 

According to Dr. D. Harker of this labOratory, 
the arrangements of the atoms in the linitcells of 
ice and of sUver iodide are almost Ldentlcal despite 
their different space groups. The structure of ice 
is the same as that of sUver iodide with the oxygen 
atoms occupying posLtions correspondLng to the 
sUver and iodine atoms. In sUver Lodide, . each 
silver atom Is bonded tetrahedrally to four Lodine 
atoms. In Lce each oxygen atom ls bonded tetra
hedrally, through hydrogen brLdges, to four oxygen 
atoms. 

Iodine vapor alone or fine slIver particles alone 
are without appreciable effect in formLng ice crys
tals, at a temperature of -200c. If the experiment 
Is carried out using iodine vapor alone in a system 
closed to the atmosphere of the laboratory, iodine 
vapor soon loses Its property of nucleat Lng a super
cooled cloud. It is belleved that iodine compounds 
and Iodine vapor act to produce nuclei by reacting 
to form silver iodide with minute traces of sliver 
In the laboratory atmosphere. Such traces of silver 
might be caused by sparks from electrical equip
ment using contacts made of ·sllver or copper that 
contains sliver. Exceedingly small amounts of 
slIver Introduced Into a supercooled cloud in the 
presence of Iodine vapor cause the formation of 
very large numbers of nuclei. One breath of air 
blown over a silver wire heated red will produce 
many mUllons of ice nuclei if It is introduced Into 
a supercooled cloud containing a small amount of 
10dLne vapor • 

. The temperature at which sliver iodide becomes 
effective as a nucleus for the formation of ice has 
been tested in several ways. 

Measurements were made using the cold box In 
which small amounts of silver iodide smoke were 
introduced into a supercooled cloud at various tern
peratures. It was found that sUver iodide smoke 
partlcles produced by vaporizing sUver iodide on 
a hot wire became active as nuclei at a tempera
ture of about -40C or lower. The particle size of 
this smoke was about one micron in diameter . Finer 
partlcles in smokes produced by other methods, 
which will be discussed later, did not become active 
until lower temperatures . Particles of the order of 
0.01 microns In diameter do not serve as nuclei 
until the temperature is _BoC or lower. 

Experiments have been made on the supercooled 
fog produced by blowing one ' s breath on the cold, 
polished surface of a chromium-plated copper block. 
The water drops thus produced do not freeze untn 
the temperature Is -200c or below In the absence 
of nuclei. It was found that freezing could be started 
in this film of liquid water drops by the addition of 
sUver Iodide powder If the temperature of the block 
was about -3 .SoC or below. It was found that a piece 
of silver iodide In a test tube ofdlstilled water made 
Lt ImpOSSible to supercool the water much below 
_3 .50 C. 

GENERATION OF SILVER IODIDE NUCLEI 

In experiments using the home-freezer cold box, 
the generatlon of silver iodide partlcles to serve 
as nuclei poses no problem. Adequate numbers of 
nuclei to convert a supercooled cloud to Ice parti 
cles can be produced in a variety of ways in addition 
to those already mentloned. If an ordinary safety 
match is rubbed across a s Uver coin and then struck 
In the presence of iodine vapor, enormous numbers 
of nuclei results. The same effect can be obtained 
if a trace of silver Iodide is applied to the head of 
the match before It is struck. 

When one contemplates the use of silver Iodide 
for the large scale seedIng of natural cloud systems, 
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the economical production of large numbers of sil
ver Iodide nuclei Is a more difficult problem. The 
cost of silver Iodide Is approximately $20.00 per 
pound. In order to get the largest number of nucle I 
per unit weight, it is necessary that the particles 
be made as small as possible. It has been found 
that partlcles as small as 0.01 microns are effective 
nucleL Therefore, it is deSirable that a method of 
producing particles should give about this slze In 
order to produce as many as possible. It Is Inter
esting to note that a smoke particle one micron in 
diameter, which would not be considered a very 
large smoke particle, wm. make one mUlion par\[
cles 0.01 micron in diameter. 

. Many of the principles worked out in this labora
tory on the generation of smokes apply to the prob
1em of making sLlver iodide smokes. The main 
llmitatlon in applying existlngtechniques to gener
atlng smokes of sUver Iodide Is that the temperatures 
at which sLlver Iodide has an appreciable vapor 
pressure are very high. These high temperatures 
place a severe limitation on the materials and de
s Ign of a smoke generator. Data for the vapor pres 
sure of sUver Iodide and sUver are as follows: 

PRESSURES IN ATMOSPHERES 

10-4 10-3 10-2 10-1 .25 .5 1.0 

AgITempAbs. 9581076123314501564 1665 1779 
Ag Metal 
Temp Abs. 1442 1607 1816 2098 2236 23542485 

The methods of large scale nuclei generation 
which show the most promise Involve vaporizaUon 
of sUver or sUver iodide by heating and then the 
rapid cooUng and dUution of this gas to form very 
large numbers of very small particles. It is essen
tlal that the cooling and dUutlonof the vapor beac
compllshed very rapidly, as growth from condensa
tLon or growth from coagulation would increase the 
particle size beyond that deSired. 

In order to evaluate the rate of nuclei production 
of various types of smoke generators, known volumes 
of the smoke were introduced into a supercooled 
cloud In the cold box. The number of nuclelwere 
then estlmated by observing the average separatLon 
of the resultant Ice crystals. Knowing the volume 
rate of smoke productlon, the rate of nuc.lel produc
tion can be computed. 

A number of different methods for the generation 
of sUver Iodide smokes have been considered. A 
certain amount of work has been done on those show
ing the most promise. In the following sectton, 
these methods are described and evaluated accord
ing to the status of the work at present. 

SIL VER ARC AND IODINE VAPOR METHOD 

The large nucleatlng effect of sUver lodlde was 
first observed with a small spark between sUver 
wires in the presence of iodine vapor. A larger 
generator of thiS sort was constructed USing an arc 
between two sUver electrodes one-half inch in diam
eter. The arc was run at about 10 amperes and 

was arranged in series with 220 volts d-c and a 
bank of resistance. A blast of compressed air con
taining iodine vapor was blown through the flame 
of the arc. This arrangement gave of the order of 
1011 nuclei per second. No measurements have 
been made on the rate of sUver consumption of the 
arc. 

When sUver smoke from the arc was introduced 
lnto asupercooled cloud wlthout lodine vapor, there 
were a few nuclei formed pr.esumably from traces 
of iodine present in the box. However,whenacrys
tal of Iodine was moved through the cloud, it left 
a dense traU of ice crystals Similar to the effect 
produced by a needle at llquid air temperature . 

WhUe the sUver arc and iodine vapor methodo! 
nuclei generation seems to work fairly well, it would 
seem that methods which vaporize sUver metal re
qu ire cons iderably more energy than those vapor Iz
ing sUver iodide. Inorder to produce the same vapor 
pressure, silver must be heated 6000 C or 7000 C 
higher than sUver iodide. 

VAPORIZATION FROM HOT WIRE 

A Simple and convenient method of generating 
sUver iodide smoke Is to vaporize it from a fila
ment electrically heated bright red. The particles 
produced by this method are of the order of one 
micron in diameter which is too large to make the 
method economical for seeding any large volume. 
If a current of air is blown over the heated fllament, 
the particle size is reduced but a large amount of 
energy is required to maintain the temperature of 
the fUament. In a short time, the fllament is seri
ouslyattacked chemically by the sUver iodide which 
makes it impossible to run the generator continu
ously over any period 6f time. 

VAPORIZATION FROM ELECTRICALLY HEATED 
FURNACE 

A small electrically heated furnace was made 
up for generating sUver iodide smoke. Thefurnace 
is shown in Fig.3. The furnace is so designed that, 
when It is placed In an air stream of about 100 mph, 
a small amount of the air passes through the fur
nace. In the furnace is a piece of asbestos paper 
saturated with molten silver iodide. The air moving 
through the furnace becomes heated and saturated 
with sUver iodide vapor at the temperature of the 
furnace, whicl: is around 650oC. As it leaves the 
furnace, it is dUuted and quenChed in the air stream. 
The furnace was operated from a 6-volt storage 
battery and consumed about 100 watts. The appara
tus produced about 1010 to 1011 nuclei per second 
in an air stream of 100 mph. 

It is belleved that. methods employingelectrlcal 
power for sUver iodide smoke generation are not 
economical because of the large power consumption. 

VAPORIZATION OF SILVER IODIDE COATED 
STRING IN FLAME 

An effective method for the production of sUver 
iodide smokes is to vaporize sUver lodlde In a flame 
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ASBESTOS INSULATION 

AIR 
FLOW ~~~~~~~~ 

SMOKE PRODUGED HERE 

CONSTRICTION TO LIMIT AIR ASBESTOS PAPER SATURATED 

FLOW THROUGH FURNACE WITH MOLTEN SILVER IODIDE 

I INCH 

FIG.3 ElEe TRICALLY HEATED GENERATOR 

Fig. 4 Silver Iodide Generator 
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Fig. 5 Examples of solid precipitation produced artificially in the laboratory 
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Fig. 6 Types of solid precipitation occurring in nature 
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TYPES OF SOLID PRECIPIT ATIDN 
( See Fig. 5) 

1. STELLAR CRYSTALS: Six rayed, starlike forms 
occurring as single crystals or in clumps. 
Crystals vary in a wide range of form and 
size. Clumps common, often appearing as 
cottony flakes sometimes two inches in di
ameter. Size l/32 in.-l/2 in.; clumps common. 

2. GRAUPEL: Stellar crystals which are covered 
with frozen cloud particles forming a rime 
deposit. This results in pellets of soft snow, 
which range from hexagonal to rounded forms. 
Size 1/ 16 in.-1/ 4 in.; rarely clumped. 

3. HEXAGONAL PLATES: Thin, hexagonal, solid 
or semi-solid plates often containing internal 
structure due to air inclUSiOns. The smallest 
form of this crystal and the stellar form is 
known as Diamond Dust. Size 1/ 1000 in.-
3/ 16 in.; rarely clumped. 

4. HEXAGONAL COLUMNS: Transparent gener
ally flat-ended, sometimes pointed hexagonal 
prisms mostly of clear ice, many with air in
clusiOns. Often a group of columns grow from 
a common source radiating in several direc
tions. The former type produce 220 and 460 

halos around the sun. Size 1/ 64 in.-l/B in.; 
sometimes clumped. 

5. CAPPED HEXAGONAL COLUMNS: Similar to 
(4) with the exception that both ends terminate 
as expanded hexagonal plates. A hexagonal 
plate sometimes is positioned midway between 
the two plates. Many queer forms occur. 
Size 1/ 64 In.-3/ 16 in.; sometimes clumped. 

6. ICE NEEDLES: Long slender shafts with hex
agonal cross section often terminating with 
sharp points. Needles occaSionally grow in 
masses in random directions. Size 1/ 64 in.-
3/B in.; often clumped. 

7. ASYMMETRICAL CRYSTALS: Angular crystals 
without a symmetrical outline occurring as 
Simple or compound crystals. Size 1/ 64 in.
l/B In.; often clumped. 

B. POWDER SNOW: Dry bits of snow without 
angular form, often of irregular shape. Size 
1/64 In.-l/B In.; rarely clumped. 

9. SLEET: Pellets of translucent to transparent 
~often bearing bumps or other protuber

ances. They are frozen rain drops but are not 
always round. Size 1/ 32 in.-1/4 in.; very 
rarely clumped. 

and then cause the formatlon of a very fine smoke 
by rapldly quenching the flame wlth a blast of com
pressed au. Thls was accompllshed by the appara
tus shown in FLg. 4. A cotton string was impregnated 
wlth sUver iodide by drawing it through a suspension 
of powdered sUver iodLde in water wLth a small 
amount of glue to act as a binder. The treated string 
contained about eightmUlLgrams of sUver LodLde 
per centlmeter. ThLs string was fed lnto an oxyhy-
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drogen flame at the rate of nLne cm per mLnute. 
The heat of the flame vaporLzed the string and the 
sLlver iodide. Two or three inches away from the 
point that the sUver iodide was introduced into the 
flame, a blast of compressed air was blown into the 
flame which rapidly cooled and dLluted the vaporLzed 
sUver iodide in the Hame to produce a flne smoke 
of sUver iodide. This generator produced active 
nuclei at the rate of about 1012 to 1013 nuclei per 
second. 

The smoke produced by this method was exam
Lned by precipLtatlng Lt on a slide and examining it 
with the electron mLcroscope. This showed thatthe 
partLcles were of the order of 100 Angstrom unlts 
in diameter. The rate of consumptLon of silver 
iodLde by this generator is about 1.2 mg per second. 
If the partLcles were uniformly of 100 Angstroms 
in dLameter, 1.2 mg should produce about 4 x 10+14 
nuclei per second. The discrepancy between the 
theoretkCal and actual number of nuclei produced 
probably arises because all of the particles are not 
effectlve nuclei or because some ofthe silver Iodide 
forms partLcles much larger than 1 00 A. The smoke 
partLcles produced by thLs generator are not effec
tive as nucleL untLl the temperature is -SOC or lower. 

This type of generator is one of the most effLcient 
experimented with thus far. Its maLn lLmLtatlon is 
the source of- gas and compressed aLr needed for 
its operation. 

SIL VER IODIDE IN THE ATMOSPHERE 

The big question about sUver iodide is how it 
performs in the atmosphere. In the laboratory, tests 
have been made in which silver iodide smoke is 
found to maintaLn Lts nucleatLng action after storage 
in a balloon a foot and a half in diameter for twenty
four hours. At the end of that perLod, the number 
of nuclei present had fallen off to a small fractLon 
of the orLgLnal value. However, the nucleatLngef
feet was stUl very marked. In ·a closed vessel, the 
number of partLcles would be expected to drop off 
with time because of coagulation and precipitation 
onthe walls. These factors .are not Lmportant when 
the smoke Ls in the atmosphere. Dilution caused 
by mixing and diffusLon lower the concentration to 
the point that coagulation Ls negligible. Because 
there are no walls on which to preCipitate, thLs fac-. 
tor, too, is neglLgible. There are several mecha
nLsms by which sUver Iodide particles mLght lose 
the ir nucleating property. The particles may be
come inactive through long exposure to sunlight. 
There Ls no laboratory evidence that this takes 
place. CertaLn gases Ln the atmosphere may act 
on the particles to render them LneffectLve. Alcohol 
vapor in appreciable concentrations has been found 
to inhibit the action of sllver iodide smokes. It is 
posslble that other minor constituents of the at
mosphere may have asimilar effect. The presence 
of dust and smokes may act to destroy the nucleat
Lng properties of the partlcles by absorbing them. 
Rain and clouds can be expected to remove silver 
iodLde from the atmosphere under certain conditLons 
by formLng water drops around the particles or by 



Fig. 7 Radiosonde b"alloons carrying baskets of solid carbon dioxide 
into the upper atmosphere 
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dlssolvlng them. The answers to these problems 
wUl not be knownulltil experiments have been car
;rled out on a large scale. 

Several experiments have been made with sllver 
Lodlde smokes under natural conditions. Durlng 
the winter a supercooled ground fog at 25 F was 

.successfulIy transformed to Ice crystals for a dis
tance of at least 150 feet by sllver Iodide smoke 
produced by vaporizing silver Iodide. The sllver 
Iodide was vaporized by applying It as a powder on 
a nichrome wlre heatlIlg coll which was then brought 
to a red heat with about 500 watts of electrical heat-
1ng. 

VI. TYPICAL DAT A OBTAINED FROM PHOTOGRAPHS OF A SEEDED AREA 

Raymond E. Falconer 

The best photographs of the night tests to date 
were taken on the afternoon of April 7. The 27 
photographs taken that day from the B-25 test plane 
show, In a very strlklng way, the results which may 
be obtained by seeding stratus clouds. 

The meteorological condltlons in the atmosphere 
over the vicinity of Schenectady durlng this flight 
were about as shown In Fig. 8. Immediately after 
the seeding run, the plane turned In a circle to the 
left and cllmbed In a widening splral for over an 
hour, finally attalnlnga niaxlmumaltltude of 15,000 
feet. During this period, the 27 photographs were 
taken at various intervals and at various altltudes 
of the plane. 

Each photograph taken showed the horizon just 
below the top of the picture. By knowing the altltude 
of the airplane above the clouds and by a measure
. ment of the vertical angles (y) between Us posltlon 
and the level of the cloud tops, It is poSSible to de 
termlne distances from the posltlon of the alrplane 
to various points on the perimeter of the seeded 
area. 

-~'OOJ~ 
:.' '"~:" .l )~IOO: .. :::ULUS? W":~ ) 

_4 

,!ND 'N'fIf 48 .PH 90 .. 

TAKOI JUST B£FOjett SEEDINC 
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TE.MPERAlURE C· 

TEMPEJlATUAE ANO I-!UMIDITY SOUNDING FROM 

AL8A"ty _(ATHER BUREAU AIRPORT 

STATION AT 10.00A". APRIL 7, 1941 
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FI G.S DIAGR4 .. SHOWING ATMOSPHERIC CAOSS· SECl ION APRil 7, 1947 
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At; an example of applying this method, a brief 
descrlptlon of the steps Involved In working out 
Photograph No. 16 (see Fig. 9) follows. Flrst of 
all, azimuth angle (;), Indlcatlng the horizontal di
rection In which the camera was pOinted, Is deter
mined by considering the known azimuth angle of 
the sun at the particular time of day together with 
posltlons of shadows on the top of the cloud layer 
as shown In the picture. If true headings of the 
plane and horizontal angles of the camera with re
spect to the plane had been available, they could 
have been used Instead. A special grid made of 
Plexlglass has .been constructed marked off Inver
tical llnes (converging at a pOint some distance 
below the grid) and spaced for each flve degrees of 
azimuth angle . The grid also has horizontal llnes 
spaced at 5-deg Intervals which take Into account 
the curvature of the earth, etc . 

To find the depression of the horizon in degrees 
(<<) below the horizontal plane at the elevatlonof the 
airplane, the formula 

oc; = _56ji~0 (6) 

is used where h = height of the alrplane above the 
top of the cloud layer. A line OC degrees above the 
actual horizon shown in the photo Is then drawn In 
Ink. Thls llne then Is the horizon of the plane. 

The grid Is then placed on the photo with the top 
horizontal llne of the grid colncldlng wlth the llne 
~ degrees above the actual horizon. The vertical 
angles, y, are measured from the horizon of the 
plane down along the az lmuth angle llnes ¢ to var tous 
points on the perimeter of the seeded area. Thus, 
the area may be mapped on polar co -ordinate paper 
by determining, from the vertical and azimuth angles 
obtained, the distance x from the airplane to the se-
1ected points on the perimeter of the area. The 
distance x Is determined by 

h 
x = - (7) 

tanl 
where h = helght of plane in mUes above the cloud 
layer. Table III shows the tabulation of data for 
Photograph No. 16 (Fig. 9), and Fig. 10 shows the 
plotted result onpolar co-ordinate paper revealing 
that 44 minutes after seeding, the area was about 
7.5 mUes long on each leg and 3.4 miles wide at 
the widest point. 

To show how the seeded area grew with time, 
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Fig. 11 showsthe orlglnaillneof seeding with maps 
of photos taken 20 and 45 minutes later superim
posed on It. The strong wind below the seeded 
stratus layer apparently did not change the shape 
of the cleared area with tlme. The shape was main
tained very well throughout. 

A more detailed diagram of the growth and change 
In shape of the area Is shown In Fig. 12. Some Ir
regularltles In Its shape can be attributed to dlffl-

TABLE III 

Data for Photo No. 16 Taken at 
5:24:00-P.M., April 7, 1947 

Time ~ 44 Minutes After Seeding 
Height of Plane Above Clouds: (h): 1.58 Miles 

x 
.po I'Q tan l' (miles) 

163.5 7.0 .123 12.9 
165.0 6.0 .105 15.0 
170.0 6.0 .105 15.0 
175.0 6.5 .114 13.8 
180.0 7.0 .123 12.8 
185.0 7.5 .132 11.9 
190.0 7.7 .135 11.7 
192.0 8.0 .140 11.3 
192.5 10.0 .176 9.0 
190.5 12.0 .213 7.4 
191.0 15.0 .268 5.9 
192.0 17.0 .306 5.2 
190.0 18.6 .317 5.0 
185.0 18.0 .325 4.8 
180.0 19.0 .344 4.6 
170.0 18.0 .325 4.8 
168.0 17.0 .306 5.2 
170.0 15.0 .268 5.9 
177.0 12.5 .222 7.1 
175.0 10.0 .176 9.0 
175.0 8.2 .144 11.0 
172.5 7.8 .137 11.5 
170.0 7.7 .135 11.7 
167.5 7.5 .132 12.0 
165.0 7.5 .132 12.0 
163 .5 7.0 .123 12.8 

cultles In reading the photos and the grid or In deter
mining the true ¢ or tangles ; 

Further details on th\.S type of photographic analy
sis are given by Langmuir In another part ofthls 
report. 

VII. THE ANALYSIS OF PHOTOGRAPHIC DATA 
SHOWING THE EFFECTS PRODUCED BY SUPERCOOLED 

CLOUDS WITH ICE NUCLEI 

Irving Langmulr 

The effects produced In supercooled clouds-by 
seeding with dry Ice are very strlklng and can be 
photographed very satlsfactorily under proper con
ditlons. The object oi such studies Is to determine 
what modlflcations are produced In clouds by the 
Introduction of ice nuclei, how fast these effects 
propagate through the cloud, and how long they con
tinue. Early experiments showed that the most In 
teresting results were obtainable with unbroken 
stratus clouds having thicknesses of several thou
sand feet covering large areas. By dropping dry 
Ice pellets Into the tops of such clouds along a llne, 
very large volumes of the cloud consisting of super 
cooled water droplets are caused to evaporate and 
condense onto the Ice nuclei, giving snowflakes of a 
size very large compared to the size of the water 
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droplets. In thiS process, heat Is evol~ed which 
can, under favorable conditions, yield 0.8 C. 

Because of these changes within the cloud, It was 
reallzed at an early date that all the effects pro
duced by seeding should become manifest by obser
vatlons of the top of the stratus cloud from an aIr
plane high above the cloud. It Is true, of course, 
that we are most Interested In changes that take 
place In the cloud Itself and In the preclpltatlon that 
falls from the bottom of the cloud. However, photo
graphic observation within the cloud Is Impossible; 
photographs below the cloud are very dlfflcult to 
Interpret, and trouble is exper lenced because of loss 
of vis IbU Ity due to snow In the alr. Since we have 
heen llmlted, so far, to the use of one plane, It was 



deemed advisable to gather photographic evidence 
by flying above the cloud layer . 

It has been our deslre to obt~in a photographic 
record from which the area of the cloud that is 
modLfled by the seedLng can be measured and its 
growth with time determined. 

In general, the effects that have been produced 
are of several types: 

1. The immediate effect of seeding is to produce 
an area in the top of a stratus cloud which scatters 
light in directions different from those in the case 
of adjacent unseeded clouds. Thus, with different 
relative positions of the sun, the seeded area, and 
the seeding piane, the seeded area may appear light 
on a dark background or dark on a light background, 
as is shown in Fig. 1. The llne of demarcation be
tween the seeded and unseeded areas is usually very 
striking. 

2. Usually within five to ten minutes after seed"
ing along a line, a groove or trough is produced in 
the top of the cloud which may be a thousand or fif
teen hundred feet deep. This appears to be due to 
the falHng of the snow crystals that are produced. 
In some photographs, the cloud within theseeded 
area disappears entirely within 20 minutes leaving 
a veil of falling snow which maybe as much as 4000 
feet below the original level. 

3. Insome cases, wisps of snow seemto be car
ried upward above the line of seeding, indicating 
currents of air rising more rapidly than the snow
flakes can fall. 

4. Between 20 and 50 minutes aftel the seeding, 
the seeded area, which usually has well-defined 
edges, becomes partly filled in with a very thin 
layer of stratus clOUd. These new clouds are clear-
1y formed in place and do not merely drift in from 
the undisturbed area surrounding the seeded area. 
They consist of liquid water droplets but they are 
usually elltirely devoid of turbulence. 

5. In the areas surrounding the seeded area 
and adjacent to it on one Side, there often appear 
cumulus clouds which seem to be breaking through 

. the original stratus layer, and they rise to a height 
of 1000 feet to 1500 feet above the stratus layers. 
These have been observed in at least three of our 
test flights and seem to be caused by the generation 
of heat in the lower layers of the stratus clouds 
produced by ice nuclei or snow crystals that are 
displaced rapidly from the original seeded area. 
The lateral displacement is probably due to the 
fact that the velocity of the lower part of the stratus 
cloud differs from that near the top. As seen from 
the top, these areas usually show no signs of snow 
crystals, but we presume that when these photo
graphs are taken from the bottom of the cloud, one 
wUl see that snow Is falling from these areas . 

6. We anticipate that, under favorable condi
tions, the effects produced by seeding may become 
self -propagating; that is, that new nuclei are gen
erated within the cloud continuously by fragmenta
tion of snow crystals, aided probably by electro-
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static effects which seem to prevail in many clouds 
In whLch snow Ls falling. We have not yet encoun 
tered any evidence that we have produced such an 
effect but we are looking for It. They will most 
likely occur in cases where there Is already within 
the atmosphere a convergence of masses of cold, 
moist air which is causing a lifting of cloud masses. 
Thls is necessary so that, when snow does form, 
the moisture is not completely removed from the 
cloud, but new moisture Is made available at a 
rate sufficient to maintain the snowfall. 

ANAL YSIS OF PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE SEEDED 
. AREA TAKEN FROM ABOVE STRATUS CLOUDS 

The technique which we have found most advan
tageous Is to fly a plane in a large circle around 
and above the seeded area so that a ser les of photo
graphs can be taken, one every minute. The height 
of the plane and the diameter of the cLrcle cone 
should be such that each photograph covers the 
whole of the seeded' area and that the angle through 
which the plane rotates (Ln azimuth) between con
secutive pictures does not change by more than 15 
or 20 degrees. We find that it is desirable also to 
have the horlzonshow in every picture. The height 
of the plane above the cloud level should be as high 
as practicable so that the lrregularlties in the level 
of the top of the cloud become only a small fraction 
of the height of the plane above the cloud. We have 
found it best to have a plane fly at a height of at 
least 15,000 feet above the seeded cloud layer in a 
circle 30 miles in diameter so that It takes about 
a half hour to complete a revolution around the 
seeded area. From the photographiC data, wewish 
to produce a map of the seeded area at any given 
time and to watch the progressive change In this 
map as long as the effects continue to be appreci
able. The method that we have used for this pur
pose Ls to use the photographs to give the horizontal 
angles (azlmuth,~) and the vertlcalangles or alti
tude ex; measured downward from the horizon. If 
we know tae height of the plane H above the cloud 
layer, then we can calculate the horizontal distance 
of any observed point by an equation 

R = H/ tan oc: (8) 

On polar co-ordinate paper It is possible to con
struct a map of the seeded area by measuring the 
tP and oc; for a series of pOints around the periphery 
of the seeded area. 

By comparing the maps taken at successive In
tervals of time, one can then determine the path 
of the plane and determine the changes with time 
that occur inthe shape and size of the seeded area. 
A check on the accuracy of the work can then be 
obtained by determining whether the succes::;ive 
pOSitions of the plane at different time 'intervals 
correspond to a velocity of movement equal to that 
of the plane allowIng, of course, for any difference 
of wind velOCity between the altltude of the plane 
and the clouds. 

To determine from the' photographs the values 
of ¢ and or;. for any point recognized In the photo-



graph, we have constructed a series of grids on 
thin sheets of Plexiglass on which Hnes are ruled 
corresponding to meridians and latltudes. 

METHOD OF CONgfRUCTING THE GRIDS 

In formulatlng the problem, let us assume that 
the top surface of the cloud, which is represented 
by C, is parallel to the surface of the earth; that 
lB, it is a spherical surface having a radius of 
curvature E, which ls the r a diu s of the earth, 
2.09 x 107 feet. Now let us consider a point Do at 
the top of the cloud layer and assume that at a height 
H vertlcally above point Do there is an airplane 
carrying a camera, the center of whose lens ls at 
point O. 

Through the point Do in the top of the cloud, we 
construct a horizontal plane T. Any polnt on thls . 
plane which we may consider will be represented 
by Po. If we draw a straight llne from 0 to Po, we 
wlll have to extend this llne to a point Pc, before 
it Lntersects the top of the cloud layer C, which ls 
on a spherical surface. 

Let us now pass a vertlcal plane through the 
llne 000 , The lLne of Lntersectlon between this 
plane and the horizontal plane T is a straight horl
r.ontallLnewhich we may represent by AoDo, where 
Ao represents a point of infinity. 

Because of the curvature of the earth, the hori
zonas seen from the aLrplane is depressed through 
a small angle OCc below the llne OAo. The amount 
of this depreSSion is given by: 

oc: c = (2H/ E)I/ 2 (9) 

Here OCc is to be expressed in radians. 

If, however, we ·measure H in feet, express OCc 
In degrees, and introduce E value, we fLnd that 

CX: c = 0.56 (H/1000)1/2 (10) 

The distance Rh to the horizon as seen from the 
point 0 ls given by: 

Rh = (2HE)I/2 (11) 

If we express H in feet, lntroduce the value E in 
feet, and express Rh Ln mLles, we obtaln equation 

Rh = 1.226 Hl/2 (12) 

.Careful analysis shows that for all objects on 
the cloud level C for whLch ~ is more than three 
times as great as cx: c, Rc and He do not dLffer ap
precLably; that ls, not over three per cent. For 
larger values of ex the effects are negligible. 

Thus in analyzLng photographs, the first step is 
to construct on the photograph a .horLzontal lLne 
which Ls placed above the apparent horizon by an 
angular amount corresponding to ~c. ThLs allows 
for a correctlon for the curvature of the earth which 
is very apprecLable when the plane is flying 10,000 
feet or more above the cloud. 

Let us assume that the camera at 0 has its axis 
dLrected toward Ao where the llne OAo is hOl"Lzontal 
and assume that the camera axls is tlited down be
low Ao through an angle 9. The camera axis wlll 
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then intersect the llne DoAo at a point Bo. The 
plane of the photographic plate is perpendicular to 
t"e axis OBo, and is at a dlstance equal tothe focal 
length behind it. Geometrically, however, the prob
lem is the same Lf we consider the projectlon of any 
point Bo in the tangent plane T onto a plane in front 
of O. Actually in th~ work we have done so far, a 
camera having a focal length of five inches has been 
used and the photographs have been enlarged two
fold. We are, therefore, interested in calculating 
the pOints of intersection of llnes OPo with aplane 
perpendicular to OBo. The axiS OBo cuts through 
this plane at a distance F ata point 10 inches from 
point O. 

The procedure of forming· the grid is as follows. 
We assume that the focal length F and the angle of 
tUt 9 are known. We now take a paper and a large 
drawing board and draw a straight llne on which we 
put three points, A, B, and D. These are so chosen 
that the dlBtances AB, BD, and AD, are given by: 

AB=Ftan9 (13) 
BD = F cot 9 = F/ tan 9 (14) 

AB x BD = F2 (15) 
AD = 2 F/sin 29 (16) 

The point B is to be used as the center of the grid. 
Through the point A draw another llne perpendicular 
to AD. We may represent points along thlsllne by J 
which corresponds to azimuth angle </J, measured 
to the right or left of A as origln. We may select 
a set of points, ), corresponding to a set of evenly 
spaced values", such as :t5 deg, :t10 deg, etc., up 
to +25 deg. Mark a series of polnts of r along the 
11ne as defined by 

AJ=Ftan¢/cos9 (17) 

Connect each of these points ) with point D by a 
straight 11ne. These lLnes which radiate from 0 
represent "meridian 11nes" for each of which 
'" has a constant selected value. 

The llnes of equal altltude, which corresponding 
to llnes of latltude on the earth, are strlctly speak
ing conic sections: hyperbolas, parabolas, elllpses, 
.or circles depending upon tpe relatlve values of 
OCand 9. For all practlcal purposes, however, we 
can replace these conic sections by Circles which 
have the same curvature where they cut the llne AD. 
We can locate these intersections for the case;= 0 
for the llne AD by measuring the dlstance y above 
and below the point B on the llne AD by equation 

y=Ftan(e-~) (18) 

Through each of these po~nts (drawn for values of 
oc,such as 5 deg, 10 deg,etc .),we cOll$truct circu
lar arcs having aradlua of curvature given by 

f = F/tan oc (19) 

It is lnterestlng to note that the radlus of curvature 
ls lndependent of 9. 

Using thls method,the series ofphotographsob
talned during several seeding filghts have been 
analyzed. Typlcal results are represented by the 
analysts of the April 7 filghtprepared by Falconer 
and included in this report. 



VIII. PROPOSED FLIGHT PLANS FOR CLOUD srUDIES 

Irving Langmulr, Vincent J. Schaefer, and Bernard Vonnegut 

The following series of flight plans are proposed 
as a tentative program for present and future flights 
tn the jotnt Army-Navy-General Electrlc Cloud 
Studies Project. Each plan is subject to revision 
immedLately upon the fLnding that some phase is 
Lmpractical or unnecessary. The plans have been 
drawn up In large part, however, based on practical 
experient:e gained In the fHghts that have already 
been made by the earller Fairchlldfllghts of General 
Electric and the more recent B-25 and B-17 fllghts 
by the Army-Navy personnel assigned to the present 
project. " 

Strong emphasiS .is placed on detalled and syn
chronlzed observatlons by all personnel engaged in 
the flights so that a complete and accurate record 
of each fllght can be made from take off to landlng. 
Such data wUl be a prime requlsite for study and 
plannlng of future projects. Some of the fllghts to 
date have been informatlve but none of them have 
been completely satisfactory. Much progress has 
been made, however, and good results are expected 
on subsequent fllghts. 

Much of the success of all fllght plans related 
to cloud modiflcatlon depends to a large degree on 
obtalnlng a complete photographic record synchro
nlzed to the secorid wlth all of the flight data such 
as headlng, altltude, alr speed, and temperature. 
The best results to date have been obtained wlth 
lnfrared plates, although much experimental work 
needs to be done wlth color and other technlques, 
such "as polarlzing fllters and stereoscoplc photog
raphy, in order to gather the maximum information 
possible . 

Any revisions intheproposedplanswHl be issued 
as memoranda between quarterly reports and dis
tributed to all those on the dlstrlbutlon 11st oftMs 
report. 

FLIGHT A 

Cloud Seeding of Solld Overcast 

PURPOSE 

To seed continuous 0 v ere as t of supercooled 
clouds with ice nuclei in a recognizable geometrlc 
pattern so that development of snow reglon can be 
accurately plotted and quantltatlvely analyzed from 
above, within, and below the modified region. 

PROCEDURE 

Use three planes. (1) A B-29 or B-17 at 30,000 
feet to obtain complete series of photographs and 
to keep track of seeding plane and reconnaissance 
plane. (2) A B-17 to do the seeding at the top of 
the cloud, take photographs at 15,000 feet and to 
subsequently explore the seeded region. (3) A re
connaissance plane, AT - 11 or Navalr, to observe 
the snow or raln development below the cloud and 
to make a complete photographic record of every-
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thing seen. This plane should have radio communi 
cation with top plane. 

PLAN OF OPERATION FOR HIGH-LEVEL OB
SERVATION PLANE 

Synchronize all watches to the second. Check 
communication system to tower and other planes. 
Take off and cllmb immediately at 500 to 1000 feet 
per minute to 25,000 feet, and commence making a 
30 -mile diameter circle over assigned area in 
southern Adlrondacks. This involves a 3 -deg bank 
counterclockwise durlng fllght "on Circle route. 
Watch for B-17 seeding plane of radar scope which 
should follow within a few minutes. Obtain complete 
altitude-temperature record during climb and ob
serve lcing and turbulence while passing through 
cloud system. Readings should be made at every 
1000 feet (closer if practicable) during climb and 
descent. Establish communications with the middle 
(seeding plane) and start taking pictures one minute 
before the start of the seeding run. Make a photo
graph every minute on the even minute +2 secondS 
and record the heading, azlmuth, and angle of camera 
ttlt. The co-pilot should record air 'speed and ob
tain heading to an accuracy of +1 degree, if possible , 
and make this recordat zero seconds every minute, 
starting as soon as poss ible after take-off and con
tinulng to the end of the flight . This record should 
be accurate, since it must synchronize perfectly 
with the photographer's records. The photographer 
should Include the horizon and the complete area 
affected by seeding in every plcture. If the plane 
Ls too close or too far away, the photographer should 
immediately make thls known to the pilot. However, 
the pUot or the co-pilot should also check the loca
tion of the seeded area and keep the plane in the 
best pOSition possible for proper photographlc re
cording. ~ontact should be maintained with the 
seeding plane and the photography continued untU 
the seeding plane announces that it h:j.S finished its 
observations and is heading for the north-south leg 
of the Albany Radio Range. 

The Observatlon Plane then notes the time and 
leaves for the range with "a heading of either 90 de
grees or 270 degrees. Reaching it, the plane notes 
the tlme, heads for the cone and notes the time of 
arrival above It. After reaching the cone, the plane 
~hould descend upon instrucUon from Albany Con
trol Tower and return to port. 

NOTE: Close attention must be paid to 
the difference in the drift of the seeded 
area and the plane, so that the seeded area 
is kept inproper positlonfor photographic 
observation. 

PLAN OF OPERATION FOR SEEDING PLANE 

The seeding run with dry ice should be as follows: 
Approaching the assigned area, a heading of 360 de-



\; 
grees Is made two minutes before giving the slgnal 
to seed. At zero minutes, the seeding signal is 
given and the man assigned to this operatlon starts 
the dispenser (which should be filled and ready to 
dump the particles at the fILck of switch). Seeding 
continues at the maximum output of the dispenser 
for four minutes. Between 0 and +1 minute, 30 sec-
0nds the plane should maintain a heading of 360 de
grees . It then should head counterclockw ise at 
+1 minute, 30 seconds and at +2 minutes, 30 sec
onds should straighten out at a heading of 270 de
grees and maintain this until +4.0 minutes. At this 
jOint the dispenser is stopped. The plane at +4.0 
again swings counterclockwise and by +5.0 minutes 
should straighten out to a heading of 180 degrees. 
On this leg, at +6.0 minutes, the seeding signal is 
gi ven and one pound of granulated dry Ice is dumped 
suddenly. Continuing on 180-deg heading until +7.0 
minutes, 100 -200 pounds of granulated dry Ice are 

odumped suddenly. When this has been done, the 
plane immediately climbs to 5000 feet above the 
cloud top going into a counterclockwise c i r c 1 e 
around seeded region. 

PHOTOGRAPHIC PLAN FOR SEEDING PLANE , 
The same photograph ic procedure should be fol

lowed as described for the top plane with the pilot 
maneuveringhls ship so that the included angle be
tween the near side of the seeded region and the 
horizon Is between 20 ,degrees and 30 degrees. The 
diameter of the first complete circle shoule! prob
ably be about 20 miles with aplanetllt of 3 degrees -
4 degrees. Photography should contlnue for one com
plete circle, the photographer making sure that all 
of the seeded area is included In the picture. 'The ... 
photographer should keep the pilot Informed of his 
requirements during this period and very accurate 
notes should be made of altitude, heading, tnt angle, 
and azimuth of camera. 

As soon as complete circle is made, the seeding 
plane should maintain altltude and head over the 
area and attempt to photograph the ground through 
the hole. Descend and make detailed observation of 
the structure and appearance of the modified region. 
Fly immediately over the top of the area and ob
serve the general appearance. Descend Into the 
region, observe the halo and other optical effects 
looking toward sun. Attempt to get a color picture 
of the halo. During the maneuvers, check the icing 
rate with the cone and small cyllnder. After flying 
through the modified region checklngthe Icing rate, 
enter the unmodified reg lon, cllmblng toward the 
top of the cloud and observe the Icing rate In that, 
region. During all of these maneuvers, continue ob
servations on temperature, altltude, and heading. 
Reaching the top of the cloud again, enter the modl
fled region and explore Its lowest reaches, notlng 
whether It Is possible to reach the base of the over
cast through the hole. If this is possible, attempt 
to identify the exact geographic spot under the ,hole. 
Observe preclpltatlon and any other features that 
might be related to the experiments. After com
pleting observatlons, note the exact tlme and make 
heading of either 270 degrees or 90 degrees to 
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reach north-south leg of Albany Radio Range. Ob
serve time it Is reached and head for cone. Note 
time it Is reached and descend upon Instructions 
from control tower. 

Return to port. 

PLAN OF OPERATION FOR OBSERVATION 
PLANE AT CLOUD BASE 

If possible a third plane should be used for ob
serving the development of preclpitat Ion at the base 
of the overcast. Since this plane has the shortest 
distance to fly, It should be last In take off. If pos
sible it should carry at least two persons besides 
the pUot, one a photographer and the other an ob
server who makes necessary records, assists the 
photographer, helps in navlgaUon and directs the 
course of the observation. 

This plane should be In radio contact with the 
high -level plane and should preferably fly directly 
below it close to the cloud base during the early . 
stages of the seeding. If subsequent developments 
Indicate that better pictures could be obtained from 
a different dlrectlon, it should be free to maneuver 
to a more suitable posltlon, staying however close 
to the cloud base. By maintaining radar and radio 
contact with the high-level plane, checks on the 
general location of the complete operation could be 
easily obtained. ' 

In general, It would be deSirable for the low
level plane to maintain, a distance far enough fI~om 
the seeded area to show the extreme llmits of the 
precipitatlon In one picture. This might Involve a 
distance of 20 mUes. If haze conditions do not per
mit photography at this dlstance, go closer and at
tempt to make a panorama with ground features that 
will permit some degree of matching. All photo
graphs made In the low -level plane should Include 
plane heading, azimuth of camera with respect to 
headlng, tilt of camera, and altitude. 

The lower plane should continue to observe from 
a distance untll the seeding plane announces Its de
parture for the radio range location. Jt may then 
fly into the affected area and attempt to obtalnlow
level pictures of any holes produced in the overcast 
and check the geographic location of the modlfled 

, region at a specifiC time. 

FLIGHT B 

Cloud Modlficatlon of 
Supercooled High Altitude or Tall Cumulus Clouds 

PURPOSE 

To seed with Ice nuclei high altitude or tall cumu
lus clouds, the upper portions of which have a tern
perature below 30C (320 F) and consist of supercooled 
water droplets, the object being to explore the possl
blllty of haU prevention, thunderstorm diSSipation, 
and production of rain. 

PROCEDURE 

Use two planes,one for seeding and exploratory 
WQrk, the other for observation purposes. These 



should preferably be a B-17 aircraft and a photo 
plane of high maneuverablHty. 

Cloud systems ideal for the purpose would be 
the type which occur rather frequently in the late 
afternoon from June to September' in regions like 
eastern New York. These often develop into spec
tacular towering clouds Isolated from each other 
or in llnes Invading an otherwise clear sky region. 
They often lead to violent local thunderstorms some
times accompanied by hail. 

PLAN OF OPERATION FOR SEEDING PLANE -
FLIGHT B 

'The seeding plane should immediately upon take 
off establish communication with observation plane 
and control tower and then head for the top of a 
cloud mass which seems to be inan early but acUve 
stage of development. Careful check of the tem
perature -altitude relationships and other essential 
data (same as Fllght A) should be started immedi
ately following take-off and continued until reaching 
the top of the cloud. Unless the freezing level Is at 
least 1000 feet below the top of the cloud, the seed
ing operation should be delayed untU such a condi
tion develops. Check of the air temperature within 
the cloud should be made if possible to be sure that 
a supercooled condition is present. 

When the proper conditions are noted, the plane 
should enter the very top of the cloud and, as rapid
ly as pOSSible, dump from 100 to 250 pounds of 
granulated dry ice into the cloud. Care should be 
observed that all of the dry ice enters the super
cooled cloud. Pellets ranging from 1/16 inch to at 
least 2.0 cm diameter should be used, since the 
vertlcal currents withLn the cloud wUl probably tend 
to decrease the effectLve falling height indLcated in 
Table 1 of this report. 

After seedLng the cloud, the plane should lmme
diately climb, if pOSSible, at least 2000 feet above 
it and circle wlthlnflve mlles of the top In counter
clockwise direction for ten mLnutes and then fly a 
straight llne about two miles to the right of the top 
of it to afford the chance to obtain good photos look
ing down. After about ten minutes of elapsed time 
from the seeding operatlon, the plane should descend 
in the cloud to observe the clo.ud structure and any 
apparent precipitation as either snow or rain. 
Reaching the base of the cloud, the plane should in
crease the distance from the modified cloud, in
creasing lts distance away from U so that most 
photographs show both lLmlts of falling snow or rain. 
If air is too hazy to permit this, the plane should 
approach to pOSitions where photography is possible 
and take alternately pictures of right and left edges 
of the prec ipitation showing its location with respect 
to recognizable points on the ground. During this 
period, the plane should attempt to cIrcle the pre-
ctpltaHonarea to enable us to plot.1ts area and its 
development with tlme. We partLcularly want to 
know how long the precipitation lasts and whether 
it increases or decreases with time. Observe and 
record whether the original cloud seems to be dis
sipated by the prec ipitatlon or whether precipitation 
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increases with time. Also note whether the effect 
shows any evidence of spreading to nearby clouds. 

Throughout all of this period, continuous records 
should be made every minute at zero seconds, +2 
seconds of plane heading, air speed, temperature, 
and altitude. 

PLAN OF OPERATION OF OB SER V ATION 
PLANE - FLIGHT B 

Upon take-off, communication should be estab
lished immediately with the seeding plane and con
trol tower after which the plane climbs immediately 
to an elevation about 2000 feet above top of selected 
cloud and at a distance of at least 10 miles where 
the plane should go back and forth over approxi
mately the same path. The plane should climb to 
keep pace with the vertical rise of the cloud. The 
hor Izontal distance between the plane and the cloud 
should be such that the azimuth angle with respect 
to the seeded cloud does not change more than 20 
degrees per minute. With this conditlon, successive 
photographs wlll show distant points beyond the top 
of the seeded cloud in adjoining pictures. 

Photographs should only be taken while the plane 
is moving approximately at right angles to the 
seeded cloud. ThiS, of course, means that the 
photographer must alternately use the port and 
starboard Sides of the plane for his photographs. 

This plane also must keep an accurate record 
of heading, altitude, air speed, and temperature be
s ides the tilt and azimuth of the camera, all of such 
records and photographs being taken every minute 
at zero seconds +2 seconds. 

FLIGHT C 

Cloud Studies and Attempts to Produce Clouds 
in Clear Air 

PURPOSE 

To explore the properties of cirrus clouds and 
to attempt to induce the development of ice crystal 
clouds by seeding clear air with ice nuclei when 
the afr Ls supersaturated wtth respect to ice but 
not water. 

PROCEDURE 

Use either a B-17, a B-29, or a llghter plane 
equipped for high-level flying. When cirrus clouds 
are visible, the plane should climb into them 
equipped with at least 50 pounds of granulated dry 
ice and with cameras using panchromatic, infrared 
and color film. It should also have a good tempera
ture-measuring device capable of recording to at 
least _400 C which should be equipped if possible 

. with a recording chart having a speed of at least 
one foot per minute. It would be deSirable to also 
record altitude on the temperature record. 

While still 2000 feet below the lower reaches of 
the cirrus clouds, the temperature-altitude -record
Ing unit should be started. Previous to thiS, tem
perature-altitude records should have been made 
from the time of take-off every minute at zero sec-



onds. If possible, the plane should climb through 
the Ice crystal cloud-and above It. Photographs on 
either panchromatic or infrared mm should be 
made as the cloud Is approached and then color 
used If any optical effects are observed, such as 
halos, sundogs, or other Similar formations. 

After passing through the cloud, the plane should 
be flown into a region free of visible clouds but 
level with the tops. A seeding run should be made 
in the area free of clouds dlspens Ing one pound per 
mile Inthe standard seeding pattern, I.e., seed with 
dry ice In a heading of 360 degrees for 1 1/ 2 min: 
counterclockwise swing for one min; heading of 270 
degrees for 1 1/ 2 min; stop seeding. Continue in 
counterclockwise swing for 1 min; heading of 180 
degrees for 1 min at which time 1 pound of dry Ice 
Is dumped suddenly; then continue for 1 min with 
same heading and dump remainder of dry ice (be
tween 10 and 50 pounds). 

Since the altitude and temperature would rarely 
permit climbing above the seeded pattern for photo
graphing, the plane should drop to a level 10,000 
feet or more below the seeding level and go into 
the same type of observation circle recommended 
for Flight A. Using a Circle of from 20 to 30 mUes 
in diameter, a bank of about 3 degrees, and turning 
at the rate of about 16 degrees per minute, the plane 
should circle the seeded area and obtain photographs 
every minute at zero seconds obtaining the same 
kind of data on heading, altltude, temperature, and 
air speed as In Flight A. The photographer will 
obviously use the window on port side as before, 
but will have to tip his camera up Instead of down 
to obtain pictures . These maneuvers wLll, of course, 
be unnecessarylf the air is not supersaturated with 
respect to ice. The photographer should record 
the time, the tLlt of his camera, and the azimuth 
wlth each photograph. 

After making one complete circle of such a di
ameter that all of the seeding effect is included In 
each photograph, circllng should continue if any 
effect Is stlll visible. At least once every five 
minutes, an observation should be made related 
to the exact geographic location of the plane with 
respect to the terrain below. 1£ lower clouds ob
scure the ground, radar fixes should be obtained 
whenever possible, as well as accurate time records 
whenever any radio range is crossed. After mak
ing the first complete Circle and before the effects 
disappear or blend with the surrounding cloud sys
tems, it would be deSirable, if practlcable, to cllmb 
to the original seeding level and obtain photographs 
from this pOSition looking down toward ground. 

FLIGHT D 

Cloud Modlflcatlon Dry Run 

PURPOSE 

Dry runs for developing seeding and photographic 
techniques by going through complete seeding and 
photographic operation using a large unsymmetri
cal lake as a slmuiated target. 
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PROCEDURE 

Synchronize watches so that all have same time I 

to zero seconds. 

Use Sacandaga Reservoir (see map) as Simulated 
seeded area. Make mock seeding run starting from 
Union Mllls at an elevation of 10,000 feet. When 
above the vicinity of Union MUls, start the run 
with a heading of 360 degrees for 1 1/ 2 minute. 
Then turn counterclockwise for 1 minute to a head
ing of. 270 degrees and continue with this heading 
for 1 1/ 2 minute. Again turn for 1 minute to a 
headlng of 180 degrees and continue with this head
ing for 2 minutes. After completion of the run, 
start a Circular cllmb In a counterclockwise direc
tion planned so that the diameter of the circle when 
reaching 25,000 feet is approximately 30 miles and 
the plane has a tilt of about 3 degrees and turns In 
a counterclockwise dlrectlon about 16/ deg/ min. 
Cllmb at 500 ft/ min. 

From the tLme to take-off to landing, make record 
of altitude to nearest 100 feet and heading within 
5 degrees, every minute on the minute +2 seconds. 
Make a reading of the temperature for every 1000-
foot change In altitude although closer readings 
should be made during cllmb and descent from the 
mission. Also record the air speed. 

After making the seeding run and starting to 
circle, the photographer should begin to take pic
tures of the reservoir every minute on the minute, 
recording the angle and azimuth of each shot. The 
angle should be read, if pOSSible, with an accuracy 
of +5 degrees and the azimuth with an accuracy of 
+10 degrees. Each photograph should contalnfea
tures common to the preceding one and should In
clude the horizon, the BatchellervUle and Northvtlle 
Bridges, and all of wide waters. 

All observations , where practicable, should be 
made on synchronized watches exactly on the min
ute withln +2 seconds unless arrangements can be 
made to have one person control the timing. How
ever, even though this can be arranged, synchro
nized watches should be used by all in any event of 
fallure of communications system or the need for 
using it for other purposes. 

After completion of the seeding run and whlle 
sttll at 25,000 feet, head due eastor west for north
south leg of Albany Radio Range and record the 
time at which it is reached. Head for the cone and 
record the time at which it Is reached. Descend 
making a complete record of temperature -altitude 
relationships and then return to port. 

FLIGHT E 

Study of Microstructure of Clouds at Above 
Freezing Temperatures 

PURPOSE 

To study the microstructure Cif clouds having 
temperatures above freezing. Both stratus and 
cumulus cloud forms of all types should be studied 
with as much synchronous quantitatlve data aspos
sible obtained during flights through them. Such 



data as llqllid water content, particle size, particle
size distribution, turbulence, temperature, humidity, 
altitude, air speed, vertical acceleraUon, and the 
occurrence and amount of falling precipitation 
should be obtained. The general purpose of such 
flights is to obtain basic fundamental data for testlng 
present theories on the factors which lead to the 
formation of precipitation. 

PROCEDURE 

Have one 8-17 fully equipped with recording in
struments which wlll fly into clouds of the types 
mentioned. Just before entering the cloud, all of 
the recording Instruments are started and checked 
for their performance. When word is received 
from the several stations in the plane that every
thing is working and running satlsfactorlly, the pilot 
heads the plane into the cloud and a run of from 
five toten minutes is made, the longer period being 
deSirable if the cloud is large enough. 

DetaUed flight techniques will be developed and 
described after a few trial runs are completed. For 
the preliminary flights, the following procedures 
are proposed. During all of these passes through 
the cloud, as complete records as possible should 
be made. 

(1) Fly into the cloud at a defl'llte altitude and 
attempt to maintain this initial altitude as exactly 
as possible using whatever controls are necessary 
to do so. Observe and record the amount of mOve
ment of the stick which is required to accomplish 
this maneuver. 

(2) Fly into the cloud at a definite altitude and 
try to keep the plane level, with the stick stationary, 
if possible. 

(3) Start climbing at a rate of 200 feet per min
ute at least 500 feet below the cloud base and hold 
the plane to this climb, using the sUck as required . 
Climb for at least 10 minutes at this rate, or until 
the plane emerges at the cloud top. If the cloud has 
a thickness greater than 2000 feet, climb at a rate 
of 300 to 500 feet per minute, the rate be ing deter
mined by the fact that the flight path in the cloud 
should not be longer than 10 minutes. Subsequent 
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plans wlll very likely alter this condition but, for 
the present planning, we do not desire records 
much greater than of lO-minute duration. 

(4) Same plan as the preceding except that, if 
pOSSible, the stick should be held stationary through
out the climb. 

(5) Enter the cloud just within visible base and 
maintain specific altitude for five minutes, USing the 
stick whenever necessary. 

(6) Same as (5) but keep the plane in level flight. 

(7) Enter the cloud just below the top and main
tain speCific altitude for five minutes using sUck 
as required. 

(8) Same as (7) but keep the plane in level flight. 

In each instance, It is deSirable that the pairs of 
conditions (1) and (2); (3) and (4); (5) and (6); (7) 

. and (8) are carried out consecutively with as little 
loss of time between them as possible. Alsoflights 
(1), (5), and (7) should be made as another consecu
tive set of observations as nearly as possible in 
same cloud with one fllght following the other as 
rapidly as possible. 

When isolated clouds are used for study purposes, 
the shadows which they cast on the ground should be 
employed whenever possible for maneuvering the 
plane into spec ific regions of the cloud. By locating 
the cloud's shadow on the ground (or a lower deck 
of clouds), the plane can be maneuvered with re 
spect to it by locating the shadow of the plane and 
watch ing it as the shadows come together. 

Even though clouds are not present In the air. 
much important information can be gained in the 
early stages of this flight program by producing 
specific movements of the controls and notlng the 
type of acceleration-altltude-time records obtained. 
This will provide basic information which wUl lend 
itself subsequently to quantitative analysis of the 
type of movements encountered within a cloud sys
tem. 

More details and modificatlons of these general 
flight procedures will be issued as memoranda 
when progress and experience shows the need. 



COMBUSTION OF INFLAMMABLE LIQUIDS 
CONTAINING SILVER AND IODINE 

A method of silver iodide smoke generation which 
may hold promise is the combustion of liquid fuels 
containing silver and iodine. These components would 
be volatilized in the flame and form silver iodide 
smoke. At the present time very little work has been 
done on this particular method. This arrangement is 
attractive because it might prove possible to use oil 
burners and internal combustion engines as nuclei 
generators by adding silver and iodine to the fuel. The 
question of the harmful effects of these substances on 
the burner or engine would have to be carefully studied. 
A big problem in uSing this method is to getthe silveI' 
into solution in the oil. The iodine offers little difficulty 
as it is easily soluble in oils and gasoline. Common 
silver salts have very little solubility in oils. Silver 
stearate may have sufficient solubility to permit its 
being used in oil or gasoline. 

Silver iodide is quite soluble in acetone as 
AGI (NaI)sH20.· A solution of this sort was burned as 
a spray and gave numbers of nuclei. In the concentrao- . 

tion used, lJ-bout 5 per cent of the presence of the salt 
seemed to inhibit the burning of the flame, and it was 
difficult to keep it going. It is possible that this method 
might be developed into a satisfactory generator of 
nuclei. 

INTRODUCTION OF POWDERED SILVER 
IODIDE INTO POWDERIW COAL OF 
POWER PLANT FURNACE 

A method for dispersing silver iodide nuclei that 
may be quite simple and effective is to introduce silver 
iodide into the coal burned in a power plant. The tem
perature of combustion is high enough to vaporize the 
silver iodide, and it might be possible to introduce the 
silver iodide in such a way that nuclei of the desired 
size and number are produced. A qualitative experi
ment to disperse silver iodide in this manner was 
carried out last winter. Twenty-five grams of powdered. 
silver iodide were introduced into the coal being fed to 
the furnace of a power plant at the Schenectady Works 
of G. E. From the point where the silver iodide is 
introduced, the coal proceeds to a pulverizer where it 
is ground to about 200 mesh. Then it is blown with 
compressed air into the furnace. The fly ash and other 
products of combustion are exhausted through a stack 
about 200 feet high and 12 feet in diameter. The coal 
1s consumed at the rate of about 12 tons per hour. The 
experiment was carried out when there was an over
cast of superc00led clouds in the sky. No effects that 
could positively be attributed tothe silver iodide were 
observed. No measurements were made on fhe num
bers of nuclei produced because of the difficulties in 
obtaining samples. 

Possible · difficulties with this method are inter 
terence with nucleation caused by soot particles, loss 
of silver by reaction with fly ash, and wrong size 
particles. 
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SIL VER IODIDE FLARES 

Several dozen flares were made up by a local fire
works company. The composition of the flares was 
the same as their regular, red signal flare with the 
difference that 2 grams of silver iodide was substituted 
for the 2 grams of strontium carbonate used to give the 
red color. The flares are mostly potassium chlorate 
and weigh 37 grams. A flare was found to produce 
about 1013 nuclei during its burning, which took about 
one minute. This is not a particularly efficient source 
of nuclei compared to others. However, it is a con
venient method. 

SILVER IODIDE IMPREGNATED CHARCOAL 

One of the most hopeful methods of generating silver 
iodide nuclei in large numbers is burning charcoal 
which has been impregnated with silver iodide. Much 
work must yet be done to determine the most satis
factory concentrations of silver iodide in the charcoal 
and the best method for burning it. At the present 
stage of development, the method is giving encourag
ing results. 

The impregnated charcoal is made by soaking char
·coal briquettes, made by the Ford Motor Company, in 
asolution made by dissolving 30 grams of silver iodide, 
30 grams of sodium iodide in a liquid made of 1000 cc 
of acetone and 150 cc of water. The silver iodide and 
the sodium iodide form a double salt which is soluble 
in acetone. The double salt is soluble in water; how
ever, the concentrated solution precipitates outsilver 
iodide if it is diluted with water. Acetone has the ad
vantage that it can be made as dilute as desired with 
no precipitation taking place. The impregnation of the 
briquettes is quite simple and rapid. It takes about five 
or ten minutes for the charcoal to absorb the solution. 
After the briquettes have absorbed the solution, they 
are removed from the liquid, and the acetone and water 
evaporate, leaving the impregnated charcoal. Ordinary 
wood charcoal is satisfactory for this method; how
ever, it absorbs the solution more slowly and, for this 
reason, the briquettes are used. Some experiments 
were made using coke instead of charcoal. However, 
it was found that a single piece of coke will not remain 
burning in an air stream. This rules out the use of 
coke except in cases where a large enough fire is made 
to maintain combustion. 

iro produce silver iodide smoke, charcoal is burned 
in a stream of air. The heat of the burning charcoal 
vaporizes the silver iodide at the surface. The re
sultant silver iodide vapor is rapidly condensed and 
diluted by the moving air stream to form an invisible 
smoke. The rate of burning of the charcoal and con
sequently the rate of vaporization of the silver iodide 
is determined by the rate of air flow over the charcoal. 
This means that the rate of air flow which condenses 
and dilutes the silver iodide increases as the rate of 
liberation of silver iodide is increased. 

The size and number of silver iodide particles pro
duced will depend on the way the charcoal is burned, 
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the air velocity over it, and the amount of silver iodide 
in the charcoal. For different conditions , it may be 
desired to have smokes of different particre sizes. 
The solution described for impregnating the charcoal 
gives charcoal with about 1 per cent of silver iodide. 
This impregnation will be used until a better idea is 
obtained as to what sort of smoke is most des irable 
in various applications . 

A charcoal burner has been made which is intended 
primarily for use on an airplane . It is illustrated in 
Figure 1 and in Figure 2. In operation the burner 
projects from the bottom of the fuselage. The m otion 
of the plane provides the air stream for the burning 

FIG.:l 
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of the charcoal in the perforated metal section in the 
bottom of the tube. Tests have been made with this 
generator on the ground using a blast of compressed 
air to simulate the velocity of air flow produced by the 
plane . It was found that this generator produces about 
1014 nuclei per second with a consumption of about fiv E' 
pounds of impregnated charcoal per hour. This is a 
s ilver iodide consumption often milligr ams per second, 
or $1.00 worth per hour. 

The burner illus trated in Figures 1 and 2 is intended 
to leave a trail of smoke behind which will gradually 
diffuse into the atmosphere. The generator in Figure 3 
is so constructed that it will shower out pieces of burn
iog charcoal from the burner beneath the plane. As 
t hese drop, they will leave trails of nuclei in much the 
same fashion as dropping pieces of solid carbon dioxide. 

Experiments have been made to determine how far 
burning pieces of charcoal fall before they are entirely 
consumed. Results wer e obtained by regulating a 
stream of air in a vertical tube so that a piece of char
coal remained stationary in the air s tream as it burned. 
From the amount of air which had flowed through the 
tube and the diameter of the tube, it was possible to 
calculate the distance of fall. The res ults of these 
experiments are s hown in Figure 4 along with Similar 
data obtained with dry ice . 

Work is underway to develop a portable generator 
for use on the ground. It is planned to use a blower 
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to produce the air stream for burning the . charcoal. 
At present the airplane-type generator is being used 
for work on the roof of the Laboratory . A large quantity 
of compressed air is required, and it is believed that 
a blower would tie more economical. 

In using the burning charcoal method of smoke gen
eration, it is necessary that the air stream be suffi
ciently strong to prevent any ash building up on the 
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charcoal. If ash does form on the surface, a large 
portion of the silver iodide is retained in the ash rather 
than being liberated as a smoke. A wind velocity of 
20 miles per hour or greater seems to be sufficient 
to prevent ash accumulation. It is, therefore, possible 
to operate a generator in the air moving past an auto
mobile . This may be a useful method in some cases . 

SILVER IODIDE IMPREGNATED EXCELSIOR 

Work has recently been started to investigate the 
possibility of producing large quantities of nuclei by 
burning excelsior impregnated with silver iodide in 
the same' manner as the charcoal. It is believed that 
this method might be a very convenient way to create 
the smoke without the need of any equipment. If a 
sufficiently large mass of excelsior is used, the heat 
of combustion should create astrong draft for produc
ing the smoke and should help carry the smoke to upper 
cloud layers. Results thus far on the excelsior are 
qualitative. It has been found that a burning strand 
passed through the . box produces large numbers · of 
nuclei. The excelsior probably is similar in its op
eration to the charcoal method as the excelsior in 
burning forms charcoal, which in turn burns to produce 
nuclei. 

PRODUCTION OF SMOKE BY SPRAYING 
SILVER IODIDE SOLUTIONS 

It is possible to produce smokes of silver iodide 
particles by atomizing volatile liquids containing silver' 
iodide in solution. When the drops of spray evaporate, 
they leave behind small particles of silver iodide. 
This technique has been used to produce nuclei in the 
cold box. Spraying a saturated water solution of silver 
iodide or an acetone solution of silver iodide and 
potasSium iodide and allowing the spray to evaporate 
produces effective nuclei. 

The main limitation of this method is the fact that 
spray nozzles and atomizers don't produce sufficiently 
small drops to make the method attractive on alarge 
scale. With an atomizer it is difficult to produce a 
spray with an average drop size much less than 10 mi
crons . An atomizer producing the same number of 
particles as the charcoal-type generator would be re
quired to atomize several hundred gallons of solution 
per minute which would require a large amount of 
energy and equipment. 

TESTS USING SILVER IODIDE IN 
NATURAL CONDITIONS 

SeveI;"al silver iodide flares were tested in a super
cooled cloud on Mt. Washington, but no definite results 
were obtained. 

On May 9, 1947, a charcoal-burning generator was 
tried on a supercooled cloud in a flight made by the 
Signal Corps. The seeding flight was made two hundred 
feet. below the top of a cloud with a temperah're of 



-140C. Some observers in the plane thought that a 
shallow trough was formed in the cloud, while others 
could see no effects. The type of generator used in 
this flight did not release any burning particles large 
enough to fall an appreciable distance so that the nuclei 
were left in a line behind the plane rather than dropping 
through the cloud. It is, therefore, likely that whatever 
effects did occur wer e not spectacular . 

Experiments have been made to see whether itwas 
possible to operate a silver iodide smoke generator at 
one position and observe nuclei in a cold box several 
miles down wind. On April 10, 1947, a charcoal
burning generator was operated continuously from 
9:40 a.m. to 10:52 a.m . on the roof of Building 5. At 
the same time observations were made on a super
cooled cloud in a frozen foods cabinet in Alplaus, New 
York, about five miles down wind from the generator. 
The observations were as follows: 
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9:15 a .m. 
9:45 a.m. 

10:15 a .m. 
10:25 a.m. 
10:35 a.ro. 
10:45 a.m. 
11:00 a.m. 

No crystals observable 
No crystals observable 
Crystals 6 or 8 'inches apart 

No crystals observable 
No crystals observable 
Crystals 2 inches apart 
Crystals 8 to 10 inches apart 

The wind during the experiment was about 10 miles per 
hour. While these results are by no means conclusive, 
it is possible that the effects observed were the results 
of the silver iodide smoke released. 

The next experiments onsilver iodide smokes in the 
atmosphere will involve flights above and below super
cooled clouds using charcoal-type generators. It is 
believed that the technique of dropping burning pieces 
of impregnated char coal through clouds will give more 
Significant results than the smoke generator previously 
used. 



THE PRODUCTION OF RAIN BY A CHAIN REACTION 
IN CUMULUS CLOUDS AT TEMPERATURES ABOVE FREEZING1 

by 

Irving Langmuir 
General Electric Research Laboratory 

Schenectady, New York 

I. EVAPORATION - CONDENSATION THEORY 
OF CLOUD DROPLET GROWTH 

Because of the effect of surface tension, small 
droplets in clouds have slightly higher vapor pres
sures than the larger droplets. The smaller drops 
thus evaporate to give vapor which condenses on 
the larger ones. Although the vapor pressure dif

. ference amounts to only a few hundredths of one per 
cent, this phenomenon is very important in deter
mining the rate of growth of the cloud particles 
within the first few minutes after they are first 
formed at the base of a cumulus cloud. However, 
after the droplets have grown to diameters of 20 
to 30 microns, this process proceeds extremely 
slowly, and it is not possible in this way alone to 
account for the relatively rapid formation of rain 
which sometimes occurs in cumulus clouds. 

This evaporation - condensation theory of the 
growth of particles in aerosols was developed early 
in 1942 and led to the design of a screening smoke 
generator. In the years 1943 to 1945, in connection 
with the studies of formation of rime or ice on air
craft, measurements were made, on the summit of 
Mt. Washington, of the rate of deposition of ice on 
slowly rotating cylinders of various diameters' ex
pos ed to super cooled clouds blowing over the sum
mit at known velocities. A method was eVOlved for 
determining the diameters of the cloud droplets. 
These data indicated that the droplets increased in 
size and decreased in number after they were 
formed at the base of the cloud by the cooling of 
the air by adiabatic expansion. 

The same quantitative evaporation - condensa
tion theory that had been so useful in the develop
ment of the smoke generator was again found to be 
applicable. The following semi-empirical equation, 

consistent both with the experimental data and the 
theory was obtained 

0.40 

d = 2.46 G59 5~ Tr) (100~ w ) (1) 

where d is the diameter of the droplets in microns , 
T c is the temperature in oC, w is the liquid water 
content in g/ m3, and V is the vertical component 
of the wind velocity in meters/ sec. 

This equation should presumably be at least ap
proximately applicable to the growth of water drop
lets in clouds of the free atmosphere. Experiments 
(Project CmRUS) are being planned to test this 
theory in airplane flights and to develop a better 
knowledge of the growth of cloud droplets. 

According to the Mt. Washington experiments, 
we should expect that droplets in summer cumulus 
clouds at +200 C should grow to a diameter of about 
26 microns in one minute and to about 72 microns 
in 30 minutes. Under mild winter conditions with 
cloud temperatures of OOC, the diameters should 
be only 14 after one minute or 44 microns after 
30 minutes. Accordingto W. J. Humphreys (Physics 
of the Air) droplets of 100 microns diameter fall 
with a velocity of only 25 cm/sec and so in 30 min
utes in quiet air could fall only 450 meters. How
ever, in actively growing cumulus clouds there are 
upward vertical currents of several meters per 
second that would prevent the descent of these drop
lets and would even carry them to great heights. 

Since cumulus clouds often develop rain within 
less than 30 minutes after their formation, we see 
that some other mechanism than that assumed in 
the evaporation - condensation theory must be in-
volved in rain formation. . 

1. A preliminary account of this work was included in an address before the National Academy of Sciences 
in Washington, D. C. , on November 17, 1947. (See Staff Report, Chern. Eng. News, 25,3568,1947.) A 
paper covering substantially all the material in this report was presented before the American Meteoro
logical Society at the meeting in New York on January 28, 1948. This complete report will als o be pub
lished in the Journal of Meteorology. 
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U. NATURAL PROCESSES WHICH CAUSE 
THE FORMATION OF HEAVY RAIN 

Some 15 years ago, T. Bergeron and W. Findei
sen emphas ized the important role that might be 
played by the growth of snowflakes in the upper part 
of a cloud if this reacheq a temperature below freez
ing. The vapor pressure of supercooled water at 
-200 C is 22 per cent higher than that of ice at the 
same temperature and under thes e conditions, snow
flakes grow thousands of times faster than water 
drops. Findeisen, even inrecent papers, has main
tained that rain of substantial intensity can only 
form after the top of the cloud is above the freezing 
level and contains ice nuclei. 

On the afternoon of a hot day near the end of 
May, 1944, with a surface temperature of +300 C, 
I observed very large rain drops falling from a 
turbulent, broken, relatively small cumulus cloud 
which I estimated did not have a height exceeding 
7000 feet, so that the temperature could not have 
been below freezing. Later, I found that most Army 
and Navy pilots who flew in the South Pacific area 
reported that heavy showers over the Pacific Islands 
frequently occur from clouds that are wholly below 
the freezing level. For example, according to a 
forthcoming publication by Colonel B. G. Holzman 

and Major D. L. Crowson on weather techniques 
used during Operation "Crossroads," at Bikini, 
"Showers 0 c cur red with great regularity from 
clouds with bases at 1500 feet and with tops at 5000 
to 6000 feet. Air crews complained that it rained 
harder from these clouds than from larger devel
oped cumulus.,,2 

In project CffiRUS, experiments have been made 
by the Signal Corps and Navy us in g Schaefer's 
method of seeding stratus and cumulus clouds by 
means of dry -ice pellets. 3 These experiments have 
all given results which support the theories of Ber
geron and Findeisen in regard to the rapid growth 
of snow as soon as suitable nuclei are present. 
During the last summer numerous large cumulus 
clouds have been seeded at 20,000 to 28,000 feet 

. and have always given very heavy rain which reached 
the ground within 15 to 25 minutes. Usually the 
clouds subsided rapidly within 5 to 15 minutes , but 
in a few cases, they grew to greater heights. 

The remarkable speed with which heavy rain 
developed in the part of the cloud below the freezing 
level indicated that some wrrecognized mechanism 
was acting. 

m. ACCRETION THEORY OF GROWTH 
OF RAINDROPS 

In the summer of 1944, I undertook a theoretical 
investigation of the factors that can cause the for
mation of large raindrops in clouds , which contain 
no snow crystals. Some droplets in the cloud, hap
pening to be of more than average size, would fall 
more rapidly and so would overtake the others and 
coalesce with them. It was then assumed that this 
growth by accretion would proceed at first s lowl)j 
but the rate of growth would increase rapidly as 
the drops acquired higher velocities and cross
sections. As the drop falls , it sweeps through an 
approximately conical volume and a certain fraction 
E of the droplets within this volume would be inter
cepted or collected by the drop. By assuming that 

. the velocity of fall increases with the square of the 
radius in accord with Stokes' Law (only approxi
mately true) and that the cloud contains a uniform 

liquid water content w, (g/m3), it was found that 
the reciprocal of the drop radius decreased linearly 
as the time increased so that after a definite time 
t the drop should grow to infinite size. The follOwing 
equation was obtained (Aug. j 1944). 

t = 18'l/Egwr o' (2) 

Here '1 is the viscosity of air, E the collection 
efficiency, g the acceleration of gravity, w the liquid 
water content of the cloud, and r 0 the initial radius 
of the drop (which started falling at time t = 0). 
Equations were also derived for the growth of drop
lets in a cloud in which the air is riSing with a given 
velocity. It was realized that the actual ~ize to 
which the drop could grow might be limited by the 
thickness of the cloud or by a small collection ef
ficiency. 

2. See article by W. J. Kotsch, Bull. Amer. Meterol. Soc., 28, 87 (1947). 

3. The Production of Ice Crystals in a Cloud of Supercooled Water Droplets. V. J. Schaefer, Science, 104, 
457-459 (Nov. 15 , 1946). 
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IV. DEPOSITION OF RIME ON CYLINDERS, 
SPHERES, AND RIBBONS 

. Duringthe winter of 1943-44,Mr. Schaefer andI, 
in co-operation with members of the staff of the 
Mt. Washington Observatory, had made studies of 
the rate of growth of rime on rotating cylinders, 
and we made experimental and theoretical meas
urements of the collection efficiency for rime col
lection. 

A theory had been proposed by Albrecht4, ac
cording to which the fog particles, consisting of 
supercooled water d r 0 p let s, move with the air 
around the cylinder when the droplets are very 
small, but move in trajectories that allow them to 
strike the cylinder when the droplets are larger. 
He showed that deposition of droplets of radius r 
carried by a wind of velocity v can occur on a cylin
der of radius C only when rv /C exceeds a certain 
critical value that depends on the viscosity and 
density of the air and the density of the droplets. 
Albrecht's calculations were not accurate, Later , 
Muriel Glauert in England made more careful com
putations of the trajectories and of collection effi
ciencies, but she considered only cases where the 
wind velocities were much lower than those preva
lent on Mt. Washington. 

In 1945 (Army Contract W-33-038-ac-915l) we, 
therefore, made a thorough investigation of the 
trajectories of spherical particles carried by air 
flowing around cylinders, spheres, .and ribbons. 
The integrations were carried out by a differential 
analyzer. The results were given in a report (by · 
K. B. Blodgett and myself) submitted to the Army 
Air Forces, Materiel Command, in the form of 
equations , tables, and 12 figures showing families 
of curves which give the collection efficiency, the 
distribution of the deposit on the collector surface, 
and the impact velocities and angles of incidence. 
This report will be referred to hereafter as the 
"1945 Report." 

These data will probably be published within a 
few months in the Journal of Applied Physics. 

A. Efficiency of Deposition on Collectors. The 
efficiency of deposl lion E depends on the wind veloc
ity, the droplet size, and the size and shape of the 
collector. In the cases considered in the report, 
the .wind velocity and the collector size were as
sumed to be sufficiently high so that the airflow 
around the collector was of the aerodynamic type 
(like that of an ideal frictionless fluid). The data 
are, therefore, not directly applicable to the case 
of the collection of cloud droplets by a water drop 
during its growth to rain drop Size, for in this case, 

4. Albrecht, Physikalische Zeitsch. , 32, 48 (1931). 

the fall velocities are so low that the airflow around 
the drop is that characteristic of a viscous fluid. 
For this reason while the differential analyzer was 
set up for the solution of these droplet traj ectories, 
a few calculations were carried out for the case of 
viscous flow around the surface of a sphere. It was 
hoped that these results would be useful in calculat
ing the growth of rain drops by accretion during their 
fall through clouds. 

To understand the factors involved in the prob
lem of calculating the deposition efficiency E for 
accretion by falling rain drops, we will discuss a 
few of the concepts that were used in the 1945 Report. 

When a small spherical droplet of radius r moves 
with a sufficiently small velocity v through a gas 
having a viscosity Ii ' it is acted upon by a frictional 
force f given by Stokes' Law: 

f = 6T1''lrv. (3) 

Stokes' Law does not apply for particles of larger 
size with higher velocities. In general, however, 
the force f can be accurately expressed by 

f = 6lT'Irv (CnR/ 24), (4) 

where CD is the "Drag Coefficient" for spheres 
and R is the "Reynold's Number" defined by 

R = 2f>rv / '1 
where e is the density of the air. 

(5") 

The drag coefficient is a function of R only. 5 

The values of the quantity C!)R/ 24, which occurs 
in Eq. (4), are given as a function of R in Column 2 

. of Table II. For low values of R, it approaches 
unity as a limit so that Eq. (4) reduces to Stokes' 
Law, Eq. (3). The calculations of Albrecht and 
Glauert on the efficiency of rime collection involved 
the assumption that the force was given by Stokes' 
Law. Actually, for the wind velocities occurring 
during riming conditions, the factor CDR/24 is 
usually very much greater than unity. 

B. The "Range" of Cloud Droplets. The de
pendence of the collection efficiency E upon such 
variables as the radius of the collector, the wind 
velocity U and the droplet radius r, can conveniently 
be expressed in terms of the "range" A of a droplet 
of radius r which may be defined as the distance 
which the particle can move as a projectile when 
introduced into still air with an initial velocity U. 
As the velocity of the droplet decreases the re
Sisting force acting on it finally becomes so small 
that Stokes' Lawapplies,and the droplet thus comes 

5. Modern Developments of Fluid Dynamics by S. Goldstein, p. 16. 
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to rest after having travelled a finite distance).. . 
Actually the range of a high -velocity particle cannot 
be calculated by Stokes j Law. However, we find 
that the range As, calculated on the assumption that 
Stokes' Law does hold at all velocities, is a quantity 
that has great value in the theory of collection ef
ficiency. The range).s is given by 

As = (2/9~sr2U/fl, (6) 

where fs is the density of the spherical droplet. 

Let K be the ratio of .As to the radius C of a cy
lindrical collector; then we have 

K =As/C = (2/9)('sr2U/Crt. (7) 

The critical condition for which the droplets first 
begin to strike the cylinder was found to be K = 1/ 8; 
that is, n\> droplets can strike the cylinder unless 
the range lis of the droplets exceeds 1/8 of the radius 
of the cylinder. 

This critical condition is exactly fulfilled even 
if 'the airflow velocity U is so high that Stokes' 
Law derivations make the true range A much less 
thanAs· 

For the case of rime collectors having the form 
of spheres of radius S, we have in place of Eq. (7) 

K = As/s = (2/9)(:lsr2U/S,,\ (8) 

The critical condition for which cloud droplets 
first begin to reach the surface of the sphere is 
obtained by putting K = 1/12, where K is given by 
Eq. (8). 

The calculation of the collection efficiency E 
was based on the assumption that all fog particles 
that strike the surface of the sphere coalesce with 
it. Later we shall consider the evidence regarding ' 
the extent to ',,-!lich non-coalescence (bounce off) 
may be a factor which limits the collection effi
ciency. 

If, U, the velocity of the airflow past the sphere, 
and the radii of the fog droplets are small enough, 
then the motion of droplets with respect to the air 
carrying them brings into play forces which are in 
accord with Stokes' Law. Under these conditions, 
E is a function of K only, and the relation, as taken 
from the 1945 Report, is given in the second column 
of Table I. 

During the summer of 1947, I developed improved 
methods of calculating the trajectories of particles 
carried by a wind close to the surface of a collector 
for the case of large values of K. I have thus de
rived the following equation for the efficiency of 
collection by a sphere 

E = K2/(K + 1/2)2 (9) 

The values given by this equation are in excel
lent agreement with the data of the 1945 Report for 
all ',alues of K greater than 0.2. 
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. Deviations from Stokes ' Law cause E, for any 
given 'value of K, to decrease if the product Ur be
comes too large. It was found, in general, that E 
could be expressed as a function of Kand of another 
dimensionless parameter Cf defined by 

q> = R} / K = 18p2SUt11~. (10) 

Here Ru is a Reynold's Number calculated as in 
Eq. (5) except that we replace v by U according to 

Ru = 2frU/rj. (11) 

It is seen that <p depends onSU but is independent 
of r, the fog droplet r adi us. 

Under Mt. Washington conditions (-100 C, 785 mb 
pressure) we have ~ = 0.00104 g/ cm3, p s = 1.0 
g/ cm3, and '1.= 1.66 x 10-4 g/cm sec so that Eq. 
(10) becomes 

<p = 0.117 SUo (12) 

In the rmllng experiments · on Mt. Washington, 
we were dealing with collectors having radii rang
ing from 0.2 to 5 cm and wind velocities from 10 
to 110 miles per hour (4.5 to 49. meters/ sec) so 
that <t' ranged from 10 to 2600. For icing of air
craft values of 'P0f the order of 10000 are to be 
expected. The data of the 1945 Report showed th?.t 
with spherical collectors, for K = 5, the efficiency 
E was 0.83 forcp= 0; 0.71 forf= 100; 0.63 for 
tp= 103 and 0.51 forc.p= 104. 

C. Efficiency of Deposition Ox Rain Drops. We 
wish, however, to know the collection efficiency 
for falling rain drops. According to Humphreys 
the largest rain drops have a radius of about 0.25 
cm and fall with a velocity of about 8m/sec so that 
cpnever has values greater than 23. This is so 
small that no appreciable error will be made in 
considering that the motion of the fog droplets takes 
place in accord with Stokes' Law. 

Whether motion of the air near the surface of 
the spherical collector or rain drop is of the aero
dynamic type (ideal fluid) or of the viscous flow 
type (Columns 2 and 3 of Table I) depends upon the 
value of another kind of Reynold's number calcu
lated from an equation like (11) except that the fog 
droplet radius r is replaced by S, the radius of the 
spherical collector. We may place 

Rs = 2~SU/'l' (13) 

Comparing Eqs. (13) and (10) we see that 

Rs = (1/9)<es/f)lf· (14) 

Under Mt. Washington conditions, we can put 
fs/fl = 1000 so that Rs = 1l0.f{), and, therefore, in 
our riming experiments Rs (or rather the cor
responding quantity Rc for cylinder) had values 
ranging from 1100. to 290000. and for airplane icing 
Rc was of the order of 106. 
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The aerodynamic type of flow takes place with 
very high Reynold' s numbers Rs and we are thus 
justified in us ing the data of Column 2 for riming 
experiments with large spherical collectors and 
possibly for the largest rain drops. 

found that for K = 10 (andq? = 0, i.e., Stokes' Law) 
that E = 0.64. It was also found that the critical 
condition (below which E = 0) occurred very nearly 
at K =; 1.0 instead of the critical value K = 1/ 12 for 
aerodynamic flow around a sphere. 

TABLE I 

LIMITING VALUES OF THE COLLECTION EFFICIENCY E 
FOR SPHERICAL DROPS OF RADIUS S FALLING THROUGH 

CLOUDS CONTAINING CLOUD DROPLETS OF RADIUS r 

(Stokes' Law is assumed to hold for the motion of the cloud droplets) 

Limiting Values of Collection Efficiency 
,EA Ev 

Aerodynamic Flow Viscous Flow 

0;0833 
0.1 
0.15 
0.2 
0.4 

o (crit.) 
0.011 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

0.047 

0.6 
1.0 
1.214 
1.5 
2.0 
3.0 
5. 

10 . 
20. 
50 . 

100. 
200. 

During the early stages in the growth of the 
falling drops, the value of Rs is far less than 1000, 
and so it is probable that the viscous type of flow 
corresponding to Stokes' Law and to low values of 
Rs will correspond more nearly to the conditions 
that determine the collection efficiency. 

The theoretical flow lines and the velocity com
ponents for air motion near spheres are known for 
both limiting cases (aerodynamic flow and viscous 
'''flow) and have been used in the calculations of the 
1945 Report. With aerodynamic flow the highest 
velocity (3/2)U occurs near the sur fa c e of the 
sphere (at its equator), but with the viscous . How 
the velocities approach zero everywhere over the 
surface of the sphere and the reduction in velocity 
of the air extends to considerable distances , falling 
off at large distances approximately with the in
verse square of the distance (inverse cube for aero
dynamic flow). 

In the 1945 Report, differential analyzer results 
are given for two sets of trajectories of droplets 
carried by a viscous fluid around a sphere. It was 

.081 

.199 

.298 

.445 

.501 

.563 

.640 

.738 

.826 

.907 

.952 

.980 

.990 

.995 
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o (crit.) 
0.066 

.186 

.326 

.472 

.634 

.760 

.872 

.924 

.956 

During September,1947, new calculations were 
undertaken to determine E for viscous flow. With 
improved methods the result was obtained about 
October 1 that the eritical value of K was 

Kcrit == 1.214 (15) 

During October the theory was extended to cover 
all values of K and on November 5 the following 
equation was derived 

E = 1/ [1 + (3/ 4)(ln 2K)/(K - 1.214)] 2 (16) 

The data in the third column of Table I were 
calculated by this equation. The value E = 0.634 
at K = 10 agrees well with the value E = 0.64 deter
mined in 1945. 

In order to be able to use these data to obtain 
the rate of accretion by falling drops, it is necessary 
to know the value of K. According to Eq. (7) this 
requires knowledge of the velocity U at which the 
drop falls through the air. 



V. CALCULATION OF TERMINAL VELOCITY 
U OF A FALLING DROP 

To calculate the velocity we can use Eq. (4) in 
the form 

f = 6TrqBU (CoRs/ 24), (17) 

and can put the force f equal to that exerted by 
gravity 

(18) 

Eliminating f, we get 

U'l(CoRs/ 24) = (2/9)FsgS2• (19) 

If the droplets are so small that Stokes' Law 
holds, we can put CoRs/24 = 1 and get for the ter
minal velocity 

(20) 

To calculate U for larger drops we can elimi
nate U from Eq.(19)by using Eq. (13)and so obtain 

S3 = (9't214fesg) (CifS2/ 24) (21) 

We may now choose any value of Rs , as in the 
first column of Table II, and get CDRs 2/24 by mul
tiplying CoRs/ 24 in Column 2 by Rs' Then, by 
Eq. (21), S can be obtained. The values of S in 
Column 3 of Table II were calculated by taking ,,= 1.713 x 10-4 g/sec.cm, e = 0.001007 g/ cm3, 
fs = 1.00 g/ cm3, and g = 980 cm/ sec2, in accord 
with the conditions typical of an altitude of 2000 m 
as given in Table m. 

Similar calculations of Sand U have also been 
made for the conditions corresponding to 5000 and 
BOOO meters altitude as given in Table m. By 
plotting all three sets of dataon double-logarithmic 
paper using U as ordinates and S as abscissas , it 
is found that the curves lie close together, within 
'12 per cent, at the lower ends (small S), but they 

TABLE II 

THE DRAG COEFFICIENT CD FOR SPHERES AND 
THE TERMINAL VELOCITIES U OF 

F ALLING SPHERICAL RAIN DROPS OF RADIUS S 
IN AIR AT 785 mb PRESSURE AND +2oC 

Rs CoRs S U U/S 
24 microns cm/sec sec-1 

.05 1.009 15 2.B 1880 

.1 1.018 19 4.5 2640 
.2 1.037 24 7.1 2960 
.4 1.073 31 11.1 3580 
.6 1.108 36 14.4 4000 

1.0 1.176 43 19.9 4620 
1.4 1.225 49 24.5 6000 
2.0 1.285 56 30.6 5450 
3. 1.37 65 39. 6000 
4. 1.45 73 47. 6440 
6. 1.57 86 60. 6970 

10. 1.78 106 80. 7530 
14. 2.01 123 96. 7800 
20. 2.29 145 116. 8000 
30. 2.67 175 146. 8300 
40. 3.01 200 170. 8500 
60. 3.60 243 210. 8650 

100. 4.59 313 272. 8700 
140. 5.40 369 322. 8700 
200. 6.52 447 380. , 8500 
300. 8.26 549 465. 8500 
400. 9.82 640 532. 8300 
600. 12.97 804 635. 7900 
800. 15.81 945 720. 7600 

1000. 18.62 1075 790. 7400 
1400. 24.0 1309 910. 7000 
2000. 32.7 1634 1040. 6400 
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TABLE ill 

TYPICAL CONDITIONS AT VARIOUS ALTITUDES 

Alt. 
Meters Feet Pressure (mb) 

0 0 1000 
2000 6600 795 
5000 16400 540 
8000 26200 355 

separate gradually until at the highest values of S 
(100g,u), the values of U for 8000 meters are 29 
per cent higher than for 2000 meters. Thus the 
effect of altitude is not large and for most purposes 
may be neglected. In the remainder of this paper, 
we shall use only values of U and S given by Table 
II, i.e., for 2000 meters. 

The data of Table II are subject to two sources 
of error from factors that have been neglected in 
their derivation. Stokes' Law, Eq. (3), is based on 
the assumption that the s%here is rigid. It has been 
shown by W. Rybczynski that for spheres having 
negligible internal viscosity (for example, air 
bubbles in a liquid) the coefficient 6 in Eq. (3) should 
be replaced -by 4. An equation was given for this 
coefficient in terms of the ratio of the viscosities 
of the sphere and the surrounding medium. For 
water droplets at -50, '1 = 0.021 while for air at this 
temperature '1 = 0.000168. From this we conclude 

P 
Temp Kg Icm3 "'l 2 0/11 

+150C 1.21 1.77 10-4 13.7 
+2 1.007 1.71 11.76 
-17 .5 0.737 1.62 9.06 
-37 0.524 1.53 6.87 

that the coefficient of Stokes' Law should be de
creased only 0.27 per cent - a negligible effect. 

Drops which are larger than about 2500 F in 
radius break into smaller drops in falling through 
the air and the maximum velocity at sea level is 
about 800 cm/ sec, about 880 at 2000 meters and 
about 1330 cm/sec at 8000 meters. -

A more serious effect is produced by the de
formation of the falling drops. Large falling drops 
become flattened and are in a state of constant os
cillation/and the resisting force exerted by the air 
is then increased. Humphreys, in the Physics of 
the Air, gives a table of the observed velocities 
(at sea level) of drops of various sizes. For those 
having radii up to 5001", the velocities agree well 
with those of Table II, but with a radius of 1050f"' 
the velocity is 600 cm/sec as compared to about 
700 from the data of Table I (adjusted to sea level 
conditions). -

VI. CALCULATION OF THE EFFECTIVE 
EFFICIENCY E OF DROPLET COLLECTION 

BY FALLING DROPS 

In Table I upper and lower limits are given for 
the collection eificiency by falling droplets. The 
upper limit E A for aerodynamic flow corresponds 
to high Reynold's Numbers Rs while the lower limit, 
EV, for viscous flow, corresponds to low values of 
Rs· 

We may estimate the range of values of Rs over 
which the transition from EV to EA occurs by con
sidering how the relation between U and S in Table 
II depends on Rs' For low values of Rs the velocity 
U is given by Stokes' Law, Eq. ~20), and in this 
range U varies in proportion to Sand depend$ on 
the viscosIty ", but not on the density ~ of the air. 
Thus for low values of Rs or S, U varies inversely 
as the viscosity '1 and so from the data of Table m, 
U increases only in the ratio of 1 to 1.12 as the 
altitude changes from 2000 to 8000 meters. 

6. W. Rybczynski - Anz. Ak. Krakau, p. 40, (1911). 
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The dragcoefiicient CD' which canbe calculated 
from Table II, for lowvalues ofRs is approximately 
equal to 24/Rs but at high values decreases more 
slowly. Thus at Rs = 50, CD is 1.6lnsteadof24/40 
= 0.48. At Rs = 1200, CD = 0.426 and beyond that 
CD decreases very slowly to 0.38 at Rs = 3500; 
then increases to 0.417 at 16000, rises to a maxi
mum of 0.47 at 60000, and decreases to 0.41 at Rs 
= 160,000. Thus with reasonable accuracy, we can 
say that for high values of Rs ' above 1000, CD has 
a constant value of 0.40 which we may represent 
by Co. By lnsertingthis value in Eq. (19) and com
bining with Eq. (13) we find 

U2 = (8/3)~sgS/Co f . (22) 

This limiting expression gives U varying in 
proportion to the square root of S/(>. Thus, ac-



cording to Table ill, in this range for any given 
value of S, U increases in the ratio 1 to 1.39 as th,e 
altitude changes from 2000 to 8000· meters. 

An examination of the double-logarithmic plot 
of U(S) from the data of Table II shows, in accord 
with the limiting expressions of Eq. (20) and Eq. 
(22), that the lower end of the curve practically 
coincides with a straight-line asymptote having a 
slope 2, while the upper end is nearly a straight 
line of slope 0.5. The point where these two straight 
lines intersect can be calculated by imposing the 
conditions CnRs/ 24 = 1 and CD = Co = 0.40. Thus 
the intersection occurs at Rs = 24/ 0.4 = 60. A 
rough approximation to the whole course of the 
curve U(S) can be had by following the lower line 
according to Eq. (20) up to Rs = 60 and, for higher 
values, shifting to the other line corresponding to 
Eq. (22). A much better approximation can be had 
by constructing any reasonable "transition curve" 
joining the two limiting straight lines by a smooth 
curve. 

A similar method may now be used to estimate 
the transitional cases between E A and EV' I have 
adopted the empirical equation 

E = [Ev + EA(Rs / 60D / (1 + (RS/ 60U (23) 

This has the advantage that for values of Rs 
small compared to 60, E becomes nearly equal to 
EV while it approaches EA when Rs is large com
pared to 60. 

The method of applying this interpolation formula 
requires careful consideration. The two limiting 
curves, EA(K) and EV(K), were constructed from 
the data of Table I and are shown up to K = 5 in 
Fig. 1. It is clear from the nature of the airflow 
near the stagnation point that for intermediate 
values of S there will always be a critical value of 
K below which no depOSition 0 c cur s, and these 
critical values will increase progressively from 
k = 0.125 for S =coto K = 1.214 as S decreases to 
zero. It is reasonable, therefore, to use Eq. (23) 
to obtain these critical values that lie along the K 
axis in Fig. 1. However, for larger values of K, 
where the curves for EA and EV are nearly paral
lel, interpolation can be carried out along vertical 
lines (constant values of K). For intermediate 
cases with Kless than about 2, 1 have used Eq. (23) 
to interpolate along straight lines which radiate out 
from a point on the K axis at K = 2.5 since these 
lines cut across both curves approximately at right 
angles to their tangents. By this procedure, the 
interpolated curves in Fig. 1 were constructed. 

TABLE IV 

S 

15 
25 
40 
70 

100 
150 
200 
300 
400 
600 

1000 
1400 
1800 
2400 
3000 

THE COLLECTION EFFICIENCY E FOR DROPS OF 
RADIUS S FALLING THROUGH A C LOUD OF 

SMALLER DROPS OF RADIUS r 

(1' and S in microns) 

Radius r 

r = 2 3 4 6 8 10 15 

--- .092 .269 .500 
.050 .277 .411 .613 
.205 .394 .510 .690 

.035 .340 .500 .608 .750 

--- .133 .418 .564 .660 .793 
.010 .245 .498 .631 .713 .829 
.085 .326 .564 .684 .756 .859 
.213 .425 .643 .749 .810 .892 

.040 .303 .500 .698 .793 .849 .919 

.121 .355 .530 .731 .827 .876 .939 
.140 .358 .535 .738 .834 .886 .944 
.168 .360 .534 .735 .840 .890 .950 
.117 .• 288 .456 .680 .800 .865 .935 
.075 .220 .372 .606 .743 .823 .920 
.050 .170 .306 .546 .690 .785 .900 

20 

.643 

.724 

.782 

.834 

.862 

.887 

.908 

.929 

.950 

.963 

.966 

.970 

.965 

.950 

.940 

C alculated from data of Fig. 1 andTableIIbyusingK = 1297 1'2U/S. 
For values of S greater than 1000f/, U was taken according to the ex.
perimental data to have the constant value of 900 cm/ sec at 2000 meters 
altitude which corresponds to the limiting velocity of 800 em/sec given 
by Humphreys and Lenard at sea level. 
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TABLE V 

CRITICAL RADII OF FALLING DROPS 
BELOW WHICH NO ACCRETION 

OCCURS FOR VARIOUS C LOUD DROPLET RADII r 

r Scrit 

1.5 ,u 600. ;"< 
2. 350. 
3. 140. 
4. 58. 

Each Curve corresponds to a constant drop radius 
S. 

The values of Rs to use in Eq. (23) were taken 
from Table II. Thus for S = 250, Rs/60 = 1.05 and, 
therefore, by Eq. (23) E is very close to the arith
metic mean of EA and EV. It will be seen in Fig. 1 
that the curve for S = 250 lies half way between the 
curves for EA and EV. 

It is probable that tQ.ese results are of reason
able accuracy and represent the general dependence 
of the collection efficiency upon the radii of the 
falling drops and of the cloud droplets. 

Table IV contains data for the collection effi
ciency E for drops of radius S falling through a 
cloud consisting of smaller droplets of uniform 
radius r. If we introduce into Eq. (8) the values of 

r Scrit 

5. 3l. 
6. 20. 
7. 14. 

ps = 1.00 and 11 = 1. 71 x 10-4 for an altitude of 2000 
by Table III, we have 

K = 1297 r 2U/S, (24) 

where rand S are expressed in em and U in cm/sec. 
For any selected value of S the corresponding U/S 
is given in Table II, and by introducing this and r 
in Eq. (24) we find K. From these and S, by Fig. 1, 
we obtain the values of E given in Table IV. 

When the cloud droplets are of small radius 
(below 8"u) there is a critical size of falling drop 
below which, E, the efficiency of collection is zero. 
These values are shown in Table V. 

The starting of rain in a cloud thus requires 
not only the production of some larger drops that 
can fall out, but requires that the average droplet 
size in the cloud shall be fairly large. 

VII. THE RATE OF GROWI'H OF FALLING 
DROPS BY ACCRETION 

When a spherical drop of radius S and mass 
(411'/3)S2ps, falls :with velocity U through a cloud 
containing a liquid water content w, in grams/cm3, 
the rate of increase in weight (per second) is 
1!'S2UwE. We thus obtain 

dS/dt := wUE/4A (25) 

The efficiency E, as given by Table IV, varies 
with S and with r, the radius of the cloud droplets. 
If z is the height of the droplet above any arbitrarily 
selected horizontal plane, we also have 

dz/dt = U. (26) 

By division dt can be eliminated from Eqs. (25) 
and (26): 

dS/dz = WE/4ps. (27) 

In general, w is a function of z while E is afunc
tion of S. Therefore, this equation can be solved 
by integration: 

fw dz = 4f.'sf dS/E. (28) 
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If the droplet size r is constant throughout a 
given cloud layer, E depends onS only and the sec-. 
ond integral can be obtained from the relation be
tween E and S in Table IV. 

If in any layer in a cloud we can regard W as 
approximately constant, we can integrate Eq. (25). 

t = (4fs/w) f dS/EU. (29) 

To calculate the rate of growth of falling drops 
and its depenC:ence on the water content and the 
cloud droplet size, we need the integrals in the 
second members of Eq. (28) and (29). There have 
been calculated, by Simpson's rule, from the data 
of Table IV (with intervals closer than those shown 
in that table) and the results are recorded in Tables 
VI and VII. Let us represent these integrals by 
the symbols A and B defined by 

f
SI 

A = 4 dS/E. 
So 

(30) 



TABLE VI 

S
S l 

THE INTEGRAL A = 4 cS/ E 

So 
microns 

r = 2 3 4 

15 
25 
40 
70 2.43 

100 2.27 
150 4.03 2.16 
200 3.46 2.09 
300 3.18 1.98 
400 8.68 3.02 1.89 
600 7.57 2.78 1.74 

1000 6.33 2.33 1.44 
1400 5.26 1.88 1.14 
1800 4.27 1.46 0.86 
2400 2.43 0.78 0.43 
3000 0.00 0.00 0.00 

and 

B = 4}Sl cIS/EU. 
So 

(31) 

The integration in Tables VI and VII have been 
carried out between a variable lower limit So and 
a fixed upper limit SI = 3000ft Above S = 1300)" 
the values of U calculated from the drag coefficient 
CD for spheres (Table II) are greater than 900 

So 

A 

6 8 10 15 20 

1.34 1.23 1.11 1.07 
1.61 1.32 1.21 1.10 1.06 
1.55 1.30 1.20 1.09 1.05 
1.51 1.28 1.18 1.08 1.04 
1.48 1.25 1,16 1.06 1.02 
1.43 1.22 1.13 1.04 1.00 
1.40 1.19 1.10 1.01 0.98 
1.33 1.13 1.05 0.97 0.94 
1,27 1.08 1.00 0.92 0.89 
1.16 0.98 0.91 0.84 0.81 
0.94 0.79 0.73 0.67 0.64 
0.72 0.60 0.55 0 .50 0.48 
0.53 0.43 0.39 0.35 0.35 
0.26 0.21 0.19 0.17 0.16 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0 .00 0.00 

cm/ sec, which is probably the maximum fall veloc
ity at an altitude of 2000 m. Assuming the drop, 
for greater values of S, is an oblate spheroid and 
considering the effect of the deformation on the 
weight and on CD, I have estimated that the ratio 
of the vertical (minor) axis to the horizontal (major) 
axis is about 0.78 for Smax = 180q.ui 0.67 for Smax 
= 2400~; and 0.58 for Smax = 300g,u. Lenard (Mete
orolog. Zeit. -(1904) , 249-262 ) finds that drops 
break up at average diameters of 5.0 mm. this 

TABLE VII 

(Sl 
THE INTEGRAL B = 4 J cS/E U 

So 

So 103 B 
microns 

r = 2 3 4 6 8 10 15 20 

15 10.32 6.95 5.15 4.59 
25 9.99 5.32 4.45 3.65 3.37 
40 5.05 3.86 3.35 2.88 2.70 
70 8.01 3.48 2.84 2.60 2.31 2.18 

100 4.94 2.93 2.44 2.25 2.03 1.93 
150 9.58 3.78 2.46 2.09 1.93 1.77 1.69 
200 5.84 3.28 2.20 1.88 1.74 1.60 1.55 
300 4.45 2.77 1.88 1.61 1.50 1.38 1.34 
400 11.73 3.94 2.48 1.68 1.44 1.33 1.23 1.20 
600 9.13 3.36 2.11 1.41 1.20 1.12 1.03 1.00 

1000 7.11 2.62 1.62 1.06 0.89 0.82 0.75 0.73 
1400 5.85 2.10 1.27 0.80 0.66 0.61 0.55 0.53 
1800 4.74 1.63 0.96 0.59 0,48 0.44 0.39 0.39 
2400 2.70 0.87 0.49 0.29 0.23 0.21 0.19 0.18 
3000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
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being calculated from the weight of the drop by 
assuming it to be spherical. 

For an oblate spheroid lJke the one I calculated for 
a drop of Smax = 3000/"1 the effective radius as used 
by Lenard would be 3000 x (0.58)1/3 = 2500}o'( which 
corresponds to a diameter of 5.0 mm. The value 
S = 3000 in the first columns of Tables VI and VII 
represents Smax for a drop of effective diameter 
5.0 mm. 

In carrying out the calculations for A and B for 
values of S larger than 1300JAo Eqs. (28) to (31) were 
modified by multiplying the second members byA, 
the ratio of the minor to major axis. This is equiva
lent to assuming a spherical droplet of densityAps 
instead of l's' In this way, the effect of the deforma
tion can be taken into account. 

The integral in the first member of Eq. (28) is 
the total liquid water in the cloud in the layer covered 
by the integration, expressed in grams/ cm2, or 
since f>s = 1, it is also the depth of the theoretically 
available precipitation measured in cm. If we rep
resent this precipitable water bywwe have, using 
Eq. (30), . 

w= w dz = A. 

From Eqs. (29) and (31) we get 

t = B/w, 

(32) 

(33) 

where w must be regarded as a mean value of w in 
the layer being considered. 

Let us illustrate the use of these equations and 
tables by calculating the time required and the dis
tance traversed by a drop (initial radius 4g...c before 
it has grown to a radius of 1000.fLbY falling through 
a cloud in which the droplets are of 8"..radius and 
the liquid water content is 1 g/m3 or w = 10-6 
g/ cm3. From Tables VI and VII, we find A = 1.30 
cm and B = 0.00386 sec. Eqs. (32) and (33) then 
giveW= 1.30 cm and t = 3860 sec. 

A cloud layer 1000 meters thick with a liquid 
water content of 1 g/ m3, (w = 10-6), will give a 
rainfall contribution (0: 0.1 cm. Thus the 4DJ--drop 
would have to fall 13000 m through such a cloud be
fore it could grow to 30001-'- We see then that the 
tabulated figures in Table VI multiplied by 104 
represent the distances in meters that drops must 
fall to grow to 3000/",radius. 
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The required distance of fall varies, of course, 
inversely in proportion to the water content w. 

The time required for this growth, 3860 sec or 
64 minutes, also varies inversely as w. The time 
in seconds required for a droplet to grow from one 
size to another in a cloud containing 1 g/ m3 is 1000 
times the difference between the corresponding 
tabulated values in Table VII. Thus in the cloud 
that we are considering (r =~, a droplet would 
take 5000 sec or 1.39 hours to grow from 15. to 
25~; 0.40 hours more to grow to 40,.w., and2970 
sec or 0.82 hours to grow from 40. to 1000jW. 

This rapid acceleration in the growth is due to 
the increase in each of the three factors: velocity 
of fall, radius, and collection efficiency. These 
factors were also taken into account in the early 
work which led to Eq. (2). Ins erting the values of 
'7 and g this becomes 

t = 3.1 x 10-6/ EwSo' (34) 

which is to be compared to Eq. (33). 

For the example we have chosen with S = 40,., 
and w = 10-6, we obtain t = 780/E sec, and, if we 
take the average efficiency, Table IV, to be about 
0.5, this gives t = 1560 sec, which is about 40 per 
cent of the value that we calculated from Table VI. 
The reason for the low values of t given by Eqs. 
(2) and (34) is that the derivation was based on 
Stokes' Law which gives resisting forces lower 
than those actually encountered by falling rain 
drops. 

It is evident from Eq. (32) and the data of Table 
VI that in clouds in which there is no vertical mo
tion, rain drops can grow to a size large enough to 
cause break up only if the clouds have sufficient 
thickness and liquid water concentration to give a 
total water content of aboutW= 1.0 cm. Only very 
large cloud masses, 12 ,000 or more feet in thick
ness, could meet these requirements and in such 
large clouds vertical motions always do occur. 

In connection with the derivation of Eq. (2) in 
1944; 1 had made some calculations of the effect of 
rising currents of air within clouds and had con
cluded that the growth'of rain drops would be greatly 
favored by such motion. However, at that time I 
did not develop the quantitative theory very far, 
largely because I had no adequate knowledge of the 
collection effiCiency E. 



VIII. HAWAIIAN EXPERIMENTS IN DRY-ICE 
SEEDING OF CLOUDS ABOVE OOC 

On November 1, 1947, shortly after 1 had calcu-
1ated the values of EA and EV given in Table I, Lt. 
Comdr. Daniel F. Rex, Chairman of the Operations 
Group of Project CIRRUS, showed me a letter he 
had received from his friend, Maurice H. Halstead, 
which enclosed a preliminary report prepared by 
Luna B. Leopold of the Pineapple Research Institute 
and the Hawaiian Sugar Planters Experimental Sta
tion and by Maurice H. Halstead of the U. S. Weather 
Bureau describing dry-ice seeding experiments 
made during September and October. 

These experiments were undertaken although it 
was known that, in Hawaii, only well developed 
clouds reach high enough to penetrate the freezing 
level and such clouds almost invariably produce 
heavy rain without artificial inducement. 

The most interesting flight was that made on 
September 23, 1947,over the island of Molokai which 
lies about 40 miles ESE of Honolulu. This island 
is roughly rectangular in shape with its long axis 
oriented almost east-west. It has a length of 36 . 
miles and a width of 6 - 8 miles. The mountains 
covering the eastern hali of the island reach to 
nearly 4000 feet, and they are generally covered 
on the north by a solid bank of stationary orographic 
clouds because of the northeaster ly trade winds 
that prevail. 

The tests that will be described were made over 
a region near the center of the western hali of the 
island. This half is much lower and has only one 
range of hills, the Maunaloa Hills, which reach a 
maximum height of about 1300 feet, and thus there 
are only occasional, scattered orographic clouds 
which form along the west end of the coastal cliff 
that characterizes much of the north shore. 

A sea breeze usually develops each day along 
the southern shore of western Molokai and this 
southerly wind meets the north easterly trade winds 
over the center of the island. The leading edge of 
this sea breeze front often gives rise to a line of cu
mulus clouds over the Maunaloa Hills and even over 
the sea just north of the north shore. These clouds 
normally give little or no rain so the cultivated 
lands of western Molokai are considerably drier 
than those of the other Hawaiian Islands~ In fact, . 
"convective showers are extremely rare" over , 
this relatively dry western part of Molokai. 

Before any flights were made, a list was drawn 
up of the conditions that were considered favorable 
for the production of rain. 

1. Temperature inversions, which might limit 
cloud growth, should be absent or be abnormally 
high. 
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2. Large moisture content should extend to ab
normal heights. 

3. The trade wind should be relatively weak so 
as to allow maximum surface heating by the sun on 
the southern half of the island, giving considerable 
convective activity and sea breeze flow over the 
island. 

4. The lapse rate should be steep. 

For the proposed flight tests, it was arranged 
to have an observer in the plane and two or more 
observers stationed on prominent hills to take notes 
and draw sketch maps of cloud distribution, rain 
sequences, etc. 

Since a short range forecast indicated favorable 
conditions, the first flight was made on September 
23, 1947. Radio sonde data were taken at Honolulu 
Airport, 60. miles away at 500 (Le., 5 A.M.) and at 
1700 (5 P.M.). The two temperature-pressure 
curves were nearly alike. The afternoon curve 
showed that up to 3000 m the lapse rate was nearly 
constant at 0.600 C per 100 m whereas under these 
temperature conditions, the wet ad i a bat i: crate 
would be 0,430 /sec 100 m. The freezing level was 
at about 15,000 feet and at 5000 feet and 10,000 
feet, the winds were .only 5 mi/hr with direction 
from 2100 • 

At 830. there were three clouds in a row (NNE -
SSW) near western Molokai. They had bases at 
about 2500 feet and the two larger clouds reached 
to about 700.0 feet. The nothernmost cloud extended 
from the coast to a point about 5 miles north of the 
north coast. The second cloud was over the hills 
forming the central ridge. These clouds were 10 
miles or more from the nearest of the orographic 
clouds over the eastern half of the island. 

By 1030the two larger clouds had joined to form 
a single roughly circular cloud about 8 - 10 miles 
in diameter having a center over the sea about 2 - 3 
miles north of the coast. A flight over the cloud 
at this time showed that there were two main tower
ing masses of cumulus: The higher tower, denoted 
by X, was over a part about 3 miles north of the 
coast while the second one called Y was only slightly 
lower and was about 4 miles to the SW, directly 
over the coast line. 

The X-peak was seeded with 50 pounds of crushed 
dry ice just over the top at 8700. Jeet starting at 
1037 and ending at 1042. Almost immediately after
ward (at1045) the Y-peak was similarly seeded. 
Ground observers reported seeing rain start at 
1046, only 9 minutes after the start of the seeding 
at a point directly under X, the portion of the cloud 



which was first seeded. This rain continued. Under 
the Y -peak observers reported seeing virga from 
the cloud about 15 minutes after seeding Y, but no 
rain reaching the ground under Y was recorded at 
that time. About one hour later, at 1145, rain from 
X had continued steadily and rain was falling over 
an area of about 2 square miles which had moved 
roughly 2 miles south from its original position at 
X. At this time, it was reported that steady rain 
was also falling from another area of roughly 2 
square miles in the position corresponding to the 
seeding done at Y. This rain area under Y then 
spread quickly and coalesced with that under X 
covering most of the Maunaloa Hills. This large 
Single rain cloud moved slowly southward and the 
rain area also extended to the west. This rain was 
estimated to have fallen over an area of 35 square 
miles in the western part of Molokai. 

During the day, several other clouds of size 
comparable to those seeded could be seen from the 
plane,but none of these produced precipitation with
in several hours after rain had started from the 
seeded cloud. 

In a second flight, it was noted at 1215 that the 
two cloud peaks had nearly coalesced and that they 
had buiit up to 15,700 feet, a rise of 7000 feet in 
95 minutes. From an altitude of 14,000 feet, an
other seeding was done with 100 pounds of dry ice. 
During the next 35 minutes a rainfall of 0.80 inches 
was recorded at thetrlangulation station, a point 
almost directly below the seeded cloud top. The 
total rainfall at this station mounted to 1.25 inches. 

During the a1ternoon, the cloud built up to an 
estimated 25,000 feet, drifted slowly (2 mi/hr) to 
the south giving copious rain over the ocean between 
Molokai and Lanai (another island, 40 miles south 
of point X) and it rained over a part of Lanai during 
the night. 

The preliminary report of Leopoldand Halstead 
gives a brief summary of other seeding experiments 
from September 24 to October 11. In 7 out of a 
total of 10 cases in which clouds over 3000 feet in 
thickness were seeded, rain was observed to fall 
within periods of time ranging from 9 to 30 minutes, 
the average being 16 minutes. However, outside 
of the tests of September 23, which we have already 
considered, only in one case (October 11) did more 
than a trace of rain reach the ground. On that date 
light rain which began 10 minutes after seeding 

covered an area of about 18 square miles and gave 
a recorded maximum of 0.10 inch. The cloud base 
was at 3600 feet and the top at 7600 feet. The lapse 
rate, 0.680 C per 100 m at Honolulu, was rather 
high from the ground up to 6000 feet, but there was 
a temperature inversion between 6000 and 7500 
feet. The freezing level was at about 16,000 feet. 

On September 30 a small, nearly circular cloud 
about 3/4 mile in diameter and 2200 feet thickness 
was seeded by making several runs through the 
cloud dropping a total of 125 pounds of dry ice. 
lt was observed that the cloud top rapidly lowered 
and within 7 minutes from the initial seeding, the 
cloud totally disappeared. Observers onthe ground 
reported seeing no virga or rain from it. 

In every test during September and October, the 
flight over the cloud produced an initial depression 
or diminution of height of about 300 feet within the 
first 3 - 4 minutes after seeding. With the thick 
clouds which gave persisting rain, the initial drop 
in height was quickly reversed and rapid building 
up occurred. 

The depressing effect of a flight over a cloud 
may in part, at least, have been due to the downward 
momentum delivered by the weight of the plane 
weighing 6 tons flying for 5 minutes within a cloud 
which in the September 30 tests, would deliver to the 
air a downward momentum of 1.5 x 1012 c.g-.s. units. 
A cloud 1 Km in diameter and 500 meters thick con
tains 4 x 1012 grams of air, so that the whole should 
be given an average downward velocity of 4 em/sec 
by the weight of the plane. Of course, the regions 
actually traversed by the plane would receive con-
siderablygreater velocities. 7 . 

Each gram of dry ice introduced into a cloud 
increases the apparent weight of the cloud by 0.34 
g because of the increased weight of the C02 as 
compared to the air which it displaces. Besides 
that, there is an increase in density of the cloud 
due to the cooling effect of the dry ice. This gives 
an apparent increase in weight of 2.46 grams - a 
total of 2.8 grams for each gram of dry ice. Thus 
the 125 pounds of dry ice caused an effective in
crease in weight of 350 pounds, giving in each second 
a downward momentum of 1.5 x 108; in 5 minutes, 
the total momentum due to this cause would be 4.5 
x 1010, only about 1/30 of that given by the plane. 
The direct effect of the C02 on the motion of the 
cloud thus seems unimportant. 

7. Airplane Tracks in the Surface of Stratus Clouds. 1. Langmuir and Alexander Forbes. J. Aeron. 
Sciences, ~, 385, (1936). 
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IX. RAIN PRODUCED BY A CHAIN REACTION 

The experiments described in the preliminary 
report of Leopold and Halstead (hereafter called 
L-H) appear to have been conducted with very great 
care, and the results were recorded with accuracy. 
The conclusions that I wish to draw from these ex
periments are as follows: 

1. The proof is excellent that heavy rain was 
produced by the dry ice seeding runs of September 
23. 

2. The rain was produced very quickly - within 
9 minutes. 

3. The rain persisted but spread through the 
large cloud very slowly although the cloud increased 
greatly in height. 

4. The third seeding at 1212, 95 minutes after 
the first seeding, produced a very great and sudden 
increase in the rain intensity and in the cloud height 
and caused the rain area to spread to about 20 
square miles. 

5. At the time of the first and second seeding, 
1037 ami 1045, the lowest temperature within the 
cloud was about +100C. According to the Honolulu 
radio sonde data, the temperature at the height of 
the cloud top (15,700 feet) at the time of the third 
seeding (1212) was about -20C, but at the seeding 
height(14,000 feet), it was+loC. However, we have 
found that the interior of the upper parts of large 
cumulus clouds is usually a few degrees colder 
than the surrounding air, so it is probable that the 
third seeding was done in a supercooled cloud. 

It is of interest to compare these results of the 
L-H flights with our own experiences in connection 
with the dry ' ice seeding of large cumulus clouds 
in Project CffiRUS.8 . 

Laboratory experiments, airplane tests , and 
phYSical theory have proved that dry ice introduced 
into clouds of supercooled water droplets (tempera
ture below OoC) gives almost instantaneously num
bers of minute ice crystals of the order of 1016 per 
gram of dry-ice.3 These nuclei grow rapidly , in 
accord with the Bergeron theory, into snowflakes. 
During July and August experiments were made, 
in Project CffiRUS, seeding high cumulus clouds 
whose tops reached far above the freezing level 
which range from 16,000 to 18,000 feet altitude. A 
comparison of the five conclusions of the L-H re-
port listed above gives: . 

1. In Project CffiRUS (hereafter called P-C) 
dry ice always produced remarked effects, turning 
the whole of the supercooled part 01 the cumulus 
cloud into ice crystals. The L-H data, however, 
sho~edmuch more variable results. In the Septem
ber 23 tests, spectacular results were obtained, but 
on other dates, usually only traces of rain fell or 
sometimes no rain at all. 

2. The results with the L-H and the P-C tests 
were alike in that rain, if it was produced at all, 
fell within 10 to 30 minutes. 

3. With the L-H tests, the effect of the first 
and second seedings spread very slowly whereas 
in the P-C tests, the effect of the seeding continued 
to spread rapidly throughout the whole cloud giving 
the maximum effect within 10 to 15 minutes. 

4. The effects of the third L-H seeding on Sep
tember 23 were very much like those that were 
normally produced in the P-C project from dry 
ice seeding. 

5. The reason for this similarity i~ probably 
that in the L-H experiments at the time of the third 
seeding, the cloud had reached the freezing level 
so that the ice nuclei played their customary role. 

The mechanism involved in the production of 
rain by the first and second seedings of the Septem
ber 23 flights must evidently be very different from 
those involved in the P-C experiments with super
cooled clouds. 

In analyzing these data, it occurred to me that 
the rain · production in the above-freezing clouds 
in the L-H experiments was not caused by the 
cooling effect ofthe dry ice, but by the water drop
lets introduced in the upper part of the cloud by 
the melting of the thin coating of ice which nor
mally collects on crushed dry-ice fragments due 
to condensation · of moisture of the air. A plane 
flying through the top of a cloud may also introduce 
water droplets by the "run-off" of water drops 
from the trailing edge of wings, this water having 
been collected from the cloud droplets by the mo
tion of the plane through the cloud. 

The drops of water formed in either of these 
ways would be much larger than the ordinary cloud 
droplets, and they would fall through the cloud in 
accord with the accretion the a r y already con
sidered. These drops, under favorable conditions, 

8. A summary of the work done in Project CffiRUS up to June 1, 1947, is contained in a report now on sale 
by the Office of Te~:lnical Services. Mimeographed copies of the report (PB-81842, First Quarterly 
Progress Report, Meteorological Research) sell for $1.25. Orders should be addressed to the Office 
of Technical Services, Department of Commerce, Washington 25, D. C., and should be accompanied by 
check or money order, payable to the Treasurer of the United States. 
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would grow to such size that they break up into 
two or more large drops and produce also a rela
tively large number of small droplets which, how
ever, would be larger than the cloud droplets. Each 
of these new drops or droplets might again grow to 
such size that they in turn can break. In the case 
of a thick cloud with large water content, this process 
might repeat itself many times, with the result 
that an amount of rain might be produced which 
would be very much greater than the amount of 
water introduced. In each stage of such a process, 
the number of droplets might increase perhaps by 
a factor of 10, so that if the cloud were thick enough 
to give three such stages, there would be an ampli
fication factor of 103. 

It is evident that even with such alar ge amplifi
cation factor, it would not be possible to account 
for the formation of amounts of rain comparable 
with those observed from the first and sec 0 n d 
seedings of the September 23 L-H flights, where 
about 0.1 inch of rain was produced within the first 
hour over an area of perhaps 3 square mUes. Such 
an amount of rain would correspond to about 2 x 210 

grams or 20,000 tons while water introduced by the 
dry ice would perhaps be at the most a few kilo
grams, so that we would need an amplification 
factor of the order of 107. 

The indications are,however, that the first two 
seedings of the L-H flights produced a gradually 
increasing rainfall. This suggests that a true chain 
reaction was set up. This would be a process in 
which each rain drop leads to the production of at 
least one other rain drop under conditions such 
that the new rain drop has the same chance of pro
ducing another rain drop as the original one did. 

A. Chain Reaction in Snow Formation. In early 
stucUes of the effects to be expected from Schaefer's 
dry ice seeding technique, we came to a realization 
that in natural snow storms, there must be a mecha
nism by which enormous numbers of small ice 
crystals are generated so as to produce a continu
ous supply of effective nuclei. This is obvious when 
one considers that preceding these snow storms, 
the air normally contains relatively few nuclei com
pared with those needed to maintain a snow storm. 

The main cause of the generation of the ice 
crystals is the fragmentation of snowflakes pro
duced by contact between snowflakes which accumu
late in the upper portions of the cloud. In lower 
parts of the cloud, vertically rising currents may 
prevent the newly formed snowflakes from falling. 
In this way, evenwhen there are relatively few nuclel 
in the air, the concentration of snowflakes can build 
up to such a high value that snowflakes coalesce 
into larger aggregates and these in turn, break 
apart again producing many small fragments. An
other effect is suggested by some observations 
made by Mr. Schaefer on the growth of ice crystals 
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in the presence of strong electric fields. In such 
a field, there is a tendency for ice crystals to form 
long fibers in the direction of the field. This is 
perhaps due to the dipole attraction between the 
ice fibers and the supercooled water droplets near 
them in the presence of the field. With sufficiently 
large fields, these fibers grow to such size that 
they are broken apart by the field and thus produce 
enormous numbers of small fragments. The evi
dence thus far obtained suggests that in this way, 
starting with a relatively small number of ice 
nuclei, an electric field may lead to a great increase 
in the number of ice nuclei. Schaefer has observed, 
in fact, that in natural snow storms very-strong 
electric fields can be observed on the ground, usu
ally stronger than those observed even during sum
mer thunderstorms. 

As soon as there is a mechanism within the 
cloud by which each naturally occurring ice nucleus 
in the air produces on the average two or more 
other nuclei and these in turn multiply to produce 
two or more, we have the conditions required for 
the production of a chain reaction by which a self
propagating snow storm can be formed which re
quires no further influx of the naturally occurring 
ice nuclei. In analyzing the possibility of such a 
chain reaction, I was impressed by the important 
role that the vertically rising air currents would 
play. 

B. Chain Reaction for Rain Formation Requires 
Vertically Rising Air Currents. Let us therefore . 
consider the modifications in the theory which we 
developed in our derivations Eq. (25) to Eq. (33) 
which would be necessary if the air within the cloud 
is rising with a velocity V. 

In place of Eq. (26) we then have 

dz/dt = V - u. (35) 

If, by division, we eliminate dt between this 
equation and Eq. (27) we obtain 

fw dz = 4fs[ V J dS/E'u - fdS/E]. (36) 
Combining this with Eqs. (30), (31), and (32) we 

have in place of Eq. (32), 

W = A - VB. (37) 

By this equation, we can calculate the growth 
of drops in a cloud of uniform water droplets which 
is rising with a steady velocity V. 

Let us now consider what the rising velocity 
must be in order that a chain reaction may occur. 
At present, for simplicity, let us assume that in the 
brealc up of a large drop, small droplets of radius 
So are formed. In order that these shall be carried 
upward by the rising air, V must be greater than 
Uo. The rising drops, however, grow in size by 
accretion and as they grow their velocity of fall, 
U, increases until finally at some height zM the 



fall velocity equals the velocity of the rlsmg air. 
At this point, the particle has reached its maximum 
height and then begins to fall. Let us denote by S1\1 
the radius of the droplet at the time tM at which it 
has reached its maximum height zM' The particle 
continues to grow and z decreases until finally at 
some time tl the droplet has reached a radius SI 
at which it breaks up to form one or more droplets 
of radius So, the size of the original droplets . 

If the height zl is lower than zo' the original 
height at which the first droplet was produced, then 
in repetitions of this process the new droplets will 
be formed at continually lower heights until finally 
the process terminates when the drop reaches the 
bottom of the cloud. This apparently does not con
stitute a chain reaction which can cause persisting 
rain. 

In order that a real chain reaction may occur, 
it is thus necessary that the final height z1 shall 
be at least as great as zo' the initial height. The 
conditions under which the chain reaction can first 
occur are, thus, as in the case of other chain re
actions, extremely critical. This critical velocity 
V c can be calculated by putting W = 0 in E q. (37). 
To understand this, we must consider that £.)is ob
tained by integrating w over an interval at height 
z . We can assume that w is a function of z only so 
that if zl = zo' the contribution to Wdue to the up 
motion of the drop from Zo to zlVi: is positive, while 
the integral covering the range from zM to zl has 
a negative value that exactly balances the positive 
increment. It is for this reason, therefore, in the 
special case that zl = zO' we can put w= O. Intro
ducing this condition into Eq. (37) we th u s obtain 

V c = AlB (38) 

The values of A and B are given in Tables VI 
and VII. By means of Eq. (38) we can thus obtain 
the velocity V for the different sizes of cloud par
ticles and drop sizes S as given in Table VIII. It 
should be noted that the values of A and B that go 
into this equation are those that correspond to the 
two integration limits So and S1 where in the deri
vation of Tables VI and VII, S1 was taken to be 
3000,w. The critical velocity V c given in Table VIII 
is, therefore, the velocity that corresponds to So 
as given in Column 1. 

Table IX contains the droplet radius SM at the 
time when the droplet reaches its greatest altitude . 
These data are obtained by taking values of V c from 
Table VIII, and finding from the data of Table II 
the value of S that corresponds to U = V c' for this 
is the condition according to Eq. (35) thatthe altitude 
of the droplet shall be a maximum. 

Table X contains the value ofwM which repre 
sents the water content of the cloud that lies between 
the horizontal plane at z = Zo and at the plane z = 
zM ' This gives the thickness of the layer in which 
the chain reaction takes place. The value of«JM is 
obtained by 

(39) 

wlu!re AM and BM are the values of the integrals in 
Tables VI and VII for values of S corresponding to 
SM. By comparing the values of Wr.i with those of 
Ao, which according to Eq. (32) should be equal to 

t..Jo, we see that the amount of water needed in the 
cloud to maintain the chain reaction is very much 
ress than that which would be required for the growth 
of droplets to large size in a cloud in which there 
is no updraft. Table XI illustrates this effect for 

TABLE vm 

s 

THE CRITICAL UPDRAFT VE LOCITY V c NEEDED 
F OR A CHAIN REACTION 

Vc (in cm/sec) 

micron r = 2 3 4 6 8 10 15 

15 130 177 216 ---
25 161 248 272 302 
40 -- 308 338 358 379 
70 304 433 448 455 418 

100 --- 460 505 515 515 523 
150 422 572 581 584 585 587 
200 593 637 637 632 632 630 
300 71 5 762 707 703 700 705 
400 740 768 825 755 750 750 750 
600 819 828 890 824 815 810 815 

1000 890 890 900 885 890 B90 B80 
1400 900 900 900 900 900 900 900 
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20 

234 
314 
389 
477 
529 
591 
632 
702 
741 
810 
8'75 
900 



TABLE IX 

THE DROPLET RADIUS S AT THE TIME t AT WHICH 
THE DROPLET REACHES1):TS GREATEST A~ITUDE zM 

S SM (microns) 

micron r = 2 3 4 6 8 10 15 

15 158 210 252 
25 192 287 311 346 
40 354 389 412 436 
70 349 508 526 538 485 

100 542 600 617 617 627 
150 490 703 720 723 725 728 
200 738 805 810 802 802 800 
300 937 1035 925 917 912 917 
400 1000 1042 1137 1023 998 998 998 
600 1125 1145 1350 1135 1120 1110 1120 

1000 1350 1350 1400 1325 1350 1350 1290 
1400 1400 1400 1400 1400 1400 1400 1400 

TABLE X 

20 

272 
360 
449 
565 
637 
735 
802 
915 
983 

1110 
1260 
1400 

THE TOTAL LIQUID WATER CONTENT'-{)M THAT MUST LIE 
WITHIN THE CLOUD LAYER BETWEEN Zo AND zM 
WITHIN WHICH THE DROPS GROW AND BREAK UP 

S UiM (cm of water) 

micron r = 2 3 4 6 8 10 15 20 

15 0.95 0.79 -- -----
25 1.04 0.74 0.64 0.56 --
40 0.75 0.60 0.53 0.46 0.43 
70 1":"1"5 0.55 0.45 0.40 0.36 0.33 

100 0.77 0.45 0.37 0.33 0.30 0.28 
150 1.34 0.54 0.35 0.29 0.25 0.24 0.23 
200 0.80 0.42 0.28 0.24 0.21 0.20 0.18 
300 0.47 0.25 0.20 0.18 0.14 0.16 0.13 
400 1.09 0.28 0.15 0.14 0.13 0.11 0.11 0.10 
600 0.41 0.18 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.07 0.07 0.06 

1000 0.06 0.04 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 
1400 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

TABLE XI 

THE EFFECT OF AN UPDRAFT OF VELOCITY Vc 
IN DECREASING THE CLOUD WATER CONTENT REQUIRED 

FOR THE GROWTH OF DROPS TO LARGE SIZE 

(For the example shown r = 10 microns) 

So Vi! Wo vJ
M Ratio 

microns crn/sec For V = 0 For V = Vc vJmJWo 

25 272 1.21 cm 0.64 cm 0.53 
40 358 1.20 0.53 0.44 

100 515 1.16 0.33 0.28 
200 632 1.10 0.21 0.19 
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a cloud consisting of droplets oflO microns radius. 
The values of V c are taken from Table VIII, Wo 
from Table VI, and ~ from Table X. The last 
column contains th<:: ratio £4.r/"-b. If, for example, 
there is an updraft of 5.15 meters per second and 
the breaking drops give one or more smaller drop
lets of about 100 microns radius, then it is seen 
that the liquid water content of the layer in which 
the chain reaction takes place only needs to be 0.33 
cm. and this is only 28 per cent of that which would 

be needed to allow large drops to grow in a cloud 
without updraft. 

The time t required for the growth of droplets 
depends primarily on the liqllid water content w 
and, therefore, can always be calculated by Eq. 
(33). This can be used not only to get the total 
time that the particles grow from a radius So to 
the break up point Sl, but can be used to calculate 
the time for the droplet to grow to any other size. 

X. APPLICATIONS OF THE THEORY TO THE 
LEOPOLD-HALSTEAD DATA 

From the data of the L-H preliminary report, 
it is possible to for m an estimate of the conditions 
within the cloud which was seeded on September 
23,1947. Table Xli contains results of calculations 
from these data. The cloud base was at 2500 feet 
and the cloud top at 8700 feet. The fourth column 
contains the average of the temperatures given by 
the radio sonde at Honolulu at 500 and 1700. The 
temperatures in the third column have been calcu
lated on the basis that the ground temperature was 
280 C and that from there to the cloud base, the 
temperature decreased according to the dry adiaba
tic lapse rate of '3.00 C per 1000 feet. Above that, 
the temperature was assumed to vary according 
to the saturated adiabatic as calculated from data 
given in Brunt's book. The pressures were calcu
lated taking into account the temperatures in the 
third column assuming the pressure on the ground 
to be 1000 mb. The mixing ratio x in the sixth 
column expressed in kg/m3 was calculated from 
the saturated vapor pressures according to the 
equation given at the bottom of the Table. The 
seventh column contains the mixing ratio for liquid 
water; at any altitude x + y retains the value that 
it had at 2500 feet. Multiplying y by the density of 
the air, we obtain the liquid water content as given 
in the eighth column. Finally, by integrating this 
in accord with Eq. (32), we obtain the total liquid 
water from the cloud base up to a given height. 
The last column contains my estimate of the radius 
of the droplets. This calculation assumed that 
within the first 150 meters of rise above the cloud 
base, the droplets grew in accord with the data ob
tained in the Mt. Washington observations assuming 
the air was rising 6 m/sec. It was calculated that 
at this height the number of droplets was 148 cm-3. 
Athigher altitudes, this concentration was assumed 
to remain constant, the moisture released by the 
expansion being used to increase the size of the 
droplets; From various considerations which will 
be published elsewhere, I believe that this gives a 
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more reliable result 'for cumulus clouds than would 
be obtained by direct application of Eq. (2) for the 
whole range of altitudes. 

A comparison of the values of x at the cloud 
base and on the ground level gives for the relative 
humidity on the ground 67 per cent. 

In many cumulus clouds, especially those whose 
altitude is large compared to their horizontal di
m~nsions, large amounts of relatively dry air may 
be drawn in laterally and mixed with the air in the 
cloud. Thus w may increase less rapidly than is 
given by a calculation based on the saturated adia
batic curve. However, the cloud that we are now 
considering had a vertical height 01 aoout one mile 
and was about ten miles in diameter. It seems, 
therefore, that no appreciable amount of air could 
have been drawn laterally into the center of the 
cloud, but in this cloud, near the center, the air 
had all risen through the cloud base. In this case, 
the wet adiabatic curve must apply and the liquid 
water content can be confidently taken to be that 
calculated. 

We see that the total water content ~ u.37 cm 
corresponds by Table X, for an effective droplet 
radius r ~ 15,,, to an initial falling drop radius of 
So = 6'~. This means that no droplets iess than 
this diameter can take part in a chain reaction. 
By Table VIII we see that the critical velocity V 0 

must have been at least 414 cm/sec and, with an 
average value of w = 1.68 g/m3, the time for the 
growth of the droplets from 67 .... ~ to 3000 ...... would 
amount to 1400 seconds. This is much longer than 

,the time at which visible rain was observed to fa)! 
from the cloud. 

The data of Tables VIII, lX, and X indicate, 
however, that there is a wide range of conditions 
under which chain reactions can OCl:ur in such a 
cloud. Thus it is possible that So can have any 



TABLE XII 

CALCULATIONS OF CONDITIONS FOR THE CLOUD 
SEEDED IN L-H EXPERIMENTS OF SEPTEMBER 23, 1947 

Altitude Temp Radio Pressure x y w Vol r 
z Sonde 

ft m °c ave mb kg/ m3 kg/m3 g/ m3 cm microns 

0 0 28.0 1000 24.44 
2500 762 20.5 21 916 16.90 0 0 0 0 
3000 914 19.9 20 900 16.50 0.40 0.43 0.003 8.9 
4000 1219 18.7 18 868 15.87 1.03 1.07 .026 12.0 
5000 1524 17.5 16 838 15.23 1.67 1.68 .068 13.9 
6000 1829 16.3 14 808 14.59 2.31 2.24 .128 15.4 
7000 2134 15.1 13 780 13.93 2.95 2.78 .204 16.5 
8000 2438 13.8 11 752 13.30 3.60 3.29 .297 17.4 
8700 2652 12.9 10 733 12.88 4.02 3.59 .371 18.0 

x = 0.622 e/(p - e); w = y 

value greater than 6~. The data of Table XIII havt 
been calculated on this basis. The values of V c 
are taken from Table VIII and ~ from Table X. 
By plotting wand Wagainst altitude and comparing 
with values Of"'M, it is possihle to calculatellz, 
these distances oeing measured from the top of the 
cloud down to the height corresponding to zoo It 
is, of course, possible whenAz is small enough that 
chain reactions may simultaneously occur at several 
levels within the cloud, but the one which takes 
place most rapidly is that which occurs at the high
est altitude, and it is this condition that has been 
considered in the derivation of Table XIII. The 
fifth column contains the average value of w within 
the layer inVOlved in the chain reactIon. The last 
column contains the time calculated by Eq. (33) 
using values of B obtained from Table VII. 

The interpretation of these data should b~ made 
with due regard to the observations o{ Lenard who 

considered the sizes of the fragments produced 
when water drops break up in rising currents of 
alr. He found that rain drops of 5.4 millimeters 
diameterbrokeupinarisingair current of 8 m/sec 
in many different ways: Four per cent broke into 
2 or 3 nearly equal parts, twenty-five per cent into 
very fine dust-like droplets , sixty-four per cent 
gave one large drop and a number of small drops. 
The fragments ranged in size rather uniformly 
from 1.5 to 3.5 mm in diameter, but there were 
relatively large numbers of mur.h smaller droplets 
very much less than one millimeter in diameter. 

We see from Table XIII that the observed rapid 
development of rain which was observed below the 
cloud within 9 minutes - 540 seconds - would in
dicate, according to the Table, that the drops ef
fective in starting the chain reaction have radii 
greater than 200,"",and the vertical velocitles within 
the cloud must h?ve exceeded 630 em/sec. How-

TABLE XIII 

THE THICKNESS OF THE LAYER, THE VERTICAL 
VELOCITIES, AND THE TIME REQUIRED FOR 

CHAIN REACTION IN THE L-H CLOUD 

(r = 15p) 

So Vc w
M Az w t 

ave 
microns em/sec em m g/m3 sec 

70 418 0.36 1620 1.72 1340 
100 523 0.30 1130 2.64 770 
150 587 0.24 790 2.9~ 605 
200 630 0.20 610 3.09 520 
300 705 0.16 490 3.22 430 
400 750 0.11 335 3.37 365 
600 815 0.07 214 3.45 300 

1000 880 0.00 til 3.54 210 
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ever, these velocities need occur only within a 
' layer a few hundred meters thick in the upper por 
tion of the cloud. The fact that the terminal velocity 

, of falling drops r eaches a limit ing value of about 
900 cm/sec, eVen when the droplets are still only 
about J40~in r adius, makes it possible for the 
chain reaction to start and produce large drops 
even with relatively low values of liquid water con
tent. This fact undoubtedly accounts for the oc
currence of large water droplets in r elatively small 
turbulent clouds under tropical conditions, or in the 
cloud that I observed in May, 1944. 

From the foregoing analysis, it becomes clear 
that the conditions necessary to set up chain reac
tions in such clouds as those studied by L -H are 
very critical. If the vertical velocities, the liquid 
water content w, or the cloud droplet sizes r , ar e 
not sufficiently large , no chain reaction will occur 
even though there may be a multiplication of any 
water introduced into a cloud s ufficient in some 
cases to produce transient virga. 

The final report of L-H which was s ent me about 
December 1 contains also records of experiments 
made during November. Out of a total of about 45 
seeded clouds , 11 gave rain which reached the 
ground between 8 and 12 minutes after seeding. A 
few others gave merely virga. There were three 
cases where r elatively heavy precipitation was ob
tained covering lar ge areas. In general , the best 
r esults were obtained from the larges t and most, 
actively growing clouds. 

The results, therefor e, tend to support our con
clus ion that the chain reaction involved in rain pro
duction can develop only when there are high vertical 

velocities and the clouds have a high liquid water 
content. 

Ca lculations have also been made for the type 
of cloud referred to in the statement by Holzman 
and Crowson in r egard to tropical clouds in Bikini. 
Such clouds should contain a liquid water content 
corresponding to W= 0.2 to 0.3 cm which would re
quire vertical velocities of 6 m/ sec or more to 
give a chain r :::action. 

In lar ge, summer cumulus clouds, such as those 
seeded during July and August by Project CffiRUS, 
uJ may have risen to values of 3.0 cm or even more. 
With a 'value of w = 6 g/m3, it is no wonder that in 
these clouds chain reactions can occur which bring 
down s uch heavy rain. 

On the other hand, during the winter, the cloud 
droplets are smaller, the liquid water contentlower, 
and the vertical velocities in cumulus clouds are 
lower. In general, therefore, under such conditions, 
it would not be possfole to set up or maintain a 
chain reaction of the type we have been considering. 

In stratus clouds the vertical velocities ar e very 
low. In the case of convergent air masses, these 
stratus clouds would be lifted gradually and heavy 
rain and snow may result. But in general, these 
vertical velocities are not over 50 centimeters 
per second over "any lar ge ar eas . In such clouds , 
the air does not enter the base of the cloud, but the 
cloud as a whole rises with perhaps new layers 
forming under the parts that have risen. The dis 
tribution a nd water concentration within the cloud 
thus depends mainly on the air masses from which 
the cloud has been derived and cannot, in general , 
be calculated from the saturated adiabatic curve. 

XI. TYPES OF RAIN AND SNOW IN RELATION 
TO SPONTANEOUS AND TO ARTIFICIAL 

. SEEDING 

A. Stratus Clouds. In clouds of this type,drizzle 
or moderate r ain may fall , pres umably due to the 
gradual coalescence of small droplets to larger 
drops which s ubs equently grow in accord with the 
data contained in Tables VI and VII. These drops 
ordinarily do not grow to s izes sufficiently lar ge 
to enable them to break up. For this reason and 
because of the low vertical velocity, there will be 
no chain reaction. In most types of heavy r ain from 
stratus clouds, the process is accelerated by the 
presence of snow crystals in an upper layer which 
melt into drops of moderate size and increase 
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greatly in diameter during their fall through tht 
lower part of the cloud. In order that rain of this 
kind ca n be maintained, there must be a continuous 
supply of ice nuclei. In most cases, with heavy rain, 
it is probable that the nuclei ar e produced by a kind 
of chain reaction in the upper layer s by the frag
mentation of s now crystals . 

The theory of droplet gr owth that has been pre
sented in this paper has been based on a knowledge 
cif the collection efficiency E derived on the assump
tion that the falling drop is of large s ize compar ed 
to the cloud droplets . 



It is necessary to develop the theory in quite a 
different w~~'J where we have to consider the growth 
of small droplets within clouds consisting offairly 
uniform droplets of 10 to 20}-l radius. The collection 
efficiency in this case is difficult to calculate. We 
have, however, been making experiments with giass 
spheres of various sizes falling through very viscous 
liquids so that the spheres fall at a velocity of 0.5 
cm/ sec corresponding to Reynold's numbers very 
much less than unity. The observations have shown 
that between equal spheres there are appreciable 
attractive forces when the distance between them is 
small compared to their diameter. Thus when the 
particles come into contact, they remain in contact. 
When the spheres differ slightly in size, we have 
apparently obtained contacts that indicate roughly 
a collection efficiency E of about 0.2. However, 
much more careful experiments need to be made to 
determine the variation of E with the sizes of the 
spheres. 

A preliminary theoretical study has indicated 
that the stability of such clouds depends largely 
upon a dimensionless quantity 

P :: AEwt/rs' (39) 

where 

A = (3/4)dU/dS, (40) 

and t is the time since the cloud of rather uniform 
droplets was formed by condensation. Over wide 
range values of S, .A is approximately constant and 
equal to 6000 sec -1. When P, as defined above, is 
small compared to unity no rain should fall, but 
when P becomes comparable to or greater than 
unity, we may expect a new type of chain reaction, 
with conditions of instability that lead to a con
tinual production of larger droplets which will sub
sequently grow in accord with the theory that we 
have already developed as given in Tables VI and 
VII. At present, we have practically no knowledge 
of E. Presumably it varies with the droplet size. 
In view of the observed relative stability of most 
stratus clouds, it is seen that the effective value of 
E must be relatively small; very much less than 
unity. We hope by the experiments in progress to 
get some idea of the values I)f E and in this way, 
see whether we can develop a better theory of the 
growth of rain from stratus clouds. 

B. Cumulus Clouds. The theory that we have 
outlined for the development of a chain reaction in 
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cumulus clouds has been based upon assumptions 
in regard to the structure of these clouds before 
any rain has occurred. As soon as a chain reaction 
does set in, profound modifications in the cloud 
will occur. In the first place, the rain drops by 
their weight will tend to set up local down-drafts 
causing covergence in the upper layers and diver
gence below. The convergence above tends to draw 
the rain into these down-drafts and thus accelerate 
the development of a cell structure within the cloud. 
In general, there will be corresponding increases 
in the up-drafts in the other parts of the cloud. The 
down-drafts undoubtedly are largely responsible 
for the very short time that elapses before the rain 
reaches the ground after a large cumulus cloud is 
seeded at a height of 25,000 feet or more. Even in 
the smaller cumulus clouds of the L-H experiments, 
down-drafts must have contributed very greatly to 
neutralize the up-drafts which were general before 
seeding and finally to produce local down-drafts 
that helped to carry the rain rapidly to the ground. 

C. Artificial Seeding of Clouds. Dry ice seeding 
of supercooled clouds produce effects that travel 
rapidly throughout the supercooled part of the cloud. 
Heat is generated by the freezing of the water drop
lets and the freezing out of additional water vapor 
so that the temperature is raised roughly LOCo 
This produces turbulence which c au s e s rapid 
spreading of the ice nuclei throughout the super
cooled cloud. 

The chain reaction in the production of rain can, 
under the right conditions, evidently be started by 
introducing even a single water drop into a Cloud. 
The action should be most rapid when many large 
drops are introduced near the top of the cloud. For 
this purpose, it may be desirable to release the 
water from an airplane by use of a nozzle which 
directs the water backward with a velocity about 
equal to the forward motion of the plane, so that 
the drops are ·not broken up by coming into contact 
with the rapidly moving air. Another more con
venient method may be to do the seeding by dropping 
pellets of ordinary ice which in melting in contact 
with the air will give water drops of fairly large 
Size, distributed through a large height within the 
cloud. It may be that in this way hail, in a thunder
storm, greatly accelerates the development of the 
chain reaction in newly rising air masses in the 
lower part of the cloud. 



XII. SELF-PROPAGATING STORMS 

It has already been mentioned that when large 
cumulus clouds with supercooled po r tio ns are 
seeded with dry ice , effects ·of one of two kinds are 
observed. The cloud may either rain itself out and 
soon dissipate or it may rapidly increase in height 
and intensity and continue more or less indefinitely 
as a heavy rain storm. Which of these two occurs 
presumably depends upon the available moisture 
and stability of the surrounding atmosphere rather 
than on the conditions within the cloud. We must 
remember that when dry ice causes water droplets 
in a large cloud to freeze, it causes a liberation 
of heat amounting to about lOCo It is thus pOSSible, 
in some cases, that this added heat may set up an 
air circulation around the cloud which draws in new 
supplies of moisture faster than the rain is precipi
tated. Such effects when they occur may produce 
relatively widespread weather modifications. 

In clouds that have no portions below freezing, 
the s!tting up of a chain reaction by artificial seed
ing may remove so much water from the cloud that 
it lowers the weight of the cloud enough to increase 
the up-drafts, and thus to draw in large masses of 
new air. Consider, for example, a cloud containing 
3 g/m3 of liquid water. If this is removed by pre
cipitation, the density is lowered by 0.3 per cent 
and this is equivalent to the lowering of density 
produced by a rise in temperature of 10C. It would 
thus appear, under favorable conditions, that water 
seeding in a cloud above freezing temperatur es may 
cause a self-propagatIng rain storm to develop. 
There is good reasonto think that the L-H experi
ment of September 23 was a case of just this kind, 
but none of the other 45 experments gave a storm 
that propagated for any large length of time. 

A change of density in a cloud mass correspond
ing to lOC gives to the air an acceleration of g/300 
or about 3 cm/sec2• For a short time, the air 
starts to move with this acceleration so that a 

velocity of 300 cm/sec may be attained within 100 
seconds. However, the neighboring air masses 
are also involved in this motion and energy soon 
begins to be dissipated through turbulence. The 
velocities set up by changes of density resulting 
from seeding can be roughly estimated by taking 
an effective acceleration equal to one-half that 
corresponding to the change in density. When a 
cloudor air mass is thus accelerated, the maximum 
velocity reached will be the smaller of the two 
quantities : 

v = (1/ 2)g(Af/P)t (41) 

or 

(42) 

where Z is the vertical or horizontal dimension of 
the convection cell, whichever is smaller. 

Thus with a seeded cloud height of 1000 m, a 10 

temperature rise gives a velocity which increases 
about 15 cm/sec every second, but this velocity 
will not increase beyond a limiting value of about 
550 cm/sec. It will take about 300 seconds to at
tain this maximum velocity. Mter that, the energy 
will be dissipated by turbulence. These effects are 
much larger than are expected by many meteorolo;" 
gists, but they seem to be in full accord with the 
results given by seeding experiments. 

A. Spontaneous Seeding of Clouds. The phenom
ena that occur in the artificial seeding with dry -ice 
or with water are essentially no differentfrom those 
that occur spontaneously in nature. However, there 
will frequently be cases where the cloud is not yet 
ready or ripe for spontaneous development of snow 
or rain, although it may be possible to produce 
these effects by· seeding. Evidently, a great deal 
of detailed research will be needed to understand 
thoroughly the conditions under which the best re
sults may be obtained by artificial seeding. 

xm. WIDESPREAD WEATHER EFFECTS 
THAT START FROM SMALL BEGINNINGS 

When we realize that it is possible to produce 
self-propagating rain or snow storms by artificial 
nucleation and that Similar effects can be produced 
spontaneously by chain reactions that begin at par
ticular but 1.Ulpredictable times and places, it be
comes apparent that important changes in the whole 
we~ther map can be brought about by events which 
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are not at present being considered by meteorolo
gists. I think we must recognize that it will prob
ably forever be impossible to forecast with any 
great accuracy weather phenomena that may have 
beginnings in such spontaneously generated chain 
reactions. 



A NEW PLANE MODEL CLOUD METER 

by 

Raymond E. Falconer and Vincent J. Schaefer 
General Electric Research Laboratory 

Schenectady, New York 

During the past several month~ we have attempted 
to develop the G. E . Cloud Meter for use indetailed 
analysis of variations in liquid-water content within 
a cloud. The method of measuring and recording 
this data (described in the First Quarterly Report) 
utilizes anelectrical counter circuit, whereby com
pletion of the circuit depends upon the growth of a 
drop of water between a set of fixed contacts. The 
growth of the droplet to a size sufficient to operate 
the counter circuit may take several seconds de
pending upon the amount of liquid water (Lw) being 
measured. Thus only a few" counts" may bemade 
in, say one minute, which means that we canonly 
dete.£!t Changes in Lw on the basis of a one minute 
average. (With very low values of Lw, a two minute 
average may be necessary.) 

In actual flights through clouds, it was realized 
that the counter system of recording might not give 
the detail needed in determining s mall variations 
in liquid-water content. We, therefore, decidedto 
try another method which had been cons ide red pre
viously but not used. 

This method uses the porous plug collector which 
is connected through a sealed system to a small, 
vertical capillary tube. The tube is about 20 cm long 
with the lower end of it rounded smooth. The tube 
is filled with water previous to exposure , and this 
head of water applies a suction to the collecting sur
face of the porous plug. Any cloud droplet arriving 
at the surface of the collector will then beimmedi
ately drawn into the capillary. This excess of water 
in the system causes water to flow from the rounded 
end of the vertical tube in proportion to the amount 
of water being collected on the porous plug. 

A moving tape of paper having shallow, close
spaced parallel creases (at 900 to the directionin 
which the tape is moving) is kept in slight contact 
with the rounded end of the capillary tube. Any 
water that comes out of the end of this tube will be 
absorbed into the paper and will spread by the capil
lary action of the creases (and that of the fibers of 
the paper) in proportion to the amount of water de
livered. The material in the paper will, of course, 
be a factor in the amount and rate of absorption. 

If the moving paper tape is treated with a water 
soluble dye powder, the spread of the water on the 
paper will leave a continuous stain of varying width 
being wide for high liqUid-water collection and nar
row for low liquid-water collection. 
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This .was tried with several grades of paper as 
well as with different methods of creasing. Some 
of them worked inthe mannerwe had hoped, but not 
too we 11. It was then thought that cloth might provide 
better capillarity for the spreading of the water 
stain. When a piece of cotton cloth was tried, im
mediate improvement was noted in results. This 
finally led tothe use of Fiberglas Tape (glass cloth) 
and upto the present, this produces the best results. 

The glass cloth tape comes in 50 yard rolls, 1 
inch wide and .003 inch or .005 inch thick. The 
.003 inch grade seems to work best since it has a 
little finer structure due to the smaller diameter of 
fiber used in weaving the cloth. We have found that 
methylene blue dye powder worked into the cloth 
tape acts very well in making the water deposit visi
ble since it provides good contrast between the 
stained and unstained portions of the glass tape. 

An apparatus was built to apply the dye powder 
tothe tape. It is shown in Fig. 1 and consists merely 
of two pulleys, one for holding a fresh roll of un
treated tape, and the other, a motor driven pulley, 
onto which this tape is wound. Between the two 
pulleys, the tape is made to drag across a piece of 
black felt cloth which is heavily impregnated with 
methylene blue powder. In this way, the blue dye is 
picked up on the tape. A polished pressure plate is 
used to keep the tape in frictional contact with the 
impregnated felt. The difficulty with this arrange
ment is that the dye is too quickly used up requir
ing that. the felt be replenished frequently. However, 
this method works well enough for the present. A 
more efficient system can be devised later. Ithas 
been found desirable to treat the tape until it is 
darkened somewhat by the blue powder. This gives 
better contrast than if too little powder is applied. 
If there is danger that the tape may be greasyor 
dirty, it may be cleaned by running it through a bath 
of ethylene dichloride previous to the dye treatment. 

Figs. 2 and 3 show an experimemeu model of an 
instrument using the glass cloth tape as a means of 
recording minute variations in liquid-water content, 
In Fig. 2,poiht A indicates the opening in the lower 
end of the capillary tube. At this particular time, 
it was thought there might be some advantage in 
making the orifice of the capillary tube flush with 
the rounded surface of a rider bar so that the tape 
could be kept pulled smoothly and tightly against it. 
When the cover is on, paid A is in contact with the 



.. 

Fig. 2 
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tape at point 'B. Under the tape, at the latter point, 
is a narrow rubber washer mounted on a roller. Its 
function is to keep the tape pressed against the small 
opening at point A effecting a better capillary action 
between the tape and the orifice at A. 

The 1I5-volt a-c motor shown is geared to nor
mally run the tape at aspeed of 4 1/ 2 inch per min
ute. , This speed holds only when the tape has first 
started on the take-up pulley. As the tape winds up, 
the effective diameter of the pulley increases, and 
consequently, the tape speed also continues toin
crease. 

Fig. 3 
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The speed of the tape at any given portion of the 
record can be determined by subsequently operating 
the take-up reel as it was wound up intest-marking 
time intervals on the tape as it passes a specific 
location. 

Fig. 3 shows the instrument readyfor a test. The 
two "fingers" sticking up by the porous collector 
head are merely to prevent it from tWisting around 
in a strong blast of wind. The collector and the at
tached vertical capillary tube are free to move up 
and down inside a slightly larger tube which serves 
as a more substantial support. The porous coHec-



FIG. 4 VARIATIONS IN WIDTH OF CLOUD METER TAPE RECORD 
FOR VARIOUS VALUES OF LIQUID WATER CONTENT 
AT DIFFERENT TAPE SPEEDS. WIND SPEED: 21.9 M.P.S. 
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tor is of the same dimension used in the previously 
mentioned counting recorder and has an exposed 
collection area of .159 cm2. 

The instrument was tested in a small wind tunnel 
in the laboratory and while great accuracy is not 
claimed, results obtained are believed to indicate 
that this particular type of recorder will show more 
clearly variations in liquid-water content, especially 
over short time intervals. The velocity of the air 
in the tunnel is provided by means of a 90 lb per 
square inch air jet. Moisture is provided byintro
ducing a fine water spray into this air stream. 

The values of Lw obtained with the recorder are 
based on comparisons with the amount of Lw col
lected Simultaneously on a small porous cylinder. 
The cylinder is made of" alumina" and has a di
ameter of .198 cm. *The cylinder was held in the 
moist air stream in the tunnel adjacent to the porous 
plug collector so that both were exposed for the 
same period of time. The test section of the tunnel 

. in which the two collectors were held was not en-

closed; therefore, some Lw content of the air stream 
was lost through evaporation into the warm air of 
the room. However, the relative values obtained 
are thought to be reasonably accurate. The only 
difficulty in the test arrangement is the impossibility 
of obtaining higher Lw values, especially at high 
wind velocities. 

Data obtained from several test runs are shown 
in Table 1. In determining the liquid water content 
of the cloud produced in the wind tunnel using the 
small porous "alumina" collector, the formula 

_104(WI-WO) . . 
Em Lw - V m 8t (Dav) was used. Here W 0 = weIght 

of the collector in grams before exposure; W 1 = 
weight of collector in gr.a.II!s Jift~I exposure; V m = 
air velocity in meters/sec; S = length of the col
lector; t = length of time the collector was exposed 
to the air stream; and (Dav) = the average diameter 
of the collector. Em, the efficiency of the collector 
was takenas 100 per cent for preliminary consider
ation, but actually, it is close to 91 per cent under 
conditions of the test tunnel. 

*See Demountable Rotating Multicyl1nders for Measuring Liquid Water content and Particle Size of Clouds 
in Above and Below FreezlngTemperatures) V, J.Schaefer) Contract No. W-33-038-AC-9151) October. 1945. 
Also, Final Report on ICing Research, V. J . Schaefer, Contract No. W-33-038-AC-9151, August, 1946. 
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The following values remained constant through- . 
out the tests: V m = 21.9 mps, t = 60 sec, and Dav = 
.198 cm. 

The curves in Fig. 4 are a plot of the data given 
in Table I. 

The instrument, as set up, did not have a variable 
speed motor, but by varying the voltage with a 
Variac, some adjustment of speed was obtained. The 
tape speed for different Variac settings was deter
mined by actually measuring the distance the tape 
travelled during a minute. In making a comparative 
run, the recorder tape was started anew on the take 
up pulley for each test. This was to avoid the diffi
culty of speed change due to the increasing diameter 
of the pulley. Tape speed was varied from 2 1/ 4 
inch per minute to 4 1/ 2 inch per minute. 

It appears that the speed of 4 1/ 2 inch per minute 
gives about the right variations in width of trace 
for a wind speed of approximately 22 mps. For 
higher winds faster speeds will be desirable. espe
cially with high Lw contents. The values of ~en
countered in the tests ranged from .16 g/ m to 
.79 g/ m3. These values were represented by trace 
widths of 1.5 to,6.5 millimeters at a tape speed of 
4 1/2 inch per minute. For a given Lw value , the 
width of the trace will increase as the tape speed 
is decreased and vice versa. Therefore, the speed 
of the tape must be kept constant or at a known rate 
in order to get accurate Lw values. Samples of 
typical traces are shown in Fig. 5. 

Preliminary tests of this recorder look promis
ing. As soon as, it is possible to make runs from 
an airplane in clouds where temperatures are above 

TABLE I 

ALUlvfiNA CYLINDER TAPE RECORD 

S WI-WO Width of Trace Tape Speed 
Tunnel 

EmLw Spray Pressure 
(cm) (gms) (m.m.) (in./min) (Ib) 

4.5 .1100 .94 5.5 - 6.0 43/ 8 15 
4.5 .0630 .53 4.5 - 5.0 43/ 8 10 
4.5 .0206 .17 2.0 -3.0 43/ 8 5 
4.5 .0742 .63 5.0 - 5.5 43/ 8 15 
4.5 .0500 .43 4.0 - 4.5 43/ 8 10 
4.5 .0192 .16 1.5 - 2.0 43/ 8 5 
4.5 .0734 .63 6.0 - 7.0 43/ 8 15 
4.5 .0632 .54 4.0 - d 3/ 8 15 
3.5 .0600 .66 3.5 - 4.0 <43/ 8 15 
3.5 .0468 .51 3.0 - 3.5 <43/ 8 10 
3.0 .0158 .20 1.5 - 2.0 <.4 1/ 2 5 
3.0 .0606 .78 5.0 - <4 1/ 2 15 

Tape started new for each of following readings 

3.0 .0618 .79 6.0 - 6.5 4 1/ 2 15 
3.0 .0326 .42 4.5 - 5.0 41/2 10 
3.0 .0126 .16 2.0 - 4 1/ 2 '5 
3.0 .0591 .76 6.0 - 4 1/ 2 15 
3.0 .0300 .38 3.5 - 4.0 4 1/2 10 
3.0 .0067 .09 2.0 41/2 5 
3.0 .0122 .15 2.0 - 2.5 41/2 5 
3.0 .0538 .69 12.0 - 2 1/ 4 15 
3.0 .0427 .54 11.0 - 11 .5 2 1/4 10 
3.0 .0060 .08 4.5 - 21/4 5 
3.0 .0196 .25 7.5 - 21/ 4 7 1/ 2 
3.0 .0484 .62 10.0 - 21/2 15 
3.0 .0319 .41 8.0 - 21/2 10 
3.0 .0186 .24 . 5.0 - 3 7 1/2 
3.0 .0044 .06 3.0 - 3 5 
3.0 .0500 .64 6.0 - 33/ 4 15 
3.0 .0282 .36 4.5 - 5.0 33/ 4 10 
3.0 .0130 .14 2.0 - 2.5 33/4 7 1/2 
2.9 .0014 .02 1.0 (blots) 33/ 4 5 
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freezing, the practical value of the instrument can 
be determined. The values of Lw indicated by the 
curves in Fig. 4 are not presumed to be absolute, 
but rather can be used to show the relative changes 
in Lw during a given period. The efficiency of the 
porous collector and the sizes of droplets encoun
tered were not considered. Both would have con
siderable effect on the absolute Lw values. The 
tests were all made at one velocity, 21.9 mps be
cause of the difficulities with evaporation at higher 
velocities. As soon as the wind tunnel can be set 
up to give higher values of Lw at high wind ve
lOCities, a great deal more necessary informa
tion can be obtained in the range of velocities en
countered in an airplane. 

After the above tests were made, it was decided 
that another recorder should be 'built which would 
be self-powered using a spring driven motor. With 
no dependency on electrical power source, such an 
instrument could be used for tests on the slopes of 
Mt. Washington or other locations where power is 
not conveniently available. 

Consequently, an old spring-driven phonograpn 
motor was found and a recorder built around it as 
showninFig. 6. Certain changes andadditionswere 
incorporated in this model. 
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SAMPLES OF 
TAPE RECORD 
OBTAINED WITH 
THE NEW PLANE 

It was felt that some method of marking the tape 
speed would be necessary so an alarm clock mech
anism was arranged to mark the tape at one minute 
intervals. To do this a cam was put on the shaft in 
place of the minute hand in such a way that it al
lowed a small hammer to fall on top 01 the tape at 
each revolution of the cam. An inked padwas nlaced 
directly under the tape, and each mInute as the 
hammer falls, it presses the tape against the inked 
pad thus making a small ink mark. The speed can 
then be determined by measuring the distance be
tween marks. The clock, hammer, and inked pad 
can be seen to the right of the left-hand pully in 
Fig. 6. 

It has been found that the rider bar and the nar
row, rubber-roller arrangement shown at A andB, 
in Fig. 2, works better than merely rounding the 
end of the capillary tube and pressing the tape against 
it with a strip of spring bronze. This arrangement 
is shown pictorially in the center of Fig. 6. There 
is an arm with a vertical adjustment just to the left 
of the capillary tube which makes it possible to push 
the tape down and away from the end of the rider 
bar when the collector is not in a cloud. This pre
vents the tube from possible drainage and consequent 
loss of suction on the porous collector since capil
lary suction has a tendency to drain moisture from 
the collector tube. 



The collector is mounted as shown, pointed into 
the wind. The collector is protected from possible 
damage during transportation by two metal shields 
which slide up past it. 

The small horizontal cylinder shown in the upper 
right compartment of the recorder is used to prime 
tlie capillary tube system. The cylinder is filled 
with water, and a length of small diameter rubber 
hose is connected from it to the bottom ofthe capil
lary tube. By holding thecyUnder higher thanthe 
porous collector, water, in seeking its own level, 
will be forced into the capillary system and out 
through the collector. This" reverse flush" primes 
the system making it ready for exposure and, atthe 
same time, serves to flush away any dirt or other 
contaminating materials which may be picked up in 
flightthrough clouds. C are must .be taken thatthere 
are no air bubbles in the tubing since this destroys 
the suction necessary to draw in the water from the 
collecting surfaces. 

For installation in an airplane, it will, of course, 
be necessary to have the recorder inside and the 
porous collector outside (in the air stream). This 
requires that the collector and recorder be at some 
distance from one another. As long as the vertical 
distance between the collector and the bottom end 
of the capillary tube is kept the same, the horizontal 

Fig. 6 
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section of the capillary lead can be e>..iended consid
erably without altering the amount of suction applied 
to the .porous collector. 

The portable recorder shown in Fig. 6 has fittings 
in the capillary lead (just above the top of the box) 
so that it can be used in either of two ways. It can 
be used as shown, with the porous collector mounted 
right on the top of the recorder or a horizontal ex
tension of capillary tubing can be put in one of the 
fittings and the porous collector connected onto the 
outer end of it thus allowing remote recording of 
Lw such as would be required in an airplane. 

A new recorder is now being built which, it is 
hoped, has further improvements ove r the two 
models just described. The new model will have 
a choice of several constant tape speeds through 
the use of a synchronous motor. Constant speed 
is accomplished by allowing the tape to pass be
tween two rollers (like a wringer) which are driven 
by the synchronous motor. A take-up pulley keeps 
the tape wound up, but due to its friction drive, only 
enough tension is put on the tape to keep it taut. 
The speed of the tape is controlled by the speed of 
the rollers. The motor speed is varied by chang
ing gear ratios. 

Ate lechron motor is to be used for automatically 
marking the time each minute in an arrangement 



similar to that used in the second model. In ad
dition, provision will be made for manually mark
ing the tape by means of a plunger arm extending 
up through the top of the box. The latter is for check 
purposes in case of operations on a power source 
that varies from 60 cycle alternating current. 

It is also planned that a solenoid will be installed 
to lower the moving tape from contact with the lower 
end of the collector tube which may be operated by 
the meteorological observer. This will also actuate 
as ignallight on the photo pane 1. Whenever the plane 
leaves a cloud, the tape will be depressed and when 
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the cloud is entered, it will again be engaged. Be
sides providing an indication of cloud contact, it 
will also tend to keep the cloud-meter collecting 
head fully primed so that it should respond instantly 
to the liquid water content of the cloud. 

Much of the design of these new units is due to 
the efforts of Mr. W. K. Kearsley of the staff of the 
G. E. Research Laboratory. 

The new recorder should be ready for actual 
flight tests as soon as the season of above-freezing 
clouds arrives. 



SOME EXPERIMENTS ON THE FREEZING OF WATER 

by 

Robert S mith- Johannsen 
General Electric Rese arch Laboratory 

Schenectady, New York 

Although the supercooling of water is recognized 
as a very common occurrence, numerous reports 
have recently been published about it. 

In our research we have found that the freezing 
of water without supercooling would be much more 
surprising, since we have so far been unable to find 
anything that will cause freezing at OOC, except in 
contact with ice~ Normally, water will not freeze 
until it' is cooled to about -20OC. 

Lately, Raul claimed to have cooled water to 
-72oC before it froze. He accomplished this by 
means of a" system of successive sterilization of 
the nuclei of solidification." After the publication 
of this work, Bangham2, Frank3, and Ubbelohde4 

attempted to explain this phenomenon and also to 
predict certain properties of water in the low tem
perature range. Since then Cwilong5 has tried to 
repeat Rau's experiment and has proven Rau's 
measurements to be invalid. 

Another reported case of the low temperature 
freezing of water is stated by Oltramare6. He re
ported that R. Pictet and L. Dufour had cooled 
water to -400C, but no paper by either Pictet or 
Dufour states this value. 

Martin 7 cooled water to -26 0 C by repeated dis
tillation in vacuo without ebullition. 

The above experiments we r e carried out on 
water in bulk. On the other hand, Vi n c e n t J. 
Schaefer8 found that a supercooled water droplet 
cloud dispersed in air, in the absence of sublima
tion nuclei, spontaneously changes to an ice crystal 
cloud when any portion of the cloud is cooled to 
-38.9OC or lower. A few ice crystals can be ob-

1. Rau, W. Schrift. Deut. Akad. Luftfahrtforsch, 
8, (ii), 65, (1944). 

2. Bangham, D. H. Nature, 157,733, (1946). 

3. Frank, F. C. Nature, 157,267, (1946), 

4. Ubbelohde, A. F. Nature, 157, 625, (1946). 

5. Cwilong, B. M. Journal of Glaciology, 2, (1947). 

6. Oltramare, G. Arch.Sci. Phys. et nat, Geneve, 
(3),487 -501, (1879). 

7. Martin, W. H. Trans. Roy. Soc. Canada, 111, 
(3),7,219-220, (1913). 
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served at a slightly higher temperature, but the 
above temperature may be regarded as being criti
cal. 

Bernard Vonnegut9 found a number of foreign 
particles, most notably silver iodide, which cause 
the transformation from a water droplet cloud to 
an ice crystal cloud at considerably higher tem
peratures. He obtained varying results, dependi.ng 
not only on the material of which the particles were 
composed, but on their crystalline structure, size, 
etc. 

CwilonglO has also made measurements of the 
sublimation temperature in the atmosphere and 
claims a value of -41.2OC for spontaneous ice crys
tal formation in pure air and about nine degrees 
warmer for impure air. 

In Cwilong's experiment in a Wilson Cloud 
Chamber, the min i mum temperatures reached 
were calculated and not measured. Furthermore, 
the presence of ice crystals were shown by their 
seeding action on a sample of supercooled water. 
In Schaefer'S experiment, the temperature was 
measured directly and held constant, ap-d the ice 
crystals observed visually and samples obtained. 
The validity of his results see ms beyond criticism, 
and his temperature of -39.8OC should, therefore, 
be accepted as more exact. 

Cwilong' s assumption that ions act as sublima
tion nuclei has not received support from our ex
periments. In a forthcoming paper, Schaefer will 
describe a number of foreign-particle sublimation 
nuclei and their relative effectiveness at various 
temperatures. 

8. a) The Production of Ice Crystals in a Cloud 
of Supercooled Water Droplets. V . J. 
Schaefer . SCience, 104, pp. 457-459, (Nov. 
15, 1946). -

b) Second Quarterly Progress Report (Project 
CIRRUS) Contract No. W ..36-039-SC.-32427, 
p. 6, (Nov. 15, 1947). 

9. The Nucleation of Ice Formation by Silver 
Iodide. B. Vonnegut. Journal of Applied Phys
iCS,~, pp. 593-595, (July, 1947). 

10. CWilong, B. M. Proc. Roy. Soc., No. 1020, 
Vol. 190, (1947). 
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APPARATUS USED FOR FREEZING EXPERIMENTS WITH WATER 

I. Langmuirll has conceived of a mechanism 
fot the spontaneous nucleation of a supercooled 
cloud. His explanation is based on the existence 
of an air-water interface. According to the Lang
muir hypothesis, it should be pOSSible, therefore, 
to cool water out' of contact with the air below the 
critical temperature found bySchaefer and in con
tact with air down to this temperature. 

In an effort totest this hypothesis, the following 
freezing experiments were carried out which, al
though not yet complete, are significant. 

The water sample to be frozen was supported 
ona Kodapakmembrane (acertaintype of cellulose 
acetate) stretched across a 3/ 4-inch hole in a l /S 
inch copper plate. Originally, it was planned to 
eliminate the air-water interface by laying another 
Kodapak film across the water surface, thereby 
complete ly enclosing it. The first experiments 
described below were done, however, without this 
cover, and the water sample was exposed to the 
air. The sample was then lowered onto a mercury 
covered copper stud about 1/4 inch in diameter and 
in thermal contact with a cooling system whose 
temperature could be accurately controlled. In 
this way, no air -solid interface, below OOC,was 
in contact with the liquid. The presence of ice, 
clear or opaque, could be recognized by means of 
a polarized beam of light which passed through the 
sample, was reflected from the mercury surface, 
and reached the observer through another polarizer 
with its plane of polarization parallel to the first. 
The presence of ice caused birefringence which 
could be easily detected. 

11. Contained in a paper not yet published. 
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Considerable work was done in deVising tech
niques for satisfactorily cleaning the surfaces and 
purifying the water. It was found that loosely ad 
hering dust on, the fresh Kodapak surface could best 
be removed by simply rolling drops of distilled 
water across it. Examination under a microscope 
was used to make sure no dust or dirt remained. 
Various methods of purifying water were tried, 
among the m distillation, condensation, diffusion 
through a formvar membrane, and pressure filter
ing. 

Many freezing runs have shown the crystalliza
tion temperature to be independent of the rate of 
cooling; the previous history, sue h as previous 
freezing, and the temperature to which water has 
been raised to between freezing, cycles. 

Datafrom four sets of experiments give an aver
age crystallization temperature of -19.2OC with a 
maximum of -lS.00C and a minimum of -200C. 

1. -19.00 , -lS.00 

2. -19.50 , -20.5° 

3. -20.00, _19.20 

4. -lS.00, -20.00 

These results show that the supercooling of water 
is not at all an unusual phenomenon. The normal 
temperature at which water freezes is, therefore, 
in the absence of a n'y known foreign nucleating 
materials, very close to -200C, and not as is com
monly believed at OOC. It might also be mentioned 
that considerable vibration was present during all 
of the above tests, and it had no observablerlUcleat
ing effect. Various means were employed to make 



sure that the exact temperature in the sample was 
known, and they indicated that the readings were 
reliable . One method was to check on the melting 
point of the ice when the temperature was rising, 
and another was to continuous ly bombard the sample 

. surface with ice nuclei streaming from a tiny piece 
of dry ice he ld directly above it, and observing when 
freezing took place. This method of preventing 
supercooling was suggested by Vincent J. Schaefer. 

A number of powdered materials were introduced 
tothe sample in an attempt to make the water freeze 
at OOC. So far, nothing has been found which can 
effect this . Some results follow:--

Material ----

Recently LaMer and Yates at Columbia Univer
sity12 conducted experiments on the precipitation 
of sulfur from dilute solutions of sodium thiosulfate 
and H C 1. They found that ultra-sonic irradiation 
of the water of which the solutions were subsequently 
made caused a delay in detectable precipitation of 
approximately four times the normal. This tech
nique was tried in our experiments, and we found 
that irradiating a sample in a methyl methacrylate 
container, at one megacycle for thirty seconds, had 
a pronounced effect on the crystallization tempera
ture of the water. This water retained this property 
even after standing two months in a glass bottle. 

°C Average OC 

Aquadag - 7.2 , - 6.8, - 6.8 - 6.9 

Silver Iodide 8.0, - 9.5, - 9.0, - 9.0 S.8 

Graphite" 280" - 8.8, - 9.8, - 9.8, - 9.8 - 9.5 

Zinc Sulfide -11.0, -11.6, -12.2, -12.3 -11.5 

Zinc Oxide -13.0, -13.5 -13.3 

Iodoform -13.7, -13.7 , -13.2 -13.5 

Lead Sulfide -11.8, -12 .3, -14.3 
-13.8, -15.3, -13.9 -13.9 

Sulfur -15 .0, -14.8, -15.6 -15.1 

Zinc Oxide (dri -Filmed) '-18.0 , -17.0, -16.5 - 17.1 

Pepsin (surface) -20.3, -16.5, -17.0 -17.9 

AgI ppt.. from acetone -18.0 

There is one interesting conclusion to be drawn 
from the above observations. Graphite has been 
tried in many ways as asublimation nuclei for ic~, 
and is found to be practically without effect. How
ever, as a freezing nucleus (in water), it seems to 
be even more efficient than silver iodide. This 
means that we must distinguish between"sublima
tion" nuclei and" freezing" nuclei and recognize 
that the mechanism of nucleation in each case is 
different. 

The possibility immediately suggests itself that 
very often crystallization in bulk water may be 
started by a chance contact with a" sublimation" 
nuclei, rather than by a" freezing" nuclei already 
contained in the liquid. It also suggests the pos- ' 
sibiIity of cooling water considerably below OOC 
and keeping it there indefinitely when care is taken 
to eliminate the introduction of sublimation nuclei 
as well as freezing nuclei. Having pure water is 
not enough. 

12. Influence of Ultra-sonic Radiation up 0 n the 
Phase Transition in the formation of colloidal 
Sulfur. V.K. LaMerandJ. W. Yates, Columbia 
University. Paper presented at NationalAcad
emy of Sciences, Nov. 18,1947. 
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Five measurements of crystallization tempera
ture were made on this water, each measurement 
being made on a new surfa.ce using a new sample 
of water. 

2. - 28.7 0 C 

3. -28.5OC 

4. -30.0OC 

5. -29 .00C 

All these measurements were made with the 
water sample in contact with air, and in each test, 
the temperature was checked by noting the melting 
point with rising temperature. 

It was found that freezing took place in two dif
ferent ways at low temperature. Often the water 
seemed to freeze with great rapidity from many 
locations to form an opaque, milky ice easily rec
ognized by the naked eye. However, the freezing 
sometimes took place in an altogether different 
manner, and could only be observed through po
laroids. In these cases, single, beautifully colored 
crystals could be seen to grow slowly out from 
widely separated nuclei. Sometimes only one cry
stal developed in a whole water sample. 



SMOKE FROM SMELTING OPERATIONS AS A 
POSSIBLE SOURCE OF SILVER IODIDE NUCLEI 

by 

Raymond E. Falconer and Bernard Vonnegut 

The fact that large numbers ' of nuclei for snow 
formation can be formed from small amounts of 
silver iodide(1) has suggested the possibility that 
large numbers of silver iodide nuclei may inad
vertently be introduced into the atmosphere in the 
course of chemical operations involving silver or 
silver iodide. 

The release of large numbers of silver iodide 
particles might be expected to have an effect on the 
weather by increasing precipitation from super
cooled clouds. 

The most likely sources of silver iodide nuclei 
are smelting operations carried out on ores contain
ing appreciable quantities of silver . The best and 
most direct method of finding the number of nuclei 
produced by smelting operations is to make meas
,urements on the nuclei content of these smokes 
where they are produced. However, this has not yet 
been feasible. Therefore, investigations have been 
limited to determine if meteorological records show 
evidence of effects that might be attributed to such 
nuclei and if it is reasonable to suppose that suf
ficient nuclei are produced to influence the weather. 

Through the co-operation of Mr. C. Dodge of the 
Phelps Dodgp. Corporation in New York City, ar
rangements were made for a conference with Mr. 
W. H. Osborn, director of their research laboratory. 
At this conference, Mr. Osborn and members of his 
group furnished a list of smelting plants in the 
United States and their location in order that mete
orological data might be checked in their vicinity 
for possible evidence of increased precipitation. 
Mr. Osborn outlined the various operations of smelt
ing and the manner in which they were carried out 
and furnished data on typical smelting operations. 

'The following information was obtained: 

1. The stack losses of silver in smelting oper
ations are small . These losses are determined by 
subtracting the sum of measured mechanical slag 
losses and silver yield from the silver content of 
the ore. In a typical report of operation, these 
losses varied from 0.33 per ce:1t to 1.14 per cent 
in a typical report. Because of inaccuracies in 
analYSiS, these losses can sometimes be reported 
as a gain. The estimated silver loss for this 

country on the basis of one half of one per cent 
stack loss is of the order of a pound of silver per 
hour. 

2. In order to reduce stack losses, bag nouse 
filters and Cottrell precipitators are generally 
llsed which greatly reduce the number of solid 
particles lost from the stacks. Bag house filters 
have been in general use as far back as 1880. 

3. In order to insure the efficient operation of 
smoke filters, the stacks of a smelter are constantly 
watched for escaping smoke resulting from filter 
failure. No particular meteorological phenomena 
associated with these flue gases have been noticed, 
although phenomena of the sort that might be ex
pected from nuclei might pass unnoticed by an un
trained observer. 

4. Iodine is not known to be present in the ores 
commonly smelted. That the occurrence of iodine in 
the mining region of Utah and Colorado is probably 
small is indicated by state measures which have 
been taken to supply iodine in salt to remedy a 
dietary deficiency of this element. 

5. The flue gases resulting from smelting oper
ations frequently contain as much as several per 
cent of sulphur dioxide. 

If the silver lost in smelting operations were 
efficiently dispersed as particles of silver iodide, 
enough nuclei might be released to seed as much 
as ten to one hundred thousand cubic miles of atmos
phere per hour with one particle per cubic inch. 

For efficient production of nuclei, sever'al con
ditions woulp have to be met. The particles of silver 
iodide would have to be of the order of 0.01 to 
0.10 microns in diameter. Sufficient iodine would 
have to be available to form silver iodide with the 
silver . It seems unlikely on the basis of the evidence 
thus far that either of these conditions are met. In 
addition, sulphur dioxide and other impurities are 
present in such large amounts that it is possible 
no nuclei could form. 

On the basis of the information available at 
present, it seems very doubtful that sufficient nuclei 
are released by smelters to have an appreciable 
effect on the weather. 

(1) First Quarterly Report Meteorological Research. July, 1947. 
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Meteorological records have been ched;ed for 
possible evidence of the effects of silver iodide 
nuclei near smelters. 

1' he state of Utah, particularly that section north 
and east of Great Salt Lake, has a large number of 
lead, copper, and silver smelters in operation so 
it was decided to investigate the precipitation record 
for the state and compare the annual precipitation 
amounts with the yearly output from the smelters. 
If there were any effects of silver iodide on the 
amount of precipitation, it should become evident by 
this comparison and would be indicated by above 
normal amounts of rain or snow during years of 
high smelter production and vice versa. In other 
words, the precipitation curves would follow the 
smelter output curves fairly well. 

The map of Utah' s annual precipitation distribu
tion shows two areas of maximum rain and snow 
fall in two directions extending from the vicinity 
of the smelters - one area to the north and the other 
to the east. Each area is about 150 miles long and 
about 20 - 30 miles wide . The annual precipitation 
there is 20 inches or more . There are several 
smaller areas of similar amount scattered in a linE' 
across the state from NE to SW. 

One might think at first glance that the presence 
of silver iodide in the atmosphere could account 
for the two heavy precipitation areas being just to 
leeward of the smelters. However, these areas 
also extend along the ridges of the mountains where 
greater precipitation normally occurs. 

The curve of annual production of silver(2) in 
the United States (see Fig. 1) shows a steady output 
level from 1896 to 1908. There was then an increase 
in production up to a peak in 1916 followed by a 
decline to 1\)21. There was a sharp increase in 
1922-23 and then another decline with a minimum 
in 1932 (the depreSSion years) . Another increase 
in production occurred from 1932-37 followed by 
a small decline in 1939and then, in 1940, production 
was on the way up again. 

The curve of copper production (3) shows a more 
or less steady increase from 1896 to 1914 with a 

sharp increase during the early World War I years, 
1914-16. From 1916 to 1941, the curve follows · 
closely that of silver production during the same 
period. 

In Fig. 2 are plotted curves of annual departure 
from normal precipitation for the state of Utah and 
for all of the United States west of (and including) 
the Rocky Mountains. (4) Data is for the period 
1896-1940. It will be seen that precipitation for the 
state of utah closely follows that for the whole 
western third of the country. 

The curve for the latter section shows a de
ficiency in precipitation from 1897 to 1904. Be
ginning in 1904, the tendency was toward above nor
mal conditions up to 1916, followed by a very dry 
period from 1928 to 1935. The wettest year was 
1906 while the driest was in 1924. 

A study of Figures 1 and 2 shows that the copper 
and silver production curves do not particularly 
follow the annual precipitation curve for the western 
U. S. and since the precipitation curve for utah 
follows that of the western U. S., it seems reasonable 
to conclude that there is no definite relation between 
the amount of precipitation in areas of smelter op
eration and the output from these smelters. 

Complete data (1896-1940) was not found for 
preCipitation at any individual station in the heavy 
precipitation areas east and north of Salt Lake City 
so that a more local comparison between smelter 
output and preCipitation could not be made. How
ever, the curve of annual departure from normal 
precipitation for Salt Lake City has been found to 
closely follow the curves in Fig. 1 and probably is 
representative of other localities near the smelter 
operations . 

It seems safe to say then that there is no ap
parent large scale effect of smelter operation on 
the amount of precipitation. This is probably due 
to the precaution taken to filter the smokes during 
the smelting process. If any silver or silver iodide 
crystals do escape into the atmosphere, their effect 
on precipitation is probably negligible and not 
enough to be evident in meteorological records. 

(2) a. Summarized Data of Silver Production, U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Mines, 
Economic Paper 8. 

b. Year Book of the American Bureau of Metal Statistics. 1941. 

(3) Summarized Data of Copper Production. U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Mines, 
Economic Paper 1. 

(4) Climate and Man. U. S. Department of Agriculture, 1941. 
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PRODUCTION OF ICE CRYSTALS BY THE ADIABATIC EXPANSION OF GAS 

In experiments on a supercooled cloud produced 
in a home freezer, V. J. Schaefer (1) showed that 
at temperatures of -38.90 C or lower water vapor 
spontaneously forms ice crystals in very large 
numbers. By the adiabatic expansion of air· in a 
Wilson Cloud Chamber, B. M. Cwilong (2) found 
similarly that ice crystals were produced at tem
peratures below -350 C. Simple and interesting ex
periments can be performed by a combination of 
th~se two techniques. 

A child's pop gun fired into a supercooled cloud 
in a cold chamber produces very large numbers of 
ice crystals. The adiabatic expansion of the air 
as it is released from the gun reduces its temper
ature to below -38.90C with the consequent produc
tion of large numbers of ice crystals. If the cork 
is not put into the gun tightly enough, the tempera
tures produced are above-08.90 C andno ice crystals 
result. 

In order to rule out the possibility that the loud 
noise from the pop gun might have caused nucleation, 
a mixture of potassium chlorate and sulfur was 
exploded in the supercooled cloud. Although the 
report was far louder than the pop gun, no ice 
crystals were observed. 

A bottle of carbonated beverage having sufficient 
pressure produces large numbers of ice crystals 
when it is suddenly opened in a supercooled cloud. 
Bottles of carbonated drinks kept in the freezing 
compartment of a household refrigerator often be
come supercooled. Frequently, these bottles do 
not freeze until the cap is removed. If such a bottle 
is watched as the cap is removed, many ic-e crystals 
can be seen to form at the surface of the liquid and 
spread throughout the bottle. A miniature snow 

storm produced in the gas in the neck of the Dottle 
starts the crystallization of the contents. It has 
been observed that a bottle of supercooled beverage 
can be caused to freeze by tapping the surface of 
the container. Such a tap undoubtedly causes adia
batic compression and expansion of any minute 
bubbles in the liquid which could momentarily re
duce their temperature to below -38.90C, thus 
starting the formation of ice crystals. 

The vapor trails which sometimes stream off 
the propeller tips and wings of airplanes flying at 
low temperatures probably are similar to the fore
going phenomena. As the propeller or . wing passes 
through the air, it causes adiabatic expansion of 
the air in certain regions. If the temperature of 
the atmosphere is sufficiently low, this expansion 
will momentarily reduce the temperature to a value 
at which ice crystals form spontaneously. If the 
atmosphere is supersaturated with respect to ice, 
these ice crystals will grow into a visible vapor 
trail. 

The surprisingly large number of ice crystals 
produced by the rapid expansion of even a small 
quantity of air can be shown by bursting a small 
rubber ballOon in a supercooled cloud. A balloon 
about 1.5 mm in diameter when burst in a super
cooled cloud at -20oC produces at least 3byl07 
snow crystals or about 1.6 bylOl0 crystals per cc 
of expanded air. 

Experiments under carefully controlled con
ditions are being conducted in this laboratory by 
V. J. Schaefer to determine quantitative relation
ships between the number of crystals produced and 
the temperature, pressure, VOlume, and humidity 
of the expanded air. 

1. a) V. J. Schaefer. The Production of Ice Crystals in a Cloud of Supercooled Water Droplets. SCIENCE, 
104, 457-459, (1946). 

b) V. J. Schaefer. The Production of Clouds Containing Supercooled Water Droplets or Ice Crystals 
under Laboratory Conditions. BULLETIN OF AMERICAN METEOROLIGICAL SOCIETY, 29,No . 4, 
175-182, (April, 1948) . -

2. B. M. Cwilong. NATURE, 155, 361-362, (1945) . 
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NUCLEATION OF SUPERCOOLED WATER CLOUDS BY SILVER IODIDE SMOKES 

A. INTRODUCTION 

About a year and a half ago, it was found that 
silver iodide smokes had the property of causing 
snowflakes to form in a supercooled cloud. (1) It is 
believed that silver iodide particles are good nuclei 
for ice formation because ofthe close resemblance 
of their crystal structure to that of ice . Experi
mentation has been underway to learn mOre about 
the production and behavior of these smokes. The 
work to be described in this account should be re
garded as preliminary. The techniques and appa
ratus used in the work frequently leave much to be 
desired in the way of precision. The results are 
tentative and await confirmation by better experi
ments.This work, despite the uncertainties in it, 
nevertheless sheds light on the mechanism of nu
cleation and suggests new experiments and improved 
technique s for giving a more complete picture of the 
phenomena associated with nucleation by silver 
iodide. 

B. APPARATUS AND TECHNIQUES FOR 
MEASUREMENTS ON SMOKES 

1. Wind Tunnel 

In order to determine the output of a source of 
silver iodide smoke, it is necessary to secure a 
sample of smoke for testing that is a known frac
tionof the total output. This was accomplished by 
diluting the output of the smoke generator with a 
large known flow of air, and taking a known volume of 
this dilute smoke for testing. The smoke generator 
was placed in front of a quarter horsepower electric 
fan, three feet in diameter, which sucked the smoke 

along with a large volume of air into a crude wind 
tunnelfour feet square in cross section alld twenty
four feetlong. The stirring action ofthe fan and the 
turbulence in the tunnel mixed the smoke with the 
air to produce a more dilute smoke which was dis
cnarged at the other end of the tunnel where samples 
were taken. When a heavy white oil smoke was in
troduced into the tunnel, it appeared to be quite uni
formly mixed and diluted as it left the tunnel. The 
rate of flow in the tunnel, as determined by measur
ing the velocity with a vane-type anemometer, was 
4 byl06 cm3 jsec. 

Of the silver iodide smokes used, all except the 
ones having the largest particle size were com
pletely invisible under the conditions of the experi
ment. The smokes having the largest particles were 
.quite transparent and of a pale blue or purple ap
pearance in the sunlight. 

2. Smoke Sampling and Diluting Syringe 

In many of the cases, only a fraction of a cubic 
centimeter of the smoke from the tunnel is needed 
for a test. Precipitation on the walls of a contain
er of this size would be very rapid. Therefore, a 
syringe was constructed for taking a sample of the 
smoke and diluting it quantitatively to any desired 
amount. The syringe, (Fig. 1), consists of a meta~ 
tube three inches in diameter with a piston and 
leather washers which can be moved back and forth 
afixed distance. A sample of smoke was taken with 
the syringe and then diluted to the desired concen
tration by moving the piston in and out the requisite 
number of times in smoke-free air, up-wind from 
the tunnel. 

ADJUSTABLE 
COLLAR 

/ 

SMOKE SAMPLING AND DILUTING SYRINGE 

FIG. 1 
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3. Cold Chamber 

The early measurements on the number of nuclei 
contained in silver iodide smokes were made using 
Schaefer's technique,(2) A measured volume of 
smoke was introduced into a supercooled cloudin a 
home freezer, and the number of snow cry stals pro
duced per cubic centimeter was visually estimated. 

This technique has been slightly modified in the 
more recent work and the apparatus used is shown 
in Fig. 2. The tests were carried out in a brass 
cylinder 15 inches high and 12 inches in diameter 
having walls l/2-inch thick to provide gOOd. thermal 
conductivity. 

The chamber, which was closed at the bottom, was 
maintained at a low temperature by placing itin a Jour 
cubic foot heme freezer. The freezer thermostat was 
used to regulate the temperatures. A supercooled 
cloud was maintained in the refrigerated cylinder by 
evaporating water from wet paper toweling wound 
around a IS-watt electric heater placed in the lower 
part of the cylinder. A hinged masonite lid was used 
to close the top of the cylinder during tests. The 
temperature at the top of the cylinder was found to 
be about 20 C warmer than at the bottom. The mini
mum temperature obtainable in the chamber was 

-20oC. In future experiments, it is highly desirable 
that lower temperatures be obtainable and that pro
visions be made for better temperature regulation. 

Smokes were tested by introducing them from the 
sampling syringe into the supercooled cloud in the 
cylinder. A stack of cold microscope slides was 
placed in the bottom of the cylinder. The snowflakes, 
produced by the action of the smoke, settled on the 
bottom ofthe cylinder and on the topmost micro
scope slide. At intervals, two minutes apart, the 
slide on which the snow had fallen was removed, 
thus exposing the slide beneath. The slide which was 
removed was· then examined under a microscope 
keptin the freezer. By means of a Whipple eye
piece, the number of flakes collected per square 
millimeter in a two-minute period was counted. 
When the rate of snowfall had dropped to a low value, 
the total number of flakes which had fallen per 
square millimeter was determined by adding the 
numbers which had fallen in each two-minute sam
ple. The total number of snow crystals which would 
have been produced by the entire output of the gen
erator could then be calculated from the area of the 
bottom of the cylinder, the volume and dilution of 
the smoke introduced, and the volume rate of pro
duction of the smoke. 

HOME FREEZER 

BRASS CYLINDER 

WATER VAPORIZER 

THERMOMETER 

Jk~~~~~~~1~tr STACK OF MICROSOPE SLIDES 

APPARATUS FOR COUNTING NUCLEI IN SMOKE 

FIG. 2 
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4. Electron Microscope Examination of Smoke 

Smokes being tested were examined with the 
electron microscope to determine their appearance 
and particle size. Samples of smoke were precipi
tated on a formvar film supported on a fine wire 
screen by moving it for about a minute in and out of 
the smoke stream about three feetfrom the genera
tor. The smoke stream at this pOint is still quite 
warm. The sample screen, because it is in the 
smoke only a moment at a time , remains cool so 
thermal precipitation may playa part in the collec
tion of the smoke. 

Under these conditions of precipitation, it is quite 
likely that particles of a certain size maybe selec
tively precipitated, so that the sample obtained is 
not entirely representative of the smoke. A mOre 
reliable method would be desirable so that more 
trustworthy data can be obtained. 

The smoke samples were photographed lIsing the 
electron microscope. Determinations of the particle 
size and the number of particles percc of material 
were made from these photographs. 

5. Smoke Generator 

The smokes used in these tests were produced 
by a smoke generator constructed from a cc,mmer
cial compressed air atomizing nozzle of the sort 
used for paint spraying and humidifying (Binks 
No. 174). The generator is shown in Fig. 3. Com
pressed hydrogen gas at 20 pounds pe r square inch 
was applied instead of air to the air inlet of the noz
zle and a solution of silver iodide was used as the 
liquid to be sprayed. The hydrogen s tream as it left 
the nozzle was ignited. The heatofthe flame vapor
ized the silver iodide in the spray into a gas which, 
upon mixing with the atmosphere, condensed into a 

smoke of small silver iodide particles. In order to 
prevent the hydrogen flame from being blown out by 
the wind, a flame holder conSisting of a piece of 
3/ 4-in. pipe two and one-half inches long was placed 
1/ 2 inch from the spray nozzle, . At a pressure of 
20 pounds per square inch, the spray nozzle used 
about three cubic feet of hydrogen per minute 
(measured at atmospheric pressure). 

6. Silver Iodide Solutions 

Although silver iodide is very insoluble in water 
and organic liquids, it is quite soluble in acetone or 
water solutions containing a soluble iodide such as 
sodium or ammonium iodide . The solutions used in 
this work were made by dissolving 200 gms of AgI 
and 100gms of NH41 in a mixture of 750 cc of ace
tone and 250 cc of water. A dilute solution was also 
used which was made by diluting the above solution 
to ten times its volume with acetone. Solutions can 
be diluted any desired amount with acetone; however, 
dilution with water causes precipitation of the sil
ver iodide. Ammonium iodide was used in the solu
tions for these experiments because it probably is 
completely decomposed in'the hydrogen flame, thus 
leaving a smoke of uncontaminated silver iodide. 

The rate at which silver iodide was fed into the 
smoke generator was varied by controlling the rate 
of flow of solution by adjusting the valve on the 
nozzle and by using solutions of different concen
trations. 

C. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

1. Decrease in Rate of Snow Formation after 
Seeding 

There was found to be a large difference in the 
behavior of the sUDercooled cloud when it was seeded 
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with the low temperature air produced by a pop gun 
and when it was seeded with silver iodide smoke. 
From Fig.4 it can be seen that although many snow 
crystals were produced by the low temperature from 
the pop gun, all of these crystals had precipitated 
to the bottom of the container at the end of ten 
minutes. When the cloud was seeded with silver 
iodide smoke, however, a measurable number of 
ice crystals were still precipitating at the end of 
almost an hour. The rate of snowfall decreases to 
one half each two Or three minutes. This rate of 
decrease was not found to vary Significantly with 
temperature or with the particle size of the smoke 
although, as it will be seen, the total number of 
snow crystals varied over several factors of ten, 
depending on the temperature of the supercooled 
cloud. 

2. Precipitation of Smoke in Syringe 

One possible source of error in these experi
ments is that which might be caused by coagulation 
and preCipitation of the smoke in the sampling syr
inge. In order to evaluate this rate of disappearance, 
tests were made in which small smoke samples 

(\I 

were withdrawn from the syringe after it had been 
inthe syringe for varying periods of time. Thenum
ber of effective nuclei in a sample of smoke was 
found to decrease by one ·half every twenty minutes. 
The time required to take, dilute, and discharge a 
sample into the cold chamber was never more than 
a minute or two so that the changes in the smoke 
occurring during this time were not large. 

3. Number of Ice Crystals per Gram of Silver Iodide 

The results of experiments carried out with dif
ferent settings of the smoke generator and in super
cooled clouds at different temperatures is shown In 
Fig. '5. In this graph, the results are also given for 
the electron microscope examination. The number 
of particles of silver iodide per gram of silver 
iodide was computed by measuring the approxi
mate mass of silver iodide on a given area of the 
sample and then counting the number of particles in 
the same area. The computation was based on the 
assumption that the density ofthe particles was the 
same as that of silver iodide crystals. Figure 6 
shows electron photomicrographs of a typical 
smoke. 
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D. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

trates a significant difference between the behavior 
of a cloud seeded with silver iodide and one seeded 
by a pop gun. Seeding with a pop gun or dry ice pro
duces very large numbers of small ice crystals by 
cooling a small region of the cloud to a temperature 
.at which spontaneous nucleation takes place . These 
ice crystals then mix with the cloud and grow at the 
expense ofthe supercooled water drops. From Fig. 
4, it can be seen that although a large number of ice 
crystals is produced by the pop gun, all of these 
crystals have preCipitated out at the end of ten min
utes. Now if all of the silver iodide particles put 
into the cloud formed ice crystals at the time they 
were introduced, they, too, should have precipitated 
out at the endoften minutes. However, at the end of 
almost an hour, ice crystals are still precipitating. 
This leads one to the conclusion that all of the sil
ver iodide particles do notform ice crystals imme
diately and that even at the end of half an hour or 
more, appreciable numbers of silver iodide parti
cleshave notyetformed snow crystals and ue still 
present in the cloud. 

The work thus far is n.ot of sufficient scope to give 
straightforward answers to many questions which 
arise concerning the mechanism of silver iodide 
nucleation. It is the purpose of this discussion to 
venture some possible explanations for the experi
mental observations. 

1. Formation of Ice Crystals 
Figure 4, which shows the number of snow crys

tals precipitating per minute after seeding, illus-
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There are various possible explanations for the 
time required for silver iodide particles to initiate 
the formation of ice cry stals in a supercooled cloud. 
One possibility is that in order for an ice crystal to 
form on a crystal of silver iodide, a certain critical 
number of water molecules must by chance arrange 
themselves on its surface in the structure of ice. 
According to this explanation, a silver iodide parti
cle would not act as a nucleus until this event took 
place. The presence of a silver iodide surface might 
be regarded as merely greatly increasingthe .orob
ability of the formation of ice. 

If we take a simplified view of the theory of nucle
ationas advanced by Gibbs, in supercooledwater or 
in a region supersaturated with respect to ice, the 
water molecules by chance,from time to time, ar
range themselves in the lattice of crystalline ice. 
If these minute aggregations are smaller than a cer
tam Size, their vapor pressure is greater than that 
of the supersaturated region and they are unstable 
and break up. ]f, on the other hand, they are larger 
than a certain size, their vapor pre ssure is such that 
they are stable and continue to grow, The lower the 
temperature, the smaller will be the critical size 
necessary for stability, Schaefer (3) has found, 
using clean air free of dust, that the rate at which 
nuclei occur is very small at temperatures above 

.. .. • 

-38.goC. However, in the presence of a silver iodide 
surface , it is pOSSible, because of the close simi
larity between ice and silver iodide, that the prob
ability of the chance formation of a nucleus is greatly 
increased and is large even at temperatures as high 
as -100C . 

Another way of looking at the phenomenon is to 
consider the growth of an ice crystal as the forma
ation of a crystal of ice on ice. We know that this 
takes place with the greatest ease . The formation 
of ice on a large surface of ice requires the forma
tion of very little new ice surface and hence there 
is little change in surface energy. For every new 
ice surface formed, an almost equal ice surface is 
covered up. However, when a new ice surface is 
formed in the absence of any other surface, large 
amounts of surface energy are required relative to 
the free energy decrease in the formation ofthe in
terior of the new phase. Because of the close simi
larity of ice and silver iOdide, the formation of ice 
on a silver iodide surface probably involves only a 
small amount of surface energy, and therefore, the 
the chances of this taking place are good. 

The lower the temperature, the smaller will be 
the critical size of a stable nucleus. Because the 
critical size is small at low temperatures , the 
chances of a nucleus forming are, in general, better . 
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Hence, the rate of nucleus formation is generally 
greater at low temperatures. 

Another possible explanation for the time re
quired for silver iodide particles toform ice crys
tals can be based on the assumption that the silver 
iodide particles produced by the generator are not 
all in the hexagonal form which is similar to ice. 
Possibly they might exist in a metastable condition 
as a supercooled liquid or as some other modifi
cation. In this case, the rate at which they react 
to form ice crystals would be determined by the 
rate at which they transform into the stable hexa
'gonal form. However, it appears for several reasons 
that this factor is probably not large in these ex
periments. It has been found that the silver iodide 
smokes used in these tests will nucleate silver 
iodide solutions supersaturated with respect to the 
hexagonal form and that the crystals which result 
are of the hexagonal variety . The number of such 
nuclei in a given volume of smoke is of the same 
order of magnitude asthe number of particles de
termined by the electron microscope. It, therefore, 
seems probable that at room temperature most of 
the smoke particles are ofthe hexagonal structure. 
In addition, one would expect, if the rate - dete rmining 
factor inVOlved the transformation of the silver 
iodide particles themselves, that smokes aged for 
a period of time at low temperature would show a 
different rate of falling off of ice crystalformation 
when they are put in a supercooled cloud. Thishas 
not been observed. 

Another possibility is that the formation of an 
ice crystal under the influence of a silver iodide 
particle can take place only in the liquid phase. In 
this case, the rate of ice crystal formation might 
be limited by the rate at which silver iodide par
ticles entered into supercooled water drops. This 
could occur either by diffusion ofthe particle to the 
drop or by condensation of a drop on a particle. It 
has been found that when a suspension of silver 
iodide particles in water is sprayed into a super
cooled cloud, ice crystals are formed. It is, there
fore, probably that silver iodide particles can act 
as nucleating agents in a liquid water drop. However, 
it has not been definitely established that this is a 
necessary condition for silver iodide to act. If we 
assume this to be the rate governing factor in these 
experiments, we are faced with the problem of ex
plaining the large effect of temperature on the total 
number of ice crystals produced. As will be dis
cussed later , the variation of the number of ice 
crystals produced with temperature can be explained 
on the basis that the rate of nucleation increases 
greatly with decreasing temperatures. There is no 
reason to expect that the rate at which particles 
enter water drops is particularly temperature 
sensitive. It is quite possible that the time required 
for a particle to enter a water drop is of consider
able importance in these experiments but it is 

probably not the most important rate-governing 
factor . 

The interpretation of results is further compli
cated by the possibility that the small particles of 
silver iodide smoke may dissolve in water drops 
before they have a chance to start the formation of 
an ice crystal. At 250C the solubility of silver 
iodide in water is about 1 by 10-8 mols/ liter,( 4) A 
water drop 10 microns in diameter on this basis 
should be capable of dissohTing a silver iodide par
ticle about 100 R in diameter. The solubility should 
be somewhat greater for particles of this small size. 
However, the effect of particle size should be 
counteracted to some extent by a decreased solu
bility at the lower temperatures. If these factors 
are of importance, the kinetics of the nucleation 
may be dependent to a large extent on the rate of 
solution of the silver iodide particles in the water 
drops. 

The author is inclined to favor the explanation 
that the rate of ice crystal formation is governed 
primarily by the rate of spontaneous ice nucleus 
formation on the silver iodide particles. In some 
as yet unreported experiments on the nucleation of 
supercooled water and supercooled tin, the author 
measured at constant temperature the rate of so
lidification of systems composed of a number of 
independent supercooled drops. It was observed 
that the drops did ,not all freeze at once, but froze 
at a rate which steadily decreased with time. This 
rate of freezing greatly increased as the tempera
ture was lowered. In these experiments, foreign 
particles and surfaces were present which undoubt
edly served as foreign nuclei. The time required 
for these drops to freeze could be best explained 
on the basis of the chance formation of stable nuclei 
on the foreign surfaces. It seems reasonable to 
believe that in the case of nucleation by silver iodide 
that similar phenomena play a dominant role. 

If we proceed on the assumption that silver iodide 
merely increases the rate of the chance formation 
of spontaneous ice crystals, it is possible to come 
to some conclusions as to the magnitude of the rate 
and its dependence on temperature. The particles 
of silver iodide introduced into the cold chamber 
undoubtedly become lost as potential nuclei by pre
cipitation on the walls of the chamber. The rate of 
precipitation on the walls is probably large because 
ofthermal diffusion re suiting from the 15-watt heater 
in the vaporizer. One would expect the rate at which 
particles disappear by precipitation on the walls to 
be proportional to the concentration of the particles. 
On the basis of this assumption, the concentration 
of particles would decrease exponentially with time. 
If the rate of snow formation is proportional to the 
concentration, this, too, should decrease expo
nentially with time. This is experimentally observed 
to be the case. 



On the basis of the foregoing assumptions, one 
can analyze the situation mathematically. 

If c is the number of silver iodide particles per 
unit volume at a time t then: 

(1) 

where Kl is the rate at which the silver iodide par
ticle s form ice crystals and K2 is the rate at which 
they are being removed from the cloud by precipi
tation or other causes. By integrating Eq. 1, we 
obtain an expression for the concentration c at any 
time: 

(2) 

where cOis the concentration at time t =-0: If N is 
the number of ice crystals formed per unit volume 
then, 

which when integrated gives for the number of 
crystals formed at time t: 

K i co 1 _ e-(K1 + K 2)t 
N = (4) 

Kl + K2 

Or when precipitation is complete 

Kl 
N = K K· Co 

1 + 2 

or 

(5) 

(6) 

The fact that the rate at Which the rate of snowfall 
decreases with time is not greatly influenced by 
temperature , while the total number of crystals 
produced increases by a large factor with a small 
temperature decrease, indicates that at higher tem
peratures K2 is far greater than K 1. This is another 
way of saying that at higher temperatures the rate 
at which the silver iodide particles form snowflakes 
is so small that a large majority of them precipitate 
on the container walls before they have a chance to 
form snow crystals. At -200C the number of snow 
crystals obtained is about the same as the number 
of particles determined from the electron micro
scope so that it is reasonable to assume that atthis 
temperature practically all of the smoke particles 
form snowflakes. 

If we assume that the rate at which precipitation 
decFeases with time at the higher temperature is 
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determined solely by K2, then K2 computed from 
the curve in Fig. 4 is approximately 6by 10-3 per 
sec . From the data in Fig. 5, Nl and Co can be 
estimated and from them and the above value for 
K2 , values for K 1 for different smokes at different 
temperatures can be computed. 

These values expressed as half life in hours are 
as follows: 

Mg AgI/ Sec 

1.5 
7.5 

37.5 

Range of 
Particle Diameter 

30 - 700R 
50 - 1070R 

130 - 1400R 

Half Life 
in Hours 

-13 0 C -lOoC 
5.5 173 
1.9 75 
1.4 67 

If this data is extrapolated on the assumption 
that the log of the nucleation changes linearly with 
the reciprocal of the absolute temperature, we find 
that at -50C the half life is several years while at 
-200 C it is a few seconds and at -250c a few milli
·seconds. 

This large effect of temperature on the nucleation 
rate is of the same order of magnitude as that ob
served in the measurements on supercooled water 
drops and on supercooled tin drops. 

The curves in Fig. 5 show a maximum for the 
number of nuclei produced per gram of silver iodide 
at a certain rate of silver iodide consumption. This 
is probably because at a low rate of 'consumption, 
the particles produced are so small that their re
action rate is small and many of them precipitate 
out before they have a chance to serve as nuclei. 
At high rates of consumption, the particles formed 
are larger and react more rapidly, but because they 
are larger, fewer are formed per gram of silver 
iodide . 

2. Diffusion Coefficient of Smoke 

An average diffusion coefficient for the silver 
iodide smoke can be calculated from measurements 
made on the rate at which the smoke precipitates 
on the walls of a container. In the experiments which 
were made to find the rate at which the number of 
nuclei falls of! as a function of the time the smoke 
is held in the sampling syringe, it was found that 
the half life of the smoke was about twenty minutes. 
This was for a smoke produced when the generator 
was consuming 20 mg/ sec oC' AgI. 

Langmuir has derived the following expression 
for the rate of precipitation of a smoke of particle 
diameter A on the walls of a container having a 
volume V and an internal area A with slight con
vection caused by a Slightly higher temperature at 
the bottom than the top. 

0.64 A D2/ 3 

V 
(7) 



where c is the concentration of the smoke at any 
time t. 

Using this equation the diffusion coefficient is 
calculated to be approximately 6hy 10-5. 

Langmuir has also given the following e~pre ssion 
for the diffusion coefficient as a function of particle 
radius: 

-16 1.18 x 10-1l 
D 2.04 x 10 

= 2 + a 
a 

where a is the particle radius. 

(8) 

According to this expression, the diffusion co
efficient 6by.lO-5 corresponds to a particle diameter 
of 400R. This is a reasonable agreement with the 
measurements from the electron microscope which 
show this smoke to have a particle diameter ranging 
from 100}t to 1400}i with a median diameter of 
about 300 }to 

As has been shown K2' or the rate of disappear
ance in the cold chamber of silver iodide particles 
from causes other than nucleation, is about 5.7'by 
10-3 per second. 

Using the diffusion coefficient of 6by'lO-5 and 
Eq. (7), it can be calculated that the smoke con
centration should fall at a rate of 1.3 bylO-4 per 
second. This is far less than the observed rate of 
decrease, K2, which was found to be 5.7 by 10-3. 
This calculation, of course, does not take into ac
count the thermal diffusion caused by the vaporizer 
heater in the cold chamber which would be expected 
to greatly increase the rate of precipitation on the 
walls. 

Using the diffusion coeffiCient it is possible to 
estimate the rate at which the concentration of the 
smoke decreases because of precipitation on the 
water drops of the supercooled cloud. The rate of 
change of concentration due to this cause is given 
by the relation 
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.d In c = -4fT D rO Q 
dt 

(9) 

where rO is the radius of the water drops and Q is 
the number of them per cubic centimeter. 

If we assume the liquid water content to be 1 gm 
per cubic meter and the drop radius to be 5microns, 
the rate of change of concentration from this cause 
is 3.6by lO-4. 

E. SUMMARY 

Measurements have been carried out on the nu
cleation of supercooled water clouds by silver iodide 
smokes. The smokes were produced by spraying a 
solution of silver iodide into ahydrogenflame. The 
particles of the smokes were found by electron 
microscope examination to range in diameterfrom 
30 ~ . to 1400 R. The number of ice crystals pro
duced per gram of silver iodide was determined as 
a function of the temperature of the supercooled 
cloud and the rate of introduction of silver iodide 
into the flame. Yields of ice nuclei of as high as 
1016 per gram of silver iodide were obtained when 
the supercooled cloud was at -200e. At -lOoe, the 
same smoke produced only 1012.7 ice crystals per 
gram. 

It has been found that silver iodide particles do 
not react immediately to form ice crystals when 

·they are put into a supercooled cloud. Ice crystals 
were found still to be forming at a measurable rate 
fifty minutes after a silver iodide smoke was in
troduced into a supercooled cloud. It is believed 
th3.tfewer ice crystals are produced at higher tem
peratures than at lower temperatures because the 
silver iodide particles react more slowly to form 
ice crystals and most of them precipitate on the 
walls of the cold chamber before they have time to 
react. 

According to this interpretation of the results, 
the rate of reaction at -13 °e is thirty orforty times 
that at -100e. 



--~---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

INFLUENCE OF BUTYL ALCOHOL ON SHAPE OF 
SNOW CRYSTALS FORMED IN THE LABORATORY 

Inthe course oflaboratory measurements ontile 
number of ice-forming nuclei contained in various 
smokes, a microscope was set up in a refrigerated 
box for the purpose of counting snowflakes. A super
cooled cloud was formed in the refrigerated box 
at-200 Cby the Schaefer technique (1), Smoke con
taining silver iodide nuclei was introduced into the 
cloud and the resulting snow crystals which formed 
were allowed to fall on a slide where they were 
examined under a microscope. The crystals thus 
produced were predominantly in the form of flat 
hexagonal plates. 

Without any intentional change in the experi
mental set up, it was noticed that the type of snow
flakes produced had changed from the hexagonal 
plates to hexagonal prisms having a length of the 
order of five times their diameter. It was found 
that hexagonal prisms were produced until the air 
in the box had been cleaned out by displacing it with 
air from the compressed air line. When this was 
done, the flakes formed were once more hexagonal 
plates. The cause for this change in the shape of 
the crystals was finally traced to the presence of a 
small amount of normal butyl alcohol vapor in the 
laboratory atmosphere which had resulted fromac
cidentally spilling some of this liquid. 

The modification of crystal shape caused by 
traces of butyl alcohol vapor was found to vary 
considerably with its concentration in the :iir in the , 
cold chamber. When the partial pressure of the 
butyl alcohol was of the order of 10-6 atmosphere 
or less, no effect was noticeable. At a partihl pres
sure of the order of 10-5 atmosphere, the long 
prisms were formed. At still higher partial pres
sures, the effect diminished and hexagonal plates 
formed once more. The effect of the butyl alcohol 
vapor on the crystals was found to be similar 
whether the cloud was seededby silver iodide smoke 
or by passing a piece of solid carbon dioxide through 
it. 

The modification of habit produced in the pres
ence of butyl alcoholis similar to the changes which 

have been reported in the habit of crystals grown 
,from solutions to which various substances have 
been added. For example, sodium chloride, which 
usually crystallizes as cubes from aqueous solution, 
forms octahedra if urea is added to the solution. 
The sugge sted explanation for this change of crystal 
habit is that absorption on the crystalfaces changes 
their relative rates of growth thus modifying their 
shape. 

It seems probable that butyl alcohol alters thf 
shape of the snow crystals in a similar maMer. 
Apparently at very low concentrations of the vapor, 
the effect on the rate of growth is small on all faces. 
However, as the vapor concentratiQI) is increased, 
a point Is reached at which the rate of growth of the 
sides of the prisms is greatly reduced relative to 
the rate of growth of the prismf> ends. At lligher 
vapor concentrations, apparently the absorption on 
the various faces becomes more equal so that the 
effect on the rate of growth of the faces becomes 
more nearly equal, and the effect on the shape of 
the crystal is not very large. 

Isobutyl alcohol and allyl alcohol have beenfo~d 
to have an effect sunilar to butyl alcohol, and it is 
presumed other higher alcohols would behave in a 
similar fashio!1. Ethyl alcohol did not show the ef
fect and, if anything, seemed to favor formation of 
hexagonal plates. 

V. J. Schaefer of this laboratory has extended 
the scope of these experiments and this work will 

, soon appear in publication. 
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VARIATION WITH TEMPERATURE OF THE NUCLEATION RATE 
OF SUPERCOOLED LIQUID TIN AND WATER DROPS 

A. INTRODUCTION 

In investigations of the kinetics of the formation 
of anew phase,it is important to learn at what rate 
nuclei, or centers of formation for the new phase, 
make their appearance. It is possible to investigate 
the rate of nucleation by observing single masses 
of material during and after a phase transformation. 
However, in many cases it is difficult to separate 
the kinetics of nucleation from the kinetics of the 
growth of the new phase after nuclei have made 
their appearance. The nucleation of a substance 
can often be more easily studied by dividing it into 
a large number of small, mutually independent par
ticles and observing as afunction of time the num
ber of particles which have undergone transforma
tion. The time required for a particle to change 
from one phase to another once a nucleus has formed 
will, in general, be proportional to the first power 
of the particle radius. The chance that a nucleus 
will form will generally be proportional to the sec
ond or third power of its radius. Therefore, by 
making the particle sufficiently small, the time 
required for the occurrence of a nucleus can be 
made large in relation to the time required for the 
particle to transform once a nucleus has appeared. 
It is advantageous to make nucleation measurements 
on systems containing a sufficiently large number of 
particles to be easily treated statistically. 

Preliminary investigations have been made on 
..he nucleation of supercooled tin and supercooled 
water. Observations were made at constant tem
peratures on the freezing rate of systems composed 
of large numbers of supercooled drops. 

B. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS AND RESULTS 

1. Nucleation of Supercooled Liquid Tin 

In the experiments on tin, the samples were 
prepared froIn a fine tin powder (obtained from 
Eimer and Amend) consisting of small spheres of 
tin ranging in diameter from apprOximately 1 to 10 
microns. (The fact that the particles were far from 
uniform in diameter complicated the interpretation 
of experimental results. In future work, it will be 
desirable to perform the experiments on samples 
containing drops as nearly identical as possible.) 

In the fil'st experiments, the sample of tin powder 
was mixed with a bakelite varnish and spre.ad as a 
film on a glass slide. The slide was mounted in a 
small electricfurnace built to fit on a Philips x-ray 

to give a strong diffraction line of the crystalline 
tin. The samole was then heated above its melting 
point (231.890 C) to 2400C. A t the melting point, 
the diffraction line of the solid tin disappeared. 
Hydrogen gas was run through the furnace to pre
vent oxidation of the sample. After having been 
heated above the melting point, the sa m pie was 
cooled and held at some temperature below its 
freezing point. The rate at which the supercooled 
particles crystallized was determined by measuring 
the rate at which the diffraction line of solid tin 
reappeared. The results of a typical experiment 

. are shown in Fig. 1. It was soon found that the rate 
of nucleus formation was greatly increasp.d by a 
small decrease in temperature and that the tempera
ture control was not sufficiently sensitive to per
mit measurements ·with any accuracy. 

A difIerent apparatus was then set up in which 
the rate at which the tin particles solidified could 
·ge measured by the rate at which their volume 
changed. When liquid tin crystallizes, its volume 
decreases by about five per cent. The tin powder 
was first heated in air for about half an hour at 
1500 C to give it a thin coating of oxide to separate 
the particles. It was sealed into the bulb of a dila
tometer (p,ee Fig. 2). The dilatometer was then 
pumped out and baked at a pressure of less than a 
micron to remove any gas. "Octoil S" was then 
distilled into the dilatometer under vacuum. A 
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BULB C(WTAINING 
TIN ANOQL 

measurement of the rate of nucleation was made by 
first heating the bulb to a temperature above the 
melting point of tin (2650 C), and then placing it in a 
silicone oil, constant-temperature bath. The rate 
of nucleation was determined by observing the rate 
of volume decrease as measured by the motion of 
the "Octoil S" along a graduated capillary tube. A 
long capillary tube was used in the first experiments, 
but it was found that appreciable error was caused 
by the slow drainage of the liquid from the walls of 
the tube. This difficulty was minimized by using 
the oil reservoir shown in Fig. 2. During the melting 
of the sample, the tube was held at an angle so that 
the oil covered the end of the small fused quartz tube 
sealed into the pyrex capillary. (The small tube was 
made of fused quartz so that it would not melt while 
it was being sealed into the pYrex capillary). 
When the sample had been cooled to almost the de
sired temperature, the tube was tipped so that the 
excess liquid ran away from the end of the capillary 
tube, thus forming the meniscus in a convenient 
position. 

The results of the experiments are shown in 
Fig. 3. The time has been plotted on a log scale to 
condense the curves for runs made over a long time 
interval. If the chances of a nucleus occurring in 
each tin particle were exactl;r the same and were 
independent of the length of time it had been super
cooled, one would expect the rate of nucleation to 
decrease exponentially with time. The curves show 
clearly that in these experiments this is not the 
case. The fraction of the sample crystallizing per 
unit time steadily decreases with time. Some drops 
nucleate more readily than others, probably because 
they are either larger than the others or because 
they contain certain impurities which increase the 
probability of nucleus formation. The data obtained 
should be interpreted as the behavior of super
cooled tin with whatever impurities were present. 
It is probable that tin, free of impurities, if it could 
be obtained, might behave very differently. 

One of the most striking features of the data is 
the very great effect of temperature on the rate of 

.nucleation. A decrease in temperature of seven 
degrees causes a sixtyfold increase in the nuclea
tion rate. In observations on the rate of nucleation 
of supercooled water clouds in the presence of silver 
iodide smoke, the author has observed a similar 
large negative temperature coefficient(l). For a 
given smoke, the rate of ice crystal formation was 
approximately thirty times greater at -130 C than 
at -lOoC. 

An approximate value for the activation energy 
of the nucleation reaction can be computed from 
the data in Fig. 3. The log of the reCiprocal of the 
time required for one third of the sample to freeze 
was plotted against the reciprocal of the absolute 
temperature to give the curve in Fig. 4. This cor
responds to an activation energy of -2 x 105 calories. 
The data taken at 116.7oC has not been used because 
nucleation at that temperature proceeds so rapidly 
that most of the sample is frozen by the time its 
temperature has come to equilibrium with the con
stant temperature bath. 

2. Nucleation of Supercooled Water 

The author first attempted to measure the nuclea
tion of supercooled water while conducting experi
ments at the De-icing Research Laboratory at M.I. T. 
An emulsion of water drops suspended in lubricating 
oil was cooled to -290 C with the expectation of 
measuring the nucleation rate by the rate of volume 
increase. This method was not successful because 
the solubility of water in the oil was sufficiently 
large so that diffusion rapidly took place from the 
Unfrozen to the frozen drops. 

Some preliminary studies on water have been 
made in this laboratory using a variation of the 
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method described above. In these experiments, 64 
drops of distilled water weighing approximately 
three milligrams each were placed in a square pat
tern on a polished chromium-plated metal plate. 

On the recommendation of Dr. V. J. Schaefer of 
this laboratory, the chromium surface of the metal 
plate was covered with a thin film of polystyrene by 
dipping it into a solution. This had been found by 
Schaefer . to lower the temperature to which the 
water could be supercooled. The plate with the 
drops on its surface was then placed on a thermo
stated copper block at some temperature below 
freezing. To prevent impurities in the air from 
s ettling on the water drops, the plate was covered 
with a piece of plate glass which r ested on a raised 
rim on the copper block. The heat transfer between 
the block and plate was s~ficient to bring the drops 
on the plate to the temperature of the block in ~ess 
than one minute. The . number of unfrozen water 
drops was measured as a function of time by visual 
observation. Figure 5 is a curve showing the nuclea
tion of the drops a:t various temperatures. 

Despite precautions to keep the water drops fr ee 
from impurities, it is certain that the drops were 
contaminated by foreign material from the atmos
phere and from the surface of the plate, which in
creased the rate of nucleation. Here again the data 
would probablybe far different for completely pure 
water. The striking feature of the data is again 
the large negative temperature coefficient which 
characterized the results of the experiments on 
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supercooled tin and on a supercooled cloud seeded 
with silver iodide. 

The data for the freezing of water drops given 
in Fig. 5 can be interpreted in terms of the rate of 
nucleus formation per gram of water. Figure 6 
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relates the rate of nucleus formation per gram to 
the reciprocal of the absolute temperatures. The 
rate of nucleation was calculated from the times 
required for the first 22 drops to freeze at the vari
ous temperatures. The energy of activation com
putedfrom the slope of the curve in Fig. 6 is -1.6 x 105 
cal. It is interesting to extrapolate this data for 
comparison with observations made by Dr. V. J. 
Schaefer(2)(3) in his experiments on supercooled 
clouds. If it is assumed that the liquid water con
tent in the cloud in the cold box is of the order of 
I " gmjm3, at a temperature of -250 C, according to 
this data ice crystals should be appearing at the 
rate of about 104 per second. Actually, with clean 
air at this temperature, no crystals are observed. 
It is not until the temperature falls below -39.0 
+O.loC that many crystals begin to form. The rate 
'Of nucleation in the water drops on the metal plate 
is much larger than that In the water drops in a 
cloud, probably because of the nucleating effect of 
the surface of the plate and chance impurities. 

The sudden appearance of large numbers of ice 
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crystals when the temperature is -390 C or lower 
indicates that in Schaefer's experiments the increase 
in nucleation rate with decreasing temperature must 
be even greater than that found in this work. 

C. SUMMARY 

x.-ray diffraction, dilatometric, and visual tech
niques are described for measuring the extent of 
crystallization of systems composed of many small 
mutually independent volumes of supercooled liquid. 
Preliminary measurements on supercooled liquid 
tin and supercooled water show their rate of nuclea
tion has a very large negative temperature co-effi
cient corresponding to an activation energy of the 
order of -2 x 105 calories, 
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OBSERVATIONS ON THE BEHAVIOR OF WATER DROPS 
AT TERMINAL VELOCITY IN Am 

The contents of this report deal primarily with 
some observations and experiments on the behavior 
of water drops falling at terminal velocity through 
air. Information was obtained concerning the break
up of drops in non-turbulent and turbulent air 
streams. The mechanism of breakup under various 
conditions was observed. 

Over seventy stroboscopic photographs were 
taken of drops of various sizes. The photographs 
taken were not only of stable drops but also of drops 
in the process of breaking up. With the information 
obtained from the photographs and visual observa-

. tions, graphs were constructed which give a partial 
picture of what is happening during the fall of a 
water drop. 

It is hoped that the facts obtained may be used 
to help construct a clearer picture of the phenomena 
involved in the fall of natural rain in the atmosphere. 

A. Experimental Setup 

As a result of the obvious difficulties which would 
be encountered in the attempt to study 'water drops 
falling at their terminal velocity through the atmos
phere, a laboratory wind tunnel was constructed. 
With such a setup, a vertical stream of air was set 
in motion at a velocity equal to that of the terminal 
velocity of the drops. In this manner, water drops , 
placed in the air stream would have little relative 
motion with respect to an outside point. Ample time 
was thus obtained for the observation and the photo
graphing of the drops. 

The construction of the wind tunnel used in the 
work was quite diff erentfrom that used by Lenard( 1). 
A centrifugal blower driven by a half horsepower 
a-c induction motor was used to supply the neces
sary air stream. (Refer to Fig. 1.) A 900 elbow 
of 9-inch tubing was attached to the blower outlet 
to provide a vertically upward air flow. Attached 
to the elbow was an additional 2-foot section of 
tubing. A 6-inch square wooden box 15 inches long 
was placed above the 2-foot section of tubing. A 
plexiglass fence 2 inches high was added as an ex
tension to the box. 

The interior parts of this apparatus consisted of 
two brass plates 9 inches by 6 inches by 1/16 inch 
thick, four 9-inch lengths of adhesive tape, and three 
14 by 18 mesh screens. The brass plates were 

(1) Met. Z., 249, (1904). 
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WATER DROPLETS IN THE AIR 
STREAM. 

FIG. I 

SCREENS 

placed in the box, as shown in Fig. 1, at right angles 
to each other. At each 900 junction of one plate 
with the other , a strip of adhesive tape was used 
to round off the sharp corners. The use of this 
tape proved very necessary in successful suspension 
of water drops. A 14 by 18 mesh screen was placed 
between the elbow and the straight section of the 
tunnel, between the box and tubing, and between the 
box and the fence. The latter screen was found to 
be much ·more effective if it was slightly concave 
upward. 

The apparatus was found to be quite sensitive in 
several respects. If the tunnel was out of the verti
cal or the brass plates not located exactly as shown 
in Fig. 1, the drops would not remain suspended for 
more than a second or so. 

The brass plates, as modified by the tape , pro
vided the necessary drag which lowered the center 
velocity of the air stream as it emerged from the 
tunneL This slight decrease in velocity in the' cen
tral part of the stream, of the order of six per cent, 
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was vital in the successful operation of the wind 
tunnel. 

The placing of water drops within the air stream 
was accomplished with the use of a simple syringe 
easily constructed in the laboratory. For obtaining 
large drops, that is , drops over 8 mm in diameter, 
a syringe with a bore diameter of 0.568 cm was used. 
With the aid of an attached millimeter scale, it was 
possible to obtain the volume of water injected into 
the air stream. As the diameter of all drops .in the 
air stream was based on volume considerations and 
not on apparent diameter, the diameter was easily 
and accurately obtained. All drops were injected 
into the air stream at the point where they would 
come to rest; thus it was possible to obtain drops 
of extremely large size. The equilibrium point for 
a majority of the drops was approximately 5 cm 
above the screen. 

This method of injecting the drops is different 
from that ured by Lenard in that here the water drop 
is for med at its pOint of rest while Lenard allowed 
the drop to fall into the stream from a stationary 
injector placed several centimeters above the final 
equilibrium point. 

The injection of drops below 7.5 mm in diameter 
was accomplished in the same manner with the ex
ception that a syringe of only 0.194 cm bore diam
eter was used. 

B. Size of Drops and Suspension Times 

The suspension time of all drops observed de
pended to an extent on the size of the drops. Drops 
over 8.5 mm diameter were limited in most cases 
to less than 8 seconds. Within the 8 seconds the 
drops would break up as a result of oscillations or 
would be accelerated out of the air stream. The 
acceleration was caused by the slight increase in 
the velocity of the central part of the air stream as 
it left the tunnel. 

With the smaller sized drops, the deformation 
is not as pronounced; thus, they will remain smoothly 
suspended for 15 seconds or more . Several drops 
around 7. 5 mm in diameter and smaller were ob
served to remain in suspension for 30 seconds or 
better, while a few have been suspended for ap
proximately a minute . 

In the course of obtaining data over three hundred 
drops between 3.2 and 10. 5 mm in diameter were 
observed in the air stream. 

c. Maximum Drop Diameter Before Breakup 

Water drops of small diameter will remain sus
pended inthe air stream without breaking up. How
ever, as the diameter is increased, a point is reached 
where a few of the drops injected will break up. 
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Breakup then occurs in increasing numbers as the 
drop size is increased until a point is reached where 
100 per cent of the drops are unstable. 

In the case of drop breakup in a non- turbulent or 
laminar flow air stream, it is fortunate that breakup 
does not occur until the drop size is well in the 
region where the terminal velocity of all drops is 
approximately 8.2 m/sec. The value of 8.2 m/sec, 
the terminal velocity of large drops, does not hold 
in all cases. There is a slight decrease in terminal 
velocity of extremely large dfops (9.5 mm diameter 
and above) and drops on the verge of breakup. As 
a small percentage of the drops observed were in 
the preceding category, a constant air stream veloc
ityof about 8.2 m/ sec was used. 

The graph shown in Fig. 2 illustrates the rela
tionship between the size of water drops and the 
percentage which will break up in the air stream. 
Observations on over 100 drops were used to plot 
the curve; therefore, each point on the cUrve repre
sents the percentage break up of an average of 8 
drops within that particular region. 

It is apparent from the graph that water drops 
in an air stream of constant velOcity are quite stable 
up to a diameter of 7.7 mm. At this point, the region 
of instability is reached. Drops will begin to break 
up and continue to do so in increaSing percentages 



until diameters of appr oximately 9.5 mm are 
reached. At this point, the drops are very unstable 
and cannot exist without breakup for more than a 
few seconds. One should not misinterpret the graph 
in believing that water drops above 9.2 mm diameter 
are unable to exist at all. Drops of diameters from 
10 to 10.4 mm have been observed for four seconds 
before breakup. 

No definite correlation has been observed be 
tween the time of drop breakup and drop diameter. 
In many cases a drop of about 8 mm diameter has 
had a shorter life than that of a 9 mm diameter 
drop. 

What is shown in Fig. 2 is that out of a large 
group of drops of a certain size, a certain percent
age will break up. As the drop diameters are in
creased, the percentage of drops b rea kin g in a 
certain range, say 8 to 8.3 mm, will rise. An analogy 
can be found in the disintegration of atoms compos
ing aradioactive material. Here, as in the breakup 
of water drops of a certain size, the atoms are all 
alike, yet their individual breakup or disintegration 
times are unpredictable. All that can be said is 
that a certain percentage will disintegrate within a 
definite period of time. 

D. Drops Subjected to Sudden Change in Air Velocity 

V!ater drops are extremely sensitive to changes 
in velocity of the supporting air stream. Medium 
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size drops may easily be caused to break up fr om 
a momentary interruption of the air str eam. 

Figure 3 shows the relationship between drop 
size and percentage breakup, Again, as in Fig. 2, 
each point represents an average of several obser
vations. In all cases, the drop breakup was caused 
by passing the hand rapidly through the air stream 
10 cm below the drop. This resulted in about a 0.1 
second cut off of . air flow. The instant the hand 
passed through the stream, the shock effect of the 
r esumed air flow on the drop produced the breakup. 

Drops below 4.6 mm in diameter have been found 
to be quite stable when subjected to shock as de
scribed above. Instability begins to set in at 4.6 
mm diameter and increases until at drop sizes of 
5.4 mm diameter, all drops subjected to 'shock will 
break up. The transition zone is extremely narrow. 
A difference of 0.8 mm indiameter may determine 
the stability or instability of a drop. 

It can be shown that a small change in the diam
eter of a drop has a tremendous effect on the sensi
tivity of a drop in regard to breakup. 

By referring to Fig. 3 one can see that at a certain 
diameter, a certain percentage of drops will break 
up within a reasonable amount of time. Now there 
is no reason to believe that drops of the same diam
eter are physically any different from one another. 
Therefore, if 10 per cent of the drops will break up 
at a diameter of 4.7 mm, one would expect the r e 
maining 90 per cent to break at later intervals of 
time. We thus obtain mathematically 

<iN = -K N dt (1) 

where N is the total number of drops observed. By 
setting up the integral and placing limits 

(2) 

where NO is the number of drops at time 0 and N 
the number at time t. By evaluating the definite 
integral: 

No 
In 'N = Kt. (3) 

Now by assuming a definite value of time for t, 
whether it be one minute or one hour, we obtain 

(4) 

This shows that the value of K will control the 
percentage breakup. Now K is going to vary with 
changing air temperature , barometric pressure, 
drop diameter, etc. , but by assuming a constant 



at an angle of 45 0 below the horizontal. This en
abled one to determine, to a better degree, whether 
rotation · or oscillation was taking place. By ob
serving the change in position or the major axis 
with respect to time in Fig. 4-C, the possibility of 
both rotation and oscillation taking place simul
taneously, is realized. 

The phenomena of the rotation of large water 
drops in an air stream can be seen not only from 
photographs, but by actual observation. Drops above 
9.5 mm in diameter often rotate at about 4 revolu
tions per second and thus are easily followed by 
eye. 

Fig. 4-D shows an 8.4 mm diameter drop taken 
with the stroboscope setting at 80 cycles/sec. Here 
again the photograph was taken at 450 below the 
horizontal. This picture clearly shows the major 
axis alternating between two pOSitions 900 apart in 
the horizontal plane. ThUS, the predominant mode 
of deformation in this case is caused by oscillation. 

The photograph of Fig. 4-E is another which was 
taken at the 450 angle. The drop diameter is 6.8 
mm and the stroboscope setting was 80 cycles/sec. 
It is difficult to analyze the photographs of small 
diameter drops, because the periodic deformation 
increases rapidly with decreasing drop size. Thus, 
in Fig. 4-:E, only four successive images show the 
drop going through one cycle . Here, also, the major 
axis in each image shows no rotation but lies either 
in the plane of the photograph or 900 to it. Periodic 
oscillations are evidently taking place. 

The photograph of Fig. 4-F is of a 7.. 9 mm diam
eter drop taken at a 450 angle. The stroboscopic 
setting was 80 cycles/s~c . . The shifting of the major 

Fig.4-E 
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Fig.4-F 

axis to positions 900 apart indicates that oscillations 
were taking place. 

The natural breakup of a drop in a constant veloc
ity air stream (discussed in sectionF) is shown in 
Fig. 5-A. The drop diameter was 9.4 mm and the 
time interval between images was 1/70 second. The 
formation of the narrow neck of water and its evolu
tion into three small droplets is clearly seen. The 
small droplets are around 1.2 mm diameter. As a 
result of their much lower terminal velocity, they 
are carried upward faster than the two larger drops. 

FIg.5-A 



Fig.5-B 

Figure 5-B shows another example of natural 
breakup. The drop diameter was 8.1 mm and the 
stroboscopic setting was 60 cycles/sec. The narrow 
neck of water is easily seen on the top five or six 
images. The characteristic small drops, which are 
formed as the neck is ruptured, are not seen. It is 
probable that the rupturing occurred sometime be
tween the top image and its adjacent image; there
fore, the small droplet was carried out of the field 
of the camera. 
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The photograph in Fig. 5-C is an example of 
drop breakup caused by a sudden change in velocity 
of the air stream. The drop diameter was 8.1 mm. 
The stroboscopic setting was 90 cycles/ sec. Note
worthy in this photograph is the appearance of the 
drop in the top right image. At this point breakup 
was just about to occur. The narrow neck had formed 
and was ready to rupture. However, at that instant, 
the air stream was diverted and surface tension was 
able to draw the drop together. As the air stream 
was again allowed to strike the drop, the shock 
breakuI? occurred. 

The photograph of Fig. 5-D is another example 
of breakup by shock or sudden change in velocity of 
the air stream. The drop diameter was 8.6 mm; 
the stroboscopic setting was 90 cycles/sec. 

The drop is first seen rising in the background 
of the photograph. As. the air stream was suddenly 
diverted for about 0.1 second, the drop began to 
fall under the influence of gravity. At this stage, 
the drop was falling in a manner which, as has been . 
observed in other similar photographs, is charac
teristic of a drop under such conditions. The drop 
has rotated a few degrees on its horizontal axis 
and fallen laterally. When the resumed air stream 
again struck the drop, extreme flattening occurred. 
This caused a typical breakup, which resulted in 
30 or more drops of various sizes. The majority 
of fragments were small, 1 mm in diameter or 
thereabouts. 

It is interesting to note the type of oscillation 
which is occurring on some of the drops resulting 
from the breakup. These drops are oscillating be-

FIg.5-D 
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tween an oblate and prolate form of a spheroid. As 
will be shown later in this section, this form of 
deformation is found only with the smaller drops. 

The analysis of all the photographs taken in the 
course of this work has furnished the data for the 
following topics; ' (1) the major and minor axes of 
oscillating drops and (2) the frequency of oscilla
tion as a function of drop diameter. 

(1) The Major and Minor Axes of Oscillating 
Drops. It is evident from examination of the photo
graphs of Figs. 4 and 5 that the maximum and mini
mum dimensions of each drop will differ consider
ably from the diameter based on volume considera
tion. Furthermore, as each drop is undergoing a 

periodic deformation, these maximum and minimum 
dimensions will occur periodically. 

The graph of Fig . . 6 shows the relationship of 
drop diameter with its maximum and minimum di
mensions, which were measured along the major 
and minor axes of the drops. The major and minor 
axes were both in the same horizontal plane and at 
right angles to each other . 

It is interesting to note that the drop diameter 
and the minor axis are nearly identical numerically. 
The major axis, however, increases rapidly with 
drop diameter. At drop diameters of 5 mm and 

lower, the ratio between the major and minor axis 
is close to 1, while at drop diameter approaching 
9 mm, the ratio is close to 2. Thus, it is evidElnt 
that the deformation is much more pronounced with 
large drops. While a 6 mm diameter drop may have 
a major axis of 7 mm, a drop of 9 mm diameter 
will have a major axis of approximately 17 mm. 

(2) Oscillation Frequency as a Function of Drop 
Diameter. The periodic deformation, which takes 
place on water drops, will vary as a function of the 
drop diameter. The types of deformation, as dis
cussed earlier in this section, are oscillation and 
rotation. It was explained that the rotational effects 
are noticeable only on drops of extreme size. Thus, 
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in the region of drop diameters of 4 - 9 mm, de
formation is mainly caused by oscillation. 

However, from the analysis of photographs of 
drops of small diameter, it seems apparent that a 
third type of deformation can take place. This con
sists of vibrations on the vertical axis, which cause 
the drop to alternate between prolate and oblate 
spheroids. 

The graph of Fig. 7, showing the relationship of 
drop diameter with frequency of oscillation, was 
constructed with data obtained from photographs of 
drops of 5 mm to 9.4 mm diameter. 

It is interesting to note that at drop diameters 
around 5 mm, the oscillation frequency is about 44 
cycles/second, but falls off rapidly as the diameter 
is increased to 6.5 mm. At 6.5 mm diameter, the 
frequency is about 16 cycles/second. This value 
falls off slowly to around 7 cycles/second at 9 mm 
diameter. 

The dotted line was plotted from values obtained 
from a theoretical formula(3). 

F. Breakup Fragments of Individual Drops 

The type and number of particles resulting from 
the breakup of a water drop apparently depends 
upon the following three factors. These are drop 
size, phase and type of drop deformation, and the 
degree of shock given the drop. In some cases, one 
factor ' will heavily outweigh the other in controlling 
drop breakup. 

Drop size alone will not control the method of 
breakup, but as the drop size determines the de
formation and deformation in turn determines the 
type of breakup, it 1s a combination of the two factors, 
which should be considered. Large drops, that is, 
drops 8 mm and above in diameter, in a constant 
velocity air stream exhibit very little of the ex
plosive-like tendency to fly apart into a dozen or 
more smaller drops as is so commonly character
istic of drops subjected to shock breakup. 

Seventy-four drops, all between 8 mm and 9.5 
mm. diameter, were observed in the process of 
breaking up in a constant velocity air stream. Eighty
nine per cent of the drops split into two approxi
matelyequal drops and a third smaller drop of about 

1 mm diameter. In a few cases, two or more or 
these small dropswere seenj 8.3 per cent exhibited 
characteristics of shock breakup, that is, a dozen 
or more fragments of various sizes mOving at high 
velocity away from the breakup point. The remain- ' 
ing 2.7 per cent broke into three equal size drops 
with two small drops of less than 1 mm diameter. 
The latter case resembled the first, in that the action' 
of breakup was smooth and non-violent. 

(3) Handbuch der Physik. VOl., VII, p. 367. 
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The breakup of a drop into two equal size drops 
and a much smaller drop or drops is shown in Fig. 
5-A. The origin of the small drops is in the neck 
of water which exists between the two large drops 
just at the point of rupture. The ratio of the length 
of the neck to its diameter determines the number 
of smaller drops into which it will break. As can 
be seen from the experimental eVidence, the number 
is usually one. The breakup of drops in this man
ner is very similar to the rupturing of a jet of water 
as it descends from a circular orifice. Some beau
tiful experiments which illustrate the formation of 
these small drops in a falling jet are described by 
Tyndall. 

If sudden velocity changes are applied to the air 
stream, a drop will break up into fragments which 
may number from 5 to 20, depending upon the degree 
of shock. Regardless of the degree of shock, the 
resulting fragments will have an infinite variety in 
size. As a majority of these fragments are below 
3.5 mm diameter, their terminal velocity is lower 
than that of the original drop. Immediately after 
breakup, these fragments are travelling at velocities 
higher than their respective terminal velocities. 
Thus the upward force of the air stream is greater 
than the gravitational pull of each drop. It is un
doubtedly this unbalanced force which causes the 
fragments of breakup to move away from the point 
of breakup at such high velocities. 

G. Aerodynamic Effects as a Cause of Drop Colli
sion 

As a drop remains suspended in an air stream, 
unequal pressures may be found onits surface with 
the minimum on the top. As a result, the upward 
velocity of the air in the wake of the drop is lower 
than the upward velocity of the supporting air stream. 
Thus, it would be expected that by introducing a 
drop into the wake of a drop of equal size that the 
upper drop would fall rapidly toward the lower drop. 
It seems likely that this mechanism plays an im
portant part in the collision build-up of raindrops 
in nature. The following experiment was carried 
out to determine the effectiveness of this mecha
nism. 

The velocity of the air stream was set at 8.3 
mm/sec; thus all drops released in the air stream 
would either rise slowly or eventually slide out. A 
drop was placed upon the center of the upper 14 by 
18 mesh screen. Secondary drops of small diameter 
were relEi!ased at heights of 2.5, 5, and 7.5 cm above 
the lower drop. If the upper drops were of small 
diameter, no collisions were observed. Instead, 
these drops would rise rapidly. However, with 
larger diameter upper drops, their rise in the air 
stream was less rapid. As a certain diameter drop 
was reached, it would fall downward and collide 
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with the lower drop. All drops larger than this 
critical size would exhibit the same effect. This 
experiment was tried many times with different 
heights between the two drops. Each time, the di
ameter of the lower drop and minimum diameter 
of the upper drop ijecessary for collision was re
corded. 

The graph of Fig. 8 shows the relationship be
tween the drop diameters necessary for collision 
by virtue of the aerodynamic effects. Curve A on 
the graph is for 2.5 cm separation between drops. 
For example, if a drop of 7 mm diameter is placed 
in the air stream, a drop placed 2.5 cm above it 
would have to be at least 3.5 mm diameter to fall 
towards it. All drops larger than 3.5 rom diameter 
would be equally as effective. All points to the 
right of the curves will satisfy the requirements 
for colliSion, while points to the left will not. The 
curves are then merely boundary lines between 
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regions where drop collisions may occur and where 
they may not. 

As the distance between drops increases, the 
slope of the curve rises which indicates the sharp 
decrease of the aerodynamic effects with increasing , 
distance. At a separation distance of 7.5 cm a drop 
must be about 7 mm in diameter to cause a drop 
above it to fall towards it. Even in this case, the 
upper drop would have to be of the order of 7 mm 
diameter to have any effect. 

One should not confuse this type of collision with 
the type which takes place when a larger drop 
catches and collides with a lower velocity smaller 
drop. All drop collisions observed were due to the 
aerodynamic effects of one drop on the other. 

It was noticed that drops placed above others 
and several millimeters off the vertical still ex
hibited the above mentioned aerodynamic effects, 
but to a lesser degree. 



H. Drop Breakup by Collision Effects 

It seems probable that an impor tant factor in the 
development of rain drops in nature is r elated to the 
collis ions between drops as they rise and fall in ever 
changing air currents, especially the development 
of chain r eaction(4) as postulated by Langmuir . 

As has been explained, collisions may result from 
the overtaking of a larger drop upon smaller ones , 
or by the 'attractiori"that may exist between drops 
by virtue of aerodynamic effects. 

Previously in this report it was pointed out that 
drops in non-turbulent air are unstable and will be
gin to break if they are over 8 mm in diameter. In 
turbulent air, this value is much lower. The turbu
lent or shock effect of the air which results in the 
lowering of the 8 mm diameter value is not the only 
influencing factor. Shock produced by drop collision 
plays an important role. 

Lenard has concluded that drops above 5.5 mm 
in diameter cannot exis t for more than a few sec
onds. A later investigator I Weisner(5) I concluded 
that natural rain drops cannot have a diameter 
larger than 7.2 mm. Undoubtedly, the collision of 
drops in nature has kept the maximum drop sizes 
much lower than some values reported earlier in 
this paper for individual drops not subject to colli
sion. 

Drops ranging from 2 - 6. 6 mm in diameter have 
been observed colliding with drops ranging from 
6 - 7 mm in diameter. The resulting drops , which 
varied from 6.5 to 8.3 mm in diameter were rela
tively stable with the exception of the drops above 
7.5 mm in diameter. From the results· of several 
observations, it has been found that it is very seldom 
that drops above 7.3 mm maybe formed as a result 
of collisions. In some widely scatter ed cases, it 
has been noticed that the drops join at impact and 

. almost ins tantaneously part again into two original 
drops of about the original size. 

(4) Langmuir, I. Occasional Repor t No. I, PROJECT CIRRUS. 
{5) Moore. Descriptive Meteorology, 208, (1910). 
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A METHOD FOR OBTAINING A CONTINUOUS RECORD 
OF THE TYPE OF CLOUDS IN THE SKY DURING THE DAY 

by 

Raymond E. Falconer 

In December 1947, it was decided that it would 
be of interest to investigate the correlation that 
might exist between variations in sky brightness 
and the rate and type of snow falling. To do this, a 
photovoltaic cell (G. E. Type PV-l) connected to a 
photoelectric recorder was used to automatically 
record the variations in sky brightness. 

The photovoltaic , or light-sensitive, cell em
ployed (similar to those used in exposure meters) 
was mounted in the lower end of a piece of tubing 7 
inches long by 3 inches in diameter, thus limiting 
the "scope" of the cell to about 150 of the sky. The 
tube was o.riented so that the cell was directed to the 
north at about 150 from the zenith. The terminals 
of the cell were then merely connected to a photo
electric recorder having full-scale sensitivity of 
75 microamperes. 

Because of the high sensitivity of this recorder 
(on hand at the time), it was found that t~o much 
light was getting to the cell; and so two filters in 
the form of fine mesh wire discs painted a dull 
black were inserted in the tube in front of the cell 
to cut down the light. This allowed maximum bright
ness conditions (high-current values) to remain 
within full-scale reading of the recording micro
ammeter. 

To keep snow from collecting on the cell, pro
vision was made for passing an air stream up through 
the tube. A flow of air was maintained during times 
of precipitation or when the instrument was to be 
unattended for several days. This arrangement 
worked quite well, especially with snow and light 
rains. 

The original photovoltaic cell mounting is shown 
in ~i,g. lA and 4B. 

Fig. 1 
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First records from this sky brightness recorder 
indicated that although actual visibility during snow 
storms decreased, the sky brightness during most 
storms was near a maximum. This was in contrast 
to a much lower but steady value of brightness ob
tained on a clear, cloudless day. The presence of 
clouds and precipitation generally seemed to give 
brightness values greater than those observed on 
clear days, although it has since been found that 
there· are exceptions, notably during the presence 
of dark cumulonimbus and thick nimbostratus. 

After watching the record traces for sometime, 
it soon became evident that the type of trace shown 
on the sky brightness record was a rather good in
dicator of the type of cloud cover prevailing during 
a day. There seemed to be atypical trace for each 
general cloud type . 

Fig. 2 shows actual daily traces of sky bright
ness r e cor d e d at the Research Laboratory in 
Schenectady. Chart speed was 2 inches per hour 

Fig. 2 



and notations are from observations of sky condi
tions at that time. 

After studying records obtained over a period 
of several months, it is believed that the following 
description of typical traces will generally hold 
true. 

1. Normal or Clear Sky - A steady smooth trace 
increasing from zero current reading at sunrise, 
reaching a moderate value (about 1/4 full scale) 
during the day and returning again to zero at sun
down. 

2. Thin Cirrus - Small increases in brightness 
above normal with smooth deflection. 

3. Dense Cirrus - Smooth increase in current 
somewhat greater than for thin cirrus. 

4. Altostratus - Maximum brightness with only 
slight deflection from an average high-current value. 

5. Altocumulus - Maximum b rig h t n e s s with 
small to moderate deflection. 

6. Stratocumulus Overcast - An irregular trace 
_mostly above normal but occasionally below if the 
cloud becomes very thick. The maximum value is 
usually about half way between normal and the aver
age high altostratus value. Deflections are rather 
sharp and more definite compared to the cirrus 
densus condition. 

7. Fair Weather Cumulus - Sharp and frequent 
deflections above the normal current value depend
ing on the number of clouds passing over. 

8. A combination of altostratus and/or altocumu
lus with lower stratocumulus will show an average 
high-current value with fairly sharp deflections 
toward normal. 

9. Cumulonimbus Clouds are very dark due to 
their great thickness. With such a cloud, the bright
ness indication will be down below normal reaching 
practically zero current indication with a really 
thick thunderstorm cloud. 

10. Nimbostratus Clouds are indicated by a more 
or less consistent average between zero and the 
normal clear sky condition. 

A cloud of uniform thickness will give a smooth 
trace with few or minor deflections while a broken 
cloud layer causes larger and sharper deflections 
from the normal condition. Scattered clouds will, 
of course, give fewer deflections than broken clouds. 
Fast moving, low cumulus or fractc cumulus will 
give the greatest frequency of deflp.ctions. 

In general, then, high thin clouds (Ci and Cs) 
give slight increases above the normal clear sky 
current values. As these clouds thicken somewhat 

and lower to middle cloud levels (As and Ac), the 
light reading increases to maximum current values. 
Apparently, beyond a certain thickness, the reading 
goes down again from a maximum toward the nor
mal. As thick spots in the Ac-As deck appear or, 
as a lower deck of Sc may form under the middle 
cloud layer, deflections of reduced light value are 
more evident. As the lower and upper clouds merge 
-to become an extremely thick cloud layer, the read-
-ing may gobelow the normal clear sky value. This 
is particularly true of the very thick cumulonimbus 
clouds which may cause the light value to drop 
practically to zero during the passage of a thunder
storm. This sequence is shown graphically in Fig. 3. 

It has been noted during apparently clear sky 
conditions, when a smooth trace should be recorded, 
that, occasionally, small deflections occur. The 
deflections are usually not as great as those ob
served with cirrus clouds. At times, it has been 
felt that city smoke might cause the deflections but 
generally there is nothing visible in the sky to which 
they can be attributed. 

It is believed that invisible water vapor in the. 
atmosphere maybe responsible for these deflections 
in many cases.* On one or two occasions, these 
small deflections appear to have been due to very 
thin cumulus fumulus clouds that were barely to be 
seen even with careful observation. The occurrence 
of deflections seems to be greate,st with high winds 
and turbulence aloft. It has also been noted, in 
comparing traces of two different clear days, that 
one trace may have a slightly higher value of cur
rent than the other. This perhaps indicates that 
there was a layer or layers of the atmosphere hav
ing higher water vapor content on one day than the 
next. 

Actual values of current in light units have -not 
been used in these preliminary experiments since 
the interpretation of the trace, in general , depends 

Re:LAT ION BETWE[N SKY BRIGHTNESS 
VALUES OF' CURRE NT AND CLOUD TYPES 

Fig . 3 

* See "Weather by Starlight" by Eric Sloane. Weatherwise, p. 32, April, 1948. 
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on relative, rather than actual, values of current. 
However, it will be desirable in the future to cali
brate the instrument on standard light units. 

There are likely to be different combinations of 
cloud types which will give the same value of bright,
ness, thus making it difficult to interpret the record 
in terms of the true sky condition. In such a case, 
intelligent consideration of the trace as a whole and 
a knowledge of the usual cloud sequences should 
make it possible to determine cloud conditions with 
reasonable accuracy. The factors which will tend 
to confuse the interpretations, of course, are varia
tions in the height of the cloud bases, the thickness 
of the cloud, and the particle size in the clO1.id. (In 
this regard, it would be desirable to correlate read
ings of the sky brightness meter and actual cloud 
heights as determined by a ceilometer or radar. 
The latter might also tell something about the cloud 
thickness and particle size.) In any event, after 
examining several months of records, it is believed 
that the sky brightness recorder as described above 
will, in general, give a very good picture of the 
variations in cloud cover during the day. 

Such anmstrument should be useful mautomatic 
weather stations togive some indication of sky con
ditions in remote locations. Present developments 
of remote unmanned stations do not transmit such 
information, although itwould seem tobe important 
to have detailed cloud data if possible. 

Some automatic weather stations do transmit 
solar radiation intensity which might give similar 
indications to the instrument herein described if 
the radiation sensitive element did not" scan" such 
a large portIon of the sky. In doing so, the effect 
of individual clouds is lost since the radiation from 
them is very small compared to the radiation from 
the whole sky. However, by confining the area of 
sky scanned to much smaller dimensions, say a 
section of sky 150 in diameter, the presence of in
dividual clQuds in the field of scope will make large 
differences in the radiation or reflected light indi
cated by either type of recorder. 

For use in an automatic weather station, a method 
of storing up the cloud information and then trans
mitting it at intervals would be necessary. No at
tempt has been made to work out such a method 
here in this laboratorY,but it is thought that infor
mation could be stored up on a tape recorder during 
a given time interval. At the times for transmission, 
the tape would be run so as to repeat in a matter of 
seconds what has been recorded in a matter of a 
few hours. 

Recently a modification has been made on the 
original photovoitaic cell assembly. Essentially, 
it is the same sort of construction, but a variable 
iris has been mounted in the tube in front of the 
cell, the angle of the tube has been lowered so that 
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Fig. 4 

its long axis is oriented about 600 from vertical 
and directly north, and a mounting base has been 
added so that it can be easily screwed down to a 
platform or shelf . 

With this arrangement, shown in Fig. IB and 4A, 
the scope of the cell is not directly overhead and 
thus does not represent cloud conditions right over 
the station but rather somewhat to the north. How
ever, it has been found in comparing both types of 
mountings that there is very little difference in the 
two traces other than a slight lag in peaks on the 
curve as a cloud passes. 

The advantage of using a cell mounted in this 
way is that it can be mounted out in the open with 
much less chance of the cell being effected by pre
cipitation. This eliminates the need for blowing 
compressed air up through the tube. There is also 
little chance for direct sunlight getting at the cell 
and with the variable iriS. the amount of light can 
easily be adjusted to any desired microamn.eter 
scale reading. 

Two of the above units have been built. A sche
matic design of the arrangement is shown in Fig. 5. 
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One is continuously in operation at the Research 
Laboratory in Schenectady, while the other is con
tinuously operating at the Mt. Washington Observa
tory, Gorham, New Hampshire. 

Owing to the very severe icing and snow conditions 
on Mt. Washington, the cell necessarily has to be 
located within the building, being directly behind a 
special heatedwindowpane. Recordsfrom this high 
altitude station (6288 feet) are essentially the same 
as at low land stations, except when there is a thin 
cloud cap over the mountain or when thin clouds are 
just breaking over the summit. When this occurs, 
the light intensity increases greatly, the deflections 
reaching high-current peaks with each passing cloud. 
Attempts are being made to correlate variations in 
brightness during "in cloud" conditions with values 
of liquid water content and drop size measured in 
the cloud. 

For use during the hours of darkness, a box con
taining a photovoltaic cell unit and a projector spot
light source has been set up on the railway trestle 
outside the observatory building. In this self-con
tained unit, the cell and light source are separated 
by a compartment within the box so that the cell does 
not normally see the direct light from the source. 
In the presence of fog, however, light is reflected 
from the cloud droplets back to the cell. The amount 
of reflected light varies with the liquid witter con-

Research Laboratory 
Knolls I 
December 9, 1948 
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tent and drop siZes within the cloud. This installa
tion has only recently been completed so no com
parative data have been obtained. 

Another installation of a photovoltaic cell and 
recorder has been made in the B-17 probing plane 
used in seeding experiments on Project CIRRUS. 
The cell is mounted in a tube which is directed 
straight downward out of the bottom of the ship up 
near the nose. When the ship goes into a cloud, 
there is usually a very marked increase in current 
value. The reverse is true in coming out of the 
cloud. This should provide accurate means for 
correlating variations in temperature, humidity, 
etc., upon sudden entrance or exit from clouds. 
While the brightness might not always increase upon 
entering a cloud, it is felt that some abrupt change 
in the lighting will take place so that the desired in
formation can be obtained. 

Considerable time and experimenting could be 
spent in more accurately correlating continuous 
records of light-current values with cloud types, 
heights, drop' size, etc., but it is not within the scope 
of the present contract to do so. The information 
obtained and presented in this report has required 
no great amount of time other than routine daily 
checks on sky conditions and servicing 'of the re
corder. A more elaborate project might be worth
while. 



THE DETECTION OF lCE NUCLEI IN THE FREE ATMOSPHERE* 

by 

Vincent J. Schaefer 
General Electric Research Laboratory 

Schenectady, New York 

There are few things related to weather which 
cause more difficulty in the temperate zones of the 
earth than snow storms. This is particularly true 
as man depends more and more on mechanized 
equipment. The efficient operation of automobiles 
and airplanes is difficult when snow covers the 
roads or runways. 

During the winter of 1947-1948 a majority of 
the important snow storms occurring in the north
eastern United States arrived unannounced and ap
parently unexpected. Among the fa c tor S which 
probably play an important role in the initial develop
ment of such storms is the concentration of sub
limation nuclei in the atmosphere. 

It can be shown in a laboratory cold chamber(l) 
that a cloud of liquid water droplets may easily be 
cooled to a temperature of -380C. In the free at
mosphere, such supercooling has also been meas
uredbyobservers in the polar regions, at mountain 
observatories, and in aircraft. 

The development of ice on aircraft in flights 
through supercooled clouds is often such a serious 
operational hazard that planes are grounded rather 
than risk flying through thick clouds at temperatures 
below freezing. At temperatures lower than -200 C, 
the liquid water content of a cloud system is gener
ally so low that relatively little trouble occurs in 
the temperate zones of the earth even though light 
icing is commonly experienced. 

The frequent occurrence and the physical rea
sons for the formation of supercooled clouds in the 
atmosphere must be better understood to improve 
the predictions related to the persistence of icing 
clouds or the development of snow storms. Any 
supercooled cloud in the free atmosphere is a po
tential snow source, the lack of sufficient ice crys
tals forming in the cloud being one of the few factors 

. which permits such an unstable condition to exist 
for more than a few minutes. 

During a recent study of certain physical proper
ties of the free atmosphere, several methods were 
developed to detect the presence of sublimation 
nuclei in the air. These met hod s may be used 
whether the air is saturated with moisture or not. 
These methods all take advantage of the inherent 
property of water to exist in a supercooled state. 
Three different techniques were found to be useful 
and will be briefly described in this paper . 

The Use of a Cold Chamber 

The most useful method employs a box insulated 
on the bottom and sides which may be cooled below 
DoC. 

While any of the ordinary methods for cooling 
the chamber may be used, such as a brine solution 
(one part NaCI to three parts chipped ice) or dry 
ice (solid carbon dioxide), the most convenient 
equipment consists of a small commercial home 
freezer of two or four cubic foot capacity, although 
a much smaller unit may be used in field tests. 
Whatever the cooling method used, it is desirable, 
if possible, to be abie to lower the temperature to. 
at least -200C. 

To permit easy observation of nuclei in the cold 
chamber, the walls and bottom should be painted 
black or lined with black velvet. If hung loosely on 
the walls, very little, if any, frost will form on a 
velvet liner. Excellent observation of the develop
ments which occur in the chamber may be obtained 
if it is illuminated with a powerful flashlight or 
similar light source. 

To make a count of nuclei, ' the following proce
dure is recommended. A sample of air 1s intro
duced into the chamber. This may be accomplished 
with a blower or any similar method. A fog is then 
formed in the chamber by permitting water to evap
orate from moistened paper. cloth, or other ab
sorbent mat e ria 1 placed in the cold air of the 

* This paper has been submitted for publication to the Journal of the American Meteorological SOCIety. It 
represents, in the main, the subject matter presented before the joint session of the American Meteoro
logical Society and the Institute of the Aeronautical Sciences held at the Hotel Astor, New York City, 
January 28, 1948. 

(1) Schaefer , V. J. The Production of Ice Crystals ina Cloudo! Supercooled Water Droplets. SCIENCE, 104, 
pp. 457-459, (November 15, 1946). 

Schaefer, V. J. The Production of Clouds Containing Supercooled Water Droplets or Ice Crystals under 
Laboratory Conditions. BULLETIN OF AMERICAN METEOROLOGICAL SOCIETY, 29, No.4, pp. 
175-182, (April, 1948). 
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chamber. Alter the cold air becomes saturated, a 
visible cloud forms consisting of tiny water droplets. 
These cool to the temperature of the surrounding 
air within a few seconds. 

If any active sublimation nuclei are present in 
this air sample, they immediately start growing at 
the expense of the supercooled water droplets since 
the vapor pressure of water is higher than ice at 
all temperatures below OOC . 

If this happens, the particle immediately becomes 
visible in the light beam among the supercooled 
water droplets. This occurs because the flat, angu
lar surfaces of the crystal gleam and twinkle ' as 
light is specularly reflected from the prismatic 
faces of the crystal. 

If crystals appear in the light, their number may 
be estimated semi-quantitatively by counting the 
number Visible in a given volume of the chamber. 
Thus, if the concentration is low, the number in the 
entire beam may be estimated; while if it is high, 
the number per cubic centimeter is noted. If the 
number is very low, the number of crystals seen 
during several minutes of observation is noted. 

It is deSirable, if pOSSible , to make successive 
determinations of the presence of active nuclei as 
the box is slowly cooled. In this way, the threshold 
temperature may be determined for sublimation 

nuclei of different types and degrees of effective
ness. 

Since the operation of an insulated cold chamber 
is practically unaffected by the temperature of the 
outside air, it is possible to detect potential sub
limation nuclei no matter what the temperature of 
the outside air may be. The cold air in the chamber 
is stabilized due to the strong inversion which is an 
inherent property of such units as recommended. 
For this reason, it is possible to make the observa
tions without covering the top of the chamber. 

If ice crystals appear in the chamber, their 
crystal form may be determined (1) by direct ob
servation under a microscope placed in the chamber 
(2) by preparation of plastic replicas(2) (3) by per
mitting the crystals to fall into a supercooled soap 
film and watching the form of the crystiu that grows 
and (4) by letting the crystals seed a thin film of a 
dilute, water-soluble plastic. The last two methods 
may be used independently whenever the temperature 
of the outdoor air is below freezing. 

Since January 1, 1948, regular observations using 
the cold chamber method for detecting sublimation 
nuclei have been conducted at the Mt. Washington 
Observatory as part of the fundamental weather re
search studies under way by our research group in 
Project CffiRUS . At the present writing, a total of 

TABLE I 
VARIATION IN NUMBER OF SUBLIMATION NUCLEI 

AB A FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE OF FREE AIR - (COLD CHAMBER METHOD) 

Temp Ca. 1 x 106/M3 Ca. 1 x 103/M3 1 x 102/M3 None 

-300C 4 5 1 1 

-26°C 3 3 1 4 

-220C 5 4 0 1 

-180C 6 4 0 1 

_14oC 3 5 0 3 

_10°C 5 4 0 3 

_6°C 1 2 5 4 

_2°C 0 1 3 7 

+2oC o· 3 3 6 

+6oC 2 0 6 3 

+10oC 0 2 3 6 

+14oC 0 1 9 1 

(2) Schaefer, V. J. A Method for Making Snowflake Replicas. SCIENCE, 93, 239-240, (March, 1941). 

Schaefer, V. J. Use of Snowflake Replicas for Studying Winter Storms. NATURE, 149, p. 81, (January 
17,1942). 
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more than 1300 observations have been made at 
three-hourly intervals. Table I presents a typical 
sample of the variations which have been observed 
at different temperatures. The results listed rep
resent nearly all of the observations made at the 
air temperatures shown when the summit was free 
of clouds. When supercooled clouds cover the sum
mit of the mountain, the air often contains a con
centration of ice crystals as high as five per cubic 
centimeter. This concentration is not high enough, 
how3ver, to use up the supercooled water droplets 
in the air since orographic lifting condenses the 
water faster than the ice crystals can use it up. 
Many of these ice particles consist of rime frag
ments broken off by the erosion of blowing snow. 

More data of the kind shown in the table 1s needed 
and a considerable amount of study must be con
ducted before any significant conclusions may be 
drawn from these interesting observations. The 
wide variations in number of sublimation nuclei 
observed at specific temperatures is of significance. 
It is this type of variation which may account for the 
seemingly haphazard occurrence of supercooled 
clouds in the atmosphere. 

Plans call for a continuation of these observa
tions for at least another year at the Mt. Washington 
observatory. These will be supplemented by lowland 
observations near sea level at Schenectady. 

Use of Soap Films and Bubbles as Nuclei Detectors 

There are certain film forming solutions· whicJ:l 
may be easily supercooled. These may be used to 
detect ice crystal nuclei. 

Films may be formed on a ring one to four inches 
in diameter or bubbles may be produced. This latter 
method affords interesting and, sometimes, spec
tacular results. For example, if a film is formed 
on a three-inch ring and then suddenly moved up
ward, a bubble six to ten inches in,diameter may be 
formed. When the air temperature is about -80 C 
(17.60 F) from one to ten ice crystals are often ob
served growing in the film. These crystals assume 
four basic forms. They are (1) symmetrical hexa
gons (2) symmetrical crosses or x-shaped crystals 
(3) asymmetric 4-rayed crystals and (4) asymmetric 
crystals having more than four rays. Table n and 
m show typical observations made in the Mohawk 
Valley near Schenectady. The variations observed 
suggest differences in concentration of active nuclei 
in the air coming into contact with the supercooled 
b~bble. When ice crystals form in large free float
ing supercooled bubbles, it is a common observation 
to see single crystals growing to a size greater than 
six inches. If the bubble breaks before it freezes 
solid, this large crystal flutters down to the earth. 
If no crystals form before the bubble breaks, no 
residue is visible except a faint mist of water drop
lets. If, however, a considerable number of crystals 
form, the number may be determined (if not more 
than about ten) by counting the individual fragments 
which fall to earth when the bubble breaks. Figure 
1 shows an eight-inch diameter bubble in which 
crystals are growing. 

Instead of using bubbles, it is also useful at times 
to form a film on a circular ring. Figure 2 shows 
such a film which has been seeded by tiny snow par
ticles which have fallen from the sky. 

TABLE IT 

EXTREMES IN NUMBER OF SUBLIMATION NUCLEI AB A FUNCTION OF 
, AIR TEMPERATURE 

Date Time Temp(OC) No. of Nuclei Type Comments 

2/11/48 0800 -18 50 Hex. Alt. st. clouds 
2/24/48 0700 -18 20 - 30 x Supercooled fog in lowlands 

12/25/48 0730 -14 30 - 40 Hex. Clear 
1/23/48 0800 -14 10 - 15 Hex. Stratus overcast 

1/22/48 0815 -10 10 - 20 Hex. x Stratus overcast 
2/13/48 0745 -10 3 - 5 Hex. x Cirrus haze 

1/25/48 1200 -7.8 20 - 30 Hex. x "Frosty" air 
2/19/48 0730 -7.8 1 - 5 x Cirrus haze 

2/15/48 0800 -6.6 5 - 10 Hex. x 0.8 St. cu. 
3/1/48 2200 -6.6 none -- Cirrus haze 

~/24/48 2300 -6.1 none -- Clear, 220 halo 
3/15/48 0645 -6.1 none -- Cirrus haze 

* Circus Bubbles. Bombay Distributors, New York City. 
Aladdin Bubbles. Aladdin Sales Company, New York City. 
King Size Bubbles. Mecklenburg Specialties, Inc., Charlotte, North Carolina. 
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TABLE III 

VARIATION IN NUMBER OF ICE NUCLEI UNDER NEARLY 
ISOTHERMAL CONDITIONS 

Date Time Temp(oC) No. of Nuclei Type Comments I 

2/ 11/48 1300 -9.5 20 - 30 

1/22/48 0815 -10 10 - 20 

1/23/48 0745 -9 10 - 20 

2/23/48 0800 -9.5 5 - 10 

2/13/48 0745 -10 3 - 5 

3/11/48 0645 -9.5 2 - 5 

2/22/48 2200 -9.5 1 - 3 

3/6/48 2130 -9 1 - 2 

3/13/48 2200 -9 1 - 2 

2/20/48 0745 -9.5 0.1 - 1.0 

When larger numbers of crystals develop in the 
bubble, a rough estimate .of the number may be made 
by direct observation. This is most easily accom
plished during the day by forming the bubble so that 
it is viewed in the general direction of the sun. At 
night or with an overcast in the sky, a .projection 
floodlight may be used. The best effects may be 
seen if the observer looks toward the light at an 
angle a few degrees from its direct beam. 

Careful study must be made to establish the dif
ference between the effects which may be produced 
by sublimation nuclei contacting the supercooled 
film from the surrounding air and the effects which 
develop from freezing nuclei contained within the 
bubble solution. The observations to date suggest 

Fig. 1 

* Kodapak cellulose acetate. 
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Hex. x Alt. cumulus 

Hex. x Thin cu. hum. 

Hex. Cu. humilus 

Hex. x Scat. fr. cu., hazy 

Hex. x Cirrus haze 

Hex. 0.8 st. cu. sun pillar 

Hex. x Clear 

Hex. asym. Cirrus haze 

x Thin haze 

Hex. Clear 

that the symmetrical six- and four-rayed cryst31s 
and the asymmetric forms having five or nine rays 
are produced by active sublimation nuclei from the 
air. The crystal forms having curved rays which 
are suggestive of the fern-like forms of frost are 
believed to be caused by the presence of freezing 
nuclei in the bubble solution. 

An effect similar to that observed in the flat 
films andround bubbles maybe obtained by mount
inp: a thin film of a plastic, such as cellulose acetate*. 
on a frame. This is then coated with a slightly 

Fig. 2 



A 

10 sec. 

B 

viscous layer of polyvinyl alcohol dissolved in water . . 
A three percent solution of this water soluble plastic 
works quite satisfactorily. The water in the solu
tion readily supercools. When contacted by an active 
ice nucleus, a large single crystal of ice grows 
rapidly from the point where it contacts the super
cooled plastic film. As the crystal grows, it drives 
much of the polyvinyl alcohol ahead of it. When 
more than one crystal forms , this precipitated ma
terial is trapped at the interfaces between the crys
tals. The resulting structure, if kept in the cold 
chamber close ~o the wall, will remain unaltered as 
the frozen water slowly sublimes leaving a negative 
replica of polyvinyl alcohol. The residue thus forms 
'a permanent record of the crystallization forms. 
Figure 3 shows several stages in the formation of 
such a replica. The successive pictures were taken 

20 sec. 30 sec. 

Fig . 3 
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ten seconds apart, 3a showing a replica produced 
when only ten active nuclei contacted the super
cooled film, 3b showing the effect observed when 
many were present. 

Significance of Results 

It is believed that the methods described in this 
paper may provide data which eventually will serve 
to give a better understanding of the erratic occur
rence of supercooled clouds in the free atmosphere. 
A considerable amount of data must be collected 
before definite correlations can be attempted to 
establish the relationships which probably exist be
tween the number of sublimation nuclei in the at
mosphere and the frequency of supercooled clouds 
or snow. 



STUDIES OF THE EFFECTS PRODUCED 
BY DRY ICE SEEDING OF STRATUS CLOUDS 

by 

Irving Langmuir 
General Electric Research Laboratory 

Schenectady, New York 

An Analysis of Flight No. 23, April 29 , 1948 

In Flight No.4 on April 7,1947 (First Quarterly 
Report, Project CffiRUS, July 15 , 1947, pages 9-11 , 
15 , and 27-30) dry ice was dropped on the top sur
face of a continuous stratus cloud deck at the rate 
of about one pound per mile along an L-shaped seed
ing line having a total length of about 14 miles. 
Within 45 minutes, an area of about 50 square miles, 
still retaining the shape of the L, was observed and 
was photographed from a plane about 8,000 feet 
above the top of the stratus clouds. Atthe time, the 
sun was only 100 - 150 above the western horizon 
and thus , because of the difference in the directions 
of the sunlight scattered from the supercooled water 
droplets and from ice crystals , the seeded area 
sometimes appeared as a dark area ona light back
ground and from other directions appeared as a light 
area on a dark background. 

Measurements of photographs showed that the 
width of the seeded pattern increased at the rate of 
5 or 6 miles per hour , that is , the velocity of propa
gation was about 2.7 miles per hour on each side of 
the original line of seeding. This spreading of the 
ice nuclei and larger ice crystals through a quiescent 
stratus cloud at the rate of about 1.2 meters per 
second was presumably due to local convection and 
turbulence produced within the cloud layer near the 
edges of the seeded area because of the heat gen
erated by the transformation of the cloud from one 
consisting of supercooled water droplets to one con
taining small ice crystals. 

Flight No.4 demonStrated thatit was possible to 
remove the supercooling in about 50 square miles 
of stratus clouds having anaverage temperature of . 
about -70C by using only 12 pounds of dry ice dis
tributed along a 14 mile line in a period of about 
six minutes . The snow crystals thus produced un
doubtedly settled out of the top of the cloud layer 
which was roughly 4,000 feet thick, but the total 
liquid water content of the cloud was so small that 
only an insignificant amount . of snow was produced. 
In Flight No.4 only one plane was involved and , be
cause of regulations, this plane could not fly down 
through the cloud layer to observe what was occur
ring beneath the clouds. Ii1 future flights. it was 

hoped to have at least two planes and to get better 
phOtographic data of the rate of growth of the seeded 
area. 

studies of this kind give fundamental data on the 
production of snow within supercooled clouds and 
the elimination of icing hazard in stratus clouds. 
It was considered to be desirable to work with seeded 
areas of such size that they could be readily photo
graphed and analyzed. We have, therefore, up to 
the present avoided carrying on experiments with 
continuous seeding over areas as large as 100 or 
l,OeO square miles , although it is with just such 
large areas that results of the greatest practical 
importance should be obtained. 

Ii1 winter there are often extensive layers of 
stratus clouds of great thickness from which no snow 
falls , but which presumably might be made to yield 
snow or rain in substantial amounts if ice crystals 
could be generated near the top of the cloud. If the 
lower part of the cloud is warm, that is , if it has a 
temperature above (PC, the melting snowflakes 
would presumably grow by accretion in accord with 
the Bergeron-Findeisen theory · of precipitation. 
Small-scale experiments, such as that performed 
in Flight No.4, would presumably give a valuable 
basis for planning for future research in the control 
of precipitation from stratus and even from cumulus 
clouds. . 

Flight No. 23. 

It is the object ofthis reportto describe the re
sults obtained in Flight No. 23 made on April 29, 
1948. It was hoped to obtain information as to the 
rate of propagation of the ice crystal cloud and to 
attempt to correlate this rate withthe meteorologi::al 
conditions which prevailed at the time. By several 
studies of this kind with clouds having different tem
peratures, thicknesses and stabilities. it should be 
possiole to get enough knowledge of the mechanisms 
involved to forecast with reasonable accuracy the 
results of seeding operations . 

This flight was arranged to be carried out over 
Cape Cod Bay about 50 miles southeast of Boston 
within range of the Weather Radar Research Project 
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in the Department of Meteorology of Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology (Signal Corps Contract No. 
W-36-039-SC -32038). We hoped that by radar it 
might be possible to detect precipitation produced 
by seeding and that the positions of the planes could 
be checked. From these results, we could decide 
whether in future flights we should use radar and 
radio communication to control the flight from the 
ground. 

Two planes from Project CffiRUS atSchenectady 
took part in Flight No. 23. One was a B-17 G 43-
37746 and the other a B-25 J 44-86893. The planes 
to::lk off from BedfordAirport atabout noon and the 
flight was completed about 3:00 p.m. (EST), when 
the planes started back to Schenectady. 

The B -25 carried out the seeding operations with 
dry ice , flew down through the seeded area, studied 
the precipitation seen below the clouds, and flew up 
through the hole produced by seeding. No photo
graphs were taken from this plane, but some mete
orological data were obtained, especially air tem
peratures . 

The B -17 flew over the clouds in counter -clock
wise circles of large diameter (22 to 33 miles ) so 
as to keep the seeded area approximately i~ the 
center of the circle . Sequences of two to three 
photographs were taken at intervals of one to two 
minutes while the plane was flying on a straight 
course. Then, in response to directions given by 
the photographer , the course was changed so that 
the photographer could keep the seeded area about 
abeam on the left side of the plane. During most of 
the flight, the plane was at an altitude of 13,000 
feet to 16,300 feet. 

A photopanel having a camera with 35 mm film 
which took a photograph about every 45 seconds of 
the instruments on the panel and an ML-313 were 
installed in the B-17. There were also push buttons 
arranged at several points on the plane so that the 
pilot, the photographer, or the meteorologist could 
operate the photopanel at the time oftaking a photo
graph or recording any observations. For example, 
when the plane was changing its altitude , readings 
of wet and dry bulb thermometers were taken at 
about every thousand-foot level during the ascent 
as well as the descent. The photopanel .data thus 
included: 

1. Time -- hours, minutes , and seconds. 

2. Photopanel "'rame number. 

3. Rate of climb -- feet per minute. 

4. Indicated air speed -- miles per hour. 

5. Indicated altitude - - feet. 

6. True heading of the plane. 
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7. Turn and bank indicator . 

8. The panel indicator which showed whether 
that particular frame was taken in response to the 
"timer" , photographer on the left side of the ship, 
navigator , or meteorological instruments. (In
dicated dry bulb, indicated wet bulb for the free air.) 

9. Panel temperature (used for making correc
tions of the instrument readings). 

At the time of Flight No. 23,there was a very ex
tensive area of smooth topped stratus clouds that 
extended from Boston out over Cape Cod Bay a little 
beyond Cape Cod. East of Cape Cod over the Atlantic 
the sky was cloudless. Detailed consideration of the 
meteorological conditions will be contained in a 
later section of this report. The cloud base was at 
approximately 4,800 feet, and at the time of the first 
seeding the top averaged about 8,100 feet. At the 
cloud base , the free air temperature corrected for 
dynamiC heating was -2 .80C. Below the cloud base 
down to the SUrIace ofthe sea, the lapse rate checked 
well with the dry adiabatic lapse rate. Just above 
the cloud top there was a temperature inversion of 
one or two degrees centigrade and between 9,000 
and 9,600 feet altitude, the temperature was con
stant at -1l.20C. In the clear air above that, the 
lapse rate up to 16,000 feet was quite constant with 
the value of 2.280C per 1,000 feet as compared with 
the dry adiabatic lapse rate of 2.960 C . . 

Photographic Data - Data obtained during the 
flight consisted of 68 photographs which were taken 
between 1306 and 1446 EST. These were taken with 
a Speed Graphic camera on 4 -inch x 5-inch negatives 
with a 5-inch focal length. From these pictures, 
enlargements were made with a two-fold enlarge
ment ratio giving 8-inch x lO-inch photographs 
corresponding to a focallength of 10 inches. It was 
desired to use these photographs for the measure
ment of vertical and horizontal angles . 

If the top of the stratus deck is flat and at a con
stant known altitude and the horizon is clean cut, 
then, according to the methods described in the 
First Quarterly Report, it is possible by measure
ment of a single picture to determine the shape and 
size of the pattern outlining the seeded area . To 
locate these modified areas and detect horizontal 
and vertical movements, it is desirable to know ac
curately the position of the plane at all times and the 
direction of the camera axis at the time the photo
graphs are taken. If these data are available,how
ever , it becomes possible to make an independent 
determination of the size and shape of the seeded 
area by comparing horizontal angles in two or more 
successive photographs without the use of vertical 
angles and without accurate knowledge of the posi
tion of the horizon line. This procedure is particu
larly useful when the top of the stratus cloud is not 



flat or where the cloud altitude changes with time. 
In this case, one determines horizontal distances 
and positions by photographictriangulation using as 
a base line the length and direction of the line con
necting consecutive air stations at which pictures 
are taken. The flight directions are obtained from 
the photo panel data and the lengths of the lines are 
calculated from the air speeds and the time intervals 
between the photographs. 

The Flight Path of the Plane - During the flight 
a few "fixes" were obtained by Loran and by radio 
compass , and in a few cases, by rough observations 
of points on Cape Cod seen through holes in the cloud. 
These data. however, were found to be rather un-

reliable and the positions so determined were ".11-
compatible to such a degree that average errors of 
the order of several miles were evident. The pro· 
cedure adopted waS to calculate lhe flight path ofthe 
plane with reference to a set of co-ordinates fixed 
with respect to the airthrough which the plane was 
flying at the altitude of the plane; that is , the flight 
path was determined by dead reckoning from the 
photopaneldata including heading, time, and the air 
speed but without allowing for wind drift. The air 
speed was , of course, corrected usmgthe alttmeter 
pressure, the air temperature from the meteor
ological data , and the instrumental errors. Figure 
1 gives the flight path calculated in this way between 
1252 and 1447 EST. The numbers placed along the 
line in Fig. 1 are the running numbers of the photo
graphs. The scale giving distances in miles is 
placed at the lower part of the figure l and the di
rection in which each photograph was taken is in
dicated by the directional arrows. 

The method of constructing the flight path from 
the photopanel data will be described in more detail 
in a later section of this report. An examination of 
Fig. 1 will show that after some original maneuvers 
for the purpose of getting into position, the B-17 
described a path consisting of a 3/ 4-circle about 
15 miles indiameter from which photos 1 to 5 were 
obtained. The first seeding was done about the time 
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that photo No.2 was taken. The fact that the plane 
then described 2 3/ 4-circles baving a common 
center (which was not far from the place at which 
photo No.2 was taken) proves that the photographer , 
who was directing the course of the plane, was ob
serving a definite point in the cloud deck which was 
moving with respect to the ground at a rate about 
the same as that of the air through which the plane 
was flying. In our first analysis ofthese data, plots 
were made of the flight path of the plane with re
spect to the ground taking into account the drift due 
to a wind velocity of about 30 miles per hour from 
3000 true north. The flight path in that case re
sembled a cycloid rather than a series of circles 
because the plane was circling about a moving point. 

In Fig. 1 it was seen that after 2 1/ 2 turns , roughly 
30 miles in diameter, the plane made a small loop, 
took photo No. 56, and then made 1 1/ 4 turns of an
other circle about 22 miles in diameter while photos 
No. 56 and 68 were taken. Again, it is Significant 
that the path described is quite accurately a circle. 

As a matter of fact , the three large circles up to 
photo No. 55 represent circling about the first seeded 
area, while the small circle from photos No. 56 to 
68 represents the path flown while the second seeded 
area was .being photographed. 

Seeding Operations During Flight No. 23 

Seeding No.1 - This consisted of an L-shapea 
figure forming two sldes of a square with two "point 
drops" atthe fourth corner of the square. The seed
ing started at 13 :07:30 on the course of 2540 • After 
flying on this course at a true air speed of 187 miles 
per hour for 45 seconds (a distance of 2.1 miles), a 
sharp left turn was made so that within 30 seconds 
the course had changed 900 to a course of 1590 true 
north. The radius of the turn was 0.9 miles. The 
straight flight along the 1590 continued for 45 sec
onds (a distance of 2.1 miles). At this point, the 
dispensing of the dry ice, which had been going on 
at about two pounds per mile for a distance of 5.6 
miles along the seeding path, was stopped. Then a 
second 900 left turn was made in 30 seconds to a 
course of 740 and at about 20 seconds later, 1 1/ 2 
pounds of dry ice were dumped at one point and about . 
20 seconds later, a similar amount was dumped. The 
times of these "point drops" were not accurately 
recorded. 

The effects produced by the first seeding will be 
described in detail later but the photographs show 
the begi:.ning of effects in about photo No.8, and 
photographs of this area were taken regularly up to 
photo No. 55 at 1414 EST. 

Seeding No.2 - At 1418 the decision was made to 
seed a new area southwest of the original one using 
six "point drops" along a straight line on a course 



of 2400 which would give a seeding line along the 
length of a band of cloud still remaining. The clouds 
near the original seeded area were gradually be
ginning .to dissipate as they moved out to the sea 
past Cape Cod, but the six "point drops" were made 
over a str ip of cloud about ten miles wide and twenty 
miles long, which was still unbroken. Unfortunately , 
the course flown by the seeding plane, instead of 
being 2400 , was 2040. According to the records 
taken on the B-25 plane this second seeding started 
at 1426 on a heading of 2040 true north and was com
pleted at 1428 at the same heading. The six "point 
drops" of 1 1/ 2 pound each were spaced about 20 
seconds apart , corresponding to a distance of one 
mile sin-::e the air speed was 180 miles per hour. 

The Position of the Plane - During the time in 
which photographs were being taken it was planned, 
as far as possible, to fly the plane on a straight 
course at constant altitude so thattwo or more con
secutive pictures could be taken until the photogra
pher found that the seeded area was falling so far 
behind that it was obscured by the elevator surface . 
Then by inter phone he notified the pilot that a lei 
turn should be made until such time as the photog
rapher found that the seeded area could be photo
graphed just back of the wing tip. At the beginning 
and end of each turn, the .pilot caused a photopanel 
record to be made by pressing a button. During the 
turns a nearly constant rate oHurn was maintained, 
and an analysis of data shows that, in general, the 
radius of curvature during these turns was about 
four miles . 

A rather large scale plot was made from the air 
speed data, the time, and the heading of the plane as 
recorded by the photopanel. All necessary correc
tions wer e applied to the indicated air speed and the 
indicated heading. All the points shown by small 
Circles on the track given in Fig. 1 show the posi
tions of the plane at which photopanel data were 
recorded. Table I gives photopanel data only for the 
air stations at which the photographs were taken. 

An analysis of the plot showed that the flight path 
could be broken down into straight sections , during 
which photographs were taken, and circular arcs in 
which the heading of the plane, cr, varied linear ly with 
time. The length of the line S along these straight 
or curved sections of the flight path was obtained by 
multiplying the air speed by the time interval. In 
order to plot the flight path as shown in Fig. 1, it was 
found convenient to calculate the radius of curvature 
R of the curved flight se .::tions. Let S be the dis
tance traversed by the plane during one section of the 
flight having a duration of t seconds. Then we have 

S = Vt. (1 ) 
When the plane during the time t describes a cir

cular arc of length S, the radius of curvature is 
given by 
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R = S/ G, (2) 

where 9 is the angle (in radians ) through which the 
plane has turned in time t. 

The plotting of the pOints shown in Fig. 1 in small 
circles is done mos t conveniently by calculating the 
length ofthe chord C which corresponds to any given 
circular a l'C e. The relation between C and R is 
given by 

C = 2R sin (6/ 2). (3) 

When the angle 9 is less tha n about 900 , C may be 
calculated by a series expansion based on Eq. (3} 

S - C = (Re3/ 24) (1 - 92/ 80 + •.. ). (4) 

The whole flight path as shown in Fig. lean be con
structed graphically by laying out the straight lines 
corresponding to the straight parts ofthe flight path, 
each line having the direction tf as given by the cor
rected photopanel data. For the circular arcs , the 
difference in the values of tf between the beginning 
and end of the curved arc gives Q for use in Eq. (2) 
and (3). The length ofthe chord C is then calculated 
by Eq. (3) or (4) andthe direction of this line is the 

arithmetical mean of the initial and the final value 
of tf • It was found, however , to be more convenient 
to calculate the co-ordinates x and y ofthe succes
sive air stations by multiplying the length of the 
chord C by cos If' or sin If to get the increments ofx 
and y. 

All the pOints shown by small circles in Fig. 1 
were plotted from the corresponding value of x and 
y and were checked graphically by observing the 
lengths of the sections and the azimuthS'l' ofthe 
straight sections and the chords. 

Table I gives the locations of the points at which 
photographs were taken. The table contains data 
for the time , the heading of the plane,'" the true air 
speed, the co '-ordinates x and y from an arbitrary 
origin, and the azimuth of the camera axis. 

Analysis of the Photographic Data - In order to 
determine the position and the shape of the seeded 
area during the course of its development after seed
ing' it is important to know the direction 'f c lD which 
the photograph is taken, that is, the azimuth of the 
camera axis or the principal plane of the photograph. 
The tip of the left wing or the left elevator showed 
in nearly all the photographs. Since the photographs 
were taken from a fixed position in the ship and the 
angle to the wing tip or the elevator tip was known 
with respect to the ship' s head, it was possible to 
determine If c· 

An independent check of the correctness of these 
angles was obtained in an examination of the photo
graphs by picking out in pairs of consecutive photo
graphs two or more points that were seen in both. 



Table I 

DATA FOR THE FLIGHT PATH 

Flight No. 23 

True True True 
Co-ordinates 

True 
Photo Time Heading Airspeed Altitude 

(miles) Camera 
No. E. S. T. If mi/hr + 1000 ft x y Axis 

1 13 0632 322 225 13.3 28.15 46.08 237 
2 0733 292 220 i3.3 24.95 47.98 216 
3 1145 162 223 13.3 14.16 42.56 76 
4 1342 136 229 13.3 18.49 36.79 48 
5 1523 78 228 13.3 24.48 34.97 44 
6 1604 52 . 221 13.3 26.68 36.24 349 
7 1645 52 226 13.3 28.66 37.79 323 
8 1727 52 216 13.3 · 30 .74 39.41 316 
9 1814 14 199 13.3 32.25 41.73 305 

10 1905 16 196 14.8 33.01 44.45 282 
11 2021 10 205 14.8 33.80 48.50 267 
12 2121 316 216 14.8 32.84 51.66 240 
13 2222 314 221 14.8 30.23 54.22 227 
14 2317 312 222 14.8 27.73 56.51 206 
15 2448 268 224 14.8 22.95 59.16 181 
16 2544 266 226 14.8 19.46 58.98 158 
17 2645 230 223 14.8 15.75 58.35 139 
18 2733 222 228 14.8 13.65 56.22 135 
19 2818 224 229 14.8 11.70 54.13 124 
20 2935 178 218 15.1 9.54 49.86 99 
21 3035 · 182 203 15.1 9.54 46.22 81 
22 3139 178 201 15.1 9.54 42.56 67 
23 3301 136 223 16.1 12.25 38.79 52 
24 3357 136 227 16.1 14.66 36.29 37 
25 3459 108 226 16.1 17.57 33.71 15 
26 3554 92 225 16.1 20.98 33.11 9 
27 3638 96 228 16.1 23.73 32.92 2 
28 3721 92 229 16.1 26.45 32.73 354 
29 3822 62 227 16.1 30.28 32.90 336 

30 3919 50 229 16.1 33.14 35.09 323 
31 4053 20 230 16.1 37.29 39.31 297 
32 4246 350 227 16.1 38.93 46.27 268 
33 4331 350 227 16.1 38.44 49.07 258 
34 .4504 320 230 16.1 36.12 54.44 241 
35 4607 320 230 16.1 33.54 57.51 225 
36 4730 286 230 16.1 28.88 59.83 208 
37 4816 286 231 16.1 26.05 60.64 195 
38 4856 286 231 16.1 23.58 61.35 186 
39 4951 258 235 16.1 20.09 61.71 173 
40 5106 252 234 16.1 15.30 60.65 159 
41 5156 228 235 16.1 12.54 58.98 140 
42 5235 230 240 16.1 10.62 57.32 130 
43 5322 200 235 16.1 8.77 54.86 118 
44 5410 200 236 16.1 7.70 51.92 104 
45 5536 168 234 16.1 7.69 46.36 84 
46 5804 132 234 16.1 11.47 37.84 53 
47 140010 102 232 16.1 18.93 34.98 26 
48 0103 102 232 16.1 22.26 34.27 8 
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Table I (Cont'd) 

DATA FOR THE FLIGHT PATH 
Flight N_o. 23 

True True 
Photo Time Heading Airspeed 

No. E. S. T. if mil hr 

49 14 0219 74 228 
50 0406 32 229 
51 0529 12 232 
52 0730 338 230 
53 0929 310 231 
54 1049 280 232 
55 1411 220 235 
56 2444 284 224 
57 2846 202 232 
58 3002 160 240 
59 3055 132 241 
60 3148 120 241 
61 3320 90 237 
62 3456 52 236 
63 3615 32 234 
64 3739 0 229 
65 3926 318 232 
66 4029 302 234 
67 4354 224 235 
68 4530 200 239 

By connecting these points in one photograph by 
straight lines and extending these to the horizon, the 
direction of the line could be calculated from the 
position of this horizon point on the photograph. In 
spite of the fact that two consecutive photographs 
might be taken from points 2 ~r 3 miles apart, the 
directions of the points where these lines meet the 
horizon in successive pictures are identical since 
parallel horizontal lines on a photograph converge 
towards a single point on the horizon. Actually 
to get high accuracy by this method, it was neces
sary to apply corrections because of the curvature of 
earth and the depression of the horizon. These 
methods will be described later. 

A comparison of these two methods indicated that, 
in general, the accuracy of the camera azimuth cf c 
was such that the average error was about :2G. 
There were a few photographs taken in which neither 
the wing tip nor the elevator showed and it was, 
therefore, neCessary to depend on the photographic 
method to determine'rc. In flights made sub
sequently to Flight No. 23 , a wire was stretched 
from the wing tip to the elevator which car rIed near 
its center an insulator which showed in all the photo
graphs. From the known position of this insulator, 
it was then possible to determine 'fc. 

During the course of Flight No. 23 a series of 
sixty-eight photographs were taken from the photo 
plane. Only eight ofthese have been selected to il-
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True 
Co-ordinates 

True 
Altitude 

(miles) 
Camera 

+ 1000 ft Axis 

16.1 27.01 35.00 350 
16.1 32.19 39.26 309 
16.1 33.71 44.27 
16.1 32.37 51.54 289 
16.1 27.04 56 .89 251 
16.1 22.60 59.32 209 
16.1 10.71 56.09 183 
16.1 12.03 48.57 119 
16.1 0.46 40.35 90 
16.1 0.38 35.55 66 
16.1 2.32 32.67 48 
16.1 5.18 30.60 34 
16.1 11.04 29.26 01 
16.1 16.68 31.79 321 
16.1 19.65 35.93 288 
16.1 20.63 41.22 264 
16.1 18.38 47.56 222 
16.1 15.16 50.00 203 
16.1 3.23 47.08 148 
16.1 0.84 41.29 100 

lustrate particular phases of the operation. 

Photo No. 1 (1-23-746) illustrates the stratus 
deck existing before the initial seeding run. 

Photo No.2 (25-23-746) shows the L-shaped 
seeded area 27.5 minutes after seeding and also the 
location of the spot drop beyond. 

Photo No.3 (27-23-746) shows the modified re
gion after 29.1 minutes at which time the spot drop 
is difficult to see. 

Photo No.4 (46-23-746) shows the area 50.5 
minutes after seeding with a considerable depres 
sion visible. 

Photo No.5 (57-23-746) was taken just as the 
seeding plane was finishing its run during which six 
"point drops" of11/ 2poundsweremadeat one mile 
intervals. On the original photo, the seeding plane 
may be seen as indicated by the circle, and the third 
modified area is already O. 33 miles in diameter 113 
seconds after seeding. 

Photo No. 6 (5f\-23-746l shows the s ix areas 
4.3 minutes after completing the seeding run. At 
this point the second area, indicated by the arrow, 
h3.s grown to a diameter of 0.40 miles. 

Photo No.7 (65-23-746) shows the six areas as 
ellipSOids approximately one mile in diameter 12.5 
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minutes after seeding. A careful analysis shows that 
they are nearly exact circles. 

Photo No. 8 (68-2~-746) shows the last photo 
taken after 19.5 minutes at which time most of the 
supercooled clouds had dissipated leaving the six 
circular clouds of ice crystals as persistent snow 
areas. This is an excellent example of overseeding. 

General Effects Produced by Seeding 

The Observers on the B-17 plane noticed the ef
fects within less than 5 minutes after seeding, but 
the effects are only clearly recognizable in the 
photographs beginning with photo No. 13. The dis
tance and position of the seeded area with respect 
to the sun in these llrst photographS were sucn that 
the contrast was not sufficiently good for reproduc
tion in this report. The original photographs, how
ever, beginning with photo No. 12, show the seeded 
area unmistakably, and it is even possible to go back 
and detect the early effects of the seeding beginning 
in photo No.6 taken about 9 minutes after seeding. 
The plane was at a distance of about 10 miles. By 
photo No. 16, however, the L-shaped pattern was 
clearly recognized, and it could be seen that the 

width of the seeded area had already mcreasea to 
more than one mile. The far edge ofthe seeded area 
appeared in some places as a very sharp line il
luminated by the sun indicating that the top of the 
seeded area had subsided to a depth of about 400 
feet. Another portion of the L (the northeast leg) 
showed a type of cumulus development indicating 
that some snow crystals had been carried upward to 
a height of about 500 feet above the original height 
of the stratus deck so as to hide the far edge of the 
seeded area. In photo No. 18 both the near edge and 
the far edge are clean cut and definite along most of 
the length. The "point drop" is also separately 
recognizable. In photo No. 19 the subsidence of the 
topmost surface of the seeded area has progressed 
further. The width of the NE leg of the L was about 
two miles. In photo No. 21 the whole L is becoming 
much more distinct, and the top surface now appears 
quite uniform about 600 feet below the original le~el 
without any appreciable indication of snow havmg 
been carried aloft. Photo No. 22 shows a further 
development of the same type. In photo No. 23 the 
width of the L atthe bend is about 3.7 miles, and the 
diameter of the "point drop" is 1.5 miles. 

Photos Nos. 24 to 27 show an apparently clark 
area developing just to the west of the bend of the 
L just outside of the rather sharp boundary of the 
seeded area. Gradually this seems to move into the 
seeded area or the boundary extends out past the dark 
area. It is believed that the dark appearance is 
caused by the thinness of the cloud at this point so 
that much light, instead of being reflected back into 
the sky, is transmitted down to the surface of the 
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sea. The width of tlie seeded area along. its whole 
length gradually increased, but the inner edge of the 
bend appears to rise along the original level with 
some cumulus activity coming from below. The 
outer edge of the seeded area, however, near the 
edge of the bend appears to be depressed and thin. 

Photos Nos. 28, 29, 30, and 31show somewhat less 
contrast and are not suitable for reproduction. Dur
ing this time the southern leg of the L gradually 
seems to merge with the n point drop" so that the 
whole pattern takes the form of a large U. However, 
later, beginning with photo No. 33, the southern part 
of this pattern seems to become rather indefinite, 
and the pattern becomes again more )jke an L; but 
the angle at the bend is then greater than 900 • The · 
seeded area, at all times, retains its individuality 
and remains separate from other areas in the stratus 
clouds which were gradually dissipating. The north
ern leg of the L shows a considerable cumulus de
velopmentfrom photo No. 30 on to No. 34 with clouds 
thatfinallyrose to nearly 1,000 feet above the origi
nal stratus deck. Beginning with photo No. 34, the 
£:dge of the L, especially at the northern end, be
comes very clear cut and dark edges form to make 
it look as through the cloud in some places had 
wholly cleared away but with snow falling from the 
edge. Photo No. 36 shows that the seeded area has 
a total length of 9.5 miles and a maximum width of 
5.2 miles. In photos Nos. 36 to 39 the whole seeded 
area appears dark in color with complete break
through inabout 20 percent of the area, but new and 
presumably supercooled cloud layers are slowly 
forming across a part of the seeded area. These, 
however, are relatively thin and are, in general; 
considerably lower in elevation than the top of the 
undisturbed stratus. Photos No. 41 to 46 show a 
gradual increase in the area from which the clouds 
have been removed. Photo No. 46 shows this very 
clearly. The total area within the seeded area 
which is now devoid of clouds covers about 30 square 
miles. It is seen particularly well from this photo
graph that out over the sea at a distance of about 
35 miles there are no clouds. A long strip of cloud 
running approximately north to northeast at a mini
mum distance of about 25 miles from the photo 
station is seen in photo No. 46. In the north, there 
is a partly cloudy area to within a distance of about 
17 miles. The seeded region is now an elongated 
area only slightly resembling an L having a total 
length of about 10 miles and a maximum width of 
about 7 miles. Photos Nos. 47 to 51 have been 
analyzed in great detaiL About 20 to 30 points that 
are identifiable in the upper surface of the clouds 
have been used to determine horizontal and vertical 
angles, and the comparison of horizontal angles in 
successive photographs has been used to determine 
the shape and size of the seeded area. Then by 
measuring the verticalangles below the horizon, the 



altitudes of the cloud top and the various cloud for
mations within the seeded area have been deter
mined. Photo No. 57 was taken just after the com
pletion of the second seeding in whichthe ~-25 flew 
on a course of 2040 and made six "point drops" 
about a mile apart along a straight line. An 'ex
amination of the photographs shows very clearly 
four "point drops" anditshowstheB-25 (about 0.3 
millimeters in size on an 8-inch x lO-inch photo
graph) just in front of the nearer of the two cumulus 
clouds that lie at the right hand side of the phOto
graph. From the known sPeed of the plane, it is 
possible to calculate the exact time of seeding and the 
time that has lapsed between the first four "point 
drops" and the time at which photo No. 57 was taken. 

Point Drop Diameter 
Number Time (miles) 

end on and now the cirCUlar form of the separate 
seeded areas is very apparent and the diameter can 
be measured accurately. It has been found that the 
diameter of the second seeded area was 1.04 miles 
and the others lie very close to the same value. A 
reference to Table IT shows that the age of the spot 
at this time is 775 seconds , thus indicating that the 
diameter increased at the average rale of 4.8 miles 
per hour during these first 13 minutes. In photo 
No. 66 the line of the six seeded spots is seen al
most end on, but there is poor contrast. The. seeded 
areas appear as six circular areas which have al
ready begun to overlap so that the circles are now 
considerably over a mile in diameter. The seeded 
areas are very closetothe edge ofthe stratus clouds. 

Age Rate of increase in 
(sec) Diameter (mil~s per hour ) 

1 14:26:10 0.32 156 sec 7.4 
2 14:26:31 135 sec 
3 14:26:53 0.33 113 sec 10.6 
4 14:27:08 0.27 

It is remarkable that within two minutes each 
seeded area appears as a circle of diameter 0.3 
miles, having increased in diameter at a rate of 
nearly 10 miles an hour. In the photograph, the 
seeded area appears as a line rather than as a cir
cle. Calculations show, however, that at a distance 
of 6.6 miles, the seeded area should appear as an 
ellipse of high eccentricity not appreciably different 
from that shown in the photographs. 

In successive photographs, the diameters of the 
circles increase regular ly although as the plane cir
c1es the seeded areas, the line of seeding is some
times seen end on and sometimes from the side. In 
photo No. 59, all six of the points are clearly rec
Ognizable, and we can seethatthey are now definitely 
ellipsoidal in shape and that they are increasing 
rapidly in size. 

In ~he next photograph, No. 60, the azimuth of the 
picture is 340 so that the line is seen nearly end on. 
The contrast, however , is rather poor and not good 
for reproduction. It shouldbe noted in photo No. 58 
that the dark area at the upper left near the point at 
which the six. point seeding commenced, there is a 
large area nearly free from clouds. This is the 
southern end of the original seeded area, seeded 
43 minutes previously. This can also be recognized 
in all succeeding photographs up to photo No. 62. 
An analysis of photo No. 61 shows that the width of 
the seeded area is now about 8 miles, but the north
ern end has merged into the dissipating cloud areas 
that lie to the NE. The six seeded points are recog
nizable in photos Nos. 61 to 63, but the contrast is 
very poor so that they cannot be reproduced. In 
photo No. 65, however, the line is again seen nearly 

98 sec 9.9 

The lasttwopictures, Photos. Nos. 67 and 68, show 
the line of six seeded areas running across the 
picture nearly at the edge of the clear sky. They 
appear in the photographs as cigar -shaped clouds, 
but they are probably truly circular lenticular 
clouds. They have a very differ enttextur e from the 
unseeded clouds , appearing slightly darker in color 
and seeming to persist although all the rest of the 
clouds around them are dissipating. This is pre
sumably due to the fact that ice crystals have a 
lower vapor pressure than supercooled wa,ter drop
lets so that when the cloud dissipates, the ice crys
tals persistlonger than the cloud of water droplets . 

Effects Produced on the Temperature and Turbu
lence within a Stratus Cloud by Seeding 

Wet and dry bulb free air temperature readings 
were taken on the B-17 plane while climbing to 
16,200 feet and again when descending. The dry 
bulb temperatures were corrected for the effect 
of dynamic heating by subtra'ctingfrom the observed 
reading 0.850 multiplied by the square of true air 
speed in hundreds of miles per hour. The water 
vapor pressure was calculated from the difference 
between the indicated dry and wet bulb temperatures 
and the ambient pressure at that altitude (not the 
stagnation pressure). From this vapor pressure, 
the mixing ratio x was calculated. 
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The results showed that from the ground level 
up to the base of the cloud at 4,800 feet the lapse 
rate was constant and equal to the dry adiabatic 
lapse rate of 3.00 C per thousand feet. In these cal
culations, the relation between the altitude and the 



pressure was determined by integration taking into 
account the temperatures as they varied with alti
tude. The mixing ratio x between 980 feet and 
3,900 feet was constant at 3.0iO.05 gper Kg of dry 
air, indicating that vertical convection was probably 
occurring or at least that there was neutral stability. 
The free air temperature at the cloud base, 4,800 
feet, was -2.80 C and the pressure was 836 mb. 
Calculations show, however, that if the mixing 
ratio throughoutthe air mass were constant at 3.00, 
the cloud base, according to Weather Bureau charts, 
should be at 785 mb and at a temperature of -7.0OC 
corresponding to 6,520 .feet altitude. If this mixing 
ratio continued up to the top of the cloud at 8,100 
feet where the pressure was 737mb, the water vapor 
content (x) at the top of the cloud would be 2.4 so 
that the liquid water content would be 0.6 g/ Kg. 

A = C(l + B)/ (l + A/ T), (5) 

where C is the dry adiabatic lapse rate; 

C = 0.986 x 10-4 OC / cm (6) 

or 

C = 3.000 C per 1000 foot rise; (7) 

B = 9.059 Le/ T(T - e) (8) 

and 

A = 2.574 (L/ T)p! (p - e). (9) 

In these equations , L is the latent heat of evapora
tion of the water or ice , and e is the corresponding 
vapor pressure for saturated water or ice. For 
water, we put Lw =.608 and for snow or ice Ls = 678. 
We thus have for supercooled water, 

Table II 

Before Seeding After Seeding 

Mixing 
Ratio 

Altitude Pressure Temp x 
feet mb oC Kg/ m3 

4710 839 -2.5 3.70 
4800 836 -2.8 3.70 
5800 807 -4.8 3.28 
6800 777 -6.86 2.91 
7800 746 -8.97 2.58 
8100 737 -9.63 2.48 

Averages -6.05 

On the other hand, at the base of the cloud, 4,800 
feet, the air was saturated and, therefore, must have 
had a mixing ratio. of 3.70 g/ Kg. Table II contains 
data for the temperature distribution and the liquid 
water content within the cloud on the assumption 
that the cloud originally contained supercooled water 
droplets and that the total water content, vapor and 
liquid, x + y was constant at a value 3.70 g/ Kg. It 
is also assumed that the temperature distribution 
corresponds to the saturated adiabatic for liquid 
water. It is desired to then calculate the changes 
i.n temperature that would result when this cloud is 
seeded with dry ice. When these enormous numbers 
of ice nuclei are produced, the water droplets evapo
rate giving vapor which condenses on the ice nuclei 
and the temperature of the cloud rises because of 
freezing of the water, ana tne increase in the snow 
content above that of the original water because of 
the vapor pressure ofthe ice is less than that of the 
water. Equations have been derived for calculating 
the saturated adiabatic lapse rate for a cloud con: 
taining supercooled water and for one containing ice 
crystals. The lapse rate,. is given by 

Liquid 
Water Snow 

Content Temp Content 
g/ m3 oC ~T g/m3 

0 -2.5 +0 0 
0 -2.64 +0.16 0.04 
0.44 -4.51 0.29 0.50 
0.80 -6.38 0.48 0.86 
1.00 -8.36 0.61 1.18 
1.19 -8.96 0.67 1.26 

0.63 -6.45 0.40 0.69 

(10) 

and 

Aw = 8.62 x 106 ew/ T2(p - 2ew) (11) 

and for snow 

Bs = 6142 es/ T(p - es ) (12) 

As = 1.072 x 107es/T2(p - 2es ). (13) 

The lapse rates for the 1000-foot intervals center
ing about 5,3Uu feet , 6,300 feet, and 7,300 feet were 
calculated from these equations with the results 
given in Table III. From the data 'of tht' second 
column of Table III, the temperature changes per 
thousand feet were calculated giving the results 
shown in column 3 of Table II. 

In the B-17 one measurement was taken of the 
temperature within the cloud. At 7,630 feet with a 
pressure of 750 mb, the dry bulb temperature was 
-7 .20C. If we apply the usual correction for dyanmic 
heating, the temperature should be -9.90 C whereas 
according to Table III, it should have been -8.620C. 
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Table III 

LAPSE RATES FOR THE STRATUS CLOUD, FLIGHT 23 

Altitude 
Saturated Adiabatic Lapse Rates 

in 0c per 1000 feet 

Water Snow 

5,300 
6,300 
7,300 

2.00 
2.06 
2.11 

1.84 
1.93 
2.00 

The discrepancy of about 1.30 is undoubtedly due to 
partial neutralization of the dynamic heating by the 
cooling effect of the liquid water. The temperature 
of -9.90 C at that altitude would obviously be impos
sible for it would correspond to ' a highly super
adiabatic lapse rate. 

Table II also gives the mixing ratio calculated 
from the ew and p. Multiplying this by the density, 
which ranges from 1.078 Kg/ m3 at 4,800 feet to 
0.975 Kg/m3 at 8,100 feet, we obtain the liquid water 
content in column 5 expressed in g/m3. The average 
liquid water content within the cloud thus comes out 
to be 0.63 g/m3. 

An equation has been obtained (whose derivation 
will be presented in a later report) by which the rise 
in temperatu~e,6'I, producedby seeding can be cal
culated. The equation is 

.6T =~33. Yl(P -2e) + El /~ - 2e) + ~ (14) 

Here AT is in °C, y in grams of liquid water per 
gram of dry air, and p and e are in mb. The quanti
ties D and E are given by 

D = -16.95 t1(1 - 0.0067t1)-esl (15) 

and 

13:20 

13:28 
to 

13:32 

The seeded area was very apparent. 

The plane descended through the seeded area 
following the same path as originally seeded 
with headings of 2790 and 1060 and noted that 
the base of the cloud was at 4,700 feet. 

13: 3 5 Precipitation was seen fa 11 i n g from the 
seeded area. 

13:36 It was noted that precipitation was in the 
form of light snow. As seen from below small 
holes appeared within the seeded area. 

13 :38 The precipitation area was very pronounced 
at this time and it had descended to an alti
tude of 3,000 feet. 

13:41 While descending from 2,900 feet to 2,600 
to feet, turbulence was noted although previ-

13:43 ously there had :been no turbulence. 

13:51 Flew at an altitude of 2,500 feet dliectly 
through the precipitation area, which was ap
parently caused by the seeding. The visibil· 
ity in this cloud was less than 1/8 mile. The 
precipitation was falling in the for m of rather 
lar ge snowflakes. 

E = 144.2 (1 - 0.0073 t1) es1, (16) 13 :53 At an altitude of 2,600 feet. 

where t1 is the initial temperature in oC at any point 
before seeding and tsl is the vapor pressure of ice 
at that temperature. 

Using this equation, the temperature rises pro
duced by seeding are given in column 7 of Table II. 
The finaltemperature,t2,is givenin column 6. The 
last column shows the snow content in g/m3. It is 
seen that it is greater than the water content before 
seeding . . 

Observations from the B-25 Plane 

The following is a log of operations following the 
completion of seeding. 

13:11 The B-25 circled over the seeded area to 
observe the effects which were produced. 

13: 18 The seeded area was first noticed at this time. 
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13 :54 Altitude 1,800 feet. The precipitation waf> 
still descending and reached this altitude. 
The plane gradually descended keeping pace 
with the bottom of the precipitation. 

13:56 Altitude 1,500 feet. 

13:58 Altitude 1,200 feet. 

13 :59 It was noted that the precipitation was dis
sipating, probably melting and evaporating. 

14:06 The plane climbed upto the hole andreached 
the top oftheseededarea at 14:18. This was 
the time that photos No. 52 and 55 were taken. 

14:26 Seeding No.2 was made. 

An analysis of these data show that snow was 
falling at the rate of about 50 to 60 centimeters per 
second. Within 20 minutes after seeding at 8,100 



feet snow had already fallen to the 2,000 foot level, 
and in 20 minutes more the lower part of the pre
cipitation had reached the 1,200 foot level at the 
rate of about 90 cm per second, 'assuming that the 
precipitation started from the base of the cloud at 
4,800 feet. However, much of the precipitation 
started at a higher level which correspoilds to speeds 
greater than this. No observations have been made 
of how long the precipitation lasted after 13 :59 when 
it was observed that the precipitation at 1,200 feet 
was dissipating. Presumably, precipitation at a 
higher level was continuing from the edges of the 
seeded area. This at least was what we had observed 
in the flight of March 7, 1947 when a seeded area 
passed over Schenectady. 

From the observation that the mixing ratios for 
water vapor in the air below the clouds are practi
cally constant at 3.0 Kg/ m3 and the fact that the 
free air t.emperature corresponds with the dry adia
batic lapse rate, we can calculate the relative hu
midity and the wet bulb temperatures at each alti
tude. Snowflakes which fall from clouds into rela
tively dry air below cannot begin to melt until they 
reach a place where the wet bulb temperature is 
above freezing. ACcording to these calculations, 
this altitude is 3,200 feet. The snowflakes would 
naturally fall several hundred feet below this level 
before s how i n g any appreciable melting. This 
agrees well with the observation. The visibility is 
only 1/ 8 mile at 2,600 feet where presumably the 
visibilltywas a minimum, and at 1,200 feet the pre
cipitation had dissipated. 

We have estimated that the average liquid water 
content in the cloud was about 0.7 g/ m3 and that the 
thickness was about 1,000 meters. Thus if all the 
liquid water in the cloud was precipitated without 
loss to the ground, it would give 700 g/ m2 or a 
depth of 0.07 cmof water or roughly 0.7 cm of snow. 
In December 1946, III analyzing the flight data in 
which Dr. ScI·aefer seeded his first cloud on Novem
ber 13, 1946, a theory was developed for the rate of 
growth of snowflakes. after ice nuclei are introduced 
into a cloud of supercooled water droplets. The rOite 
of growth of the snow crystals under these conditions 
can be calculated by the equation 

r2 = 2 MD(Pw - ps)t/ ORT. (17) 

In this equation, M is the molecular weight of water 
(18), D is the diffusioncoefiicient of water vapo~ in 
air, Pw is the saturated vapor pressure of water , 
ps is the saturated vapor pressur e for snow or ice , 
t is the time in seconds , is the effective density 
of the snowflake , T is the absolute temperature, and 
R is the gas constant 8.37 x 107 ergs per degree. 
This equation is derived for the case of a sphere. 
It can be applied to thE growth of a snowflake by 
choosing appropriate values of radius r and the 
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density • Schaefer has found that at temperatures 
of -5 to -lOoe , such as prevailed in Flight 23, the 
primary crystals that form at the introduction of ice 
nuclei produced by dry ice are in the form of small 
hexagonal plates having a thickness about 1/ 10 of the 
maximum diameter. We may, therefore, let r in 
Eq. 17 be the diameter of the hexagonal plate, and 
wecanchoosethe densityp by assuming it to be that 
of a sphere which has a total surface equal to that 
of the hexagonal plate. If we take the thickness of 
the snow crystals 1/ 10 of its diameter, we find that 
the value of is 0.27 g/ cm3. It is evidentfrom Eq. 
i 7 that the diameter of the primary snowflake in
creases in proportion to the square root ofthe time. 
Table N enables us to see how the rate of growth 
depends on the temperature. 

Table N 

THE RATE OF GROWTH OF SNOW CRYSTALS 
IN Am SATURATED WITH RESPECT TO WATER 

Temperature 

00 
-50 e 
-100 e 
-150e 
-200e 
-300 e 
-400 e 

Diameter after 1 sec 

o 
1.35 x 10-3 cm 
1.55 
1.50 
1.40 
1.07 
0.75 

To determine the size of the crystal at any other 
time, one simply multiplies the ·values given in the 
second column of Table N by the square root of the 
time in seconds . 

While the snowflake grows in size , it falls at an 
increasing speed. When the particles are small 
during the first five minutes of their growth, their 
velocity of fall is given by Stokes ' Law. We may 
again use the equation for spheres and take the ef
fective density to be 0.27 for hexagonal plates hav
ing a thickness 1/ 10 of their diameter. The velocity 
of fall thus becomes 

v = 3.7 X 10;) r2 ,. (18) 

where r is in centimeters and v is in centimeters 
per second. By combining this with Eq. 17, we find 
that the velocity increases in proportion to time or, 
in other words, they move with uniform accelera
tion. If we use the data in Table N tor tne tempera
ture range from -5 to -100 e , we thus find approxi
mately that the distance which the !1;rowing snow
flakes fall with time is 

x = 0.05 t2 , (19) 

with the distance measured in centimeters. 

These calculations show that primary hexagonal 
snowflakes which fall at a rate of 60 centimeters 



per second would. have a diameter of 0.06 em, would 
have a thiclmess of 0.006 em, and would weigh 
25 x 10-6g. According to Eq. 17, it would take about 
10 minutes for the crystals to grow to this size. 

From the weight of these flakes, we may then 
estimate the number of flakes that would have to fall 
per cm2 to give the total precipitation of 0.07 em 
depth of precipitation at the base of the cloud. We 
find in this way that there will be about 3,000 snow
flakes per square centimeter, and ifwe assume that 
the whole cloud covered 45 square miles about 25 
minutes after seeding, it would mean that about 
3 x 1015 snowflakes fell from the cloud. Let us 
suppose that if crystals fall in anyone place, they 
form a column 1,000 feet high which is the thick
ness of the cloud. Then we find that the average 
concentration of the snowflakes Is 0.03 flakes per 
cm3, so that the snowflakes were on an average of 
about 3 centimeters apart while falling through the 
air. On this basis, we can estimate the visibility. 
The area of the hexagonal face of each snowflake 
would be about 0.003 cm3, or since the snowflakes 
are in more or less random directions y the effect 
of a light beam that can be intercepted can be taken 
to be about 0.002 cm. With a concentration of 0.003 
flakes per cm3, we thus find that the amount of light 
intercepted is 6 x '10-5 per cm. The reciprocal of 
this, or 170 meters, gives the effective free path of 
the light rays in reasonable agreement with the ob
servation that the visibility was 1/8 mile (200 
meters). 

It is also interesting to know whether snowflakes 
of this character would collide with one another and 
form clusters as they fall onto the ground. The ef
fect can be estimated roughly by assuming that half 
the snowflakes are falling with a velocity of 40 
meters per second while the other half fall at "70 
meters per second. We find then that the change of 
any particular snowflake coll1d1ng with another is 
0.005, and during this time, It travels an average 
distance of 60 centimeters. Thus we see that on 
average, one of these primary snowflakes will fall 
only about 120 meters before it coll1des with another 
one. At the height of 2,600 feet we will, therefore, 
have most of the flakes scattered in clusters. It is 
a common observation that the clustering of small 
snowflakes has almost no . effect on the veloclty of 
fall, and we see small clusters, large clusters, and 
hexagonal flakes falling side by side ata velocity of 
150 centimeters per second. 

'It thus seems that the seeding experiments of 
FUght 23 precipitated all of the condensed moisture 
from an area of roughly 50 sqUare miles in the form 
oUalling snow. Even if all the snow had fallen to the 
ground without melting or evaporating, it would not 
have given more than 5 to 7 m1ll1meters depth of 
snow. Actually, however, the humidity below the 
cloud was far too low to permit any snow or rain to 
reach the ground. 
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It has been mentionedbefore that in planning these 
seeding tests, we have deliberately chosen to work 
with relatively thin clouds and small area seedings'. 
From such exp~riments, however, we can draw very 
definite conclusions as to what would have happened if· 
a similar seeding run had been made at the top of a 
stratus cloud:3 ,000 or 4,000 .meters thick. Since the 
Uquid water content of most stratus clouds is nearly 
zero at the base and often increases to a maximum 
at the top, the total precipitable water is roughly in 
proportion to the square of the thickness. In,sucha 
case. the seeding, like that of Flight 23 which gave 
3 x 1015 snowflakes, could have g:iven a precipitation 
of, say, five millimeters; and over an area of 50 
square miles (1.3 x 1012cm2), the weight of rainfall 
produced would have been of the order of 106 tons. 

The data from Flight 23 may also be used to 
estimate effects that might be expected by the seed
ing of very large cumulus clouds. Consider, for ex
ample, a cloud which gives a total rainfall of one 
inch of water within half an hour. If the raindrops 
are of the diameter of 4 millimeters, each drop will 
weigh about 0.003 g, and it will only takp. about 85 
rain drops per square centimeter to give this rain, 
whereas in Flight 23 there were about 3,000 snow 
crystals per cm2• Consider, also, a lapge cumulus 
cloud in which the active part covers an area about 
20 squar e miles and the cloud top is 25,000 feet hlgh 
and the base is at 5,000 feet. With the cU'y adiabatic 
lapse rate below the cloud, the temperature would 
be 30°C at sea level 160C at the cloud base, OOC at 
15,000 feet, and -20°C at the top of the cloud. The 
liquid water content would increase from zero at 
the base to 3g/m3 at 10,000 feet, 5.2at 15,000 feet, 
and 6.2 at 25,000 feet, the average liquid water eon
tent being 4.3. The total precipitable water would 
then be 2.6 centimeters. Of course, these figures 
may be reduced by the effect of entrainment of drier 
air into the cloud. On the other hand. in extensive 
cloud systems such effects are often not important. 
The number of ice;nuclei which were actually found 
and introduced into stratus clouds in Flight 23 would 
appear to give snowflakes in the freezing level which 
could, in accord with the Bergeron-Findeisen theory, 
give heavy rain on the ground even without any in
crease in the number of nuclei originally present. 

There is conclusive evidence mat in naturally oc
curring storms a small number of nuclei originally 
present can produce snowflakes which by various 
processes can then be multIplied, probably by frag
mentation .. Such effects sho)J.ld occur \lIlder favorable 
conditions with clouds which have been seeded. It 
is very important to conduct experiments so as to 
realize these conditions of self -propagating snow or 
rain storms. It has been pointed out · elsewhere* 
that the snow crystals falling below the freezmg 



level and melting can, in the case of a thick cumulus 
cloud with high internal vertical velocities, set up 
a chain reaction causing heavy rain to form from 
relatively few nuclei at the top. Seeding with dry 
ice, however, which produces enormous numbers of 
such nuclei could speed upthe beginning of such re
actions and, therefore, should sometimes give rain 
of exceeding severity. I believe such storms would 
be produced in tropical areas and more will be re
ported about these at a later time. 

In a large air mass, once a parcel of air is heated 
it tends to rise , but its movement involves the neigh
boring air masses. Thus the acceleration of the air 
and the terminal velocity are not as high as they 
would be if these surrounding air masses did not 
exist. These effects can be taken roughly into ac
count by dividing the acceleration by 2. We can 
thus calculate the order of magnitude of the veloci
ties of seeded clouds by the follOwing two equatIons : r 

v = (1/2)g(~T/T)t (20) 

The Propagation of Ice Nuclei in Stratus Clouds and and 
the Effect of Stability in Cloud Layers 

In Table m it has been shown that in Flight 23 the 
seeding produced an increase intemperature at the 
base of the cloud of O.loC and 0.60C a.t the top. If 
the seeding is done along a single line; and the dry 
ice pellets fan through the whole cloud layer, the 
seeding actually takes place over a vertical plane 
surface which is, at first, of very limited thickness. 
The dry ice pellets do not fall strictly vertically 
but move laterally, probably to several meters, be
cause .ofthe Irregular shapes ofthe falling particles. 
It is very important to study the mechanism by which 
these nuclei may be carried out as much as three 
miles from the original line of seeding within one 
hour in a cloud that has no appreciable internal tur
bulence. The spreading is, of course, produced by 
new turbulence set up due to the local temperature 
rise in the seeded portion of the cloud. 

Consider, for example, a vertical sheet of cloud 
having a thickness B but extending vertically through 
the whole height of the cloud and horizontally with 
the plane of seeding. If we had only to consider 
a volume of afr having Ii temperature 6T ahove 
its surroundings, we would find that the w-lrm 
air would rise and mix with the surrounding air and 
the temperature would thus be lowered. In the case 
ofa seeded cloud, however, the conditions are 
very different. The number of nuclei is almost in
exhaustible, and thus as the warmed part of the 
cloud which contains ice crystals and nuclei mixes 
with the supercooled cloud surrounding it, the tem
perature of the whole mass that isin'Vol ved rises and 
stays at the temperature, AT, above the surrounding 
cloud. Thus as the seeded layer gets thicker, the 
forces capable of producing and maintaining turbu
lence increase in magnitude. 

If we consider a sheet of cloud filled with ice 
nuclei where the temperature is ~T, this parcel of 
air would seem to have a vertical acceleration equal 
to gilT I AT IT. This acceleration sets up velocities 
which increase with time, but frictional losses are 
also beginning to increase so that finally the velocity 
reaches a limiting value. 

(21) 

The first equation gives the increase in velocity 
during the period of acceleration, and the second 
equation giyes the limit of terminal veloCity after a 
circulation has been set. Witha thinsheet of seeded 
cloud of thickness B, we · may put S = 2B, for the 
vertical currents that are set up rise up to a dis
tance of only twice the thickness ofthe layer before 
turbulence mixes them with surrounding air. The 
result is that the thickness ofthe layer, B, increases 
in proportion to the square root of time roughly 
according to the following equation. 

B = (1/8)gt2~T/T). (22) 

Taking this change in thickness into account, one 
can then calculate that the velocity of the updraft of 
the seeded sheet is 

v = (1 / 2)gt(AT/T). (23) 

With the rise of temperature of only 0.50 , it can be 
calculated that within three minutes, terminal ve
locities of 1.5 meters can be set up in the seeded 
area and that the thickness by that time will have 
reached about 100 meters. The above calculations 
are, of course, based on the assumption that there 
is no inherent stability within the cloud, that is, be
fore the seeding the lapse rate corresponds to the 
saturated moist adiabatic. 

It is evident that when the thickness B of the 
seeded layer becomes half the thickness ofthe cloud, 
Sc, the foregoing equations no longer apply. You 
can, howeverj·use Equation 21, replacing S with 
Sc. Ifweusethe data of Flight23usingSc = 105 cm, 
putting AT as 0.400

, the average temperature rise 
produced by seeding, we find that the terminal ve
locity of the vertical currents would be about 4 
meters per second or about 9 miles per hour. This 
vertical velocity would occur, oi course , in a region 
a few hundred meters thick near the edge of the 
seeded pattern. Within the interior of the pattern, 
temperature ;,:: uniform and vertical currents 

t OccaSional Report No.1, page 26. 

* I. Langmuir. "The Production of Rain by a Chain Reaction in Cumulus Clouds at Temperatures Above 
Freezing." Occasional Report Number 1, Contract No. W-36-039-SC-32427, (15 April 1948). 
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would die out. These verticaf updrafts from the 
inside of the pattern near this boundary will carry 
the ice nuclei upwards and spread them out over the 
surrounding area, The fact t hat the horizontal prop
agation velocities of about 1. 5 meters per second are 
observed is not surprising. 

Let us consider what would happen if the air mass 
Sc is stable , that is , it has a temperature lapse rate 
"less than:to which we take to be the saturated 
adiabatic lapse rate. Under these conditions , it is 
easy to see that a temperature rise ,AT, at any given 
place in the cloud will cause that air parcel to rise 
only to a height S above its original position given 
by 

(24) 

Since according to Eq. 21, the velocity v varies only 
in proportion to the square root of S, we stili have 
considerable vertical velocities at the boundary of 
the seeded area even though there is very marked 
stability. Under the conditions of Flight 23 , it was 
seen that the saturated adiabatic lapse rate of a 
cloud layer would be 2.00e per 1,000 feet, which 
corresponds to AO = 0.67 x 10-4 deg/ cm. Ii now we 
assume that the lapse rate in the cloud is only half 
as great, viz. , 1.00e per 1,000 ~eet or ~ = 0.33 x 10-4 
a s in the above case, then v=1.5 meters per s econd 
instead of 4.0 meters per second. So, evenmthese 
stable clouds there could still be a reason
able rate of propagation. As each parcel of air 
containing ice nuclei rises t o a new level, it 
spreads out to that level coming into contact with 
the seeded cloud and causes a rise in temperature 
in the new parcel so that again we have a new propa
gation in a highel' layer. 

If there is already turbulence within the cloud, 
then it would appear that the effects of seeding may 
propagate much more rapidly. In large cold cumulus 
clouds, for example, the effects may be expected to 
propagate very rapidly throughout the cloud. 

The Effects of OverseediJ:!g 

In the foregoing analysis of Flight No. 23, the 
rate of growth of snowflakes as given, for example, 
in Table IV has been calculated on the assumption 
that the snow nuclei are so far separated that each 
is surrounded by water vapor saturated with respect 
to water. Ii a limited volume of cloud is seeded 
with relatively large amounts of dry ice, enormous 
numbers of minute ice nuclei are formed, the water 
drops evaporate , and cause these minute nuclei to 
grow. However, there is not enough water vapor to 
allow them all to grow to very large size. The 
original cloud may have had, for example, 200 to 
500 water droplets per cm3, whereas the number of 
new ice crystals formed may be 10 or 100 times 
greater. Ii there are too many, the smaller ones 
will evaporate to give vapor which condenses on 

the larger ones. In any case, the number of ice 
cry'stais will be larger than the number of water 
droplets originally present. Such an ice cloud may 
be more stable than one which grew from a cloud 
of· liquid water drops and the velocity of fall of the 
parlicles may remain negligible. Along the lines of 
seeding, an L shaped pattern, there frequently re
mains a cloudy area which persists long after the 
SUl'rounding clouds have dissipated. An excellent 
example of such an effect is seen in photos Nos. 67 
and 68 where· the six ice crystal clouds have per
sisted long after most of the other clouds have dis
appeared. 

In the seeding of small cumulus clouds, one 
usually finds just tnis effect -- the seeding produces 
no visible snow fall, and no one but a skilled ob
server detects the change from a supercooled cloud 
to one consisting of ice crystals. It is only by look
ing for halos and brightness at different angles that 
one sees the ice in the cloud. 

In the case of an unbroken deck of stratus clouds 
how~ver, ~e seeded area is always surrounded b; 
one In which there are no ice crystals. In this re
gion of low concentration of ice cyrstals, . snowflakes 
grow rapidly so that as they accumulate, they fall 
out of the cloud. It is, therefore, near the edges of 
the seeded area that one finds the broken edges . 
The seeded area frequently remains filled with ice 
crystals which cut down the visibility. 

It is planned in future flights to study the seed
ing of stratus clouds with particular emphasis on 
the production of large cleared areas suitable for 
landing of aircraft. We, therefore, plan to fly a 
flight pattern as follows: Fly the plane first in a 

direction approximating that of the wind movement 
'about 100 to the left of the wind. Fly a straight line 
for about 20 miles seeding at the rate of about one 
pound per mile. Then make a sharp left turn for a 
radius of one mile, continuing seeding. After turn
ing through an angle of 1550 , straighten out , cross 
. the original seeded line, and on the new course fly 
20 miles while continuing seeding. We thus have a 
seeded pattern which consists of a huge V with an 
ellipse on the upWind vertex and with two huge arms 
20 miles long. On the inside of the V near the apex 
and in the ellipse, the effects of overseedingwill be 
apparent, but as the effects propagate from both 
seeded lines towards the axis of symmetry, the con
centration of ice nuclei decreases and, therefore, 
the size of snowflakes increases in size and a long 
clear line should be left along this axis which is free 
even from snowflakes. I believe that experiments 
conducted in this way will be particularly valuable 
in studying the feasibility of clearing large areas for 
use of aircraft. 

Under favorable conditions, the converging 
seeded areas near the axis may give self-propagating 
effects which we desire to know more about. 
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